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1

Diverse, Dynamic, and Enduring

Ancient Households on the North Coast of Peru

David Pacifico and Ilana Johnson

DOI: 10.5876/9781646420919.c001

The enduring presence of domestic contexts in the archaeological record means 
that the household perspective is as valuable as ever for deciphering the cultural 
beliefs and practices of Peru’s ancient inhabitants. Building on a long tradition of 
household archaeology, this book contributes new case studies focusing on ancient 
households on the north coast of Peru. All of the studies in this volume build upon 
previous efforts in household archaeology in the Andes. Many also invoke related 
perspectives, including community archaeology (e.g., Canuto and Yaeger 2000) 
and neighborhood archaeology (e.g., Pacifico and Truex 2019b). Accordingly, the 
cases that follow should be considered complementary to earlier studies and paral-
lel approaches.

Nevertheless, the findings here suggest that revision is needed to our understand-
ing of households. Specifically, this volume emphasizes hitherto unrealized dyna-
mism, mutability, and diversity of Precolumbian houses and households. Following 
a century of archaeological research focusing on the monumental and mortuary 
contexts of North Coast archaeological sites, this volume presents the first trans- 
temporal synthesis of household research in the North Coast and, in so doing, cov-
ers more than 1,000 years of coastal prehistory. The material diversity presented in 
this volume suggests that households take different forms within a single culture 
or even settlement. Households serve a variety of purposes that change over time, 
causing the same household to leave different archaeological indices depending 
on the spatial and temporal context within which the household functioned. In 
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addition, households combine, fragment, and recombine in new configurations, 
which suggests that they have fluid relationships with larger- scale settlements like 
neighborhoods, communities, cities, and states. Fluidity does not necessarily imply 
weak relationships. Instead, it indicates the dynamic nature of social and political 
alliances on the North Coast in prehistory. The underlying factors that affect house-
hold diversity and dynamism are faced by families around the world. Population 
movement can be coordinated with agricultural cycles, kinship organization can be 
reorganized by economic changes, or local identities can be resilient or disappear 
in the face of culture change. We can therefore use the newly discovered house-
hold contexts presented in this book to compare ancient Andean case studies with 
those from other times and places. These complex nuances and their comparative 
promise attest to the vitality and relevance of household archaeology for exploring 
human culture and society in the past.

CAT EG O R I E S O F T H O UGH T

Household archaeology is the study of daily life, domestic practices, and household 
social organization. This archaeological approach has existed for many decades, if 
not centuries if we count early excavations at Pompeii (Ceram 1979). Yet there is 
only tacit agreement about the terms used to investigate and analyze archaeologi-
cal households. In place of explicit agreement, many archaeologists hover around a 
set of concepts that are “good to think with.” Here we highlight four interrelated 
categories of thought that have provided traction in household archaeology: mate-
riality, practice, scale, and symbolism. We highlight these categories in particular, 
because the cases detailed in this volume both build on the momentum of these 
terms but also suggest new intellectual trajectories described by these terms within 
household archaeology. We would also highlight that these intellectual categories 
implicate one another as essential dimensions for analysis, and they are likely to 
be difficult to disentangle. This complexity is an optimistic one, for it highlights 
the promise of new and rich understandings of the past from the perspective of 
residential life.

Materiality: House and Household

Household archaeology requires simultaneous attention to the physical remains 
of residential structures (viz. houses) and the material remains of the people who 
lived, worked, and visited with and around the structure (Ames 1996; Blanton 1994; 
Haviland 1985; Hirth 1993; Netting 1982; Netting et al. 1984; Wilk and Rathje 1982). 
An early, useful definition endures in Andean archaeology. This definition is entirely 
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focused on materiality; it defines the household as “the smallest architectural and 
artifactual assemblage repeated across a settlement” subject to site formation pro-
cesses during habitation, abandonment, and afterward (LaMotta and Schiffer 1999; 
Stanish 1989, 11). This archaeological definition focuses on the materiality both of 
houses themselves as well as the physical remains of people and activities that took 
place within them. Moreover, this definition emphasizes the fundamental nature of 
households to their wider social contexts. Attention to both container and contained 
is an essential and enduring characteristic of household archaeology (Hendon 2010).

A focus on the materiality of houses can help drive clear, local material indica-
tors. For example, an elemental pattern based strictly on materiality is found among 
urban Moche houses— defined by multipurpose rooms with benches as well as 
access to essential areas, including storage (Bawden1977, 1978, 1982; Brennan 1982; 
Chapdelaine 2009; Lockard 2005, 2009; Shimada 1994). Additional architec-
tural indices of social meaning can also be defined by focusing on the materiality 
of houses and households, including architecture intended to shape movement, 
provide privacy, impose restriction, and elaborate on design standards (Moore 
1992, 1996, 2003). Floors, ramps, and wall finishes can be used to indicate house-
hold status (Attarian 2003a, 2003b; Bawden 1982; Campbell 1998; Johnson 2010; 
Klymyshyn 1982; Topic 1977, 1982; Van Gijseghem 2001). Residence morphology 
and artifact decoration can indicate household ethnicity and immigration episodes 
(Aldenderfer and Stanish 1993; Dillehay 2001; Johnson 2008; Kent et al. 2009; 
Rosas Rintel 2010; Swenson 2004; Vaughn 2005). The materiality of assemblages 
within houses is also meaningful. Finewares and high- value items can be consid-
ered markers for household status or ethnic identity (Bawden 1983, 1986, 1994; 
Gumerman and Briceño 2003; Johnson 2010; Mehaffey 1998; Rosas Rintel 2010; 
Stanish 1989). Plant and animal remains can signal distribution patterns, economic 
organization, and wealth and status of household inhabitants (Gumerman 1991; 
Hastorf 1991; Pozorski 1976; Pozorski and Pozorski 2003; Rosello et al. 2001; Ryser 
1998; Shimada and Shimada 1981; Tate 1998; Vasquez and Rosales 2004).

At the end of the twentieth century, archaeologists began to expand and revise this 
earliest definition of Andean archaeological households (e.g., Janusek 2004, 2009; 
Nash 2009). A more recent revision of the traditional definition would direct our 
attention away from a single fundamental pattern and toward the potential diver-
sity of households within a single settlement (Bawden 1982; Pacifico 2014; Shimada 
1994; Uceda Castillo and Morales 2002, 2003, 2005, 2006; Uceda Castillo et al. 
1997, 1998, 2004; Vogel 2003, 2012). Certainly, this approach complicates archaeo-
logical research, but it also promises to reveal richer pictures of life in the past.

The cases detailed in this volume challenge many assumptions about the mate-
riality of households and our interpretations of households’ material remains. 
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Overwhelmingly, the materiality of households is variable. For example, at Caylán 
(chapter 3) and Wasi Huachuma (chapter 4), residential structures were modified 
to meet the changing needs of variable household membership, while at Huaca 
Colorada (chapter 6), ritual modification of an archetypal house was central to 
social solidarity.

Practice: Households as Corporate Groups

In complement to the material definition of archaeological households, a practice- 
centered definition endures as well: households are corporate task groups. As task 
groups, households are taken to be the fundamental social units of production, dis-
tribution, transmission, and reproduction (Wilk and Rathje 1982). These abstract 
tasks take specific forms such as dwelling and decision-making (Blanton 1994, 
5); attached, independent, or embedded specialization (Costin 1991a; Janusek 
1999); making pots and brewing beer ( Jennings and Chatfield 2009; Pacifico 
2014); scheduling (Salomon 2004, 46); selective consumption (Burger 1988, 133); 
ritual practice (chapter 8; Vogel 2003, 2012), and managing the domestic economy 
of household members (Hirth 2009). Focusing on households as corporate groups 
has honed attention on bottom- up reconstructions of life in the past, often invok-
ing the domain of everyday life. Much of today’s household research focuses on the 
individuals who make up the household and the interactions between them and the 
rest of the community.

Practice- based strategies in household archaeology reveal intrahousehold com-
plexities. At the most basic level, households are made up of people going about 
their daily lives. People are rational actors making active choices about their sub-
sistence, social, and political strategies (Cowgill 2000). Household members are 
inherently interdependent but do not always act with regard to the greater good 
of the group because “the domestic group consists of social actors differentiated by 
age, gender, role, and power whose agendas and interests do not always coincide” 
(Hendon 1996, 48). Households provide an arena in which to explore the physical 
remains of past individuals’ actions, because people have the most control over their 
daily activities, the majority of which likely take place within and near residential 
spaces. Therefore, this arena of investigation provides insight into the domain in 
which people make the most personal decisions pertaining to their well- being and 
that of fellow household members. For example, the use and deposition of gen-
dered personal artifacts in and around the house suggests strong intra household 
reproduction of gender identities and gendered practices (chapter 5). Other house-
hold practices were variable in response to external and internal forces. While the 
materiality of houses at Caylán (chapter 3) likely shifted in response to household 
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need, at Pedregal (chapter 8) some household economic practices shifted under the 
demands of new Chimú overlords, while other household practices remained the 
same. Household practices also served as corporate strategies used to signal affilia-
tion (at Ventanillas in chapter 8) and autonomy (at Talambo in chapter 9).

Scale: Household, Community, and Neighborhood

Households rarely exist in isolation, and so it is essential to consider the scalar 
relationships households shared with wider communities. Methodologically, 
household archaeology shares interests (and often overlaps) with community 
archaeology and the archaeology of neighborhoods. Both communities and 
neighborhoods incorporate households. Communities may not necessarily entail 
clear material correlates or physical spaces, as communities are often defined in 
large part by ideational components, such as a sense of belonging, conception of 
identity, and sub cultural habitus. Neighborhoods are clearer cases because of their 
necessarily spatial and material components.

Households have a scalar relationship with communities because households and 
their members in part comprise communities (Vaughn 1997). Early anthropologists 
and archaeologists often envisioned the community as a “relatively static, conserva-
tive, closed, and homogeneous social unit” made up of individuals living near each 
other, sharing cultural values, and carrying out similar daily activities within the 
larger community area (Yaeger and Canuto 2000, 3; e.g., Murdock 1949). However, 
this perspective often erroneously equates an archaeological site with a social com-
munity (Marcus 2000, 231). Instead, we propose that communities are social groups 
composed of individuals and subgroups sharing spatial, practical, temporal, and 
conceptual commonalities (Pacifico 2014; Yaeger and Canuto 2000, 5). In this vol-
ume, we are particularly sympathetic to the notion of the political community— an 
entity that draws individuals, groups, and households into a community based on 
shared interests under a regime of power that marshals spatial, practical, and tem-
poral similarities to create a shared conception of identity (sensu Bawden 2001; 
Marcus 2000).

Neighborhoods share clearer scalar relationships with households because neigh-
borhoods are emplaced communities that come into being through construction of 
and interaction with the physical landscape, often during periods of mass migration 
(Innis- Jiménez 2013, 61– 65; Pacifico and Truex 2019a). Neighborhoods constitute a 
social community but can be studied as a physical space in which people share a com-
mon locality and orientation (Gottdiener 1985; Hallman 1984). Archaeologically, a 
neighborhood is a small area within a larger social landscape that contains dwellings 
and often community facilities (Hutson 2016; Smith and Novic 2012; Stone 1987). 
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Socially, neighborhoods provide a context in which social, economic, and political 
networks are created and where norms are reinforced and modified (Hallman 1984; 
Pacifico and Truex 2019a; Redfield 1960). Houses, neighborhoods, and wider settle-
ment scales may be interdependent precisely because they are nested ( Jacobs 1961). 
This interdependence amplifies the political nature of communities, for neighbor-
hoods often function as political communities with local leaders or representatives 
that report to higher authorities (Hallman 1984; Lazar 2008; Pacifico 2019; Stone 
1987). As elements within a political landscape, households “in urban neighborhoods 
represent resources in knowledge, information, creativity, commitment, and energy . . . 
and can channel these resources into constructive pursuits” (Henig 1982, 38).

Because of the politics they imply, scalar relationships between households and 
communities are important to investigate. Cases in this volume suggest diverse 
kinds of household- community relationships that may have both social and archae-
ological consequences. As detailed in several chapters (chapter 5 regarding portable 
items; chapters 7, 8, and 9 regarding architecture), domestic material culture can 
signal positive and negative relationships between wider political communities. 
While household- neighborhood linkages seem clearer due to neighborhoods’ nec-
essarily material characteristics, the peripatetic nature of household conglomerates 
(chapter 4) highlights the need to lend a critical eye toward even this more friendly 
category of scale.

Symbolism: Household as Cosmogram, 
Household as Charged Space

The symbolic valence of residential life operates recursively in two scalar direc-
tions: households symbolizing community form and community form shaping 
household morphology. While traditional Western attitudes toward households 
might posit a sharp distinction between private and public space, archaeological 
research increasingly highlights the political and ritual nature of houses and house-
hold activities (Manzanilla 1996; Widmer and Storey 1993). Indeed, the household 
itself is sometimes interpreted as a conceptual map for wider social relationships. 
For example, at Galindo, Garth L. Bawden (1982) interprets residential configura-
tion as an index of community configuration. Similarly, Alan Kolata (1997) argues 
that both Inka and Egyptian royal houses provided the conceptual model on which 
the polity operated: the hyper- oikos. The reverse case should also be considered, 
wherein the social community provides the conceptual map by which the house is 
laid out. Indeed, it is probable that these two symbolic modes inform one another. 
Archaeologically, we might be able to track the shifts in conceptual configurations 
by tracking changes in house form through time within a single settlement.
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The symbolic nature of houses within a wider social and conceptual scale is most 
evident in this volume in the case of Huaca Colorada (chapter 6), where the sea-
sonal renovation of a ritual structure- cum- archetypal house played a central role 
in reproducing social solidarity. Nevertheless, more quotidian examples in this vol-
ume (figurines, chapter 5; architectural reference, chapters 7, 8, and 9) reinforce the 
importance of residences as symbolic spaces. However, we are again cautioned from 
becoming too comfortable in our middle- range theory by chapters 3 and 4, which 
highlight the mutability of households and residential morphology.

E T H N O GR A P H I C, A RCH A EO LO GI CA L, A ND 
A ND E A N H O US E S A ND H O US E H O LD S

Overwhelmingly, the chapters in this volume suggest that Precolumbian Andean 
households defied the use of a singular model because houses were internally 
diverse within single societies, sometimes peripatetic, and capable of combining, 
splitting, and recombining while maintaining integrity all along. Still, many aspects 
of earlier approaches to households are either confirmed by the studies in this vol-
ume or provide the foundation for the new conclusions drawn in the chapters that 
follow. Three broad categories of study have provided the groundwork for finding 
and interpreting the remains of Precolumbian North Coast households: previous 
archaeological research on households, ethnographic research on households, and 
the application of these antecedents’ theory and method into specifically Andean 
contexts. Household archaeology has been particularly influential to this volume 
in exploring social reproduction and economic production in domestic contexts. 
This volume picks up on those themes and extends them with new foci on scale 
and symbol. Ethnographic research has been particularly influential to this volume 
by providing analogies for interpreting the material remains of social affinity (e.g., 
kinship, family), economic production, and household responses to social change. 
Specifically, Andean studies have been particularly influential on this volume in 
exploring models of Andean households (e.g., nuclear families or extended family 
patiogroups) and providing suggestions of how households interrelated.

Archaeological Antecedents in Finding and 
Interpreting Houses and Households

In comparison to monumental structures, residential structures are relatively 
small, materially impoverished, and poorly preserved. Worse yet, they are often 
the first remains to be destroyed by “modernizing” developments because they are 
considered to be expendable. For these reasons, a primary concern in household 
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archaeology has been to identify the archaeological indicators of households and to 
determine what social phenomena they might index before they are erased. Most of 
the early household studies focused on defining the household as an archaeological 
entity, ideally in terms of a single material pattern that could be isolated for analy-
sis and compared across cultures (Blanton 1994; Wilk and Rathje 1982). However, 
since the household is a social unit made up of people cooperating economically, it 
is not always circumscribed to a single dwelling, making it a challenge for archae-
ologists to identify the social unit in the archaeological record (Ashmore and Wilk 
1988). Because there is not always a one- to- one correlation between dwelling and 
family or dwelling and household, early archaeological research that focused on 
the household as an essentialized unit of analysis merits revisiting (Hendon 1996).

The challenge of household archaeology is that archaeologists recover static 
remains of people who lived in a dynamic world. Archaeologists are faced with 
the additional challenge, then, of discerning, defining, and analyzing households 
through their material correlates in hopes of reconstructing past social organization. 
From dwellings and artifacts, archaeologists attempt to reconstruct the activities, 
beliefs, and behaviors of past people. From a palimpsest of static material remnants, 
archaeologists strive to reconstruct the dynamic social, economic, and political sys-
tems within which people lived.

Household archaeology has used residential remains for inferring social structure 
in the past. The analysis of household organization yields more valuable informa-
tion when investigating general categories of basic domestic functions, which can 
then be compared among households or across communities and cultures. While 
it has often been asserted that households are the primary context within which 
reproduction and socialization takes place (e.g., Wilk and Netting 1984; Wilk and 
Rathje 1982), we might reconfigure this as a question: Are households the primary 
contexts for this? Or do other social groups provide equally or more important 
contexts for socialization in some societies?

In any case, social structure and social reproduction are key topics in household 
archaeology. Households are considered a culturally rich context for the socializa-
tion of children because “they embody in microcosm many of the dimensions of 
[social and cultural] context” (Deetz 1982, 724). Since children absorb and learn 
the basic structure of society within the context of the household, remnants of 
these ideas and norms permeate the physical remains of the house. The layout and 
organization of space tells us about the importance of certain activities, the division 
of labor, and the size and organization of the family. The decoration of utilitarian 
and valuable items provides us with clues to the wealth, social status, religious ideol-
ogy, and ethnicity of members in a given household. Such material elements formed 
important parts of the socialization process as instantiated in everyday life. In this 
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regard, households are one of the most important units of analysis for archaeolo-
gists because they provide small contexts rich in cultural information for intensively 
studying past human behavior and social structure (Wilk and Netting 1984, 2).

Household archaeology has also explored both the nature and meaning of 
economic activities in the past. Households are typically the smallest context in 
which collaborative economic production occurs and are the means for organizing 
production activities and the level of output (Hendon 1996). The organization of 
production is clearly “affected by cultural rules, codes, and the division of labor 
within a society,” and these rules are flexible so that people can adapt their social 
units of production to the specific labor requirements of particular tasks (Wilk and 
Netting 1984, 7). The products of production fulfill both subsistence needs, such 
as food and utilitarian items, and social needs, such as prestige and ritual goods 
and services. Food preparation and craft production have received the most atten-
tion by archaeologists because they leave a distinct and interpretable pattern in the 
archaeological record (Brumfiel and Earle 1987; Costin 1991a, 1991b). Investigating 
food preparation allows us to reconstruct the diet, use of the natural environment, 
and gender relations in the past (Costin 1996, 1998). Craft production often occurs 
in the household or adjacent to it and also requires a specialized tool assemblage. 
These tools provide us with information on the nature of production, including 
scale, intensity, standardization, and specialization (Costin 1991b; Uceda Castillo 
and Armas 1997, 1998). Non- utilitarian craft production is an important indicator 
of social organization, especially when compared across households (Chapdelaine 
et al. 1995, 2001; Helms 1993; Rengifo and Rojas 2005). Households that produce 
valuable goods have control over the distribution of desirable and status- building 
items, thus resulting in a social and sometimes political advantage (Brumfiel and 
Earle 1987; Russell et al. 1998; Swenson and Warner 2012).

Distribution is also an important activity of households and involves the move-
ment of materials and products from the producers to the consumers (Wilk and 
Netting 1984). Distribution begets consumption but adds the element of contact 
between households that would otherwise be ignored. The economic, social, and 
political contexts of production are evidenced in the patterns of distribution and 
consumption (Costin 1991a). Distribution and consumption leave traces in the 
archaeological record that can inform us about demand, distribution, and “stimu-
lating force(s)” behind the production of different goods (Costin 1991a, 3). Variable 
access to valuable goods reflects differences in economic power and legitimizes 
existing social hierarchies in stratified societies. Patterns of consumption reveal 
both economic and ideological bases of elite hegemony. They also reflect how elites 
control a subjugated population, finance their activities, reinforce status distinction, 
and justify social differentiation (Costin and Earle 1989).
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Ethnographic Explorations of Affinity, Change, and Production
Ethnographic research has helped shape the way archaeologists interpret the mate-
rial remains of domestic units, because ethnographic models help shape middle- 
range theories for probing the meaning of domestic archaeological assemblages. 
Ethnographic analogy can help us better understand kinship and affinity, responses 
to social changes, and cooperation and production as manifested in household 
archaeological assemblages. Domestic groups are dynamic and fluid entities that 
follow a developmental cycle similar to that of a living organism (Fortes 1971, 2). 
Social reproduction occurs first and foremost in the domestic group through a 
cyclical process of cultural reinforcement of norms and practices, culminating in 
the dissolution of the original domestic unit and the succession of its descendant 
groups (Fortes 1971). Kinship organization, domestic economies, and gender rela-
tions are shaped by— and materialized in— houses, because households are where 
children become socialized to the cultural norms of society. Houses and households 
are therefore laden with intentional and subliminal social messages about family 
organization, social values, and gender ideologies. Ethnographic and ethnohistoric 
accounts are essential for decoding those messages and provide important insider 
viewpoints that would otherwise be elusive to the outside investigator. For example, 
in chapter 5, ethnohistoric accounts of shamanistic practices help interpret ritual 
objects found in the archaeological record.

One way ethnographic research contributes to analogical insight is by provid-
ing living illustrations of the social dimensions of kinship, family, and household 
units— dimensions that may be archaeologically invisible but interpretable using 
ethnographic case studies. Understanding marriage patterns (monogamy, polyg-
yny) or residence patterns (matrilocal, patrilocal) is almost impossible without 
written records or oral accounts. Ethnographic examples are especially important 
here, given the subtle complexities of parsing family, household, and kinship. While 
the family is a kinship group, the household is a social unit that shares in produc-
tion and consumption activities (Bender 1967). Families can be explored alongside 
households, but the researcher must be aware that the two are not always corre-
lated. Ethnographic accounts show us that some families live in the same structure, 
some in several structures linked together by a communal courtyard, and others in 
separate areas or villages altogether (Coupland 1996; Haviland 1988). In addition, 
some households can be made up of several families, an entire lineage, or kin and 
unrelated individuals (Coupland and Banning 1996; Manzanilla 1996).

A specific example of the nuanced connection among kinship, household, and 
domestic property is the société à maison, or “house society,” as invoked in chapter 
6. The “house society” was originally outlined by Claude Lévi- Strauss (1982) as a 
corporate- based dwelling unit that was not formed strictly around family, lineage, 
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or clan membership, but rather on cultural determinants of identity and member-
ship that could include affinal, political, or negotiated relationships (e.g., Hayden 
and Cannon 1982; Manzanilla 1996; Touretellot 1988). The concept of the house 
society illustrates the complexities of defining the household through merely physi-
cal remains due to the fluidity of household occupation throughout the year and 
cultural ideals dictating household membership and inheritance (Gillespie 2000). 
However, the concept is essential for understanding the complexities of household 
membership, interpreting residential goods, and discerning the symbolic role of 
households as a link to the imagined origins of corporate groups. It is also a model 
of membership that helps illuminate the dynamic nature of households’ spatial 
and temporal configuration. Giles Spence Morrow (chapter 6) marshals sociétés à 
maison— a concept originally applied to European contexts— to the Jequetepeque 
Valley, Peru, to tie together space, people, and practices.

Ethnographic studies have also helped us better understand how households are 
affected by social change. Such studies can have important implications for under-
standing the dynamic nature of households (e.g., mutability, flexibility, adaptability) 
as well as for interpreting the diversity observed in household remains across time and 
space. For example, when the Matsigenka Indians of the Peruvian Amazon moved 
from small, dispersed hamlets to the large village settlement at Camaná, hinterland 
social organization was replicated within the new socially organized space (Baksh 
1984). People moved into clustered groups within the village but remained close to 
related kin: “Like stones in a mosaic, hamlets retain their shape even when combined 
into a larger village” ( Johnson 2003, 169). Similarly, Susan Lobo (1992) found that 
when twentieth- century villagers relocated to Lima, they partially reproduced the 
socio spatial landscape of their previous settlement in their new urban context.

Ethnographic cases also provide meaningful models for understanding interac-
tion, cooperation, and production among households in the archaeological record. 
The comfort of familiar social organization combined with the economic benefits 
of sharing labor and resources with kin predicts that people are more likely to coop-
erate with relatives when confronted with a new and daunting social environment. 
This was the case with Michael Baksh’s (1984) account of the Matsigenka. This 
pattern has been observed archaeologically at many incipient urban settlements 
around the world (e.g., Johnson 2010; Postgate 1990; Widmer and Storey 1993). 
This generalized pattern helps archaeologists understand household organization 
at the kin, lineage, and neighborhood levels in different domestic contexts. In chap-
ter 3, David Chicoine, Hugo Ikehara, and Jessica Ortiz draw upon ethnohistoric 
and historic models of parcialidades and señorios as benchmarks for interpreting 
the material components of Precolumbian households, especially with respect to 
production. In chapter 7, David Pacifico explores the extent to which household 
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diversity is related to household labor resources and level of participation in a 
multiscalar urban ritual economy.

Andean Applications of Household Archaeology 
and Ethnographic Analogy

Scholars tend to view Precolumbian Andean households as if they took one of two 
forms: the nuclear family or an extended family in some configuration often related 
to the ayllu model. As Donna Nash (2009, 210) observes, these two household forms 
are typically thought to articulate with other such groups in one of two ways: as ver-
tical archipelagos in the highlands (especially in the south) following John Murra’s 
(1985) famous model and as horizontally interconnected specialist communities 
(especially on the north coast of Peru) as described by María Rostworoski de Diez 
Conseco (1977). These models are necessarily applied through the backward- facing 
lens of colonial intervention. So this pair of binary categories is only a broad- brush 
characterization of myriad households in the past. Moreover, these categories are 
often challenged in the dispersed literature focusing on Andean households.

While ethnographic accounts of Andean families in the Colonial Period sug-
gest that nuclear families were common, there is a strong likelihood that this 
interpretation was influenced by colonialism itself as colonial forces aimed to 
reconfigure indigenous society around “rational” models fitting Catholic Spanish 
values (Stanish 1989, 1992). Alternatively, many archaeologists explore archaeologi-
cal households through the lens of the ayllu. The ayllu is a kinship model based 
on duality that can encompass several or hundreds of families, though the term 
can carry connotations of location, resource allocation, and political affiliation 
(D’Altroy 2002; Janusek 2004; Wernke 2013). Both of these models draw most 
heavily on highland cases (Nash 2009, 208), though detailed historical and eth-
nographic accounts suggest that even highland households are more complicated 
than implied by the nuclear/extended binary. For example, Enrique Mayer’s (2002) 
transhistorical study of households suggests pulsating combination and disper-
sion, because nuclear families and extended communities meet their respective 
basic needs through periodic communion and individualization. Moreover, this 
dynamism accounts even for inanimate (through Western eyes) objects. Catherine 
Allen’s (1998) account of Andean households suggests that domestic items can 
become members of households, and so household dynamism includes non human 
members because both human and non human beings share a fundamental essence 
of being as well as reciprocal responsibilities to one another.

In the expansive literature on North Coast archaeology, some of these underem-
phasized details are present in the largely dispersed studies on households. In them 
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we see quite a diversity of houses and households within and between societies. The 
seminal volume Chan Chan: Andean Desert City (Moseley and Day 1982) pres-
ents a number of distinct patterns in houses and households. This diversity gives 
us pause to reconsider traditional binary models. Kenneth Day (1982, 63) explains 
that Chan Chan’s most iconic architecture, the ciudadela, served as royal residences 
that contrasted with at least two other contemporaneous residential forms: elite 
compounds and small irregular agglutinated rooms (SIAR). Alexandra Klymyshyn 
(1982, 124) explains that among the thirty- five elite compounds, there are six differ-
ent variations in these residences, which housed intermediate elites. John R. Topic 
(1982, 148– 57) explores commoner residences in depth at Chan Chan. He famously 
describes these dense compounds of innumerable internal divisions and notes that 
they follow three patterns: neighborhood- like clusters, platform- top clusters, and 
anomalous patterns (Topic 1982, 150). Indeed, Topic (1982, 153– 7) even notes a vari-
ety of kitchen configurations, including formal, informal, and communal kitchens. 
At Chan Chan alone, then, there are more than a dozen residential forms practiced 
within the capital of the Chimú Empire.

A more expansive review shows diverse approaches to North Coast households 
and more diverse findings than we might anticipate in terms of house morphology, 
household form, and the contours of domestic authority. For example, Bawden’s 
(1982) study of Galindo suggests a connection between residence form and com-
munity organization. The variety of residence forms found by archaeologists, then, 
problematizes simple models in understanding Andean households on the North 
Coast. Christopher J. Attarian’s (2003b) study suggests that during the Early 
Intermediate Period in the Chicama Valley, ceramic manufacture and distribu-
tion reflect the intentional choices of households in asserting household and com-
munity identity. Furthermore, Hendrik Van  Gijseghem’s (2001) study of houses 
at Moche revealed three types of residences relating to differences in status and 
family configuration. The volume Domestic Life in Prehispanic Capitals: A Study 
of Specialization, Hierarchy, and Ethnicity (Manzanilla and Chapdelaine 2009) 
expands on Van  Gijseghem’s (2001) findings, with half the essays dedicated to a 
variety of Andean cases. Claude Chapdelaine’s (2009) examination of residents 
at Huacas de Moche argues that, despite some differences, Moche residences were 
typified by central, multipurpose rooms with benches. Their domestic assemblages 
indicate that these urban dwellers were deeply reliant on— and therefore tied 
to— hinterland populations (Chapdelaine 2009). Despite a certain dependency on 
people outside the city, Hélène Bernier’s (2010) study of craft production at Moche 
also suggests a certain level of household autonomy in production.

In subsequent North Coastal societies, we see that house forms, household com-
position, and household autonomy also seem variable. Topic’s (2009) revisiting 
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of Chimú commoners demonstrates that the overarching Chimú control of pro-
duction still left much space in domestic economies for certain forms of auton-
omy. This finding resonates with the conclusions Jerry Moore (1989) draws about 
the domestic economy and state involvement at the later Chimú- Casma site of 
Manchán. In addition, Melissa Vogel’s (2012) study of Cerro la Cruz, in the Chao 
Valley, points to micro scale symbolism evidenced in the small sacrifices (e.g., twists 
of hair) residents made in their houses. These are evidence of autonomy at least in 
the domain of domestic ritual. David Pacifico’s findings at the Casma state capi-
tal El Purgatorio (chapter 7) indicate multiple different contemporaneous house-
hold configurations.

In complement to dispersed studies, we find only two volumes to date dedicated 
to Andean household archaeology that explore the ayllu model of Andean house-
holds in one or more of the connotations it carries. Mark Aldenderfer and Charles 
Stanish’s (1993) Domestic Architecture, Ethnicity, and Complementarity in the 
South- Central Andes set the stage for future household archaeology in the Andes. 
Acknowledging the potential diversity of household forms, essays in that volume 
aim to probe for ethnic identity and juxtaposition, to explore complementarity 
models in the Andes, and to “seek the smallest architectural and artifactual assem-
blage repeated over a settlement” (Stanish 1989, 11). Similarly, Terence D’Altroy 
and Christine Hastorf ’s (2001) volume Empire and Domestic Economy explores 
the productive pursuits and political integration of households from a political- 
economic standpoint.

In the following section, we summarize the findings of the subsequent chapters 
in this book, some of which challenge the very integrity of the term household. We 
find residences that are both monumental and symbolic entities for orienting larger 
settlements. We find households that shape shift as they move across the landscape 
in a seasonal cycle; we find household items that give insight into the intricate 
social relations in the most intimate settings; and, of course, we find that house-
holds rarely exist in a vacuum, and we are prompted to explore the different kinds 
of relationships different households may have with their neighbors, neighboring 
settlements, and neighboring societies.

NEW FI ND I N G S O N N O RT H COA S T H O US E H O L D S

This volume adds several new case studies to a growing number of investigations into 
the daily lives of past Andean people. In the second chapter of this volume, Brian 
R. Billman provides a historical perspective on the changing nature of household 
studies on the north coast of Peru, from early studies on the forms and functions of 
households to the modern focus on intersectionality, social change, resilience, and 
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sociopolitical dynamics. Billman outlines the value of a household perspective in 
contributing to a historical investigation of social change. As a person’s worldview 
is shaped by the social dynamics and cultural messages embedded in household 
structures, fragments of that worldview are left for us in the archaeological remains 
of dwellings and household objects. Billman outlines important perspectives for 
constructing archaeological histories of households, including determining house-
hold duration, reconstructing development cycles, and discerning the impacts of 
political domination. To reveal the social history of a North Coast river valley, 
researchers must compare rural- urban, commoner- elite, and food- craft- producing 
households to provide a holistic picture of ancient life on the north coast of Peru.

In the third chapter, David Chicoine, Hugo Ikehara, and Jessica Ortiz provide 
an in- depth architectural analysis of the house compounds of Caylán located in the 
Nepeña Valley (figure 1.1). The Early Horizon on the southern North Coast (table 
1.1) was marked by major social reorganization, as seen in the abandonment of 
Initial Period centers, the rejection of Cupisnique imagery, and the development 
of urban settlements, defensive sites, and conflict. One of these urban settlements 
was Caylán, where Chicoine and colleagues documented forty house compounds 
with domestic refuse coordinated around a central plaza. Each compound had two 
to three sub units that combined to represent a single integrated household and 
social unit. Baffled entries show an emphasis on privacy, while formally planned 
compounds with little modification show shared cultural views on household 
construction and organization. Chicoine and colleagues also found a lack of per-
manent internal architecture, such as storerooms and benches, in the compounds, 
suggesting that rooms could easily be modified to accommodate changing activities 
and demographics.

In chapter 4, Guy S. Duke questions the permanence of Late Moche domestic 
settlements in the Jequetepeque hinterland and, instead, proposes that households 
comprised a mobile social unit with seasonal rounds of habitation related to pro-
duction and ritual cycles. The presence of temporary residential architecture lacking 
food production tools at the site of Wasi Huachuma suggests seasonal occupation 
at the site and fluid changes to the composition of the household and community 
throughout the year (figure 1.1). Ceremonial architecture at the site also suggests 
that formal structures were used as part of a religious round as community mem-
bers came together for seasonal rituals and rites of passage. Instead of being tied to 
a specific village or city, farmers and fishermen needed flexibility and fluidity to 
meet the seasonal demands of food production, economic exchange, social life, and 
religious observations.

Next, Ilana Johnson analyzes the iconography and distribution of figurative 
household artifacts within Moche domestic contexts at the sites of Pampa Grande 
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and Huacas de Moche (figure 1.1). Figurines and whistles from household and pro-
duction contexts provide important insight into gender ideologies and engendered 
ritual practices. Female figurines are common in household contexts and are associ-
ated with spaces and artifacts typically used by women, whereas male or supernatu-
ral whistles were used as part of public rituals and processions outside the dwelling. 
The ubiquity of female figurines in domestic contexts through all time periods and 
across sites indicates their consumption as gender- infused objects reflecting the 
daily concerns of the lower- class majority. Modern ethnographic and ethnohistoric 

Figure 1.1. map of the north coast of Peru showing the archaeological sites 
discussed in this volume
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accounts describe the practitioners of shamanic rituals related to the female life 
cycle and provide many parallels with the ritual objects and religious specialists 
represented in Moche art.

In the sixth chapter, Giles Spence Morrow explores the ceremonial architec-
ture at Huaca Colorada as a representation of a symbolic household (figure 1.1). 
Architectural renovation and sacrifice were essential rituals for constructing com-
munity and group identity. Artistic representations of elite individuals under 
gabled roof structures served as a powerful cultural symbol of the archetypal 
Moche household, and ritualized domestic structures atop ceremonial huacas con-
structed and reflected fundamental domestic ideologies. Whether these structures 
were actual elite houses or merely ritualized domestic symbols, they served as an 
idealized representation of a central house or communal identity. Ritualized reno-
vation of the structures on top of huacas served to forge community bonds and 
metaphorically re- create the archetypal household as well as the activities carried 
out inside it. The (re)construction of the idealized home in these contexts creates a 
communal or ancestral home for the inhabitants of the village or city, thus solidify-
ing community membership and cooperation.

David Pacifico, in chapter 7, employs a neighborhood archaeology approach to 
studying social diversity, hierarchy, and inequality among non elite households at 
the site of El Purgatorio, which served as the former capital of the Casma Polity 
(figure 1.1). Individual inhabitants, families, and household units contribute to the 
social construction of urban settlements as much as community organizers and 
rulers. At El Purgatorio, low-  and high- status commoners lived in small, single- 
family residences, while middle- status households consisted of large multiroom 
complexes with internal differentiation, suggesting several nuclear families sharing 
space and economic tasks. Wealth at El Purgatorio was measured through access 
to space and participation in neighborhood or city- wide feasts and rituals. Wealth 
in these terms did not affect each household’s ability to secure reliable access to 
food and protein, as these were distributed rather evenly across domestic contexts. 
Instead, wealth was accumulated in the form of social status, amount of residential 
space, and embeddedness in the competitive feasting cycle.

In chapter 8, Robyn E. Cutright explores the similarities and differences in 
household form and organization among the Moche, Lambayeque, and Chimú 
Periods (table 1.1). Changes in ceramic forms and function between the Moche and 
Lambayeque Periods signal significant shifts in cuisine and cultural practices related 
to consumption. This supports the prevailing notion that the Moche collapse caused 
dramatic cultural upheaval with far- reaching effects even down to the household 
level. Cutright compares two case studies from domestic sites on the North Coast 
that illustrate the plurality of strategies employed by households to meet their social, 
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political, and economic needs in the face of political change. At the site of Ventanillas, 
local elites incorporated Lambayeque domestic and ceremonial architecture styles 
as a way of signaling cultural affiliation and elite status (figure 1.1). At the site of 
Pedregal, households increased production of cotton and maize to meet the new 
demands of the Chimú State, but domestic organization and activities changed little 
from the preceding time period. Rather than being passive entities easily affected 
by socio cultural changes, individual households made conscious decisions about 
whether to incorporate imperial changes into their everyday lives.

Next, Kari A. Zobler employs an endurance perspective in looking at household 
responses to sociopolitical change. The location of Talambo at the neck of the 
Jequetepeque Valley allowed for water control and socioeconomic independence, 
which buffered households from the effects of the Moche collapse that affected 
other parts of the valley (figure 1.1). Specialized production at the household level 
continued uninterrupted through the Transitional Period, which also saw an 
increase in building construction and dietary variability. In addition, the lack of 
fineware ceramics from either the Cajamarca or San José de Moro polities suggests 
local autonomy and endurance by the residents of Talambo during a time of signifi-
cant change elsewhere in the region.

In the final chapter, Edward Swenson provides a theoretical analysis of the case 
studies presented in this volume and explores the prevailing themes, missing ele-
ments, and directions for future research. The daily activities and routines carried 
out by household members are actively political in nature as individuals engage or 
reject social norms and traditions; therefore, diversity in the domestic realm of the 
North Coast should be seen as reflecting contradictory political formations with 
cultural effects at the level of the household and beyond. Ultimately, residences, 
household objects, and domestic activities are not only reflections of identity, status, 
and practice but are also integral to constructing and realizing the larger sociopo-
litical institutions in which they are embedded.

DY NA M I C H O US E H O LD S: A NEW P E R S P EC T I VE 
O N N O RT H COA S TA L R E S I D E N T I A L LI F E

Since ethnographic, archaeological, and Andean models of household life influ-
ence the framework by which we interpret subsequent archaeological remains, the 
research reported in this volume directs us to contemplate revising those models 
within the discourse of anthropological archaeology. The case studies here first and 
foremost emphasize the variability of households on the pre colonial North Coast.

Variability, in some cases, means dynamically adaptive. Houses seemed able to 
change their production strategies depending on the political and ecological contexts 
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they faced. The corporate group model of households still holds, but the dynamism of 
household strategies (sensu Mayer 2002) needs to be recognized, as does the potential 
for diverse archaeological remains related to those strategies (e.g., Sheets 2000).

Variability means mutability in other cases. Houses and households were physi-
cally mutable at Caylán (chapter 3), as they remodeled their interiors to meet chang-
ing activities and membership. The enactment of mutability took on overt social 
significance during ritual modification at Huaca Colorada (chapter 6). Households 
were mutable in their morphology as they moved across the landscape around 
WasiHuachuma (chapter 4), taking on new configurations depending on place and 
time in their peripatetic cycle.

Variability means diversity in still other cases, where multiple kinds of houses, 
households, and suites of domestic practice were found within single settlements 
and societies. Houses and households took on different morphologies depending on 
social status within the broad “commoner” class at El Purgatorio (chapter 7). They 
housed individuals who experienced the home in different ways with respect to 
gender enculturation and domestic rituals at Pampa Grande and Huacas de Moche 

Table 1.1. Comparison of Andean time periods on the North Coast, South Coast, and  
Highlands

General Andean 
Periods North Coast South Coast Highlands

ad 1476–  
1534 Late Horizon Chimú- Inka Inka Inka

ad 1400 Late Intermediate 
Period Lambayeque/

Chimú/Casma

Chincha/
Chancay/Ica

Colla/Aymara
ad 1200

ad 1000

Middle Horizon Wari/Tiwanaku/ 
Cajamarcaad 800 Coastal Wari

ad 600 Transitional

Nascaad 400 Early Intermediate 
Period Moche Recuay

ad 200

200 bc

Early Horizon Cupisnique Paracas Chavin/Pukara
400 bc

600 bc

900 bc

1200 bc

Formative Formative Formative Formative1400 bc

1800 bc
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(chapter 5). Houses and households could also defy binary categorizations such as 
“ritual” or “residential.” At Huaca Colorada, a ritual- residential structure both played 
symbolic roles and highlighted the importance of domestic reproduction (chapter 6).

Variability also applies to household strategies of articulation, interaction, and 
affiliation with extramural groups. They took on a variety of economic activities 
depending on the context in which they found themselves, as evidenced by house-
hold activities through time at Ventanillas and Pedregal (chapter 8). They also made 
agentive decisions at those settlements as to how they might incorporate broader 
political economic institutions into their own daily and household activities. At 
Talambo (chapter 9), settlement location and water strategies show a clear effort to 
manage household and community articulation with wider social institutions, both 
in terms of resisting outside changes and providing for household and settlement 
continuity and stability.

CO N CLUS I O N: A NEW I M AGE O F T H E N O RT H COA S T?

The cases presented here confirm the importance of household archaeology to 
Andean anthropological archaeology. The themes raised by household archaeology 
are central to deeper concerns within anthropology: the topics of materiality, scale, 
practice, and social symbolism. Moreover, the social models drawn upon in our 
cases— those of the ayllu, nuclear families, and patio groups— are all known from 
other studies. However, the cases here draw these trusted intellectual tools into new 
configurations. More important, the cases in this volume highlight the mutability 
of our objects of analysis and direct us to find ways of capturing, examining, and 
characterizing households as moving targets.

New directions in household archaeology on the North Coast and elsewhere 
should account for the variability of households within a society and ask what that 
variability tells us about the social structure of that society. Future investigations 
should take the cases here as evidence that the ritual and residential, the private and 
public, the symbolic and the instrumental, the familiar and the extra  familiar worlds 
may often be well mixed. If that’s the case, then perhaps the biggest question raised 
by the cases in this volume is about the ways households articulated with other 
groups. What models of social solidarity might be implied, then, by households 
that join, split, and recombine and by settlements that selectively engage or buffer 
themselves from expansive polities? We might then think of the North Coast not 
only as characterized by Rostworowski’s (1977) “horizontalism,” by ayllu- like moi-
eties, by patio groups and huacas, but also as a dynamic patchwork of people, resi-
dents, and relationships that left behind an archaeological record that seems more 
complex than ever before.
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The social world is accumulated history . . . 
Pierre Bourdieu (1986, 241)

PROLO GUE

Imagine for a moment that we studied the Mediterranean world, not the north 
coast of Peru, and that this volume was about the period from ad 200 to 1460 
in the Mediterranean world. In this strange parallel universe, archaeologists in 
the Mediterranean focused almost exclusively on the rise of Christianity. Nearly 
all of their research was about just one ritual of Christianity, a strange and mys-
terious ritual involving the transformation of wine and bread into the flesh and 
blood of the son of God. This ritual was performed only at monumental temples 
by powerful priests, who were dressed in elaborate regalia. In the ritual, a cen-
tral figure was presented with the blood and flesh of the son of God, which he 
consumed. The main research questions were about identifying the archaeological 
remains of the Presentation Ritual, which was depicted in religious artwork of 
the period. The quest for proof that this ritual actually occurred led to excava-
tions at the largest temple complexes, where large polychrome friezes and extraor-
dinary royal tombs were discovered. These excavations revealed that, indeed, the 
Presentation Ritual did take place and that Christian institutions were remark-
ably stable from ad 200 to 1460. There was extraordinary continuity in iconog-
raphy, religious art, and architecture throughout that long period. Rome emerged 
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as the first pan- Mediterranean center of the Presentation Cult, but soon after, 
Constantinople became a rival religious center. Archaeologists believed that in 
terms of iconography, art, and architecture, there was a Christian Culture West 
and a distinct Christian Culture East. Because of their focus on temples, royal 
tombs, and the Presentation Ritual in this strange and distant parallel universe, 
archaeologists failed to identify some of the most important historical processes in 
Western history. They failed to identify the fall of the Western Roman Empire, the 
rise and fall of the Byzantine Empire, and the rise of Western European kingdoms. 
Fortunately, that parallel universe really doesn’t exist. It’s mere fantasy. It doesn’t 
bear any resemblance to the north coast of Peru.

A ROA D N OT TA K E N

On the north coast of Peru in the 1970s and early 1980s, a cohort of young archae-
ologists embarked on a new direction in north coast archaeology: household 
archaeology as defined by Robert McC. Netting, Richard R. Wilk, and others (see 
Netting et al. 1984b; Wilk and Rathje 1982). Although long a staple of research in 
other areas of the world, most notably the American Southwest and Mesoamerica, 
systematic, multidisciplinary investigation of household dwellings and domes-
tic middens was new to the north coast. These researchers sought to understand 
social life and social change on the north coast through the excavation of diverse 
samples of households, both at urban centers and in rural sustaining areas. Much 
was happening. John Topic had completed his magnum opus on crafting house-
holds in the urban barrios of Chan Chan ( J. Topic 1977, 1982). Richard Keatinge 
(1974, 1975) and Shelia G. Pozorski (1979, 1982) completed a multidisciplinary 
study of households at Cerro la Virgen, the main settlement in the hinterland of 
Chan Chan (see also Griffis 1971). Pozorski (1976, 1978, 1982) had finished her dis-
sertation, which presented the results of her rigorous quantitative analysis of a large 
sample of household middens in the Moche Valley, ranging in date from the start 
of the Late Preceramic through the Late Horizon. At the site of Moche, Theresa L. 
Topic (1977, 1982) conducted the first  ever excavation of Moche households, giving 
us our first view of the layout of household architecture there. Her excavation in 
the nuclear core of the site revealed 5 m of stratified deposits of domestic architec-
ture and middens. Moche wasn’t a vacant ceremonial center as others had imagined 
(Schaedel 1972, 1985). At Galindo, the Late Moche Phase political capital of the 
Moche Valley, Garth Bawden systematically excavated a large sample of household 
structures, ranging from the lowest status to the highest status at the site. His disser-
tation was one of the first quantitative analyses of variation in household wealth in 
the Andes (Bawden 1977, 1982).1 In the Lambayeque Valley, Izumi Shimada (1994) 
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conducted large- scale excavation of households at the sprawling Late Moche urban 
center of Pampa Grande.

We were on the verge of a revolution in north coast archaeology. Sure, ciudadelas, 
chamber tombs, and huacas were great, but households—households were the key. 
The driving notion was that household archaeology was crucial to understanding 
the development of urban centers and the rise and fall of states and empires on the 
north coast. In this period, households mattered.

And then the revolution was over. Household archaeology largely ended on the 
north coast by the mid- 1980s. Jerry D. Moore’s (1981, 1985, 1991) research in the bar-
rios of Manchán and at Quebrada Santa Cristina and Thomas and Shelia Pozorski’s 
(1986) excavations at Pampa de las Llamas were some of the last household excava-
tions conducted on the north coast for a decade.

Maybe it was the discovery of the polychrome friezes at Huaca de la Luna and 
El Brujo in 1990 and 1991 (Franco Jordán et al. 1994, 1996; Uceda Castillo 2001; 
Uceda Castillo et al. 1994). Maybe it was the royal chamber tombs at Sipán, San José 
de Moro, and Batán Grande, each one loaded with fineware pottery (rich in iconog-
raphy) and ceremonial regalia made of gold, silver, copper, turquoise, lapis lazuli, 
and Spondylus (Alva Alva and Donnan 1993; Castillo Butters 2001; Castillo Butters 
and Donnan 1994; Donnan and Castillo Butters 1994; Shimada et al. 2004). Then 
there were the finds of sacrificial victims at Huaca de la Luna and El Brujo (Bourget 
2001a, 2001b; Verano 1998, 2001a, 2001b).

By 1990, the archaeology of the North Coast had shifted dramatically to the 
almost exclusive study of the elite culture of Moche and Sicán. The focus was on 
the excavation of elite tombs, temples, and human sacrificial victims in conjunc-
tion with the interpretation of iconographic narratives depicted on murals, metal 
objects, and pottery. The household archaeology of the 1970s and 1980s proved to 
be a road not taken and opportunities missed.

This volume picks up where the revolution in household archaeology ended 
around thirty years ago. Here we see some of the results of a small group who have 
been quietly doing detailed, multidisciplinary household archaeology on the north 
coast of Peru. This renaissance in household archaeology is a hybrid of many influ-
ences. For instance, my main influence is the long tradition of household archae-
ology in the southwest United States (for example, Lightfoot 1994; Varien 1999), 
while others may find their inspiration in Mesoamerica (for example, Flannery 
1976; Flannery and Marcus 2005; Smith 1987, 1993; Smith et al. 1999) or the south-
east United States (Pluckhahn 2010; Wilson 2008). Nonetheless, we are unified 
in the belief that society and social change is best viewed from the bottom up. We 
are also unified by a group of methods that includes 100 percent screening of exca-
vated fill, systematic collection of samples for fine- screening and special analysis, 
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and rigorous reconstruction of formation processes and context. This approach is 
fundamentally multidisciplinary, integrating ethnobotany, palynology, zooarchae-
ology, bioarchaeology, archaeochemistry (residual and bone chemistry analysis), 
metallurgy, geoarchaeology, and ceramic and lithic analysis. It is also fundamen-
tally context- driven in that it involves the systematic analysis and recording of the 
processes that formed each context (Schiffer 1985, 1987), what Kent Lightfoot 
(Lightfoot et al. 1998) calls the contextual approach.

In this chapter, I begin by examining the question: Why households? Drawing 
on the chapters in this volume, I outline a series of crucial research questions for the 
north coast that can be best addressed through the investigation of households. I 
advocate a social historical approach to understanding social change (aka bottom 
up), drawing inspiration from the Social History and Annals schools of thought 
(see, for example, Braudel 1992a, 1992b, 1992c; Hobsbawm 1996a, 1996b, 1996c). 
Further, I argue that Pierre Bourdieu’s (1986) concept of three forms of capital 
(economic, social, and cultural capital) may hold a key to addressing questions con-
cerning the integration of households into communities and overarching political 
organizations. New theories and new questions require new methods, new manners 
of work. Household archaeology is, at its foundation, a practiced- based discipline. 
Based on the experience of the contributors to the volume (and my own experience 
in the Andes and the Southwest), I discuss four best practices in household archae-
ology for the north coast of Peru and perhaps beyond.

W H Y H O US E H O LD S?

The articles in this volume and elsewhere (see Costin and Earle 1989; D’Altroy and 
Hastorf 2001a, 2001b; Deetz 1976; Nash 2009; Robin 2003, 2013a, 2013b; Smith 
1993; Smith et al. 1999) demonstrate the importance of the household perspective 
in understanding historical processes of social, political, and economic change. If 
we have learned anything over the last thirty years of theoretical debate, we have 
learned that people matter; people are agents of social change. However, people are 
not free agents; they act within historically specific structures, such as the physical 
environment, ecological relationships, demographic processes, gender roles, social 
organizations, political institutions, and, most important, the distribution of vari-
ous forms of capital (social, cultural, and economic) (Bourdieu 1977, 1986). These 
structures shape history and are shaped by history (Bourdieu 1977).

Households are one of the most important structuring agents in human societies. 
Households are groups of people who (1) are bonded by marriage, blood (fictive 
or biological), or other means, (2) pool labor to advance the common purposes of 
the household, and (3) live together at least some of the time or have the right of 
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co- residence (see Netting et al. 1982; Wilk and Rathje 1982).2 One of the primary 
purposes of households through time has been to maintain the well- being of their 
members, especially the raising of children, who come into the household by birth, 
adoption, fostering, or captivity.3 Even in our modern era of mass media, schools, 
and government, the household remains the key locus of enculturation of children, 
where social norms are learned and gender roles are defined (see Brumfiel 1991; 
Gagnon et al. 2013; Gero and Conkey 1991; Hastorf 1991; Hendon 1997; Johnson, 
this volume; Lambert et al. 2012; Lightfoot et al. 1998; Roth 2010; Tringham 1991, 
1994; Voss 2008; Weismantel 1988, 1989). Further, we use households to protect 
our families4 from natural disasters (floods, earthquakes, or droughts) and adapt to 
changing times.5 People use households to pool labor and risk and to acquire and 
hold various forms of capital.

At the household level, social statuses are negotiated, goods and services are pro-
duced, and labor is accumulated or extracted by overarching institutions or social 
movements. Since the beginning of full- time farming and herding, nearly all of 
the food consumed by people was produced by household- based farms. This has 
changed only recently with the creation of corporate farms and multinational food 
corporations. Nonetheless, even today, a significant percentage of global food pro-
duction is from family farms. Based on agricultural censuses, Benjamin E. Graeub 
and his colleagues (2016) estimate that globally today, family farms constitute over 
98  percent of all farms and that family farms work on 53  percent of agricultural 
land. Smallholding households are an enduring rural institution around the world 
(Netting 1993).6 Households are not passive agents but actively structure and repro-
duce ecological, economic, social, and political relationships.

The clear implication is that households matter because households are the fun-
damental social grouping in human society, infinitely varied in possible forms but 
universal in core. This is not to say that all households are the same throughout 
history and prehistory (see discussion in chapter 1, this volume). The hallmark of 
the human household is its diversity of forms. Variation is limited only by human 
imagination and history.

In the Andes, households were the foundation of political organizations in 
prehistory. During the Late Intermediate Period (LIP) and Late Horizon (ad 
900– 1533), households paid the taxes and tributes that supported the political 
economies of chiefly societies, states, and empires of the Andean world, a practice 
that continued during the reign of the Spanish Empire.7 Furthermore, most of the 
craft goods circulating in ancient Andean societies were produced within house-
holds. For instance, painted Moche pottery, ceramic figurines, and instruments 
were likely produced in home workshops at political centers (Uceda Castillo and 
Armas Asmad 1997, 1998). However, there were exceptions to household crafting, 
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most notably the chosen women who weaved for the Inka royalty and the craft 
workshops of Húanaco Pampa, which apparently were worked by mit’a laborers 
who traveled there to work.

Households have been overlooked for so long in the Andes and other regions 
for many reasons. The great monuments and works of art of the ancient Andes 
capture the eye and take hold of the imagination. However, they cannot be fully 
understood without studying the households that produced the labor, materials, 
and skills that built those monuments and crafted the works of art. In this volume, 
Johnson’s study of Moche figurines reveals that the rituals performed at the grand 
monuments did not encompass all Moche rituals and beliefs. A different set of ritu-
als was performed within households, which focused on woman’s knowledge, fertil-
ity, and female activities. Figurines may have played a key role in the definition of 
gender roles within the household (see also Ringberg 2007).

To understand the historical development and structure of prehistoric societies 
on the north coast and elsewhere in the Andes, we must understand the relation-
ships between political institutions and households, royal and noble households, 
royal and commoner households, crafting and farming households, and urban and 
rural households. From historical and ethnographic sources, we know that house-
holds are often the locus of intense political activity, such as coalition building 
(see Blanton 1994 for a review of this issue). The chapters in this volume provide 
examples of political activities within households on the north coast. Chapters by 
Chicoine and colleagues and Pacifico reveal that collective political action often 
takes place within residences. Their case studies reveal that groups of extended fam-
ilies formed corporate units that resided together within large, walled compounds 
at urban centers. Households were actively negotiating their political position in a 
larger urban setting by conducting elaborate feasts and performances within resi-
dential compounds.

Households can also be a source of social change. Although individuals have 
agency, social change happens through group action. As the fundamental human 
social group, households often formed the foundations of social change. When 
ancient tyrants imposed taxes, the impact was felt at the household level (see, for 
instance, Brumfiel 1991; Costin and Earle 1989; Cutright, this volume, 2009, 2010, 
2011, 2015; D’Altroy and Hastorf 2001a, 2001b; Smith 1993; Smith et al. 1999). In 
the Andes, we have countless cases of peasant households unifying in revolt against 
the Spanish Empire and later against post colonial Andean nation- states. The chron-
icles describe many rebellions against the Inka Empire by local ethnic groups. In 
the Andes, the peasants were not a “sack of potatoes,” to use Karl Marx’s infamous 
insult of the role of peasant households in social change. Unfortunately, very few 
Andean archaeologists have investigated household resistance in the prehistoric 
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era. Resistance is an important direction in Andean archaeology, especially for the 
north coast, because of the long history of the rise and fall of centralized polities.

Studying the full range of households on the North Coast allows us to investi-
gate fundamental questions of broad anthropological interest. The chapters in this 
volume directly or indirectly engage with such fundamental issues, including:

 y What strategies were used by royal and noble families to extract labor and 
resources from rural and urban households? How did those strategies change 
through time?

 y How did households resist states and empires?
 y Were rural households transformed by the formation of urban centers, ceremo-

nial centers, and centralized polities? If so, to what degree and in what ways?
 y What were the size range and the structure of urban households? How did 

urban households form, and how were they similar to or different from rural 
households?

 y What were the relationships between urban and rural households?
 y Did rural and urban households adopt the beliefs and religious practices associ-

ated with states and empires? Is there evidence of resistance to state religions?
 y What were the economic impacts of states and empires on households?
 y How did social stratification develop over the longue durée of prehistory? What 

forms of capital did royal and noble households control? How was capital 
distributed across households?

 y How did gender roles and relationships change over the longue durée of prehis-
tory? How did the formation of centralized polities impact gender roles?

TOWA R D NEW D I R EC T I O NS I N H O US E H O LD T H EO RY

To investigate these questions, we need to do more theory building. General theo-
ries of political power are crucial to our understanding of north coast polities. In 
this conceptual territory, we need to continue to build on the theoretical work of 
Bray (2003), Costin and Earle (1989), D’Altroy (1992), D’Altroy and Earle (1985), 
DeMarris et al. 1996, Earle (1997), Earle and Spriggs (2016), Haas (1982, 1987), 
Hastorf (1993), and Schreiber (1992).

A promising addition to this long tradition of the study of political power in 
anthropology is the notion of capital. Pierre Bourdieu (1986, 241) defines capital as 

“accumulated labor (in its materialized form or its ‘incorporated,’ embodied form) 
which, when appropriated on a private, i.e., exclusive, basis by agents or groups of 
agents, enables them to appropriate social energy in the form of reified or living 
labor.”8 In other words, capital is accumulated labor that has the potential to yield 
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gains for the holders. This resonates with the conception of political power (aka 
social power) as the ability of leaders to get people to do things through the appli-
cation of positive or negative sanctions (Adams 1975; Earle 1997; Haas 1982; Mann 
1986). In essence, political power is based on the control of capital because political 
power is based on the control of accumulated labor that yields gains.

Human capital can take many forms or guises (Bourdieu 1986). In our contempo-
rary world, capital is monetized in a myriad of financial instruments, such as paper 
and electronic money, stocks, bonds, futures, loans, insurance, reinsurance, deriva-
tives, and credit default swaps, to name a few. Bourdieu (1986) proposes broadening 
this conception of capital by defining three forms of capital: economic, social, and 
cultural. All three forms are accumulated labor, but by different means and in dif-
ferent forms. Politics and daily life are structured by types and quantities of capital 
held by households, political organizations, and other institutions (Bourdieu 1986).

The logic of this theoretical approach implies that to understand the rise and fall 
of ancient states and empires, we must understand changes in the distribution of 
various forms of capital across a wide range of households. Our challenge is to exam-
ine how households were linked together into durable networks of human capital.

For instance, the primary source of economic capital in prehistoric agrarian soci-
eties on the coast of Peru was irrigation systems. These systems were the result of 
modest to truly massive investments of labor and expertise (Billman 2002, 2010; 
Hayashida 2006; Huckleberry et al. 2012; Moseley and Deeds 1982; Ortloff et al. 
1985; Pozorski 1987). They were durable capital investments that yielded substan-
tial, sustainable annual returns in the form of rents, foodstuffs, and industrial crops 
(cotton, for instance). Sustaining these systems of economic capital— this vast 
human- made landscape— required continuous investment of labor and expertise. 
The distribution of forms of economic capital across households, and the networks 
of households through which economic capital flowed, structured ancient political 
and social life on the coast. Other potential forms of ancient Andean economic capi-
tal may have included rights to fisheries, herds, pasture, bosque seco, and mines and 
control of craft workshops. For instance, control of potters, metalsmiths, and other 
crafting households was an important source of capital for Moche and Chimú lead-
ers (Billman 2010; J. Topic 1977, 1982; Uceda Castillo and Armas Asmad 1997, 1998).

Bourdieu (1986, 249) defines social capital as “the aggregate of the actual or 
potential resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more or 
less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition— or in 
other words, to membership in a group— which provides each of its members with 
the backing of the collectivity- owned capital, a ‘credential’ which entitles them to 
credit, in the various senses of the word.” In other words, social capital is labor that 
is accumulated through social networks, such as kinship networks (e.g., moieties, 
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clans, or lineages), systems of reciprocity, feasts, clubs, churches, secret societies, 
and political patronage networks. In the Prehispanic era on the north coast, social 
capital no doubt took many forms. In the LIP, groups of commoners formed par-
cialidades, which were probably corporate, resource- owning lineages (Cock 1986; 
Netherly 1977, 1984, 1990; Ramirez 1996). Each parcialidad specialized in an occu-
pation, such as farming, fishing, or crafting; and each paid “rent” to a curaca, who 

“owned” the land or fishery. These curacas were organized into noble or royal lin-
eages, which were arranged in a hierarchy with the reigning royal lineage at its para-
mount. For households in the LIP, membership in a parcialidad may have been the 
primary means of accessing social capital.

Cultural capital is labor accumulated in the acquisition of knowledge, such as 
time spent in formal education, apprenticeship, religious training, pilgrimages, rites 
of passage, and other forms of the quest for knowledge (Bourdieu 1986). Cultural 
capital also includes labor expended in the acquisition of the manners and tastes 
of a particular class, occupation, caste, or other group identities. Cultural capital is 
the basis of social distinction (Bourdieu 1984). The origins and structure of social 
stratification cannot be understood without an understanding of the production 
and distribution of cultural capital and cultural goods (often called “prestige goods” 
in the archaeological literature) (see, for instance, Bray 2003; Hastorf 2003). Sacred 
knowledge, iconography, rituals, sacred objects, and ancestral mummies were per-
haps some of the dominant forms of objectified cultural capital on the coast per-
haps as far back as the Late Preceramic Period.

Economic, social, and cultural capital can be embodied, objectified, or institu-
tionalized. For instance, cultural capital can be objectified in iconographic texts, 
ritual objects, monuments, temples, sacred places, and landscapes; embodied by 
dress, speech, and manners, including tattooing and cranial modification; or insti-
tutionalized by the creation of formal positions of authority, religious or bureau-
cratic offices, schools, laws, and formal ritual practices (Bourdieu 1986).

Economic, social, and cultural capital are also fungible. One form of capital 
may be converted to other forms of capital. How households, groups, and leaders 
converted capital is key to understanding social processes (Bourdieu 1986). On the 
north coast, cultural capital may have played a key role in accumulating economic 
and social capital. In the Initial Period and Early Horizon in the Moche Valley, 
leaders invested far more labor in the construction of monuments for the public 
performance of ritual than was invested in irrigation (Billman 2002). Irrigation sys-
tems were small and were likely built and maintained by small rural communities 
(Billman 2002). Ritual performance (aka cultural capital) may have been the pri-
mary means by which supralocal leaders tapped into the economic capital of small 
autonomous irrigation systems.
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H O US E H O LD H I S TO R I E S A ND T H E S O CI A L 
H I S TO RY O F A N CI E N T H O US E H O LD S

Households are fundamentally labor accumulated in various forms. Historically, 
people have used households to acquire, defend, and transmit capital to subsequent 
generations. Likewise, political organizations, such as factions, states, empires, 
and institutionalized religions, have relied on households as sources of economic, 
social, and cultural capital. Consequently, the investigation of household histories 
(individually and in groups such as communities and neighborhoods) is crucial 
to understanding how households and polities were linked by the flow of various 
forms of capital.

One might call this approach to investigating households biographical or his-
torical. However, I think of it as social history in the tradition of the French Annals 
School (see, for example, Braudel 1992a, 1992b, 1992c) and the British Social History 
movement (see, for example, Hobsbawm 1996a, 1996b, 1996c). By social history, I 
mean the view of history from the bottom up. Rather than focusing exclusively 
on rulers and their customs and practices (the capital of “haute” culture), a social 
history approach contextualizes the elite realm of rulers within the wider world of 
farming, crafting, and fishing households (see discussion of fields in Bourdieu 1977). 
Social history is the integrated history of political, social, economic, and ecological 
change from the perspective of the masses. Regardless of whether one embraces 
Bourdieu’s conception of forms of capital, the chapters in this volume demonstrate 
the utility of a social historical approach to households.

This emerging emphasis on the social history of households has brought funda-
mental changes in the way archaeology is done on the north coast. The great diversity 
of household forms and their flexibility in the face of change present archaeologists 
with many challenges. Excavating a household is different from excavating cemeter-
ies and mounds (no surprise there). Household archaeology is, in essence, a group 
of flexible best practices in fieldwork and analysis rather than a rigid rulebook of 
recipes. Best practices are derived from lessons we have learned through the critical 
examination of collective experience. The term tried and true comes to mind.

Our collective experience over the last twenty years of household archaeology on 
the north coast of Peru has demonstrated that four best practices are key to doing 
good household archaeology:

 y Documentation of the occupational history of dwellings, especially the history 
of remodeling and the duration of occupation

 y Comprehensive data recovery through 100 percent screening of all fill types 
(with a few exceptions) in combination with the systematic collection of floor 
and bulk fill samples from all contexts for fine- screening and special analysis9
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 y Systematic identification and coding of fill and context types through the rigor-
ous analysis of formation processes

 y Quantitative multidisciplinary analysis of household remains.

Documentation of Household Histories

To build a social history of any valley on the north coast, the history of a large sample 
of households from a cross- section of society must be documented: rural and urban 
commoner households, rural and urban elite households, and fishing and crafting. 
One of the keys to social history is understanding the political and social landscape 
in which households were situated through the integration of settlement pattern 
data and household histories (e.g., see Varien 1999). Although time- consuming, the 
systematic documentation of a comprehensive sample of households is essential for 
understanding the social history of regions and social processes.

The main physical manifestation of ancient households is the residential struc-
ture or structures and their associated activity areas, extramural features, and 
trash deposits— aka the home (Moore 2012; see also chapter 1, this volume). 
Understanding household histories requires complete or near- complete surface col-
lection and excavation of dwellings, as well as sampling of middens and extramural 
activity areas. Although a time- consuming process, comprehensive documenta-
tion of floors, features, walls, and associated middens is central to the process. For 
instance, one must systematically record the number of layers of plaster on floors 
and walls, bonding/abutting walls, sealed doors, sealed floor features, remodeling 
of hearths, and similar items. When complete stripping of plaster and floors cannot 
be implemented, strategically placed test pits (aka windows) can provide this infor-
mation. Micromorphology, geochemical analysis, and analysis of microartifacts 
from floors hold much promise for taking the analysis of households to a new level 
(see Parker and Sharratt 2017; Parker et al. 2018).

In addition to new methods, doing household archaeology requires the devel-
opment of special kinds of middle- range theory. To do household archaeology 
well means developing usable middle- range theories of spatial grammar, gen-
dered use of space, duration of occupation, room function, household demog-
raphy, household development cycles, seasonality of occupation, and modes 
of abandonment.10 These are key dimensions of household life, which must be 
analyzed before we can get to broad questions of social change. We cannot skip 
ahead. We must build upward toward grand conclusions by constructing chains 
of inference concerning the quotidian aspects of household theory. To develop 
middle- range theory, we need more ethnoarchaeological studies of fishing, herd-
ing households, vernacular architecture, and other traditional practices on the 
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north coast (for example, see Hudson’s 2011 study of contemporary Huanchaco 
fishing households).

Estimating the duration of occupation of dwellings is key to understanding 
social organization (chapters by Duke and Zobler, this volume; Pauketat 1989; 
Schlanger 1991; Varien 1999; Warrick 1988). Long multigenerational occupations 
of great houses may signal the development of hereditary distinctions and of accu-
mulated, heritable capital (see chapters in this volume by Chicoine et al., Pacifico, 
and Morrow). Among rural farmers on the north coast, the construction of durable 
multigenerational household compounds from stone and adobe may indicate the 
development of hereditary rights to arable land and the formation of smallholder 
households (Netting 1993). Within urban centers, long- term occupations of resi-
dential compounds may signal the development of hereditary occupations. For 
instance, the superposition of four potting households at the site of Moche indi-
cates the long- term presence of households of potters in one particular neighbor-
hood at the sites, perhaps for several centuries (Uceda Castillo and Armas Asmad 
1997, 1998). This suggests the emergence of hereditary occupational specialization 
in pottery production. These types of durable household compounds contrast with 
the short- term residences of new immigrants or transitory, seasonal workers.

Estimating the duration of occupation of households, therefore, is essential for 
understanding households and social change (see chapters by Duke and Zobler, this 
volume).11 Although there is a large, diverse literature on duration of occupation, 
few of these techniques have been applied on the north coast (for exceptions, see 
Moore and Gasco 1990; Ringberg 2012). Duration of occupation can be estimated 
from discard rates of cooking vessels (see, for instance, de Barros 1982; Deboer 1974; 
Pauketat 1989; Varien and Mills 1997; Varien and Potter 1997; Wilson 2008) and 
from studies of the use- life and durability of vernacular architecture (Lightfoot 
1994; McIntosh 1974; Moore and Gasco 1990; Wilson 2008). More ethnoarchaeol-
ogy and experimental archaeology needs to be done on the various forms of tradi-
tional, vernacular architecture on the north coast (for examples from other regions, 
see Deal 1985; Deetz 1982; Graham 1993, 1994; Hayden and Cannon 1982a, 1982b; 
Joyce and Johannessen 1993; Kamp 2000; Kent 1992; Kramer 1982; Lawrence 1999; 
LeBlanc 1971; LeeDecker 1994; Murray 1980; Narroll 1962; Oswald 1987; Rathje 
and McGuire 1982; Rocek 1988; Stevenson 1982).

Household development cycle is another crucial dimension of social life (Goody 
1971; Netting et al. 1984b; Prossor et al. 2012; Weismantel 1989; Wilk and Netting 
1984; Wilson 2008). Households have cycles of growth and decline. Within an 
urban neighborhood or rural village, there may be the remains of households that 
appear poorer than others because they are smaller and have fewer of certain types 
of artifacts, such as fineware pottery. However, these differences might not reflect 
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hereditary social stratification but rather differences in household cycle. Such 
dwellings might be small and have limited artifact assemblages because they were 
abandoned in the early stage of development, not because they occupied a lower 
class status. Newly established households, formed by young married couples, may 
appear poor compared to their parental homes (Weismantel 1989). To find evidence 
of poverty in prehistory, we must compare household structures of similar dura-
tion of occupation. We must look for long- term evidence of enduring poverty. For 
instance, Zobler’s excavations at Talambo (this volume) revealed an initial occupa-
tion consisting of the remains of a modest quincha domestic compound, which was 
transformed into a more durable stone and adobe compound in the second phase of 
occupation. Might this superposition be the result of the household development 
cycle rather than social status?

Duration of occupations and household cycle studies are also essential for exam-
ining household resilience. Chapters by Cutright and Zobler in this volume under-
score the importance of duration of occupation as a measure of household resilience 
in the face of climatic perturbations, such as El Niño events, and the rise and fall of 
regional polities. This research indicates that some households in the Jequetepeque 
Valley were more resilient because of their location in relation to the valley’s irriga-
tion system and their position in the regional social landscape.

In addition to issues of resilience, social stratification, and status, house histories 
can reveal the impacts of political domination. At important junctures of social 
change, such as empire conquest, households may shift in size, composition, and 
residence in response to new imperial taxes (see, for instance, Brumfiel 1991; Costin 
and Earle 1989; Cutright, this volume, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2015; D’Altroy and Hastorf 
2001a, 2001b; Smith 1993; Smith et al. 1999). Consequently, understanding the 
construction history and remodeling of residential structures is also a key to under-
standing regional political change.

Comprehensive Data Recovery

In combination with comprehensive surface collection and excavations of dwell-
ings, a social historical approach to households and social change requires a focus 
on “small things forgotten,” to use James Deetz’s (1976) famous phrase. This means 
screening 100 percent of the fill from dwellings and middens, combined with system-
atic sampling for pollen, phytolith, macrobotantical, microartifact, and geochemi-
cal analysis. We should collect a 5-  or 10- liter sample from every context investigated 
as well as systematically collect samples of floor material.

The issue of screening is one that divides Peruvian and North American archaeol-
ogists. In the United States and Canada, where monumental architecture and royal 
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tombs are largely absent, archaeologists primary deal with small residential sites 
and hunting- and- gathering camps. Consequently, North Americans automatically 
screen all deposits unless there is a clear and compelling reason to skip screening 
certain fill types. Our default setting is screening. In contrast, Peruvian archaeolo-
gists, especially those on the north coast, come from a different tradition, one that 
focuses on temple and tomb excavations. Typically, massive volumes of looted back 
dirt and wallfall must be removed to reveal the architecture, murals, and burial 
chambers. However, when this monumental approach is applied to household exca-
vations, the result is the excavation of large areas without screening or only limited 
screening of certain features, such as burials. This approach has been useful in that 
it has revealed internal layout of households and the spatial organization of resi-
dential sectors at urban centers (Chapdelaine 2001, 2002, 2003; Uceda Castillo et 
al. 1997, 1998, 2000, 2004, 2006, 2008). However, much information is lost, ulti-
mately limiting the kinds of questions we can ask.

Comprehensive screening of household architecture and domestic middens is 
essential for understanding the socioeconomic status of households, household 
activities, use of space, household histories, and formation processes, to name a 
few. There is no substitute, no viable alternative. For instance, when digging floors, 
point- plotting of artifacts in contact with the floor is not sufficient for understand-
ing the activities that happened on the floor. Many of the larger items on the floor 
may have been deposited after abandonment of the room, either as trash or by 
natural agents, while large items associated with room activity were removed prior 
to abandonment or scavenged after abandonment (Cameron 1991; LaMotta and 
Schiffer 1999; Lightfoot 1993; Schiffer 1985; Tani 1995).

Experience demonstrates that the small items, such as bone or shell fragments, 
carbonized seeds, and small artifacts, are the best indicators of room activity. These 
small remains cannot be quantified without the screening of floor fill and the collec-
tion of samples for fine- screening and special analysis. In the American Southwest, 
archaeologists excavate the fill in contact with the floor as a separate level, known 
as “floor fill.” This is usually an arbitrary level of fill within 5 cm to 10 cm of the floor. 
Screening and bulk sampling of this floor fill layer can reveal a wealth of informa-
tion on the use of floor surfaces and abandonment processes.

Comprehensive screening, however, should not be limited to floor fill. Even 
seemingly sterile room fill, or at least a significant sample, should be screened. Too 
often, room fill is seen as an inconvenience that must be removed as quickly as pos-
sible to get to the “in context” goodies. However, room fill can reveal the history of 
the abandonment of the room and its transition into the archaeological record. We 
really cannot understand floor assemblages without understanding fill- associated 
fill assemblages. Screening allows the archaeologist to systematically identify the 
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processes that formed episodes of fill through the recovery and analysis of ecofacts 
and artifacts from the fill.

Perhaps equally important, the process of screening forces us to slow down 
and look at the structure of the fill as well as its cultural and natural constituents. 
Screening gives us a lot to think about as well as the time to think, observe, and mull 
over ideas as we work our way down to floors.

Systematic Identification of Fill and Context Types

Screening is not just about artifact and ecofact recovery. It is also about system-
atically and rigorously defining formation processes, fill types, and contexts. 
Identifying how deposits are formed is the single most important inference in 
household archaeology (no doubt this is true for archaeology in general). Human 
actions result in assemblages of artifacts and ecofacts, but not all assemblages are 
the direct result of human actions. Distinguishing between sediments formed from 
natural processes and those formed by human actions is crucial, requiring multiple 
lines of evidence for accurate interpretations. Every subsequent inference we make 
will probably be wrong if we don’t get this right.

While it is possible to identify fill types and formation processes without screen-
ing, it is easier to do this effectively and accurately when all or most of the fill is 
screened. Too many important details are lost when screening is not done. Screening 
forces us to look at the cultural and non cultural constituents of the fill (known as 
clasts in the parlance of geomorphology).

Most of my time digging is spent taking notes, talking about the fill and archi-
tecture with the excavators, and regularly scraping, poking, and picking at fill with 
my blunt- nosed trowel. I also spend a good deal of time at the sorting table to get 
a handle on the type, size, and shape of rocks in the fill (e.g., rounded, subangular, 
or angular); the quantity, type, and sizes of artifacts and ecofacts; and the state of 
preservation and modification of cultural constituents.

For instance, a valuable piece of information is sherd size. Average sherd size is 
a good proxy of formation processes. Primary trash deposits are often character-
ized by the presence of many large sherds (especially large conjoining pieces). With 
movement from primary to secondary to tertiary contexts, sherds are broken into 
smaller and smaller pieces. Also, modern and prehistoric foot traffic and salt crystal 
formation from ocean breezes can chew up sherds.

Sherd wear, such as eroded surfaces or rounded edges, is another indicator of 
the processes that reworked deposits after their initial deposition by human agents. 
In the lab, sherd size and wear (both use- wear and post depositional wear) can be 
systemically analyzed, and field observations can be tested. In addition to sherd 
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size and wear, analysis of formation processes must involve analysis of other clasts 
as well as the structure of fill. Multiple lines of evidence must be used to infer for-
mation processes. None of this, of course, is possible without screening and bulk 
sample collection.

Exceptions to screening can be made only after we have determined with certainty 
how a specific stratum of fill was formed and that little meaningful information will 
be lost by not screening. Also, sometimes constraints on time, such as the imminent 
destruction of the site or part of the site, require us to cut corners on screening.

In addition to examining the clasts in each layer of fill, we must examine the struc-
ture of the fill as it is being excavated as well as the relationship of fill layers to archi-
tecture and features. Alas, we are all too likely to cut corners by rapidly shoveling out 
fill, believing “it’s okay; all will be revealed in the profile.” However, a profile is a two- 
dimensional slice of three- dimensional layers of fill. I first became aware of the limits 
of profiling when I worked with complex superpositions of floors and trash deposits 
at Cerro la Virgen in the Moche Valley. We found that excavation usually revealed 
far more stratigraphic complexity than was observable in the profile. Typically, many 
more floors were found during the excavation than were visible in the profile.

While working with Gary Huckleberry on the north coast as well as with other 
geoarchaeologists in coastal California and in the American Southwest, I noticed 
that geoarchaeologists treat a profile differently than do archaeologists. Many times 
I’ve cut a nice, straight profile, outlined the fill layers, and blown off every speck of 
dust, only to see— to my horror— the geoarchaeologist attack the pristine profile 
with a geologic hammer or small pick. The reason for this is that geoarchaeologists 
want to see the structure of the fill, the range and density of clasts, and the orienta-
tion of sediments and clasts, among other things.

My point is simple: fill types and contexts need to be defined through critical 
examination of fill during excavation. If carefully excavated and screened, the for-
mation processes of each layer of fill can be identified, described, and then system-
atically coded. Likewise, the context of fill can be systematically and consistently 
coded. By coding fill and context, analysts can sort their data by the same categories, 
such as primary trash, secondary re deposited trash, wallfall, general architectural 
fill, floor fill, floor contact, subfeature fill, or construction fill. Systematic coding of 
provenience data and the construction of a relational database are the twin founda-
tions for quantitative, multidisciplinary analysis.

Quantitative Multidisciplinary Analysis

Household archaeology requires a multidisciplinary team of researchers. House-
hold excavations often yield an extraordinary quantity and diversity of ecofacts 
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and artifacts. This is especially true for the north coast, where preservation is often 
ideal because of hyper arid conditions. This means collaboration among cerami-
cists, paleoethnobotanists, zooarchaeologists, and archaeochemists (for residue 
and isotope studies). Additional collaboration may be necessary with metallur-
gists, textile specialists, lithic analysts, geoarchaeologists, palynologists, and bio-
archaeologists. The project leader as director of excavations should be tasked with 
description, analysis, and interpretation of architecture and stratigraphy. To be 
effective, analysts need to work off a descriptive manuscript on the excavations 
and architecture in draft form, ideally with accompanying photographs, maps, 
profiles, and cross- sections.

To integrate all these various lines of investigation by specialists, a project needs 
a well- designed relational database (usually in Access). On our projects in the 
Moche Valley, we use a provenience designation system and a specially designed 
Access database. The mother file, or Provenience Data file (PD file), contains all 
of the data on each provenience investigated (whether that be a level in a unit, a 
surface collection unit, a test trench, looter hole, profile, grab sample, or any other 
unit of space). The type of unit, feature information, context, fill type, methods 
employed, dates, recorder, elevations, disturbance, and other descriptive prove-
nience data are coded and entered into the PD file. All of the information in this 
file is linked to specialist data files through the use of provenience designation 
numbers, known as PD numbers. There is a PD log for every site, with prove-
niences investigated designated as PD 1 through PD n. A unique number is cre-
ated for each item in the catalog by combining PD numbers with their associate 
Field Specimen numbers (e.g., PD 1 and its associated FS 1, 2, 3, and so on, equals 
1.01, 1.02, 1.03, and so on).

A PD system and relational database ensures that all of the analysts are using the 
same provenience data when they build tables or do statistical tests. It also enables 
analysts to sort their data by fill types, context, feature types, room types, and so 
on, which are coded in the Provenience Data file. A combined PD system and rela-
tional database also allows researchers to do multivariate spatial analysis of patios, 
rooms, and structures by integrating all specialist data (see, for instance, Allison 
1999; Flannery and Marcus 2005).

One final point on multidisciplinary analysis is the importance of standardized 
measures and tests. Many different statistical tests and quantitative measures are 
used in this volume. We need to cooperate more in this area so we can compare 
households across our projects. Three specific measures are ideal for cross- project 
analysis: ubiquity, abundance, and richness. These measures have become standard 
in paleoethnobotanical analysis (Gumerman 1991, 2002; Hastorf 2003; Hastorf 
and Popper 1988; Popper 1988; VanDerwarker and Peres 2010; VanDerwarker et al. 
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2013). They also can be used in artifact analysis (Earle et al. 1987). Another impor-
tant standard measure is the ratio of corn kernels to cobs, which can be used to 
track tribute payment and use (Cutright 2009, 2010, 2015; Scary 2003; Welch and 
Scary 1995).

Likewise, we need to standardize the analysis and reporting of faunal remains 
(see Reitz and Shackley 2012; Reitz and Wing 2008). Surprisingly, no one has stud-
ied the frequency and distribution of bone elements on the north coast of Peru. By 
looking at the distribution of body parts of deer and camelids between households 
or between sites, we can examine status difference, and differential access to prime 
cuts as well as regional systems of exchange ( Jackson and Scott 2003; Miller and 
Burger 1995; Pohl 1994). Also important are data on the age distribution of cam-
elids and deer in assemblages, which can be used to reconstruct herd management 
and cropping patterns.

CO N CLUS I O N

In sum, archaeological research on the north coast of Peru since 1990 has focused 
almost exclusively on the cultural capital of the Moche and Chimú nobles and roy-
alty: art and iconography, public architecture, wealthy tombs, and elaborate ritu-
als. Although these were important forms of cultural capital, we cannot understand 
ancient societies on the north coast without understanding the distribution of eco-
nomic, social, and cultural capital across households. By doing household archae-
ology, we are essentially recasting the study of north coast prehistory as a study of 
long- term social history. Only time will tell if household studies will flourish on the 
north coast or if this will be another revolution lost.
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N OT E S

 1. Bawden’s work was truly pioneering. Since his excavations at Galindo, the analysis 
of household wealth has become a mainstay of household archaeology (see, for example, 
Abrams 1994; Carmean et al. 2011; Costin and Earle 1989; Cutright 2009, 2010; Cuéllar 
2013; D’Altroy and Hastorf 2001a; Earle et al. 1987; Flannery and Marcus 2005; Gumerman 
1991, 2002; Jackson and Scott 2003; LeCount 1999; Lightfoot et al. 1998; Netting 1982; Pohl 
1994; Rathje and McGuire 1982; Robin 2013a, 2013b; Smith 1987, 1993; Smith et al. 1999; 
Vaughn 2004; Webster and Gonlin 1988; Webster et al. 1998; Welch and Scary 1995; Wilk 
1983; Wright 2014).

 2. This volume provides a glorious diversity of definitions of the term household. While 
some researchers focus on social structure (such as Lévi- Strauss; see Zobler, this volume), 
others define households by the activities they share, that is, by the functions households 
perform (Chicione et al., this volume; Lightfoot 1994; Netting 1993; Wilk and Netting 
1984; Wilk and Rathje 1982). As Pacifico and Johnson discuss in chapter 1, there are many 
layers to the concept of households. Rather than striving for a consensus on a single definition, 
we need to embrace conceptual diversity.

 3. There are, of course, exceptions to this, especially in utopian movements. Shaker com-
munities, which began in the United States in the 1800s, prohibited procreation; not sur-
prisingly, those communities didn’t last long.

 4. By families I am broadly referring to groups of people closely related by blood, marriage, 
adoption, or other means. I’m not referring to some imagined, modern American nuclear 
family from the 1950s.

 5. I use the term adapt in a broad sense, meaning to adjust to changing circumstances. 
I’m not using “adaptation” in the biological or ecological sense or in the sense of old- school, 
processual ecofunctionalism (for instance, Binford 1962, 1968; Isbell 1978; Plog 1974). 
Rather, I use the term to acknowledge that people, individually and in groups, are capable 
of developing solutions to problems presented by historical circumstances. People are also 
capable of disastrous failures, by which I mean environmental degradation, political and 
social chaos, genocide, world wars, and other historical horrors of human society.

 6. Netting’s research on smallholder economies has much to offer north coast archae-
ologists. Netting (1993, 2) defines smallholders as “rural cultivators practicing intensive, per-
manent diversified agriculture on relatively small farms in areas of dense population. The 
family household is the major corporate social unit for mobilizing agricultural labor, man-
aging productive resources, and organizing consumption.” Further, he states: “Smallhold-
ers practice intensive agriculture, producing relatively high annual yields or multicrop yields 
from permanent fields that are seldom or never rested, with fertility restored and sustained 
by practices such as thorough tillage, crop diversification and rotation, animal husbandry, 
fertilization, irrigation, drainage, and terracing. I’m not talking about amber waves of grain 
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but about gardens and orchards, about rice paddies, dairy farms, and chinampas” (Netting 
1993, 3). This is likely a good model for examining changes in agricultural production since 
the introduction of irrigation agriculture on the coast circa 3,000 bc.

 7. I’m not using the terms states and empires to mean evolutionary types (such as Service 
1972); nor do I mean European notions of the nation- state (as conceived by Locke, Hume, 
Ricardo, Marx, Engels, and others). Rather, I am referencing the long indigenous tradition 
of centralized polities in the Andes, such as the Wari, Chimú, and Inka, as well as smaller 
formations such as the señorios of the Peruvian coast and the chiefdoms of the Ecuador-
ian highlands. Much of our understanding of Andean statecraft comes from ethnohistoric 
accounts in Spanish and indigenous chronicles and court documents.

 8. Bourdieu’s definition is based on conventional definitions of capital found in the clas-
sic works of political economy by Marx, Smith, and Ricardo.

 9. My inclusion of 100  percent screening of fill and systematic collection of samples 
for special analysis may seem out of place in a chapter on “Future Directions” in household 
archaeology. However, the limited use of these practices on the north coast and in many 
other regions in the Andes still remains a fundamental impediment to advancing our knowl-
edge of prehistoric social change. Most of the publications on household archaeology on the 
North Coast are still based on excavations of large areas without screening. Consequently, 
there is little contextual information on the distributions of artifacts and ecofacts and for-
mation processes. Quantitative analysis and comparisons of artifacts and ecofacts within 
and between households are difficult, if not impossible.

 10. Mode of abandonment is largely overlooked in Andean archaeology. One of the 
most important results of mode of abandonment studies is that floor assemblages cannot 
be assumed to represent the activities that took place within rooms. Associated middens 
adjacent to domestic structures are often the best places to investigate household activities 
and differences in status or wealth.

 11. “Thus, without accurate estimates of the length of occupation, we cannot adequately 
evaluate any anthropological theory— for example, theory concerning the development of 
political complexity— that involves the interpretation of assemblage diversity, settlement 
patterns, or population size” (Varien and Potter 1997, 196).
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Since the early discovery of dwellings at Huaca Prieta (Bird 1948), Nasca (Kroeber 
and Collier 1998), Pukara (Kidder 1943), and Pachacamac (Uhle 1991 [1903]), 
Andeanists have invested systematically more efforts in the study of households 
and their constituents (Aldenderfer 1993; Nash 2009; Taboada and Angiorama 
2003). Scholars have looked at various forms of dwelling arrangements (Brennan 
1982; Lau 2010; Topic 1980) and studied the engagement of household members 
with multiple phenomena, from small- scale economic production, consumption, 
and differentiation (Bawden 1982; Bermann 1994; Topic 1982; Van  Gijseghem 
2001; Vaughn 2004) to ethnic identity and group membership (Aldenderfer 1993; 
Goldstein 2005; Janusek 2004; Morris and Thompson 1985; Stanish 1992; Vaughn 
2005), and the interaction of domestic households with larger hegemonic political 
systems (Bermann 1997; D’Altroy 1992; Hastorf 1993; Jennings and Yépez Álvarez 
2001; Lau 2005; Schreiber 1992; Van Gijseghem and Vaughn 2008).

On the north coast of Peru, one particularly salient form of dwelling and social 
institution is materialized in walled house compounds known as cercaduras. While 
cercadura architecture and lifestyles are best documented from late Moche through 
Chimú times at sites such as Pampa Grande (Shimada 1994), Galindo (Bawden 
1982), and Chan Chan (Klymyshyn 1982; Moore 2003), comparatively little is 
known about earlier forms of enclosed lifeways (Swenson 2004; Warner 2010). This 
is particularly the case in coastal Ancash, on the southern portion of the north coast 
of Peru, where Early Horizon studies have traditionally focused on the Chavín and 
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Cupisnique religious phenomena and their monumental and artistic expressions 
(Daggett 1987a; MAAUNMSM 2005; Pozorski and Pozorski 1987; Proulx 1985; 
Shibata 2010; Tello 1960; Vega- Centeno 2000). In this chapter, we focus on the 
emergence of urban house compounds and their associated domestic lifestyles 
during the Early Horizon in the Nepeña Valley, coastal Ancash. Here, settlement 
pattern data suggest the emergence of a multitiered regional polity centered at the 
complex of Caylán and the associated development of cercadura households.

In 2009, the first scientific excavations at Caylán, the largest Early Horizon settle-
ment in Nepeña, were undertaken (Chicoine and Ikehara 2010). Sixteen weeks of 
excavations have so far brought evidence on spatial organization, architecture, and 
material remains (Chicoine and Ikehara 2014). Caylán’s urban nucleus consists 
of dense walled compounds organized into attached colonnaded patios, roofed 
areas, storerooms, kitchens, middens, fill lots, low platforms, and plazas articulated 
through baffled entries, corridors, and streets. Caylán stone masonry is very well 
preserved and visible at the surface. This allowed the delimitation and mapping 
of more than forty residential enclosures, yielding information on the spatial and 
social organization of co- residents at Caylán.

In the remainder of the chapter, we briefly review relevant literature on Andean 
household archaeology and focus on the development of complex urban societies 
in coastal Ancash during the Early Horizon. Literature on Andean households 
suggests high degrees of variability through space and time. The reconfiguration 
of forms of domestic arrangements can be used to explore shifts in macro social 
organization, including the emergence of urbanized settlements. Preliminary spa-
tial data on cercaduras at Caylán can be integrated into a working hypothesis on 
forms of domestic life and put into perspective based on limited excavations at 
Compound- E, a middle- size residential compound partially excavated in 2010. The 
implications of the Caylán research are manifold and help to understand broader 
trajectories of residential architecture and compound lifeways on the north coast 
of Peru.

BACKGRO U ND: T H E A RCH A EO LO GY O F A ND E A N H O US E H O LD S

Household archaeology has undergone major renovations since its foundation 
in processual concerns with class structure, population patterns, and specialized 
production in the 1960s (e.g., Flannery and Winter 1976; see Carballo 2011; Nash 
2009; Pluckhahn 2010; Vaquer 2007). Archaeologists have gradually emphasized 
the fundamental multifaceted roles of household units in the constitution of soci-
eties (Ashmore and Wilk 1988, 1). Focus has shifted away from static views of the 
social and symbolic meanings of households (e.g., Blier 1987; Deetz 1982) to focus 
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on their active structuring agency and inherent historical contexts (e.g., Bloch 1995; 
James 1997; see Dean and Kojan 2001, 111– 112). One of the enduring problems with 
households has been defining their economic, social, and political ramifications, as 
well as their materialization (Nash 2009, 225; Wilk and Netting 1984). In particular, 
researchers have demonstrated that one cannot simply equate households with the 
material remains of houses (Rogers 1995, 9; Wilk and Rathje 1982, 620). In the case 
of Caylán, for instance, it is likely that some of the largest urban compounds were 
built, maintained, and occupied by multiple households and groups organized at a 
suprahousehold level (e.g., neighborhood).

Households can be defined along several different axes including kinship, shared 
identity, economic production, as well as social and biological reproduction (Wilk 
and Rathje 1982). They are social units that play a key role in structuring human 
behaviors. At the same time, they are adaptable and serve the goals and strate-
gies of their constituents (Rapoport 1969). Domestic units represent groups of 
people who co- reside and share domestic activities and decision- making processes 
(Blanton 1994, 5; see also Patterson 1999). Politically, households are the loci for 
power dialectics and the negotiation of hierarchies (Bowser and Patton 2004; 
Lyons 2007). Thomas Pluckhahn (2010, 334) puts forth a flexible and inclusive defi-
nition of households as activity groups taking part in one or more of the following 
practices: production, consumption or distribution, reproduction, co- residence, 
and enculturation/transmission (see also Ashmore and Wilk 1988, 4; Wilk and 
Netting 1984, 5).

At the most fundamental level, households represent basic units of economic 
production and cooperation (Allison 1999, 1; Ashmore and Wilk 1988, 1; Franklin 
2004, xiii; Hirth 1993, 21; Robin 2003, 308; Stanley and Hirth 1993, 3). Scholars 
emphasize the need to clarify the scale of these actions, along with their loci, and 
the diversity and degrees of specialization of household activities. For instance, 
members of a household often engage in multiple interrelated production activities 
and thus can simultaneously enact multi scalar interaction networks (Carballo 2011, 
144; Hirth 2006, 275– 300). It is indeed significant to nuance the traditional view 
that households typically engage in self- sufficient, low- intensity production. From 
that standpoint, high- intensity production is believed to involve full- time special-
ists working from largely nonresidential places (e.g., Brumfiel and Earle 1987, 4– 5; 
Costin 1991, 3– 18). Most scholars now agree that specialized and domestic tasks 
should not be treated separately (Allison 1999, 8; Cobb 2000, 186– 189; Hagstrum 
2001, 50– 51). Field results from Caylán suggest that urban domestic activities dur-
ing the Early Horizon were varied, yet focused on the secondary processing of sub-
sistence and clothing goods, as well as tools, vessels, and body adornments. In con-
trast, the primary processing of agrarian and marine produce is underrepresented 
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and appears to have been carried out at smaller satellites, including the seaside town 
of Samanco (Chicoine et al. 2016; Helmer 2015; Helmer and Chicoine 2015b).

Socially, individual agency has become emphasized within the more corporate 
nature of larger domestic groups (Carballo 2011, 150). Here, the basic variable lies in 
the degree of agency granted to households in relation to the constraints imposed 
by large- scale, even hegemonic economic and political forces. In the Andes, house-
hold dynamics have been alternatively articulated around the concepts of verti-
cality and horizontality (Nash 2009, 210). Models of verticality are grounded in 
John Murra’s (1980) account of Inka ecological complementarity or archipelago in 
which households are only partially self- sufficient. Tasks are assigned to households, 
often referred to as ayllus, which in turn are granted access to land. Domestic units 
contribute to communal economies. In contrast, horizontality models steer away 
from zonal complementarity to emphasize interactions between communities liv-
ing in similar types of ecosystems (Shimada 1982). Ideas mainly stem out of María 
Rostworowski’s ethnohistorical accounts of north coastal communities described 
as parcialidades. In parcialidades, communities of specialists are under the authority 
of lords. Each lord rules a chiefdom, or señorio. Rostworowski (1970, 1975, 1977) 
describes different levels of interdependencies among occupational specialists 
whose leaders engaged in exchange networks through which flowed various types 
of resources, including fish, crops, and manufactured goods. House compounds 
documented at Prehispanic sites including Huacas de Moche, Pampa Grande, and 
Chan Chan have been favorably compared to ethnohistorical señorios (Nash 2009, 
215). In Nepeña, architectural and spatial data from Caylán, Huambacho (Chicoine 
2006), Samanco (Helmer 2015), and Sute Bajo (Cotrina et al. 2003) suggest the exis-
tence of large, urban households organized as suprakin groups perhaps composed 
of multiple extended families into neighborhoods (Helmer and Chicoine 2015a; 
see Pacifico 2014; Smith and Novic 2012). The settlement hierarchy in the lower 
valley combined with the close stylistic and apparent economic complementarity 
between communities points to existence of a complex polity potentially analogous 
to the ethnohistorical accounts aforementioned.

E A R LY H O R I ZO N U R BA NI S M A ND T H E CAY L Á N P O LI T Y

The valley of Nepeña is located in the modern Department of Ancash, on the 
southern portion of the north coast of Peru, 400 km north of Lima. The small 
drainage is famous for the spectacular discovery of polychrome friezes and 
painted murals at the sites of Punkurí, Cerro Blanco de Nepeña, Huaca Partida, 
and Pañamarca (figure 3.1) (Bonavia 1974; MAAUNMSM 2005; Schaedel 1951; 
Shibata 2011; Tello 1943; Trever 2017; Trever et al. 2013; Vega- Centeno 2000). 
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This may explain why so little scientific attention has been given to dwelling 
forms and household units and their implications for understanding ancient 
cultural developments in coastal Ancash. During the Early Horizon, profound 
socioeconomic transformations in the region contributed to the development of 
urban forms of community organization. Changes were perhaps most visible in 
the abandonment of late Initial Period ceremonial centers and the rejection or 
avoidance of Cupisnique and Chavín precepts (Chicoine 2010b; Shibata 2010, 
2011). Various lines of faunal and floral proxies point to the increased reliance on 
maize as both a staple crop and to produce fermented alcoholic beverages com-
monly consumed in festive contexts (Chicoine 2011; Chicoine et al. 2016; Ikehara 
et al. 2013), as well the introduction of camelids as pack animals (Helmer and 
Chicoine 2015b; Szpak et al. 2016). Finally, intercommunity tensions rose dra-
matically as groups relocated to defensible locations and invested unprecedented 
amounts of time and resources in armed conflicts (Daggett 1987b; Ghezzi 2006; 
Ikehara 2016). The complex dynamics of these processes need further analysis but 
synergistically contributed to the nucleation of population at several settlements, 
including the primary center of Caylán.

Figure 3.1. map of the Nepeña Valley, Department of Ancash, showing the location of 
the sites mentioned in the text
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While traditional models for the valley have centered on the relationships 
between local populations and the Cupisnique and Chavín phenomena (Daggett 
1987a; Larco 1941; Proulx 1985; Tello 1943, 1960), recent fieldwork has allowed for 
a reappraisal of Nepeña’s chronology and cultural manifestations during the first 
millennium bc (Chicoine 2010a; Shibata 2004, 2010). Excavations of superim-
posed architectural contexts at the ceremonial center of Cerro Blanco de Nepeña 
have been particularly helpful in generating an updated chronological sequence for 
the Initial Period and Early Horizon. Based on changing patterns of monumental 
architecture, ceramic styles, and religious imageries, Nepeña archaeologists now 
operate a four- phases sequence: (1) Huambocayán (1500– 1100  bc), (2) Cerro 
Blanco (1110– 800 bc), (3) Nepeña (800– 450 bc), and (4) Samanco (450– 150 bc) 
(Shibata 2011).

Habitation sites and dwelling forms have yet to be documented for the Huam-
bocayán and Cerro Blanco Phases. Cerro Blanco developments correspond to the 
construction of a U-shaped temple with conical adobes and polychrome murals at 
the center of Cerro Blanco de Nepeña. After a phase of megalithic renovations, the 
temple appears to gradually lose influence and is ultimately abandoned by the end 
of the Nepeña Phase by 500 bc. The following Samanco Phase saw the reuse of the 
Cerro Blanco de Nepeña structures by Early Horizon squatters. In the meantime, 
some groups, perhaps dissidents from Cerro Blanco de Nepeña and other Nepeña 
Phase centers, merged at the base of Cerro Caylán, as well as at other valley mar-
gin locations including Huambacho, Sute Bajo, and Samanco. Fieldwork at the 
small elite center of Huambacho identified two walled compounds consisting of 
rectangular plazas attached to colonnaded patio rooms of different sizes, as well as 
smaller roofed areas and storerooms. In contrast, more than forty compounds have 
been identified and mapped at the much larger and complex settlement of Caylán, 
bringing insights into the organization of Early Horizon cercaduras and associated 
domestic urban lifeways.

CAY L Á N U R BA N CE N T E R (PV31– 3 0)

Caylán is located in the coastal portion of the Nepeña drainage, 15 km from the 
Pacific coast. The site was first mentioned by Wendell C. Bennett (1939), who spent 
two days in Nepeña in 1935 (Proulx 1968, 9). Caylán’s architecture and dense urban 
layout were described by Paul Kosok (1965, 208) after a study of aerial photographs 
and a brief visit in 1949 (see also Horkheimer 1965, 30). The site was then revisited 
by Donald A. Proulx (1968) as part of the first systematic surface survey of the valley. 
Proulx (1973, 70, 115– 116) identified a Middle Horizon mortuary component based 
on the presence of Red- White- Black and press- molded pottery sherds exposed 
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through illegal excavation activities. More recently, such artistic expressions have 
been assigned to Casma cultural developments and the center of El Purgatorio in 
the neighboring eponymous valley to the south (Pacifico 2014; Vogel 2016; Vogel 
and Pacifico 2011). Proulx (1985, 46– 47), along with his student Richard E. Daggett 
(1984), revisited the site in the late 1970s and early 1980s, producing sketch maps 
and further documenting surface materials. Based on the presence of ceramic pan-
pipes, polished lithic projectiles, and Early Horizon styles of pottery sherds, includ-
ing carinated bowls ornamented with stamped circle- and- dot designs, Daggett 
(1987b, 1999) suggested a major occupation during the first millennium bc.

In 2009, excavations were undertaken at Caylán and confirmed that most struc-
tures and material remains belong to an intensive human occupation during the 
Early Horizon. Fieldwork has allowed the complete mapping of the urban core (fig-
ure 3.2). Pedestrian mapping was realized with a Topcon total station theodolite, and 
the spatial data were compiled into both CAD and GIS databases. Results of sur-
face mapping indicate a complex and diverse Early Horizon settlement composed 
of an urban core organized as high- quality stone- and- mud compounds articulated 
through at least a dozen streets. Several low platform mounds and enclosed plazas 
dot the urban compounds. A ridge- top compound, perhaps a fortress or refuge, is 
located in the southwest portion of the urban area (figure 3.3). The surrounding 

Figure 3.2. Plan reconstruction of the standing stone architecture at Caylán showing 
the location of the excavation units and test pits
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peripheries are dotted with the remnants of stone- and- mud structures. Modern 
agrarian activities have destroyed large portions of the Early Horizon settlement, 
especially in the east sector. The extensive presence of surface ceramic scatters sug-
gests the presence of lower- quality, wattle- and- daub architecture surrounding the 
urban core.

Pedestrian surface survey revealed extensive evidence for domestic activities, 
including dense ceramic scatters, heaps of plant remains, mixed midden areas, and 
237 grindstones. The distribution of the surface grindstones confirms the impor-
tance of plant processing within the urban sector but suggests that domestic activi-
ties also extended to peripheral areas where standing stone architecture is absent 
or destroyed (figure 3.4). Grindstones include large anvils (batanes) (n = 36), two- 
hand portable grinders (chungos) (n = 166), and smaller one- hand pestles, hammers, 
or both (manos) (n = 35). The grinding tools are made of different varieties of local 
granite and are identifiable based on use- wear patterns. Although caution must be 
exercised when dealing with surface grindstones, as they tend to be recycled over 
time, the imbalance between the numbers of surface batanes and chungos— tools 
that are typically used in conjunction (figure 3.5)— suggests that the former might 
have been shared between community members, most likely at the cercadura level.

Figure 3.3. Photograph of the urban sector at Caylán showing the architectural 
structures discussed in the text (view to the east)
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In addition to surface evidence, the excavation of 564 m2 (~830 m3) yielded fur-
ther evidence of the intensive domestic activities carried out at Caylán. Excavation 
methods included vertical and horizontal area excavations, as well as test pits and 
the clearing of looter pits. We excavated a total of six excavation units (Unidad 
de  Excavación, or UE1 through 6), sixteen test pits (Hoyo de  Prueba, or HP1 
through 16), and one looter pit (Pozo de Huaquero, or PH1). All materials were 
screened through a 3 mm mesh, and recovery efforts targeted 100 percent of the 
archaeological remains. Preservation conditions are excellent, and a vast amount 
of material remains were recovered. More than 48,000 pottery sherds, 220 kg of 

Figure 3.4. Aerial photograph of Caylán with combined distribution 
of surface grindstones
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shells, 10 kg of animal bones, 15 kg of plants, and 90 kg of soil and other samples 
were collected.

U R BA N CERCADURAS  AT CAY L Á N

Based on careful pedestrian survey and the visual analysis of stone architecture, 
more than forty house compounds have so far been delimited and recorded at 
Caylán. Based on access patterns, overall spatial organization, and preliminary exca-
vation data, the compounds are hypothesized to represent discrete residential and 
social units. The scale of some of the compounds aligns well with the concept of 
neighborhood (see Arnauld et al. 2012), while it is still unclear if the compounds 
are organized into broader urban districts (Pacifico 2014; Smith and Novic 2012).

The identified compounds range between 800 and 8,400 m2 in total surface area, 
with an average of 4,500 m2 (n = 42, σ = 1,713). Surface observations also suggest 
the existence of empty lots scattered across the urban sector, as well as monumental 
constructions that do not conform to the house compound forms. At the moment, 
three such structures are identified, including a ridge- top structure, a monumental 
platform complex, and a possible camelid corral or complex of storerooms. These 
contrast with residential cercaduras by one or more of the following features: the 

Figure 3.5. Photograph of in situ batán and chungos at Caylán
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scale of their architecture, the width of wall structures and entrances, and unique 
internal spatial organization. The functions of these anomalous structures remain 
unclear but could well be linked to the public administration of the city, includ-
ing defense, economy, and politics. Empty lots, meanwhile, are located in between 
compounds. They are typically devoid of formal access and appear to have served as 
opportunistic discard areas.

All compounds interpreted as cercaduras or neighborhood compounds share a 
similar internal spatial logic. They have a single, independent entrance connected to 
one of the dozen or so streets that cross- cut and divide the urban sector. The streets 
themselves appear coordinated around a Main Plaza (also known as Plaza Mayor 
or Plaza- C), the only truly open space at Caylán, currently interpreted as the cen-
ter of movement and communal city life. Based on test excavations, the ground 
surface of the Main Plaza appears to have been paved with a layer of small cobbles 
and gravel, suggesting heavy foot traffic. The open space fronts the largest mound 
structure at Caylán. Indeed, the 10 m high structure is part of one of the complexes 
interpreted as a non residential building. The façade of the mound is decorated with 
clay sculptures visible from all across the site. This contrasts markedly with mural 
art within the house compounds, which is typically invisible to outsiders.

Cercaduras at Caylán were accessed by way of a plaza— typically surrounded on 
one or more of its sides by outer raised platforms. Clearing operations at Plaza- A 
have revealed that some platforms were decorated with sculpted geometric designs. 
The murals were visible to plaza visitors only. The plaza platforms are typically 
topped by colonnades of rectangular columns that originally supported stone, 
wood, reeds, and clay roof superstructures. These semi public spaces subsequently 
gave access to more private colonnaded patios and roofed areas interpreted as pro-
duction and living spaces. In sum, each compound had its plaza to mediate the 
public realm accessed through streets and the domestic, private areas of the patios, 
production areas, and living quarters. While excavations at the large, particularly 
monumental Compound- A (~5,200 m2) brought insights into the architecture 
and acoustic properties of the plazas (Chicoine and Ikehara 2010, 2014; Helmer 
and Chicoine 2013; Helmer et al. 2012), fieldwork at the smaller Compound- E 
(~2,500 m2) yielded evidence on the spatial organization and subdivision of the 
more private, domestic space (Ortiz 2012). Some of the cercaduras were subdivided 
into a number of sub compounds. Most compounds appear to have been divided 
into two or three subunits. Work at Compound- E indicates it was organized into 
two subcompounds.

Compound- E is located in the southwest quadrant of the urban core, at an aver-
age elevation of 134 m asl. The compound can be accessed through a 3 m wide SW- 
NE street, which cross- cuts a NW- SE street (figures 3.2, 3.3). The latter is interpreted 
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as the main axis of movement at Caylán and leads to the Main Plaza. The entrance 
of Plaza- E is located ~125 m from the intersection of that street with the main cross-
road. The Main Plaza, meanwhile, is located 200 m south of the main intersection. 
Compound- E is thus located more than 300 m from the main public area. The 
remoteness of Compound- E from the central public arena is perhaps informative 
of the status of its residents.

Compound- E measures roughly 58 m by 43 m in a NW- SE axis (58o east of the 
magnetic north) for a total surface area of ~2,500 m2. It contains at least fifteen 
rooms in addition to the plaza area. Surface evidence allows the clear delimitation 
of twelve rooms, including Plaza- E (figure 3.6). Meanwhile, horizontal excavations 
(Unidad de Excavación 6, or UE6) sampled 164 m2 and yielded significant evidence 
for domestic activities, including food processing (i.e., grinding, butchering, cook-
ing), storing, spinning, weaving, and resting (figure 3.7). With the exception of one 
room (Rec- 5), which was raised using burned domestic trash, dirt, and sand as fill 
materials (i.e., secondary deposition), most remains recovered from Compound- E 
were associated with the last moments of residential activities and left in situ on the 
plastered floors.

A total of 14,896 pottery fragments were collected during UE6, which represents 
more than 30 percent of the pottery sherds recovered at Caylán (n = 48,837). This is 
a rather high frequency considering that UE6 (~165 m3) recovered only 20 percent 
of the total volume excavated at Caylán (~830 m3). This suggests a higher density of 
artifact remains in the area. More than 99 percent (n = 14,779) of the sherds from 
UE6 are associated with the Early Horizon occupation, and 568 sherds yielded 
information about vessel forms and decorations. Comprising almost 70 percent of 
the total rim sherds (n = 455), neckless jars, or ollas (n = 309), dominate the assem-
blage. These open vessels can serve for storage or cooking, although they are more 
typically associated with the latter. In contrast, finer serving vessels appear in lesser 
frequencies, with bowls (n = 61, 13.41%), bottles (n = 10, 2.20%), and cups (n = 5, 
1.10%) counting for a little more than 15 percent of the rim sherds. Considering the 
extensive use of gourds as containers and the perishable nature of these artifacts, 
serving implements are likely underrepresented at Compound- E. Finally, storage 
vessels take the form of large jars, or tinajas (n = 3, 0.66%), and smaller- neck jars, or 
cántaros (n = 67, 14.73%). Overall, cooking activities at Compound- E, and to some 
extent small- scale storage, appear to have produced the bulk of the broken pots.

Other fired clay artifacts include sherd discs (n = 142), panpipes (n = 108), and 
spindle whorls (n = 10). Sherd discs are small round objects made by recycling pot-
tery sherds through abrasive techniques. Their function is unclear, but they could 
have been used as tokens for various activities, including games. Together with 
the presence of panpipes, they could be linked to moments of entertainment and 
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relaxing. Spindle whorls indicate that spinning activities likely took place within 
the domestic precinct. Twenty- one fragments (~27 grams) of textiles, mainly plain 
woven cloth made of cotton, were recovered. Of the stone artifacts recovered, the 
presence of an in situ batán fragment and complete chungo on the floor of Rec- 6 
(UE6– Ext7) is particularly indicative of the food- processing activities realized at 

Figure 3.6. Plan reconstruction of Compound- E showing the overall architectural 
organization, the Nw and SE Complexes, as well as the rooms delimited during the 
excavation of uE6 (rec- 1– rec- 6), and the limits of Excavations unit 6 (0) and its 
subsequent extensions (1– 8)
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Compound- E (figure 3.8). The location of the grindstones gallery space created by 
the patio colonnades confirms the use of shaded areas for production activities.

Excavations documented 125 features associated with the Early Horizon floor 
contexts and their immediate use and abandonment. They were found either directly 
on or in the floor matrix, as well as in the layer of windblown sand on top of the floors. 
The features include holes and depressions (n = 47) likely used as supports for 
pots (figure 3.9), dried feces (n = 45), hearths (n = 11), mixed trash (n = 12), concen-
trations of ash (n = 8), complete broken ceramics (n = 1), as well as one complete 
juvenile dog (n = 1).

A RCH I T EC T U R E A ND S PAT I A L LO GI C AT CO M P O U ND - E

In the remainder of the chapter, we focus on the organization of domestic space 
and the spatial logic of Compound- E, arguing that the cercadura represents a single 
integrated house compound. Architectural data indicate that Caylán builders pri-
oritized a dual emphasis on (1) colonnaded patios as multifunctional activity and 
production areas and (2) smaller, more remote, and private roofed quarters. Each 
residential compound also featured a semipublic plaza that had to be traversed 

Figure 3.7. Photograph of horizontal excavations at Compound- E showing the different 
extensions that sampled the SE Complex
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before gaining access to the production and living areas. In sum, architectural pri-
orities included engineering privacy; mitigating sound, smell, and dust; separating 
production activities from resting, and creating complementary wide/open and 
small/covered spaces.

We number rooms as Recinto- x, or Rec- x. Surface evidence indicates the exis-
tence of four distinct spatial components including (1) Plaza- E, (2) an attached 
annex area of four rooms (Rec- 8 through Rec- 11), and two residential subdivisions: 
(3) SE Complex (Rec- 1 through Rec- 6) and (4) NW Complex (Rec- 7 and other 
rooms). The complexes are interpreted as activity, production, and living areas 
located behind the nested plaza. Based on their integration and graded access, all 
the rooms— including Plaza- E— are considered part of a single, integrated house 
compound. The 2010 excavations focused on the SE Complex, but surface evidence 
allows for a preliminary consideration of Compound- E’s spatial organization as a 
whole (see Hillier and Hanson 1984).

Plaza- E is the largest room of the compound, covering an area of more than 1,200 
m2. The room is weighed toward the ground area (~867 m2), while the raised area 
(~356 m2) is relatively limited. Upon entering the plaza from the east, visitors were 
confronted with a 2.5 m tall wall platform, complemented by an additional 2 m high 

Figure 3.8. Photograph of in situ grindstones in room 6 at Compound- E (uE6- Ext7, 
Floor Context): broken batán and chungo (measuring stick = 1 m)
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roof superstructure supported by rectangular columns. The top of the wall platform 
would have been visible to people standing in the ground area of the plaza. Thirteen 
columns were visible on top of the raised platform, but many more are hypoth-
esized based on the length of the structure. The columns’ layout and dimensions 
are consistent with colonnaded architecture elsewhere at Caylán and other Early 
Horizon sites in Nepeña (Chicoine 2006; Chicoine and Ikehara 2010; Cotrina et 
al. 2003; Helmer 2015). Columns average 46 cm by 52 cm in dimensions and are 
placed at 80 cm intervals, 2 m from the exterior walls. The bases of the columns 
were preserved and plastered with plain clay. It is hypothesized that residents of 
Compound-E could have sat or stood on top of the platform, welcoming guests and 
visitors who entered the ground area from the street to the east.

From the ground area, the platform was accessible through a pair of inset stair-
cases. The top of the platform stands out as the visual focus of the plaza where the 
residents of the complex, and perhaps their guests, could have sought shade and sat. 
Both sides of the plaza ground were colonnaded. In addition to the ~769 m2 of open 
ground area, the lateral gallery spaces provided ~98 m2 of shaded areas for dwellers 
and visitors. Here, social encounters would have been structured through the use of 
a semipublic space. Attached to Plaza- E, in the SE corner, a doorway led directly to 
a contiguous series of four smaller rooms (Rec- 8 through Rec- 11). This annex con-
sists of a 10.2 m by 9.7 m room (~100 m2) (Rec- 8)— possibly a patio area— attached 
to a series of three small rectangular rooms with low walls (Rec- 9 through Rec- 11). 

Figure 3.9. Photograph of depressions in the floor of room 4 at Compound- E (uE6- 
Ext5, Floor Context) (measuring stick = 1 m)
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The smaller rooms collectively cover 45 m2. They were most likely roofed and could 
have served as storage spaces associated with the patio Rec- 8. Together, these rooms 
would have constituted a plaza annex. It has yet to be excavated, but based on its 
location and overall layout, the rooms could have been used to store goods and 
prepare food for plaza guests. The hypothesized storerooms (Rec- 9 through Rec- 11) 
conform to patterns of expected storage features, including restricted access, rela-
tively small replicated size, agglutinated placement, and lack of a doorway (Warner 
2010, 446; see Chapdelaine 2001, figure 5; Day 1982).

To the SE of Plaza- E’s platform, a 1 m wide and 22 m long corridor led to a dual 
doorway and the SE and NW Complexes, respectively. Their location behind the 
raised platform made the complexes invisible to plaza guests. Excavations focused on 
the SE Complex, an area measuring 33 m by 15.7 m (~487 m2). A series of six rooms 
(Rec- 1 through Rec- 6) were documented, including colonnaded patios and smaller 
roofed areas. Excavations completely cleared two of the six rooms (Rec- 1, Rec- 2) and 
sampled portions of the remaining four (Rec- 3 through Rec- 6), as well as a limited 
portion of the southern gallery space of Plaza- E. To the north, the NW Complex 
covers an analogous surface, with measurements of 40 m by 12.5 m (~495 m2).

The SE Complex consists of three distinct divisions (Units 1 to 3) organized 
through a graded system of baffled entryways (figure 3.10). The emphasis on graded 
access in Early Horizon cercaduras confirms the concern of urban dwellers and build-
ers with creating hierarchical residential spaces where privacy could be architectur-
ally engineered. The deepest and most remote subdivision, Unit 3, is composed of 
the rooms Rec- 1, Rec- 2, and Rec- 3. The rooms are interpreted as areas for private 
domestic interactions, including sleeping. Rec- 1, the most remote room of the com-
plex, is a small roofed area measuring 6 m by 2.3 m (~13.5 m2). Rec- 2 and Rec- 3 are 
also fairly remote from compound traffic and the affluent activity areas of the Rec- 4 
and Rec- 6 colonnaded patios. The presence of a corridor leading from Rec- 4 to Unit 
3 materializes the intention to separate the latter from the activity areas of patios 
Rec- 4 and Rec- 6. The desire to isolate the dormitories from the noise and smell of 
the activity areas likely played a key role in the design of the residential space.

Rec- 2 is a small colonnaded patio room covering 26 m2. The location of the col-
umns and limited size of the room suggest that at least 70 percent of the room was 
roofed (18 m2). Rec- 3, a larger patio covering ~46 m2, displays a roofed- to– open area 
ratio of nearly one. The contiguous colonnaded patios Rec- 4 and Rec- 6 offered addi-
tional open and roofed areas for multiple types of domestic activities, including 
food preparation, storage, maintenance, and tool manufacture.

Rec- 4 (Unit 2) is roughly quadrangular and covers an area of ~95 m2. More than 
half of the ground area was roofed through two colonnades for an estimated eleven 
columns. The patio was linked to Rec- 6 through a baffled entryway located in the 
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SW corner. Rec- 6 is the largest patio of the complex and the first room accessible 
from the carrier space of Plaza- E. It measures roughly 15 m by 15 m for a total of ~225 
m2 and is colonnaded on all four sides. Rec- 6 is connected to a small rectangular 
roofed area (Rec- 5) through a direct doorway. Together, these rooms form Unit 1.

Rec- 5 is a small roofed area measuring 8.2 m by 4.4 m (~36 m2). The function of 
Rec- 5 is unclear but is related to the use of Rec- 6. Its entrance was sealed at some 
point during the Early Horizon occupation following its reuse as a refuse area and 
latrine. Cooking, meanwhile, would have been best performed in the open area 
of the patios.

Figure 3.10. gamma analysis and spatial syntax of Compound- E
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In sum, only Rec- 1 and Rec- 5 are column- free rooms and likely to have been com-
pletely roofed. The other four rooms all have one or more of their sides colonnaded, 
thus creating complementary zones of light/open air and shaded/gallery space. 
Accesswise, it is significant that smaller rooms in Unit 3 are located at the back of 
the larger patios Rec- 4 and Rec- 6, a pattern typical of house compounds focus-
ing on the dual design of courtyards as activity areas and smaller covered rooms 
as living spaces (see Frankel and Webb 2006, 299, for an example from the Bronze 
Age to Middle Cypriot site of Marki). From that standpoint, the colonnaded patios 
interpreted as production areas would have provided a buffer zone between the 
semipublic Plaza- E and the more private sleeping quarters.

Our excavations distinguished two distinct patterns of entryways: (1) baffled 
entryways for colonnaded patios and (2) direct doorways for noncolonnaded 
rooms. This suggests that baffled entryways were strategically designed to control 
foot traffic, visibility, and perhaps air, smell, dust, and sound transference between 
activity and dwelling areas. Direct doorways, in contrast, appear to articulate pri-
vate spaces already secluded from higher- traffic activity areas and areas with little 
need for privacy (e.g., storerooms).

The builders of Compound- E— and other residences at Caylán (see Helmer and 
Chicoine 2013)— went to great lengths to maximize privacy in the context of urban 
nucleation and high demographic densities. For instance, Rec- 1— located just 15 m 
as the crow flies from Plaza- E— can only be reached by foot through five doorways, 
four of them baffled, for a total of more than 80 m. In addition, the corridor con-
necting Plaza- E with Rec- 6 allows the transit of only one person at a time, consider-
ably restricting the flow of people.

It is unclear how many people lived at Compound- E. The total area for 
Compound- E is estimated at 2,500 m2, with ~1,000 m2 dedicated to domestic 
tasks and living areas. Meanwhile, ~1,450 m2 are associated with the use of Plaza- E 
and its annex. Keeping that in mind, we nevertheless venture in speculating about 
demographic and capacity estimates at Compound- E. Scholars have considered 
demography and household population estimates (see Hassan 1981). The gen-
eral consensus is that a strong correlation exists between the surface of roofed 
areas— interpreted as dwelling spaces— and the number of inhabitants. In the case 
of the SE Complex, roofed areas cover an area of 275 m2, with 85 m2 dedicated 
to dormitories. Based on the cross- culturally accepted ratio between 4 and 6 m2/
person (Peterson 2006, 72; see Brown 1987; Casselberry 1974; Kolb 1985; LeBlanc 
1971; Naroll 1962; Wiessner 1974), between 46 and 68 people could have dwelled 
in the SE portion of Compound- E, with the dormitories permanently designed 
for perhaps 14 to 21 people. Considering that a nuclear family is typically com-
posed of fewer than 10 individuals, these estimations suggest that the SE Complex 
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was designed as a permanent residence for an extended family and perhaps more. 
Indeed, the roofed areas of the patios Rec- 4 and Rec- 6, as well as the room Rec- 
5, could have served as dwelling spaces for visitors and other constituents of the 
extended family. Combined with the presence of another residential complex in 
the NW portion of Compound- E, the spatial data suggest that residential com-
pounds at Caylán were designed and maintained by a number of extended family 
groups— in the case of Compound- E, at least two. This further suggests that at least 
some cercaduras were organized into neighborhoods.

Residents of the SE Complex could have shared the activity areas (Unit 1 [Rec- 5, 
Rec- 6] and Unit 2 [Rec- 4]) with their constituents and even perhaps servants 
or other attached members of the household unit. The more private living areas 
(Unit 3 [Rec- 1– Rec- 3]), located at the back of the patio areas, meanwhile, could 
have been reserved to family members and close relatives. Here, one has to keep 
in mind that co- resident groups may be composed of multiple households or 
form parts of larger households (e.g., Hally 2008, 273; Swanton 1928, 170– 171; 
see Pluckhahn 2010, 334).

D I S C USS I O N

On the north coast of Peru, the transition into the Early Horizon marked a series of 
significant changes in architectural forms and settlement organizations (see Warner 
2010, 87– 96). Large open centers with axial layouts and central mounds were aban-
doned as coastal populations nucleated at dense settlements strategically associated 
with irrigation systems and cultivation fields (Billman 1996; Brennan 1982). The 
development of enclosed lifeways brought about major changes in the structuring 
properties of the built environment. Here, the changes in the domestic built envi-
ronment can be interpreted as related to the insufficiencies of residences to fulfill 
people’s expectations (Rapoport 1969; see Van  Gijseghem and Vaughn 2008 for 
an example from the Southern Nasca region). The basic premise here is that built 
settings accommodate human behaviors (Rapoport 1982). If buildings cease to 
meet people’s perceived needs, builders are likely to modify them or abandon them 
and relocate. Important changes in socioeconomic networks, ritual life, feelings of 
security, and patterns of status acquisition and maintenance can all impact house 
forms (Van  Gijseghem and Vaughn 2008, 112). As demonstrated in this chapter, 
Early Horizon compound life in coastal Ancash was linked to a major realignment 
of domestic space and activities. Sociopolitically, the emergence of dense, architec-
turally differentiated habitation centers likely materialized the complexity of social 
arrangements and increased regional tensions, armed conflicts, and perhaps politi-
cal centralization in some coastal areas.
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Fieldwork at Caylán provides insights into urban- like forms of community orga-
nization and domestic lifeways associated with the development of walled house 
compounds, or cercaduras. Recent excavations and abundant material remains 
allow for the generation of working hypotheses on domestic life and household 
formations in the context of incipient urbanism in Early Horizon Ancash.

The residents of Compound- E were one of many groups who merged at Caylán. 
The motivations behind the emergence of the settlement are unclear, but the eco-
nomic pull of the primary center; its heavy demographic weight, trading potential, 
and political capital; as well as the need for large- scale communal defensive strate-
gies probably all played significant roles (Chicoine and Ikehara 2014). Preliminary 
data from fieldwork in 2009 and 2010 suggest that urban groups built, inhabited, 
and maintained house compounds where significant domestic and other produc-
tive activities were carried out. Of those, food processing and craft production are 
currently the most visible. The social status of each group was likely linked to its 
size and respective economic success. These materialized in the location, scale, and 
elaboration of the groups’ respective compounds, material wealth, and patterns 
of consumption. The competition and negotiation of residential space within the 
crowded urban area must have played a major role in structuring communal interac-
tions and social arrangements.

Compound- E is located within the city center but not in immediate proximity 
to the central public space (Main Plaza). In addition, its dimensions and degree 
of elaboration are relatively limited in comparison to other larger and finely orna-
mented compounds (e.g., Compound- A). Plaza- E, for instance, appears to lack 
murals and clay friezes, which contrasts with more elaborate monumental struc-
tures at the site (e.g., Plaza- A). Yet the fine stone- and- mud masonry and repetitive 
colonnaded layout stand in stark contrast to the irregularly shaped wattle- and- daub 
residences hypothesized for the outskirt of the city.

Compound- E, like other cercaduras at Caylán, did not grow organically in a 
fashion typical of vernacular architecture in urban residential contexts. It is a for-
mally designed compound that saw little de facto modification after its initial con-
struction. Yet it was used for domestic tasks associated with two or more extended 
families of urban residents. Based on the spatial layouts and material assemblages, 
the most visible production activities include food processing, pottery work, and 
perhaps textile work.

The redundancy and consistency in the replicated compounds argue for rigid and 
shared spatial precepts. Yet the lack of specific features inside the patio rooms (e.g., 
storerooms, benches) argues against distinct predetermined functions. Rather, the 
use of the space could be altered in an expedient manner, by rearranging the semifixed 
elements of the built environment (e.g., pots, hearths, grindstones). The need for 
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cool shaded areas, in addition to the well- ventilated open air and sunny zones, was 
a key architectural concern. Shaded arcades produced by the colonnaded architec-
ture, as well as the possible presence of trees inside the plazas, provided ideal spaces 
for residents.

More information is needed regarding storage facilities, but the sample excavated 
does not lend weight to production activities at a large- scale, supra household level. 
This is different from patterns of Moche urban production documented at Huacas 
de  Moche and Pampa Grande ( Johnson 2010; Uceda Castillo and Armas 1998). 
Rather, the evidence from Caylán conforms well to patterns of generalized produc-
tion associated with the immediate and medium- term need of multiple household 
members and their extended group. It is likely that production activities, at least as 
visible through the presence and relative frequencies of grindstones, were organized 
at the neighborhood level.

The presence of activity areas and associated remains within the house com-
pounds at Caylán contrasts with data from other sites where walled enclosures 
were the dominant mode of spatial organization. At the Chimú site of Manchán in 
Casma, production activities and other domestic tasks were performed outside elite 
house compounds, inside perishable cane structures surrounding the formal com-
pound architecture (Mackey and Klymyshyn 1990). Chimú cercaduras at other sites, 
including Chan Chan and Farfán, are also interpreted as residences for elite admin-
istrators detached from production activities (Mackey 2006). Along the same lines, 
John Warner (2010) interprets house compounds at the site of Jatanca (400 bc– ad 
100) in the Jequetepeque Valley as mostly non domestic in function.

Warner suggests that the absence of clear hearths, sleeping benches, and store-
rooms at Jatanca’s Compound 1 does not align well with expected domestic con-
texts. For him, the rigid and repetitive aspects of Jatanca’s compounds contrast with 
the more organic, agglutinated, and informal residences at other urban- like centers, 
most notably Grupo Gallinazo in the Virú Valley (Bennett 1950; see also Millaire 
and Eastaugh 2011). It is perhaps significant that, chronologically, the occupation 
of Compound- E at Caylán overlaps the development of analogous replicated com-
pounds at Jatanca (Warner 2010, 9). The discovery of trash piles, broken tools, floor 
scatters, hearths, and potholes at Compound- E, however, contrasts with the evi-
dence from Jatanca and suggests a more intensive domestic occupation and produc-
tion activities. Along those lines, the Caylán data align better with the residential 
districts documented at El Purgatorio in Casma, where small- scale domestic pro-
cessing coupled with episodic intensive surplus production for localized communal 
rituals are inferred (Pacifico, this volume).

The integration of Compound- E members within larger regional human net-
works remains unclear. Research at other Early Horizon sites, including the small 
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elite center of Huambacho and the seaside town of Samanco, suggests the existence 
of interdependent, perhaps specialized communities in the lower Nepeña Valley 
during the Nepeña Phase and in particular the Samanco Phase (Chicoine and Rojas 
2012, 2013; Helmer 2015; Helmer and Chicoine 2015b). It is unclear whether urban 
residents at Caylán only had access to semiprocessed materials or if they could also 
acquire primary goods and raw materials.

More data are needed on the activities carried out within plazas, in particular, 
feasts. Nevertheless, research at the coeval elite center of Huambacho indicates 
that communal feasts were key mechanisms to negotiate authority (Chicoine 
2011). Here, rooms adjacent to a large monumental plaza (Plaza- A) were used for 
feasting events and other gatherings, albeit of smaller scale and more fragmented 
composition than the events carried on inside the plaza. At Compound- E at 
Caylán, it is still unclear whether visitors and guests were granted access to resi-
dential areas at the back of the raised platform of the plaza. Evidence of feasting 
at contemporary sites suggests that this activity might be revealed during future 
excavations at Caylán.

The Caylán data indicate the development of well- planned house compounds 
with clear domestic and productive functions organized within a dynamic urban 
landscape with multiple organizational levels, from the centralized planning of 
streets and public spaces to the group- based endeavors linked to the construction, 
maintenance, and use of monumental house compounds or neighborhoods. As 
pointed out by Warner (2010) for Jatanca, the presence of multiple compounds 
within urban centers suggests the existence of several different social groups articu-
lated through complex networks of political alliance, negotiation, and competition. 
Within emerging urban landscapes, households have the potential to become loci of 
power affirmation and negotiation, especially when monumental cercaduras— some 
lavishly decorated with sculpted friezes— likely played a major role in status acquisi-
tion and maintenance. At Caylán, inter group hierarchies were materialized in the 
location, scale, and elaboration of house compounds. It is also likely that the scales 
of both production and consumption (e.g., feasting) acted as indices of economic 
prosperity and social capital.

The scale and complexity of Caylán’s compounds, in particular as viewed 
through excavations at Compound- E, contrast with examples of urban residences 
from Huacas de Moche. For instance, Claude Chapdelaine’s (2001) excavations at 
Compound 9 revealed more than forty rooms of different sizes and shapes— built, 
occupied, and remodeled over a period of more than 200 years. At least nine recti-
linear rooms were enclosed and used for storage, suggesting productive capabilities 
beyond the household level. More than thirty elite residences had a single attached 
room that could have been used for feasts and maize beer production. Pending 
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future excavations, results from Compound- E suggest a similar annex linked to the 
use of a plaza space enclosed within the house compound.

At a broader scale, the emergence of enclosed lifestyles on the north coast of Peru 
was significant. While most research has focused on the development of Middle 
Horizon and Late Intermediate Period cercaduras (Bawden 1982; Moore 2003), 
recent findings confirm the appearance of enclosed lifestyles during the Early 
Horizon (Chicoine 2006; Warner 2010). It is significant to note that Early Horizon 
walled compounds in Nepeña contrast with Chimú cercaduras and other walled com-
pounds documented on the north coast. As noted by Jerry D. Moore (2003), Chimú 
cercaduras materialized a shift in social hierarchies and a desire to exclude non elite 
people from royal residences. Here, rulers and their entourage clearly tried to physi-
cally isolate themselves from the populace. The Caylán case, rather, suggests the co- 
residence of groups of various ranks and social roles within a dense urban setting.

At Caylán, co- resident groups could have been organized along multiple and 
complex networks of interactions, both vertical and horizontal (Helmer and 
Chicoine 2015b; Szpak et al. 2016). So far, no clear dominant group or ruling family 
can be recognized from surface architectural evidence. Rather, nucleation appears 
motivated by a desire to jointly organize defensive strategies and perhaps negoti-
ate land tenure and water management. Yet the urban landscape was packed with 
groups who likely competed for influence and economic prosperity.

CO N CLUS I O N

Ongoing research at Caylán challenges our traditional understanding of the Early 
Horizon and brings insights into ancient household institutions on the north coast 
of Peru. While scholars agree that households stand as basic units of socioeconomic 
(re)production, urban cercaduras at Caylán suggest that large, perhaps multi family 
neighborhoods developed during the second half of the first millennium bc in 
the Nepeña Valley. Our research cautions Andeanists to remain critical and open 
to exactly what forms households took on the north coast of Peru in the past. At 
Caylán, each residential compound had an independent entrance, while internal 
spatial organization indicates subdivisions consistent with co- resident kin (or at 
least economically cooperative) groups. Preliminary excavation results and demo-
graphic estimates from the mid- size Compound- E are consistent with this working 
hypothesis. Yet we have to keep in mind that tensions might have arisen among 
the processes of urban integration, the potential for political centralization, and the 
apparent spatial independence of co- resident groups. Future excavations should 
yield data on patterns of abandonment, the curation of deserted cercaduras, land 
negotiations, and development of the urban landscape.
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At Caylán, the hypothesized generalized patterns of domestic production sug-
gest that urban neighborhoods— composed of several extended families— were 
relatively self- sufficient within the urban setting. People relied on communal build-
ers whose work integrated different groups at the site level through shared architec-
tural canons and spatial layouts. At the broader regional level, the Caylán commu-
nity interacted with neighboring groups through subsistence exchange networks 
that linked inland and coastal settlements.

Finally, it is imperative to explore the relationships between the urban residents 
and the groups living in the periphery of the monumental core at Caylán. The 
mapping and preliminary observation of architectural remains indicate the pres-
ence of irregular- shaped structures with stone- and- mud foundations and possibly 
reed- and- mud walls and superstructures. More data are needed from other house 
compounds at Caylán and elsewhere in Nepeña and beyond to better understand 
trajectories of house compounds on the southern portion of the north coast at the 
onset of urbanism in the Andes.
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Communities in Motion

Peripatetic Households in the Late Moche Jequetepeque Valley, Peru
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Community is not an unchanging essence, but from time to time and place to place 
it is a different phenomenon.

William H. Isbell (2000, 253)

Often, the term community is employed as just another word for village or site, 
rooting it in place as an essentially self- contained, bounded entity (e.g., Arensberg 
1955; Hollingshead 1948; Kolb and Snead 1997; Murdock 1949; Redfield 1963 
[1955]; Wolf 1957). Through this perspective, “ ‘Community’ is [often] assumed 
to be real and natural. It is internally homogeneous, externally bounded, and char-
acterized by a collective consciousness shared by all affiliates” (Isbell 2000, 243). 
Central to this perspective is George Murdock’s (1949) concept of “co- residence,” 
in which a household is ostensibly defined as people who live together in the 
same structure— and communities are more or less agglomerations of individual 
households (Isbell 2000; Yaeger and Canuto 2000). This viewpoint can often be 
advantageous to archaeologists who are inextricably tied to material remains, but 
it is flawed as a conceptualization of communities that fails to recognize them as 
dynamic social units.

Counter to this interpretation of “natural communities” is “ ‘community’ as pro-
cess, an imagined community constructed in competing discourses, dynamic, con-
tingent, and contradictory” (Isbell 2000, 245). William H. Isbell’s (2000, 249) idea 
of “imagined communities” (sensu Anderson 1991), in its assumed volatility and 
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dynamism of group membership, embraces the concept that communities are plu-
ral and membership in them is impermanent and flexible, a perspective that allows 
us to read multiple forms of community participation dependent upon context (see 
also Hegmon 2002; Mac Sweeney 2011; Owoc 2005; Pauketat 2000; Rowe 2014; 
Varien 1999; Yaeger and Canuto 2000). This dynamism does not exclude placed-
ness in its conception; rather, it emphasizes the social malleability of communities 
while acknowledging the interactions in time and space through which commu-
nities are constructed. Within this conception of communities, households, too, 
are untethered from specific structures and places and are seen as more fluid in 
both their location and their membership. Definitions of both community and 
household thus become predicated on interaction and “doings,” invoking Anthony 
Giddens’s (1984) “copresence” rather than place and architecture (see also Anderson 
1991; Canuto and Yaeger 2000; Cohen 1985; Fowles 2013; Ingold 2000; Varien and 
Potter 2008; Varien and Wilshusen 2002).

There is a growing body of evidence that during the Late Moche Period in 
the northern coastal valleys of Peru, rural populations were highly mobile 
and were not necessarily inhabitants of towns and villages as part of an urban 
periphery. Evidence of peripatetic movement of people for purposes of work 
parties, ritual observances, agricultural production, and trade blurs the lines 
between the physical and social spaces these activities occupied (Dillehay 2001; 
Gumerman 2010; Swenson 2018; Swenson and Chiguala 2018). In fact, the Late 
Moche Jequetepeque Valley was characterized by multiple interconnected resi-
dential patterns. The large urban centers appear to have had populations of elite 
religious and political specialists as well as craft- producing specialists (Bawden 
1982, 2001; Chapdelaine 2001, 2009; Johnson 2010; Pozorski and Pozorski 2003; 
Shimada 2001; van Gijseghem 2001). These groups were also resident in small and 
intermediate- size settlements in the countryside, though in smaller populations. 
These two groups of urban and rural elites and specialists were linked directly to 
one another through ideological paraphernalia and associated social obligations 
(Castillo Butters 2001; Dillehay 2001; Gumerman 2010; Johnson 2008, 2011; 
Swenson 2007, 2008; Swenson and Chiguala 2018).

Entangled within this network of large and small elite centers of religious and 
political observation were the highly mobile communities of agriculturalists and 
fishers who were not specifically tied to any one settlement, though possibly to 
specific fields, canals, or both at specific times during the agricultural cycle (see 
Castillo Butters 2010). These mobile agriculturalists/fishers were connected to the 
small and large centers through the exchange of materials and political/religious 
observations but were not necessarily beholden to any one settlement or group 
of settlements. Previous research has established the relative autonomy of smaller 
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hinterland centers in the Late Moche Jequetepeque Valley1 (Dillehay 2001; Johnson 
2008, 2011; Swenson 2006).

It is important to avoid the assumption that “rural life” is equal to “lower- class 
laborers.” Those in leadership positions may also have been rural and mobile, with 
only a very select few living in permanent, urban settings. In essence, the concept of 
spatially bounded communities is inappropriate when discussing the rural popula-
tions in the Late Moche Jequetepeque. Instead, I argue that the Late Moche rural 
household was a mobile social unit that was not fixed to any particular architectural 
feature or settlement site, instead following economic, ritual, and eminently social 
rounds throughout the region in which the households resided.

The use of multiple households is common in the Andes, as documented eth-
nographically, ethnohistorically, and archaeologically (e.g., Contreras 2010; Hirsch 
2018; Jurado 2013; Murra 1956; Saignes 1995; van Buren 1996; Wernke 2007). Most 
studies have focused on the highlands, however, and on John V. Murra’s (1956) con-
cept of the vertical archipelago, in which residents of steep highland valleys make 
use of the variety in altitudinal ecological zones to produce or collect the different 
products that can grow in each zone. This would entail repeatedly traversing the 
steep hillsides, usually with residences in at least two of them for occupation during 
harvesting or planting periods. This model works well for the most part in these 
valleys but is less easily applied to the coastal lowlands of the Moche. However, as 
Izumi Shimada (1982) has noted, the coast also has specific ecological zones where 
specific resources are located and exploited. This raises the possibility of similar pat-
terns of mobility and temporary residences occurring in coastal areas as well.

With this said, it should be remembered that the movement of people is invari-
ably rooted in social contexts. Gregson Schachner (2012, 5) argues that “popula-
tion movement does not simply result in the transfer of people from one place to 
another; rather, it is a social context in which people can transform social organi-
zation and networks.” Schachner (2012, 9– 11) invokes the idea of “population cir-
culation,” as it is used in geography (see Chapman and Prothero 1985), and details 
four propositions on mobility: “(1) circulation varies depending on the particular 
individuals studied, as well as the destination of their moves . . . (2) circulation is 
often driven by three factors: ecological variability and hazards; ‘customary life,’ 
including marriage, warfare, and exchange; and ‘the decisions of the elderly, the 
prestigious, and the socially and economically important’ (i.e., social hierarchy) . . . 
(3) in every society there is a spatial separation of obligations, activities, and goods; 
and . . . (4) frequent population circulation promotes fluidity in residence, social 
group membership, and leadership” (Schachner 2012, 10– 11).

These four propositions are part of the lens through which I view mobility in 
the Late Moche Jequetepeque. Late Moche rural mobility may have been rooted 
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in conceptions of social organization that contrasted with those dwelling in urban 
centers, a conception manifested in the construction of temporary architecture as 
well as the presence and absence of artifactual assemblages associated with rural life 
(i.e., agricultural and maritime labor). I argue that residence was highly fluid and 
that communities were not bounded spatially. These peripatetic households— that 
is, groups of co- residing individuals whose places of habitation were multiple in 
location, requiring cyclical movement between residences— were likely the most 
common form of social organization among rural inhabitants of the Late Moche 
Jequetepeque Valley.

The idea of an economic round in archaeology and anthropology has tradition-
ally been tied to mobile, nonsedentary or semi sedentary gathering, hunting, and 
fishing groups, with any ritual significance to such a round ascribed to the elevated 
symbolic importance of the subsistence system within which it is embedded (sensu 
Steward 1938). While I do not agree that a ritual round is necessarily subservi-
ent to and dependent upon an economic round— the two are in fact inextricably 
intertwined— there is no reason to believe that similar rounds were not part of the 
daily, monthly, and yearly lives of people living in what are considered to be more 
sedentary societies.

People are always in motion. Whether it is to or from a place of spiritual obser-
vance, in pursuit of wild game, from the field house to the field, or from the fish-
ing nets to the market, movement from place to place is integral to the operation 
of society (Ingold 2000). In actuality, movement and interaction become the 
social context itself. Trade, religion, subsistence, and politics are all dependent 
upon them. Even in so- called sedentary societies marked by permanent residences 
and monumental architecture, people still embark on religious pilgrimages, long- 
distance trade expeditions, or diplomatic missions. The majority of residents in the 
Late Moche Jequetepeque, I argue, were constantly moving as members of mobile 
household groups, likely on a set round of inextricably linked political, religious, 
and economic significance.

Households as social constructs, as opposed to simply physical structures (sensu 
Bourdieu 1979, 133– 153; Lévi- Strauss 1982), have been extensively explored by 
archaeologists for decades (e.g., Coupland et al. 2009; Cutting 2003; Hodder 1994; 
Moore 2012; Pauketat and Alt 2005; Robin 2002, 2003; Stanish 1989; Wilk and 
Rathje 1982). Moche households have become an increasingly prominent avenue of 
inquiry into Moche societies ever since Garth Bawden (1982) noted the relative lacu-
nae in such research in the early 1980s. Since then, analyses of the domestic sectors 
at sites such as Galindo (Bawden 1982, 2001), Huacas de Moche (Chapdelaine 2001, 
2009; Pozorski and Pozorski 2003; van Gijseghem 2001), Pampa Grande ( Johnson 
2010; Shimada 1994, 2001), and Huaca Colorada (Gataveckas 2011; Lynch 2013; 
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Swenson and Chiguala 2018; Swenson et al. 2011, 2012, 2013), among others, have 
greatly advanced our understanding of Moche domestic life. However, with a few 
notable exceptions (e.g., Gataveckas 2011; Gumerman and Briceño 2003; Johnson 
2008, 2011; Swenson and Chiguala 2018), Moche households have been understood 
primarily through studies of urban settings, associating domestic life directly with 
fixed, relatively permanent architectural structures (Bawden 1982; Chapdelaine 
2001; Johnson 2010; Pozorski and Pozorski 2003; van Gijseghem 2001).

However, for most of history, urban dwellers have been only a small portion 
of the population, and this was likely also true in the case of the Late Moche 
Jequetepeque Valley. As Tom D. Dillehay (2001, 259) asserts, “The archaeological 
history needs to be tempered by more information excavated from communities 
in the countryside  .  .  . not just from urban elite architecture and commodities.” 
Dillehay’s assertion emphasizes that rural regions operated somewhat autono-
mously within complex economically and politically entangled systems rather 
than simply as sources of economic support for, and under the direct or indirect 
control of, elite urban leaders (contra Keatinge 1975). In fact, urban and rural 
Moche households have recently been shown to differ in their social organization 
and corporate group composition (see Gataveckas 2011; Gumerman and Briceño 
2003; Johnson 2010, 2011; Shimada 2001). The literature on the daily practices of 
rural populations in the archaeological past, in the Andes and beyond, has grown 
significantly (see Dillehay 2001; Johnson 2008, 2011; Schwartz and Falconer 1994; 
Swenson 2004, 2008; Vining 2011). Following these investigations, rural Moche 
households appear to have been far more flexible and variable than previously 
acknowledged. This variation and flexibility necessarily calls into question some 
of our basic assumptions of so- called sedentary societies (Dillehay 2001; Ingold 
2000; Isbell 1995, 1996, 2000; Kent 1992; Kent and Vierich 1989; Schachner 2012; 
Varien 1999).

During the Late Moche Period in the northern coastal valleys of Peru (particu-
larly the Jequetepeque and Zaña), rural populations may have been highly mobile 
and were not necessarily inhabitants of permanent towns and villages as part of an 
urban periphery (Dillehay 2001; Gumerman 2010; Swenson and Chiguala 2018). 
This mobility may have been rooted in conceptions of social organization that con-
trasted with those dwelling in urban centers. Instead, rural inhabitants likely moved 
across the landscape as part of cyclical economic and ritual rounds rooted in timed 
events such as planting/harvest periods, canal maintenance schedules, and the 
presentation of tribute to local political and religious elites. This cyclical round 
would have required a certain amount of social flexibility in regard to household 
and family. It is possible that the rural Moche household was a mobile social unit 
not fixed to any particular architectural feature or settlement site, instead consisting 
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of a fluid and flexible group of individuals following an economic, ritual, and emi-
nently social round throughout the region in which they resided.

In essence, a large proportion of the population, regardless of socioeconomic posi-
tion, was highly mobile as part of a politicoeconomic- ritual round. This dynamic 
interaction is evidenced through mobility across the landscape, a landscape in which 
permanent architecture does not necessarily equal permanent residence. This is not 
to say that previously posited, architecturally embedded household analyses from 
urban regions are incorrect but that they instead account only for one subset of 
the Moche population— urban dwellers. However, a significant percentage of the 
Moche lived in the countryside as farmers and fishers and was only occasionally 
drawn to urban locales. This model of households highlights the contingent and 
contextual nature of Moche communities.

RU R A L M O B I LI T Y I N T H E L AT E M O CH E J EQ U E T E P EQ U E VA LLEY

Evidence of the rapid rise of multiple ceremonial centers in the Jequetepeque Valley 
(figure 4.1) suggests that the Late Moche Period was one of instability in which pre-
viously unified territories fragmented into autonomous and often competing poli-
ties (Castillo Butters 2010; Dillehay 2001; Dillehay et al. 2009; Donnan 2011; Rosas 
Rintel 2007; Swenson 2004, 2007, 2008). This decentralization and internecine 
conflict has been posited as the result of internal disputes, external invasions, envi-
ronmental stress, or a combination of these factors (Castillo Butters 2000; Castillo 
Butters et al. 2008; Rosas Rintel 2010; Swenson 2006, 2007).

A general shift toward the north side of the Jequetepeque during the Late 
Moche Period was countered by the rise in prominence of Huaca Colorada on the 
south side (Donnan 2011; Swenson 2012; Swenson et al. 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011). 
In addition, contact with highland polities intensified, as demonstrated at Huaca 
Colorada as well as at San José de Moro and Cerro Chepén on the north side of the 
valley (Castillo Butters 2000; Castillo Butters et al. 2008; Rosas Rintel 2007, 2010; 
Swenson and Warner 2012; Swenson et al. 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2015). The inter-
relationships between shifts in religious practices and political interactions with 
foreign groups are central to the understanding of local concepts of identity. An 
examination of the fluidity of rural household and community identities provides 
an alternative perspective to the focus on ceremonial centers that predominates in 
studies of the Late Moche Jequetepeque Valley (Castillo Butters 2008; Cutright 
2010; Rosas Rintel 2007; Swenson 2011, 2012).

To date, rural Moche populations have not been extensively studied, limiting our 
understanding of Moche social diversity and political organization. In fact, Moche 
social distinction and political organization are mostly known through studies of 
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urbanization, monumental architecture, burials, and feasting economies (Arsenault 
1992; Castillo Butters et al. 2008; Gumerman 1997, 2010; Swenson 2006; White 
et al. 2009). Little attention has been paid to the everyday practices of identity 
formation and maintenance for the majority of the population— rural farmers/
fishers and rural elites. If people were frequently shifting from location to location 
as parts of work parties or for ritual observances (which are not mutually exclusive; 
see Gumerman 2010), then the areas where they performed their domestic tasks 
were likely to be inextricable from the work and ritual contexts in which they were 
traveling and their memberships in these groups was likely as fluid as their move-
ments between locations. The separation of domestic and ritual is often problematic 
(Bourdieu 1979, 133– 153; Hendon 2003; Hodder 1994; Hodder and Cessford 2004; 
Robin 2002). This is particularly true for rural Moche settlements (see Spence 
Morrow, this volume; Swenson and Warner 2012).

Despite the fact that many, if not most, of the inhabitants of the Late Moche 
Jequetepeque Valley were likely farmers and fishers, most sites so far investigated 
had no evidence of farming or fishing tools. Their mobility and regular changes 
in physical residence likely led them to leave their tools closer to where they used 
them. One example is the site of Portachuelo de  Charcape, located on the west 
side of a pass across the Santa Catalina Hills. Ilana Johnson (2011, 57) highlights 
the adobe brick structures located close to the two huacas as likely loci for elite 
residences, though she notes that the size of the site itself is indicative that it was 
unlikely that full- time specialists resided at the site. The lack of farming implements 
recovered during excavations is perplexing, as Moche subsistence was based on agri-
cultural and maritime products, both of which were present in abundance at the 
site ( Johnson 2008, 265– 266). Johnson posits three possible scenarios that could 
explain the lack of agricultural tools at the site: (1) resident agriculturalists removed 

Figure 4.1. map of lower Jequetepeque Valley and sites discussed in this chapter
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their tools when they abandoned the site, (2) the tools are located in an as yet unex-
cavated part of the site, and (3) residents of the site were exclusively maritime fishers, 
exchanging their products with agriculturalists not resident at the site. As Johnson 
(2008, 265) explicitly notes, these scenarios are not the only possibilities. With this 
in mind, I would add a fourth possibility: that agriculturalists and possibly fishers 
as well had only an ephemeral presence at the site, keeping their tools in locations 
closer to fields/shore to be retrieved when they were needed.

There is growing consensus that rural Moche communities in the Jequetepeque 
were semi autonomous, linked in part by ideology and networks of alliances (Castillo 
Butters 2001; Dillehay 2001; Johnson 2008, 2011; Swenson 2007). This new under-
standing of Moche social organization resonates with mobility as an integral part of 
rural life. Johnson (2011, 55) notes that “new emphasis on community participation 
in burial rituals at the site of San José de Moro . . . may have included groups from 
other villages in the Jequetepeque Valley.” This supports the likelihood of a ritual/
economic round that brought farmers, fishers, and villagers to and from a variety 
of sites, including ritual/administrative centers such as Portachuelo de Charcape 
and Wasi Huachuma as well as large ceremonial sites like Huaca Colorada and San 
José de Moro. Broad settlement data support this hypothesis (see Dillehay 2001; 
Dillehay et al. 2009; Swenson 2004). Dillehay (2001, 267; Dillehay et al. 2009) and 
his team recorded a significant number of small and intermediate- size Late Moche 
settlements as well as “many small settlements representing part- time or full- time 
farmsteads.” At the more substantial sites, Dillehay noted the possibility of both 
permanent residence and seasonal/temporary residence likely associated with farm-
ing and fishing. Further, Dillehay (2001, 270) mentions the periodic abandonment 
and reuse of sites of all sizes but particularly in the countryside, which “presum-
ably had something to do with new kinds of interactions taking place among local 
social groups.”

The small, rural sites of ritual and administrative function that proliferated in the 
Late Moche Period northern valleys were arguably part of a network of political, eco-
nomic, and religious nodes of interaction for the residents of the region (Dillehay 
2001; Dillehay et al. 2009; Gumerman 2010; Johnson 2008; Swenson 2004, 2008; 
Swenson and Chiguala 2018). Dillehay (2001, 272– 273) theorizes that “there may 
even have been separate spheres of social and economic interaction in late Moche 
times, characterized by coexisting elite and nonelite economic networks.” While he 
is clear that these ideas are preliminary and somewhat speculative, he asserts that 
Moche commoners in the countryside were likely relatively autonomous, perhaps 
even during times with more centralized political structures (Dillehay 2001, 274). 
While Dillehay does not explicitly explore mobility, the evidence he presents and 
the theories he posits are interwoven with this premise as a central element. The 
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assertions of temporary residences, varied networks of interaction, and high levels 
of autonomy among farmers, fishers, and villagers all hint toward a population in 
motion, moving from sites of economic, political, and religious importance when-
ever needed. A network such as this would require a mobile population to be viable, 
such as that described by George J. Gumerman (2010; see also Dietler and Herbich 
2001) in regard to peripatetic laborers and festive participation in the Moche world.

Gumerman (2010) identifies Moche mobility through the lens of feasts, and cer-
tainly feasting was important. Attendance at life- cycle feasts (e.g., births, deaths, 
marriages) and work party feasts, as discussed by Gumerman, plus attendance at 
other social and political obligations involving feasting (see Swenson 2008), was in 
all likelihood an integral element for mobility. However, there was more to life than 
feasting, despite its importance to Moche life. Instead, I argue that Late Moche 
mobility in the lower Jequetepeque Valley was rooted in complex, intertwining, 
and inseparable elements connected to social life, economic seasonality, and ritual/
political expediency. Because of this, household memberships in communities were 
necessarily fluid.

T H E LOW E R J EQ U E T E P EQ U E: T WO L AT E M O CH E CA S E S

Huaca Colorada and Wasi Huachuma ( Je- 64) are two very different archaeological 
sites in the lower Jequetepeque Valley (see figure 4.1). Huaca Colorada is a large cer-
emonial center on the south side of the valley, with two lower, flanking “domestic” 
sectors (Swenson 2018; Swenson and Chiguala 2018; Swenson and Warner 2012; 
Swenson et al. 2011, 2012, 2013, 2015). Wasi Huachuma, in contrast, is a small site on 
the north side of the valley featuring a high lookout, evidence of potential elite resi-
dence, and a small ramped platform mound (Dillehay et al. 2009, 86– 89; Duke 
2017, 100– 179; Swenson 2004, 609– 617). While it is likely that the two sites were 
not used by the same people— and may have been part of two entirely different 
polities on different sides of the valley (Swenson 2007, 2008)— evidence for similar 
patterns of peripatetic movement appears at both.

At these two sites, structures with thick walls with at least two courses of adobe 
bricks, showing evidence of maintenance, renovation, or both, are thought to 
have been permanent and indicative of regular occupation. These structures may 
have seen occasional re- flooring events but do not show evidence of abandonment 
and reconstruction. In addition, ceremonial ramped/terraced structures with 
evidence of consistent upkeep were also classified as permanently occupied/used.

In contrast, temporary structures were generally smaller and, if they had walls, 
were a single course of adobe or stone. Constructed floors of tapia were frequently 
present but were rougher, less formalized, and not necessarily conscribed by walls 
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on all sides. They show evidence of onetime use followed by abandonment and 
reconstruction of new, similar structures nearby. This is evidenced by the palimp-
sest of floors (not necessarily placed directly atop previous floors) with thin layers 
of sand between them, indicating a lack of upkeep after abandonment (see Swenson 
et al. 2012, 168– 190).

The features and artifacts associated with these structures are also important in 
showing temporary or long- term use (hearths are an excellent example of this). The 
types of materials in these contexts can tell us what sorts of activities took place in 
these structures and potentially for how long. On their own, the artifacts are insuf-
ficient, but together with their overall contexts they were certainly useful to help 
understand what items people were bringing and leaving behind at specific locations.

Huaca Colorada

Huaca Colorada is a ceremonial site situated 13 km from the Pacific Coast, in the 
sand dune– covered coastal lowlands of the southern Jequetepeque Valley. It is the 
only known large ritual center on the south side of the Jequetepeque River dating 
to the Late Moche Period (Dillehay et al. 2009; Swenson 2004, 2012). Three sec-
tors delimit the site: Sector B at the summit of the huaca, Sector A below B to the 
north, and Sector C below B to the south (figure 4.2). Sector B has been identified 
as the monumental core based on the architecture and presence of sacrificial buri-
als as well as a large midden thought to be the remains of feasting events (Swenson 
et al. 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013). Sectors A and C have been theorized as residential 
or domestic productive zones where people made expedient camps and produced 
crafts for the events at the summit. Distinct rooms with floors and storage cham-
bers on the south side of Sector B may indicate permanent elite residence, while the 
expedient camps in the other sectors suggest that non elites occupied these areas 
ephemerally but repeatedly. The expedient camps of Sector C are focused on below.
Sector C is approximately 100 m2 and is 10 m below and to the south of Sector B, 
on the lower prominence of a stationary sand dune on which the site is located. 
(Swenson et al. 2011, 171– 172). Excavations here have revealed a number of expedi-
ently made structures featuring low adobe walls and rough floors with inset depres-
sions for large pots (Swenson et al. 2011, 2012, 2013). The structures are generally 
characterized by two low, perpendicular adobe walls and a floor of mixed clay and 
sand (tapia) that was laid down wet in the corners, expanding out to create a living 
surface that terminated roughly in a square at the end points of the walls (figure 4.3). 
These structures were quickly assembled and have been found scattered throughout 
the central portion of Sector C at Huaca Colorada, occasionally overlapping one 
another. It is likely that these were temporary structures, constructed by household 
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groups during cyclical attendance at the site for political and religious events con-
ducted in the upper ceremonial core in Sector B (Gataveckas 2011; Swenson 2018; 
Swenson and Chiguala 2018; Swenson and Warner 2012; Swenson et al. 2011, 2012, 
2013). Edward R. Swenson and Jorge Y. Chiguala (2018) have attributed these types 
of informal habitations to fluid, daily co- residential practices performed by transi-
tory residential groups.

These structures were venues of primarily quotidian activities as evidenced by 
paleobotanical (table 4.1) and zooarchaeological (table 4.2) samples (Vásquez 
Sánchez and Rosales Tham 2011, 2012, 2013) and ceramic data (table 4.3) (Swenson 
and Warner 2012; Swenson et al. 2011, 2012, 2013). Notably, the contexts excavated 
within these structures lack many of the exotic and imported luxury goods, such 
as Spondylus shell, deer, peanuts, fruit (e.g., guava, pacay, lucuma), and Cajamarca- 
style ceramics (Swenson and Warner 2012), found in the Sector B ceremonial core. 
Instead, there is a mix of utilitarian and high- status materials but with a definite lean 
toward local (e.g., beans, maize, chili peppers, local ceramics) rather than imported 

Figure 4.2. 
Topographic map of 
Huaca Colorada with 
three primary sectors. 
Courtesy, Edward 
Swenson
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(e.g., highland ceramics, Spondylus) and domestic (e.g., bottle gourds, utilitarian 
ceramics) rather than ceremonial (e.g., decorated ceramics, peanuts).

Either local elites occupied the expedient structures of Sector C or nonelites 
gained access to fineware ceramics for use there. Local Moche fineline wares were 
found in relative abundance (40 sherds, 37.4% of the total ceramics recovered) and 
this, combined with the lack of highland Cajamarca wares (1 sherd, 0.9% of the 
total ceramics recovered), emphasizes this local focus and the use of specialized 
ceramics generally reserved for special events. These structures present other assem-
blage patterns that are consistent with temporary use. The presence of coca and 
chili peppers— two plants known for both their ritual significance and importance 
in daily activities (Cutright 2011, 87; Gumerman 2002)— as well as maize and llama, 
is consistent with a pattern that makes sense for temporary domestic structures at 
an important ceremonial site. Rural farmers/fishers either were not part of the 
attendees/temporary residents at the site or, more likely, they simply did not bring 
their work tools to the party, as indicated by the lack of agricultural and fishing 
implements in Sector C at Huaca Colorada.

While there was a substantial amount of permanent architecture, particularly 
in the ceremonial core at the top of the site in Sector B as well as on the east and 
south edges of Sector C (Swenson 2012; Swenson and Warner 2012; Swenson 

Figure 4.3. Expedient tapia floor and adobe walls in Sector C at Huaca Colorada. 
Courtesy, Edward Swenson



Table 4.1. Presence/absence of paleobotanical materials from Sectors C* and B† at Huaca 
Colorada

Species/Genus (common name) Sector C Sample* Sector B†

Acacia sp. (acacia) Y

Ahnfeltia durvillaei (seaweed) Y

Arachis hypogaea (peanut) Y

Bunchosia armeniaca (peanut butter fruit) Y

Capparis angulata (sapote) Y

Capparis ovalifolia Y

Capsicum sp. (pepper) Y Y
Citrus aurantium (bitter orange) Y

Cucurbita moschata (squash/pumpkin) Y

Erytrhroxilum coca (coca) Y Y
Gigartina chamissoi (seaweed) Y

Gossypium barbadense (cotton) Y Y
Gynerium sagittatum (caña brava) Y

Inga feuillei (pacay) Y

Ipomoea batatas (sweet potato) Y

Lagenaria siceraria (bottle gourd) Y Y
Paspalum sp. (grass) Y Y
Persea americana (avocado) Y

Phaseolus lunatus (lima bean) Y

Phaseolus vulgaris (common bean) Y Y
Phragmites australis (reed) Y Y
Potamogeton sp. (pond weed) Y

Pouteria lucuma (lúcuma) Y

Prionitis sp. (seaweed) Y

Prosopis pallida (algorroba) Y Y
Psidium guajava (guava) Y

Scirpus sp. (aquatic grass) Y

Solanum sp. (nightshades) Y

Thevetia peruviana (yellow oleander) Y

Tillandsia sp. (bromeliad) Y

Trifolium sp. (clover) Y

Ulva sp. (sea lettuce) Y

Zea mays (maize) Y Y
* Includes all floors, subfloor fill, floor overburden, hearth, and trash contexts from units 6, 7, 11 (2010) and 

4, 5, 7 (2011).
† Includes all units excavated in and around the ceremonial center of the site.



Table 4.2. Zooarchaeological remains from Sector C* at Huaca Colorada

Vertebrates

Mammals NISP
% of 

Mammals
% of 

Vertebrates
% of 

Total

Canis familiaris (dog) 9 5.0 3.6 0.3

Cavia porcellus (Guinea pig) 20 11.0 7.9 0.7

Lama sp. (llama/guanaco) 109 59.9 43.3 3.8

Mammals (unidentified mammal) 17 9.3 6.7 0.6

Muridae (rodent) 24 13.2 9.5 0.9

Otaria sp. (eared seal) 3 1.6 1.2 0.1

Total 182 100.0 72.2 6.4

Fish % of Fish
% of 

Vertebrates
% of 

Total

Anisotremus scapularis (Peruvian grunt) 2 4.2 0.8 0.1

Caulolatilus sp. (percoid fish [e.g., whitefish]) 1 2.1 0.4 > 0.1

Cynoscion sp. (sea trout) 4 8.3 1.6 0.1

Fish (unidentified fish) 8 16.7 3.2 0.3

Galeichthys peruvianus (sea catfish) 1 2.1 0.4 > 0.1

Mugil cephalus (flathead mullet) 27 56.3 10.7 1.0

Myliobatis sp. (eagle ray) 1 2.1 0.4 > 0.1

Paralonchurus peruanus (Peruvian banded 
croaker)

2 4.2 0.8 0.1

Sardinops sagax (South American pilchard) 1 2.1 0.4 > 0.1

Stellifer minor (lined drum) 1 2.1 0.4 > 0.1

Total 48 100.0 19.0 1.7

Birds % of Birds
% of 

Vertebrates
% of 

Total

Bird (unidentified bird) 7 43.8 2.8 0.2

Larus sp. (gull) 2 12.5 0.8 0.1

Phalacrocorax bougainvillii (Guanay cormorant) 5 31.3 2.0 0.2

Zenaida asiatica (white- winged dove) 2 12.5 0.8 0.1

Total 16 100.0 6.4 0.6

Reptiles % of Reptiles
% of 

Vertebrates
% of 

Total

Reptile (unidentified reptile) 1 16.7 0.4 > 0.1

Tropidurus sp. (ground lizard) 5 83.3 2.0 0.2

Total 6 100.0 2.4 0.2

TOTAL VERTEBRATES 252



Invertebrates

Mollusks NISP % of Mollusks
% of 

Invertebrates
% of 

Total

Acanthopleura echinata (chiton) 1 > 0.1 > 0.1 > 0.1

Argopecten purpuratus (Peruvian/calico scallop) 1 > 0.1 > 0.1 > 0.1

Cancellaria urceolata (sea snail; nutmeg snail) 1 > 0.1 > 0.1 > 0.1

Cantharus elegans (whelk) 1 > 0.1 > 0.1 > 0.1

Cerithium stercusmuscarum (sea snail) 2 0.1 0.1 0.1

Choromytilus chorus (giant mussel) 2 0.1 0.1 0.1

Donax obesulus (surf clam) 1,044 41.2 40.4 36.8

Enoplochiton niger (chiton) 1 > 0.1 > 0.1 > 0.1

Fissurella crassa (thick keyhole limpet; sea snail) 1 > 0.1 > 0.1 > 0.1

Fissurella maxima (giant keyhole limpet) 1 > 0.1 > 0.1 > 0.1

Helisoma sp. (freshwater snail) 1 > 0.1 > 0.1 > 0.1

Helisoma trivolvis (“ramshorn” land snail) 1 > 0.1 > 0.1 > 0.1

Mesodesma donacium (saltwater clam) 1 > 0.1 > 0.1 > 0.1

Mitra orientalis (miter sea snail) 10 0.4 0.4 0.4

Nassarius dentifer (mud snail; dog whelk; sea 
snail)

29 1.1 1.1 1.0

Oliva peruviana (Peruvian olive/sea snail) 1 > 0.1 > 0.1 > 0.1

Olivella columellaris (dwarf olives/sea snail) 12 0.5 0.5 0.4

Perumytilus purpuratus (common marine 
mussel)

30 1.2 1.2 1.1

Polinices uber (moon sea snail) 675 26.7 26.1 23.8

Prisogaster niger (turban sea snail) 185 7.3 7.2 6.5

Pupoides sp. (land snail) 2 0.1 0.1 0.1

Scutalus chiletensis (land snail) 14 0.6 0.5 0.5

Semimytilus algosus (intertidal mussel) 45 1.8 1.7 1.6

Sinum cymba (concave moon ear snail) 47 1.9 1.8 1.7

Solenosteira fusiformis (fusiform goblet) 4 0.2 0.2 0.1

Spisula adamsii (surf clam) 3 0.1 0.1 0.1

Tegula atra (sea snail) 21 0.8 0.8 0.7

Tegula euryomphalus (sea snail) 2 0.1 0.1 0.1

Thais chocolata (locate/rock snail/sea snail) 110 4.3 4.3 3.9

Thais delessertiana (sea snail/rock snail) 1 > 0.1 > 0.1 > 0.1

continued on next page
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Table 4.2—continued

Invertebrates

Mollusks NISP % of Mollusks
% of 

Invertebrates
% of 

Total

Thais haemastoma (red- mouthed rock shell) 193 7.6 7.5 6.8

Trachycardium procerum (cockle) 1 > 0.1 > 0.1 > 0.1

Trivia radians (false cowry/small sea snail) 1 > 0.1 > 0.1 > 0.1

Turbo fluctuosus (wavy turban/sea snail) 1 > 0.1 > 0.1 > 0.1

Xanthochorus buxea (sea snail/rock snail) 86 3.4 3.3 3.0

Total 2,531 100.0 98.0 89.3

Arthropods
% of 

Arthropods
% of 

Invertebrates
% of 

Total

Platyxanthus orbignyi (crab) 52 100.0 2.0 1.8

Total 52 100.0 2.0 1.8

TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 2,583

TOTAL ALL 2,835
* Includes all floors, subfloor fill, floor overburden, hearth, and trash contexts from units 6, 7, 11 (2010) and 4, 

5, 7 (2011), excluding burials.

et al. 2011, 2012, 2013), the evidence for permanent residence in relation to this 
architecture is somewhat uncertain. Sector A was a possible location for longer- 
term or permanent habitation at Huaca Colorada, which is evidenced by rec-
tilinear structures with rooms and benches as well as series of floors indicating 
reconstruction and possible reoccupation or potentially permanent occupation 
and continual maintenance (Swenson et al. 2012, 2013). The ambiguity here 
arises with the presence of many large face- neck vessels theorized to be used for 
chicha production and grain storage. This could indicate domestic occupation 
and production or simply that these were storage facilities for occasional feasts. 
What Swenson and Chiguala (2018) assert is that the variety of household forms 
found at this one site, ranging from permanent residences to temporary, expedi-
ent structures, is clear evidence of a diversity in the domestic realm of the Moche 
that has not before been properly acknowledged.

Wasi Huachuma

Wasi Huachuma was a multifunctional site featuring prominent ceremonial archi-
tecture, high, flat platforms overlooking the valley, residential architecture, and 
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possible temporary campsites. The site is located on the lower northeast slope of 
the Santa Catalina Hills, 12 km south of San José de  Moro, 10 km northeast of 
Pacatnamú, and 12 km west of Cerro Chepén— three major centers of political 
power during the Moche Period in the Jequetepeque Valley (Cusicanqui Marsano 
2010; Donnan and Cock 1997; Rosas Rintel 2010) (see figure 4.1).

The site consists of seven distinct sectors delineated by three dry arroyos run-
ning northeast from the top of the hills to the irrigated plain below (Dillehay 
et al. 2009, 86– 89; Duke 2017, 100– 179; Swenson 2004, 609– 617) (figure 4.4). 
Sector B, the ceremonial core of the site, occupies the central portion of the lower 
slope of the hill and features a three- tiered, ramped platform mound (Structure 
B). Sector A is situated to the east of Sector B and encompasses two low hills and 
an intervening low pass. This zone is located between Arroyo 1 and Arroyo 3 and 
features a two- tiered terrace structure built within the pass. Sector D is located 
on the hill 47 m above Sector B and is notable for its two flat platforms at the 
summit. These flat platforms overlook the site and the farmlands of the valley 

Table 4.3. Ceramics from Sector C* at Huaca Colorada

Counts % of Grade % of Total

Utilitarian/low grade

Olla rims 8 13.8 7.5

Cántaro rims 37 63.8 34.6

Ralladores 1 1.7 0.9

Tinaja rims 6 10.3 5.6

Other 6 10.3 5.6

Total 58 54.2

Mid- grade/decorated

Face- neck cántaros 4 50.0 3.7

Figurines/appliqué pieces 3 37.5 2.8

Other 1 12.5 0.9

Total 8 7.4

High- status serving wares

Cajamarca (highland) 1 2.4 0.9

Local high- status Moche 40 97.6 37.4

Total 41 38.3

TOTAL ALL 107
* Includes all floors, subfloor fill, floor overburden, hearth, and trash contexts from units 6, 7, 11 (2010) and 4, 

5, 7 (2011), excluding burials.
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Figure 4.4. 
Topographic map of 
wasi Huachuma with 
inset of sectors discussed 
in this chapter.

below. Sector C is located to the west of Sector B and is bordered on the west by 
Arroyo 2. It occupies a low ridge and features a number of stone alignments and 
disinterred burials and in previous surveys had been identified as the primary 
residential sector (Dillehay et al. 2009, 86– 89; Swenson 2004, 609– 617). Sector 
E is situated to the north of Sector C and designates the hill on the north tip of 
the ridge. This sector features a series of terraces on the hill slope and an L-shaped 
platform at the bottom of the northwest slope. Sector F is located on the west 
side of Arroyo 2 and features a number of circular stone alignments. Sector G lies 
on the flat area northeast of the base of the Sector E hill and, based on the surface 
ceramics collected, was a likely residential/temporary camp area. The evidence 
for both permanent and temporary residence at Wasi Huachuma is notable in its 
variability. Sections C and E, as well as Sector G, will be focused on below as the 
primary residential zones at the site.
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Sectors C and E
The architecture and excavated materials from Sectors C and E show evidence of 
permanent habitation and food processing, including burned floors, hearths, food- 
processing implements— such as grinding stones, cutters and scrapers, and ceramic 
graters (ralladores)2— as well as the remains of food items themselves (Duke 2017, 
130– 161). The preponderance of plain ceramic body sherds (table 4.4), many of 
which showed signs of burning, in combination with the frequency of hearth con-
texts associated with floors is highly indicative of food production. The tapia floors 
placed along walls were made up of a single course of construction materials (stone 
rather than adobe in this case) (figure 4.5). Ultimately, Wasi Huachuma was likely 
a locale featuring both temporary and permanent residence, as shown by the archi-
tectural and artifactual evidence from Sectors C and E.

The structures in Sectors C and E at Wasi Huachuma may have been the locales of 
repeated reoccupation by the same groups, possibly local elites or food production 
specialists. The paleobotanical (table 4.5), zooarchaeological (Vásquez Sánchez and 
Rosales Tham 2014) (table 4.6), and ceramic (table 4.4) assemblages exhibit a mix 
of utilitarian and high- status materials but with an emphasis on local over imported 
materials (i.e., no highland ceramics), similar to Sector C at Huaca Colorada. As 
well, although Wasi Huachuma is close to the ocean as the dove flies, consideration 
must be given to the large range of hills between the site and the sea. Thus Wasi 
Huachuma is decidedly oriented to the north and east, toward the wide agricultural 
plain between the Santa Catalina Hills and the foothills of the Andes. This might, 
at least in part, explain the low emphasis on marine products in the archaeological 
assemblage. Excavations did not recover tools specifically associated with agricul-
ture or fishing. The implications appear to be that temporary or semipermanent 
structures were erected for use during important events located at Wasi Huachuma. 
The materials recovered were clearly indicative of small- scale food production, mak-
ing this the possible site for semipermanent or more temporary habitation.

Sector G
In addition to Sectors C and E, Wasi Huachuma’s Sector G was also a temporary 
residence area (figure 4.6). While the sample is currently small and comes solely 
from the surface, the ceramic evidence indicates primary use of utilitarian cook-
ing vessels (table 4.4). The location of Sector G on the north perimeter of the site, 
nearer to the irrigated fields and furthest from the ceremonial core (Structure 
B), combined with the predominance of utilitarian cooking and storage vessels 
from the Sector G surface collection, suggests that this was a likely location for 
the construction of temporary domestic structures occupied by itinerant farmers/
fishers attending events at the site. Unfortunately, time constraints prevented the 
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Figure 4.5. Parallel stone walls with floor in Sector C at wasi Huachuma

excavation of units in this sector in 2013, but further work here would target this 
sector to elaborate on this theme.

Huaca Colorada and Wasi Huachuma in Comparison

The evidence from the two sites suggests that they both experienced temporary 
occupations, though through different modes and prevalence in the styles of occu-
pation, potentially taking place simultaneously at each site. The central portion of 
Sector C at Huaca Colorada is marked by a series of temporary, expedient structures 
laid down as needed and abandoned after a brief period of usage, never to be reoc-
cupied, with new structures constructed over the top of or near old ones. A similar 
pattern at Wasi Huachuma appears in Sectors C and E and may have also taken 
place in Sector G, though more excavations are needed to establish this. Based on 
current and admittedly limited evidence from Wasi Huachuma, it is possible that 
the Sectors C and E were inhabited on a temporary or semipermanent basis by 
groups with somewhat higher status than those in Sector G. Sector G was also likely 
more ephemeral than Sectors C and E.

Sector A at Huaca Colorada appears to have been more permanently occupied 
or at least reoccupied more than once. The closest correlation at Wasi Huachuma is 
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Table 4.4. Ceramics from Sectors C/E* and G† at Wasi Huachuma

C/E*
% of 

Grade
% of 

Total G†
% of 

Grade
% of 

Total

Utilitarian/low grade

Cántaro rims 3 3.1 3.0 7 50.0 50.0

Olla rims 8 8.3 7.9 3 21.4 21.4

Plain body sherds 84 87.5 83.1 0 0.0 0.0

Tinaja rims 1 1.0 1.0 4 28.6 28.6

Total 96 95.0 14 100.0

Mid- grade/decorated

Face- neck cántaros 1 50.0 1.0 0 0.0 0.0

Other 1 50.0 1.0 0 0.0 0.0

Total 2 2.0 0 0.0

High- status serving wares

Local high- status Moche 2 66.7 2.0 0 0.0 0.0

Other 1 33.3 1.0 0 0.0 0.0

Total 3 3.0 0 0.0

TOTAL ALL 101 14
* Includes all floors, subfloor fill, floor overburden, hearth, and trash contexts from units 6, 7, 11 (2010) and 4, 

5, 7 (2011), excluding burials.
† Surface collection.

Sectors C and E, where layers of floors and more permanent stone walls may indicate 
reoccupation over time, though lacking in the apparent permanence of the archi-
tecture noted in Sector A at Huaca Colorada (e.g., full rectilinear structures with 
benches). The construction of floors and low walls at Wasi Huachuma is reminis-
cent of the expedient structures in Sector C at Huaca Colorada, yet the presence 
of floor sequences was more similar to Sector A. Where they differ is in the linear 
style of construction (i.e., a lack of corners in the walls) and what may be the specific 
reuse/refurbishing of specific locales, as evidenced by successive floor levels associ-
ated with specific walls. The surface collections and appearance here indicate that the 
residences in Sector G may have been similar in style to Sector C at Huaca Colorada.

The differences in scale and styles between the two sites themselves may also play 
a role in the level of permanence of architecture and occupation. Huaca Colorada 
is thought to have been the largest and possibly only major ceremonial site on the 
south side of the lower valley during its period of use, while Wasi Huachuma was 
one of a number of small sites of its kind on the north side of the river valley. These 
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Table 4.5. Presence/absence of paleobotanical materials from Sectors C/E* and Structure B† 
at Wasi Huachuma

Taxa Sector C/E Sample* Structure B Sample†

Acacia sp. (acacia) Y

Capparis sp. Y

Capsicum sp. (pepper) Y Y

Cucurbita moschata (squash/pumpkin) Y Y

Encelia sp. (desert shrub) Y

Erytrhroxilum coca (coca) Y

Gossypium barbadense (cotton) Y

Gynerium sagittatum (caña brava) Y

Lagenaria siceraria (bottle gourd) Y

Leguminosae (legumes) Y

Phaseolus vulgaris (common bean) Y

Phragmites australis (reed) Y Y

Pouteria lucuma (lúcuma) Y

Prosopis sp. (algorroba) Y Y

Solanum tuberosum. (potato) Y

Zea mays (maize) Y Y
* Includes all floors, subfloor fill, floor overburden, hearth, and trash contexts from units 3, 4, 5, 6, 9 (2013).
† Includes all floors, subfloor fill, floor overburden, hearth, and trash contexts from unit 2 (2013).

political and demographic dynamics surely affected the styles of occupation in the 
area. However, both sites exhibit evidence of construction indicative of use, aban-
donment, and reconstruction consistent with patterns of mobility among peripa-
tetic farmers/fishers partaking in a ritual/economic/political round.

P E R I PAT E T I C H O US E H O LD S, P E R I PAT E T I C CO M M U NI T I E S

Huaca Colorada and Wasi Huachuma support a population circulation model, 
as defined by Schachner (2012) and Gumerman (2010). To return briefly to 
Schachner’s application of “population circulation,” the Late Moche Jequetepeque 
Valley is certainly fertile ground to further explore this archaeologically. The first 
proposition (varied circulation depending on individuals and destinations) can be 
understood in the Moche context through the multitude of small and large ceremo-
nial sites with residential components (temporary, semipermanent, or otherwise) 
alongside the fields and seaside as destinations of equal importance, indicative of 



Table 4.6. Zooarchaeological remains from Sectors C/E* at Wasi Huachuma

Vertebrates

Mammals NISP
% of 

Mammals
% of 

Vertebrates % of Total

Artiodactyla (even- toed ungulate) 7 6.4 4.3 3.0

Canis familiaris (dog) 4 3.6 2.5 1.7

Cavia porcellus (Guinea pig) 22 20.0 13.6 9.3

Lama sp. (llama/guanaco) 17 15.5 10.5 7.2

Mammals (unidentified mammal) 4 3.6 2.5 1.7

Muridae (rodent) 56 50.9 34.5 23.7

Total 110 100.0 67.9 46.6

Fish % of Fish
% of 

Vertebrates % of Total

Cynoscion sp. (sea trout) 3 7.5 1.9 1.3

Fish (unidentified fish) 3 7.5 1.9 1.3

Galeichthys peruvianus (sea catfish) 15 37.5 9.3 6.4

Mugil cephalus (flathead mullet) 17 42.5 10.5 7.2

Sardinops sagax (South American pilchard) 1 2.5 0.6 0.4

Stellifer minor (lined drum) 1 2.5 0.6 0.4

Total 40 100.0 24.8 17.0

Birds % of Birds
% of 

Vertebrates % of Total

Bird (unidentified bird) 1 33.3 0.6 0.4

Zenaida asiatica (white- winged dove) 2 66.7 1.2 0.8

Total 3 100.0 1.8 1.2

Reptiles
% of 

Reptiles
% of 

Vertebrates % of Total

Dicrodon sp. (tegu) 8 88.9 4.9 3.4

Reptile (unidentified reptile) 1 11.1 0.6 0.4

Total 9 100.0 5.5 3.8

TOTAL VERTEBRATES 162

continued on next page
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Table 4.6—continued

Invertebrates

Mollusks NISP
% of 

Mollusks % of Total

Donax obesulus (surf clam) 3 4.1 1.3

Drymaeus tigris (land snail) 1 1.3 0.4

Helisoma sp. (freshwater snail) 5 6.7 2.1

Lymnaea sp. (freshwater snail) 4 5.4 1.7

Polinices uber (moon sea snail) 11 14.9 4.7

Prisogaster niger (turban sea snail) 4 5.4 1.7

Pupoides sp. (land snail) 33 44.6 14.0

Scutalus sp. (land snail) 2 2.7 0.8

Tegula atra (sea snail) 7 9.5 3.0

Thais chocolata (locate/rock snail/sea snail) 3 4.1 1.3

Xanthochorus buxea (sea snail/rock snail) 1 1.3 0.4

Total 74 100.0 31.4

TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 74

TOTAL ALL 236
* Includes all floors, subfloor fill, floor overburden, hearth, and trash contexts from units 3, 4, 5, 6, 9 (2013).

a yearly or seasonally prescribed economic, political, and ceremonial round. The 
second proposition (circulation centered around ecological variability, customary 
life [e.g., trade, marriage, warfare], and social hierarchy) is also well covered here. 
The coastal Peruvian ecological zone is highly variable, including desert, irrigated 
plains, coastal/littoral areas, and access to higher lands on hilltops and up the val-
leys. Movement between these zones has been well established (see Dillehay 2001; 
Gumerman 2010; Shimada 1982). In addition, movement for warfare and trade is 
well established through the archaeological examples (see Dillehay 2001, 266– 267; 
Swenson 2003). The third proposition (the spatial separation of obligations, activi-
ties, and goods) has served as one of the primary bases for the arguments presented 
in this chapter. The idea that fishing ground, agricultural fields, ceremonial centers, 
trading sites, and locales for political observances were spread out across the land-
scape and not confined to a single place (e.g., towns or cities) is significant. Lastly, 
Schachner’s fourth proposition (fluidity in residence, group membership, and lead-
ership) is the primary focus of this chapter. Fluidity in residence is demonstrated 
by the expedient residences at Huaca Colorada and reoccupied structures at Wasi 
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Huachuma. The evidence for multiple autonomous rural settlements with shift-
ing alliances highlights the fluidity of leadership, while the presence of differing 
ceramic assemblages between the various zones of the two sites potentially indi-
cates fluid group membership.

William H. Isbell (2000) noted that many of our ideas of past communities are 
impositions from later time periods, and others have argued that much of our work 
as archaeologists has uncritically imposed modernist, Western ontology into non-
modern contexts (see Alberti and Bray 2009; Alberti and Marshall 2009; Alberti et 
al. 2011; Barad 2003; Fowler 2013; Fowles 2013; Marshall and Alberti 2014). In fact, 
many of our interpretations of the past take a universalist view of humanity, impos-
ing conceptions from our current world onto those of the past. However, the mate-
rial configurations we see in our archaeological data can and should challenge those 
conceptions (see Alberti and Marshall 2009; Viveiros de Castro 1998, 2004). If our 
goal is to attempt to understand the ontologies of past societies in part through 
analyzing community organization, it is crucial to recognize that a community is 
not necessarily defined by the social interactions between groups of households in 
a specific locale. Rather, we should consider the material evidence we recover from 
such contexts as a means of assessing the potential varieties of alternative commu-
nity configurations that may have existed in the past.

Figure 4.6. Sector g at wasi Huachuma, facing north from the top of Sector E
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Households have been argued to be the building blocks of communities (e.g., 
Arensberg 1955; Hollingshead 1948; Kolb and Snead 1997; Murdock 1949; Redfield 
1963 [1955]; Wolf 1957). However, as has been made clear here, the term community 
is problematic (see Yaeger and Canuto 2000). Donna J. Nash (2009) asserts that 
not only is the household a basic socioeconomic unit wherein activities such as food 
production, processing, consumption, and disposal occur, but it is also the basic 
social unit through which social distinctions are materially negotiated. She asserts 
that to understand the “societal whole” (Nash 2009, 206), archaeologists must 
look first and foremost at residential data. These data often include paleobotanical 
and zooarchaeological evidence, tool remains, architectural and spatial informa-
tion, and ceramic cooking vessels. This interrelated dataset can provide the basis 
from which to interpret the components and complexities of quotidian practices as 
including gender constructions and status differentiation (among others). However, 
this idea of the household as a basic socioeconomic unit is predicated on the idea 
of a singular household structure in which a bounded group of people reside and 
conduct their daily lives on a continuous basis. As I have established above, such a 
structure, not to mention such a group, is not always present, and some structures 
that have been interpreted as “houses” are not always what they seem.

Change clearly occurred in the Jequetepeque Valley with the onset of the Late 
Moche Period (Castillo Butters 2001; Dillehay and Kolata 2004; Swenson 2007). 
I argue that the rural inhabitants of the Late Moche Jequetepeque Valley were the 
agents of their own destinies during the emerging fluctuations in environmental 
and political conditions. In short, by executing a mobile pattern of ritual/political 
observances and economic labor/exchange, rural communities exercised both their 
local autonomy and their inclusion within larger networks of interaction, also 
allowing them the flexibility to adjust to the environmental and political fluctua-
tions common during this period. Further studies of rural areas at small ceremonial 
sites, villages, and farmsteads, in combination with the existing and growing data 
from urban centers, can only improve upon our knowledge of the diversity and mal-
leability of Moche communities.
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N OT E S

 1. This autonomy was limited in many ways, including obligatory attendance at ritual 
and administrative events, but was evident in the lack of overarching political structures 
during this period and in the likelihood that these smaller centers had the ability to shift 
loyalties or affiliation from other, larger centers or local elites depending on circumstances 
(see Swenson 2006).

 2. Found as part of the Sector C surface collection.
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Artistic themes depicted on domestic artifacts are reflective of larger social and cul-
tural ideologies and provide us with a valuable window into everyday social dynam-
ics (Bawden 1982; Gero 2001). Although representations of women are rare in 
Moche elite- sponsored art, they are abundant in household artifacts throughout all 
time periods and sites in the Moche region. Feminine identities are sensitive to cul-
tural change and reflect sociopolitical institutions that shape the status of women 
and the meaning of gender within a particular society (Costin 1996, 1998; Hastorf 
1991; Tringham 1991, 1994). Gender is created in the household, both directly by 
observing social roles, divisions of labor, and familial interactions and indirectly 
by being exposed to cultural symbols embedded in household items (Ashmore and 
Wilk 1988; Blanton 1994; Deetz 1982; Hastorf 1991; Hendon 1996, 1997, 2009; 
Wilk and Netting 1984; Wilk and Rathje 1982). In this way, domestic artifacts pro-
vide an important window for understanding household- state relations because 
they take on ideologies and symbolism disseminated by the state, while at the same 
time, states must build on the ideas and practices of households to maintain their 
legitimacy (DeMarrais et al. 1996; Halperin 2014; Shimada 1994). Households 
can also challenge state ideologies by engaging with alternative representations 
and practices to satisfy domestic needs not addressed by the state (Halperin 2014). 
Different activities depicted on male and female figurative artifacts reflect ideolo-
gies related to public and private gender roles. The ubiquity and quantity of female 
figurines in domestic contexts at Moche settlements indicate their consumption as 
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gender- infused objects reflecting the concerns of the lower- class majority as they 
went about their daily lives.

In this chapter, I present my analysis of 645 figurines and 152 figurative whis-
tles, including artifacts excavated from the ancient settlements of Pampa Grande, 
Huacas de Moche, and San José de Moro, coupled with collections from the Museo 
Larco and the UCLA Moche Archive. I also incorporate data from Alexandra 
Morgan’s (2009) analysis of Moche figurines from numerous museum and private 
collections from around the world. I combine a contextual analysis of excavated 
artifacts with an iconographic comparison of key visual elements and an ethno-
graphic investigation of female shamanism in South America to construct a holistic 
viewpoint of the role these objects played in the daily lives of ancient Moche people.

Contextual analysis of ritual artifacts such as figurines can shed light on their use as 
personal or public ritual objects (Flannery 1976). The figurines and whistles excavated 
from household contexts at Pampa Grande and Huacas de Moche provide especially 
important insights into gender ideologies and domestic concerns not expressed in 
state- sponsored media. Moche figurines almost always depict females as indicated by 
dress, hairstyle, or genitalia, whereas figurative whistles typically depict male warriors, 
musicians, and supernatural beings (figure 5.1). Female figurines are found with great 
frequency in lower-  and middle- class households and are absent from public and 
religious buildings, suggesting they were used in personal household rituals (Hubert 
2010; Johnson 2010; Limoges 1999; Ringberg 2008). Although whistles are also found 
in household contexts, the fact that they depict state- sponsored icons and were used 
to play music suggests that they were stored in houses but used in communal rituals 
related to calendric ceremonies or rites of solidarity. Female figurines are found in 
Moche households of all time periods; however, whistles disappear from domestic 
contexts during the Late Moche Period (ad 600– 900). This change corresponds 
with major iconographic shifts in the region, including the disappearance of many of 
the icons commonly found on whistles (McClelland 1990). Figurines continue to be 
common domestic objects in later periods, and the Labretted Lady found on figurines 
at Pampa Grande (figure 5.2) continues to be an important female religious figure in 
the subsequent Lambayeque culture (Cordy- Collins 2001; Johnson 2010).

FI GU R I NE S, I D E N T I T Y, A ND M AT E R I A LI T Y

Analysis and comparison of household figurative artifacts illuminate the nature 
of gender identities within the urban context of Moche cities. Urban environ-
ments form and are formed by the individuals who inhabit their space, meaning 
that households reflect social ideologies while at the same time constructing them 
(Deetz 1982; Hendon 2009; Janusek 2004; Smith 2003). City inhabitants share 



Figure 5.1. Left: 
female figurine; right: 
male whistle. Artifacts 
from the Huacas 
de moche; author 
photos

Figure 5.2. map of the 
moche region showing 
archaeological sites 
discussed in this chapter
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a common urban ethos, physical surroundings, sense of culture, general religious 
knowledge, and participation in city- wide festivals and rites (Smith 2003). At the 
individual, family, and community levels, however, people have different social 
and economic statuses, access to state religion, ethnic affiliation, gender roles, spe-
cializations or occupations, and household organization. These identities are both 
actively and unconsciously expressed in material culture. The urban environment 
and, more specifically, the domestic contexts within them provide a rich opportu-
nity to understand the construction of social identity in relation to others within a 
shared and circumscribed space ( Janusek 2004).

As objects that linked home to society, figurines highlight an important dia-
lectic between subject and object. Their creation, use, and discard all reflect vital 
aspects of their significance in Moche society and the role they played in construct-
ing human experience. Figurative representations on household objects allow us 
to contextualize social practices according to the groups that were producing and 
consuming them (Hendon et al. 2013). Figurines were part of a dynamic system of 
belief, ritual, and performance integrated into the daily experiences of household 
inhabitants (Halperin 2014). They represent past agency and reflect socially mean-
ingful practices, actions, and interactions at a very personal level (Hendon 1996).

Figurines have a pervasive presence in Moche domestic assemblages and likely 
played an important role in the construction of female identities and interactions 
in relation both to other women and to Moche society more broadly. Figurines 
have been interpreted as effigies, votives, or amulets used by women for household 
and fertility- related ceremonies (Marcus 2000). They thus represent powerful sym-
bols of female rituals, ideologies, and social roles within Moche society. Figurines 
were likely used during individualistic or shamanistic rites carried out within the 
household related to curing illness, ancestor veneration, and rites of passage, such as 
menarche, pregnancy, and childbirth (Zeidler 2000). Female shamans involved in 
these ceremonies were likely regarded as bearers of knowledge and healing powers 
not available to men (Chavez Hualpa 2000). As physical representations of female 
animism, figurines shaped private, gender- specific activities oriented toward ritual 
healing. These symbols would have constructed cultural notions of femininity from 
an early age and had important implications for Moche society as a whole.

FE M A LE S H A M A NI S M O N T H E N O RT H COA S T O F P E RU

Numerous Spanish accounts from the seventeenth century mention the presence of 
high- status female leaders, known as Capullanas, on the north coast of Peru (Cruz 
Villegas 1982). This practice can be traced back at least to the Late Intermediate 
Period (ad 1000– 1400) when females ruled provinces while men went off to battle 
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(Fernández Villegas 1989). Thirty- two Capullanas have been documented in the 
Piura region between ad 1500 and 1781, and many more are known to have existed 
in the Lambayeque region as well. There are a few significant parallels between the 
powerful females of the Colonial Period and the females depicted on figurines dur-
ing the Prehispanic periods. Pedro Pizarro (1571) noted that many of the Capullanas 
had pierced lips near their chin (labret piercing), and they filled the holes with gold 
and silver jewelry. Labret piercings were first depicted in Moche iconography at 
several northern settlements such as Pampa Grande and San José de Moro and con-
tinued to be symbols of high female status in the subsequent Lambayeque culture 
(Cordy- Collins 2001). In addition, Capullanas often wore their hair loose on their 
shoulders without braids, which distinguished them from lower- status women 
(Fernández Villegas 1989). Several of the female icons depicted on Moche figurines 
also wear their hair loose, while simple female figurines are often depicted with 
head coverings or braids.

The themes present on Moche figurines reference female concerns— such as fer-
tility, childbirth, and childrearing— and include elements from religious ceremo-
nies such as the Presentation Theme and Coca Chewing Ceremony. This suggests 
that they were used (at least in part) as ritual items associated with shamans and 
midwives. Numerous modern and Prehispanic ethnographic accounts have docu-
mented the role of female shamans and curers on the north coast of Peru and offer 
us glimpses into cultural practices that can be traced back to Chimú and possibly 
even Moche time periods. In the modern- day Moche village community located 
near the ancient ruins of Huacas de Moche, John Gillin (1945) observed the prac-
tice of a prominent female shaman who specialized in curandismo. Gillin found 
two classes of curanderas: shamans who were more esoteric and focused on illnesses 
of the body and mind, and midwives who focused more narrowly on the health of 
pregnant women and children. The female shamans typically handled specialized 
(culture- bound) illnesses such as El Susto (when a person suffers from constant fear 
because the soul has left the body), La Admiración (intense emotion stemming from 
viewing a deformed person), and El Ojeo (the bad energy that results from being 
envied by someone else; i.e., the evil eye). Midwives assisted with childbirths and 
tended to women’s prepartum and postpartum needs (Chavez 2000; Gillin 1945).

Fabiola Chavez Hualpa (2000) conducted a more recent and in- depth ethno-
graphic study of curanderas in the provinces of Ayabaca and Huancabamba in the 
Department of Piura. She found that midwives do more than help with childbirth; 
they cover the entire vital reproductive cycle from menarche to menopause. The 
moon, a powerful feminine symbol and deity among the Moche, continues to play 
an important role today in the shamanic practices related to menstruation, concep-
tion, pregnancy, and childbirth— with different lunar phases relating to beneficial 
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or ominous prognostications for women and their children (Chavez Hualpa 2000, 
193, 207). Midwives are charged with helping women with healthy lactation, and 
they perform rituals to help cure “bad,” “cold,” or “sleepy” milk (Chavez Hualpa 
2000, 212– 214). They also attend to infants in the first years of life to help those who 

“cry in the womb” or those born with “delicate shadows” (Chavez Hualpa 2000, 214). 
Chavez Hualpa found that the main difference between midwives and shamans was 
their use of supernatural entities. The midwives cured illnesses and culture- bound 
syndromes that commonly afflicted women, while shamans were considered to be 

“master healers” who offered more elaborate therapies and directly called upon the 
supernatural world for help with their healing (Chavez Hualpa 2000).

This distinction between midwives and shamans helps us understand the differ-
ences between simple and elaborate figurines found at ancient Moche sites. The 
simple figurines depict connections with midwifery such as genitalia and infants 
and emphasize notions of femininity, procreation, and childrearing. In contrast, 
the elaborate figurines with identifiable individuals holding prescribed items con-
tain links to supernatural elements and religious ceremonies. These individuals may 
have called upon supernatural forces during shamanic rituals related to metaphysi-
cal concerns affecting women and their particular needs.

Another connection between modern shamanic practices and Moche artifacts 
is with the use of pendants as ritual talismans. Chavez Hualpa (2000) found that 
the most widespread syndrome among women was La Envidia, when a pregnant 
woman becomes the victim of envy by a sterile woman. This can result in suffer-
ing during childbirth, disease or deformity in the child, or death of the mother. 
Women employed a variety of talismans to protect themselves and their babies but 
most commonly used a charmed pendant in the shape of a cross around their neck 
(Chavez Hualpa 2000, 182). Excavations in the domestic sectors of Pampa Grande 
and Huacas de Moche revealed significant quantities of miniature figurines with 
holes at the top so they could be suspended on cords and presumably worn as neck-
laces. Since Moche figurines show strong connections to notions of fertility and 
childbirth, they may have served a similar purpose as protective charms for expect-
ing mothers. The continuity of practices between the Prehispanic and modern time 
periods suggests a long- standing tradition that has been altered by social and reli-
gious changes brought about by the introduction of Christianity in the sixteenth 
century (e.g., the use of crosses instead of figures).

FI GU R E S I N M O CH E A RT

Female figurines and pendants are ubiquitous in Moche households across the 
North Coast and are typically encountered broken in trash deposits and hearths 
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(Limoges 1999; Ringberg 2008). The fact that they are so numerous and fragmen-
tary suggests that they were used often and may have been deliberately broken 
as part of particular domestic rituals or shamanic interventions (Limoges 1999). 
Simple female figures are depicted without detailed headdresses or clothing and can 
be found in three poses: with their hands on their torsos, holding a baby, or playing 
a drum (figure 5.3). Fifty percent of the figurines analyzed indicated sex through 
visible genitalia, while another 20 percent indicated feminine gender through hair-
style, dress, or activity. In addition to the generic female figurines, three prominent 
female icons were identified during my analysis. Two have been previously identi-
fied and investigated: the Priestess and the Labretted Lady (Castillo Butters 2005; 
Castillo Butters and Rengifo 2008; Cordy- Collins 2001). The third icon is the 
Feline Headdress Female, for whom there is no precedent. She is typically depicted 
with a double- chamber rattle and is associated with coca chewing (table 5.1).

In contrast to female depictions on figurines, males are most commonly 
depicted on decorative whistles and reflect a distinct masculine identity embed-
ded in warrior- related themes (table 5.2). Whistles are common in households at 
Huacas de Moche (Limoges 1999; Uceda Castillo and Armas 1998) and hinterland 
sites, such as Ciudad de Dios (Ringberg 2008). They depict scenes typical of state- 
sponsored art related to public religion and rituals. Many of the whistle figures are 
musicians playing flutes and trumpets, similar to fineline representations of cere-
monial processions (figure 5.4). This similarity suggests that they were used during 
public events and allowed non elites to actively take part in ceremonies, thereby fos-
tering a sense of inclusive identity for participants. Several supernatural beings are 

Figure 5.3. Left: female figurines with hands on torso; middle: holding a baby; right: 
playing a drum. Courtesy, museo Larco, Lima— Perú mL013849, mL013460, mL013296
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also represented on whistles, including the Strombus Monster, the Bird Priest, the 
Owl Deity, and Ai Aipec (Warrior/Sun Priest) (figure 5.5). The depiction of these 
popular and identifiable icons further supports the interpretation of whistles as 
accoutrements for use in public communitywide rituals and festivals. The Priestess 

Figure 5.4. whistles depicting musicians. Left: pan flute (museo Larco, Lima— Perú 
mL014792); middle: trumpet; right: back of whistle (artifact from the Huacas de moche; 
author photo)

Figure 5.5. whistles depicting supernatural beings. Left: Ai Aipec/rayed Deity/
warrior Priest (museo Larco Lima— Perú mL014820); middle: Strombus monster 
(artifact from the Huacas de moche; author photo); right: Owl Deity playing a strombus 
trumpet (uCLA moche Archive)
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was the only female depicted on whistles, and she is typically shown wearing high- 
status regalia and bearing symbols of the Presentation Theme. This theme in Moche 
fineline art depicts the culminating ceremony of the Warrior Narrative, where the 
blood of sacrificed prisoners is presented to Ai Aipec (Donnan 1976). It is possible 
that ceremonies such as these were performed in visible spaces, where community 
members could attend and watch while at the same time participating with whistles, 
rattles, drums, and other musical instruments.

The Priestess

The Priestess is the best- known female figure in Moche art (Castillo Butters 2005; 
Donnan and Castillo Butters 1992, 1994; Hocquenghem and Lyon 1980), and figu-
rines depicting her iconic features have been found in museum collections and lim-
ited archaeological contexts. The Priestess is one of the few females with a prominent 
role in Moche public rituals. She is a key figure in the Presentation Theme, where 
she presents a disc and a goblet (presumably of blood) to Ai Aipec at the culmi-
nation of a series of ritual bloodlettings and sacrifices involving captured prison-
ers (Bourget 2001a, 2001b; Donnan 1978). She is also closely related to the moon 
and is often depicted with lunar imagery or riding in a crescent moon- shaped boat 
(McClelland 1990). The moon has a deep history in the Andes of being associated 
with menstruation, pregnancy, and childbirth and may indicate that the Priestess 
also served as an important deity related to the realm of women and reproduction.

In figurine form, she is depicted with or without a plumed headdress but always 
identified by two long braids, a goblet, and a large disc (figure 5.6). She is often 
shown with a snarling fanged mouth, suggesting that her role in Moche ritual 
involved transformation to a supernatural state. Most examples of the Priestess 
come from museum collections, but figurines have been found archaeologically in 
the elite residential sector at Galindo (Lockard 2005), in a grave on the north side 
of Huaca de la Luna (Morgan 2009), and above the chamber tomb of a Priestess 
burial at San José de Moro (Saldaña 2014).

Although figurines are most common in household contexts, fourteen figurines 
were included as burial offerings in Late Moche Period graves at San José de Moro. 
Of the skeletons whose sex and age could be determined, nine were child or infant 
graves, while four were adult females (figure 5.7). We have long suspected that figu-
rines were important ritual items related to the female life cycle, but the discov-
ery of figurines exclusively in female and child graves shows a strong connection 
between figurines and religious beliefs related to female- child life cycles and death. 
The inclusion of figurines in individual graves suggests that they were ritual items 
imbued with supernatural power specific to a particular person. Perhaps they were 



Figure 5.6. Priestess figurines. Left: with plumes; right: without plumes. 
Courtesy, museo Larco, Lima— Perú, mL013881, mL013933

Figure 5.7. Female grave and figurine from San José de moro. Courtesy, 
Archive Programa Arqueológico San José de moro
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meant to protect the individual beyond the grave or honor the specific way they 
died, such as during childbirth or due to postnatal issues or illnesses.

The Labretted Lady

The Labretted Lady was an important icon to the inhabitants of the northern 
Moche region, as evidenced by the large number of representations found on figu-
rines in households and mortuary contexts. The conspicuous display of key identifi-
able features, such as the heart- shaped head, beaded jewelry, and labret piercing, 
points to the emergence of a new feminine cultural icon during the Late Moche 
Period that may have replaced earlier icons as the predominant figure associated 
with feminine shamanism (figure 5.8). The Labretted Lady is often depicted playing 
a large hand- held drum, which is a continuation of an earlier theme portrayed on 
non- labretted figurines. It is significant that men in Moche art are always shown 
playing flutes and trumpets, which provides an interesting juxtaposition to our cur-
rent gender ideologies, where percussion is considered masculine and wind instru-
ments are often associated with femininity (Donna Nash, personal communication, 
2014). Female drummers continue to be prominent figures in the Lambayeque and 
Wari cultures and are often depicted in state- sponsored media such as fineware pot-
tery and textiles (Cordy- Collins 2001; Rowe 1979).

Figure 5.8. Labretted Lady figurines. Left: playing drum; right: hands 
on torso. Artifacts from Pampa grande; author photos
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The Labretted Lady has been found in mortuary contexts at San José de Moro 
(Cordy- Collins 2001), Cerro Campana (Ubbelohde- Doering 1966), and Úcupe 
(Bourget 2007), as well as in domestic contexts at Huaca Colorada (Swenson and 
Warner 2012). The most widespread documented use, however, comes from Pampa 
Grande, where these figurines were ubiquitously found in household contexts on 
the Southern Pediment ( Johnson 2010). The fact that the Labretted Lady was only 
depicted on figurines at Pampa Grande and is absent from all state- produced art 
suggests that she was a cult icon used by nonelite inhabitants of the city, outside the 
realm of state- created and state- mandated religion. This is reinforced by the recovery 
of mold fragments for the production of Labretted Lady figurines in the middle- 
class domestic complexes at Pampa Grande, indicating that they were produced, 
distributed, and used by inhabitants of the Southern Pediment independent of the 
governing infrastructure (figure 5.9) ( Johnson 2010).

At Pampa Grande, figurines were most often found in general- purpose liv-
ing rooms, indicating that they were used alongside or in conjunction with other 
domestic activities (figure 5.10). The figurines were also found in the same contexts 
as spindle whorls and needles. Since weaving is typically associated with females 
in Moche iconography (Arsenault 1991) and in burials (Donnan and McClelland 

Figure 5.9. Ceramic production workshop and artifacts from Pampa grande; author 
photos
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1997), this association suggests that they were used by women and were important 
cultural icons linked to the domestic sphere and specific feminine interests. In later 
periods, the role of the Labretted Lady shifted to a more prominent position in the 
iconography of the Lambayeque (Sicán) culture, signifying a further elevation in 
status for this iconic figure during the Late Intermediate Period (Cordy- Collins 
2001). In addition, the labret jewelry and loose hair continued to be a symbol 
of powerful female identity and were used to signal high status and rulership by 
Capullanas during the late Prehispanic and Colonial time periods (Fernández 
Villegas 1989; Pizarro 1571).

The pervasiveness of Labretted Lady figurines at Pampa Grande provides evi-
dence for independent specialized production of nonutilitarian items with impor-
tant cultural messages attached to them (Costin 1996, 1998). Figurines were used 
and produced in household settings and reflect the desires and concerns of the 
producers, not the state superstructure. The conspicuous display of key identifiable 
features, such as the heart- shaped head, beaded jewelry, and labret piercing, points 
to the emergence of a feminine cultural icon that played an important role in gen-
der identities and domestic ritual ( Johnson 2010). These items were produced and 

Figure 5.10. Living room with figurine fragments and spindle whorls; author photos
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distributed at the household level and were likely used for personal rituals related to 
the female life cycle. They may have been used by midwives attending to women and 
infants in their homes or as part of individualistic rites performed by the women 
themselves in response to specific needs, wants, or fears.

The Feline Headdress Female

During my analysis, I came across a previously uninvestigated female icon with a 
set of identifiable features depicted on household figurines. This female is found 
depicted on both figurines and figurative stirrup- spout bottles and is symbolically 
linked to rituals related to childbirth and coca chewing. The fact that this icon is 
found in everyday domestic contexts and is associated with ritual childbirth ves-
sels suggests a possible ritual institution in Moche society related to female con-
cerns. The figure has several key identifiable features, most notably a headdress 
consisting of a horizontal band with a feline head on the front. Variants of the 
headdress include multiple feline heads or feline paws on each side of the band 
(figure 5.11). Felines are one of the most common animals invoked in Amerindian 
rituals and often communicate with shamans (Alva 2000; Stone 2011). They also 
often merge with humans during trances or hallucinogenic experiences brought 
about by the use of medicinal plants such as coca. In addition, modern- day curan-
deras employ jungle animals like the puma to cure and prevent La Llacama, or 
postpartum depression and illness (Chavez Hualpa 2000). Pumas are considered 
strong animals charged with mythological power, and eating the meat of the 
puma will infuse the woman with its power. Since the meat is scarce, curanderas 
often keep the bones of pumas for use in cooking or bathing (Chavez Hualpa 
2000, 211).

The Feline Headdress Female also typically carries a double- chamber rattle with 
a rope and less frequently is depicted holding a lime container and stick (figure 5.11). 
Both the feline headdress and the lime container are also associated with male and 
female individuals in figurative representations on stirrup- spout bottles found at 
the Museo Larco. The females are shown with long dresses and loose hair, holding 
a lime container in one hand and a rattle in the other. Males are shown with short 
tunics, holding lime containers or gourds and a variety of different types of rattles. 
In addition, feline heads and paws and lime containers are common symbols in 
the Coca Chewing Ceremony in Moche fineline art; however, to date, no female 
figures have been identified in depictions of that particular ceremony. Coca was 
one of the most sacred plants in ancient South America and was used by curers for 
healing purposes and by shamans to enter trances and transfigure into felines (Alva 
2000). Shamans have the power to converse with or take on the attributes of jaguars 
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or pumas, which are considered to be the most powerful animals on the continent 
and a general symbol of divinity.

At the sites of Huacas de  Moche and Cerro Mayal, several figurines depicting 
the Feline Headdress Female were uncovered archaeologically in the ceramic work-
shops and general household contexts ( Jackson 2008; Uceda Castillo and Armas 
1998). A figurine depicting the feline headdress was also discovered in a grave at the 
western foot of Huaca de la Luna as part of the Uhle excavations (Morgan 2009). 
In addition, this grave contained two figurines of females holding babies and two 
figurines of seated individuals holding lime containers and sticks. This association 
further suggests that the Feline Headdress Female was connected with both child-
birth and coca- chewing rituals.

In the Urban Zone at the Huacas de Moche, figurines with feline headdresses 
have been discovered in several general household contexts. In addition, the Feline 
Headdress Female was found in significant quantities in the ceramic production 
workshop associated with Architectural Complex 35 (figure 5.12). This building 
was a mixed- use structure that served both domestic and production purposes. It 
was likely inhabited by an extended family that shared production responsibilities 
for a variety of ceramic objects, including figurines. This workshop is believed to 
have been part of a much larger “potters’ barrio complex” that may have included 
several workshops (Uceda Castillo and Armas 1997; 1998, 107). The workshop was 
composed of nine main rooms, including one to mix clay with water in large stor-
age vessels, one to form the ceramics using molds, one for drying completed forms, 

Figure 5.11. Feline Headdress Female figurines. Left: holding a child; middle: holding 
a lime container, spoon, and double-chamber rattle; right: holding a rope and double- 
chamber rattle. Courtesy, museo Larco, Lima— Perú mL013448, mL013274, mL013308
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and one for elaborating the pottery with applications. Over 1,000 mold fragments 
were uncovered for making various vessel types, such as figurines, trumpets, stirrup- 
spout bottles, face- neck jars, and applications. In addition to the ceramic forms just 
mentioned, the workshop produced whistles, ocarinas, pendants, spindle whorls, 
jars, and rattles. Two burials discovered in the complex revealed individuals with 
professional traumas related to pottery production evident on their bones and large 
amounts of high- quality items in their graves. This suggests that the potters of the 
Huacas de Moche were part of the middle class who also “had some control over the 
Moche ideological and cosmological realm through pottery production” (Uceda 
Castillo and Armas 1998, 107).

Figure 5.12. Feline 
Headdress Female figurines 
from CA- 35 ceramic 
workshop at Huacas 
de moche; author photo
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FI GU R I NE S, S E X , A ND CH I LD B I RT H

At the site of Cerro Mayal in the neighboring Chicama Valley, the double- chamber 
rattle and rope held by the Feline Headdress Female has been found associated 
with birthing bowls in the ceramic workshop (figure 5.13) ( Jackson 2008). Two 
mold fragments for the production of birthing bowls contained incised drawings of 
rattles on the exterior. Margaret A. Jackson suggests that the rattle is conceptually 
linked to giving birth either through the umbilical tail of the rope or through the 
shamanistic connection to fertility rituals. She goes on to identify the rattle image 
as a “visual vocabulary unit” used to symbolize an abstract cultural reference to 
the act of childbirth or rituals related to pregnancy and childbirth ( Jackson 2008, 
103). This indirect link between the Feline Headdress Female and birth rituals pro-
vides yet another link between the use of figurines in rites related to fertility and 
childbirth. The Feline Headdress Female may have even served as a prominent reli-
gious specialist (or may represent a class of religious specialists) attending to female- 
centric concerns, practices, and medical procedures. Other carvings on the outside 
of figurine molds provide us with important associations not intrinsically visible 

Figure 5.13. Birthing 
bowl. Courtesy, museo Larco, 

Lima— Perú mL004355
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in the symbolism of the objects. The most common carving found associated with 
figurines is female genitalia (sometimes with male genitalia in tandem), indicating 
that figurines were symbolically associated with sex and procreation (figure 5.14).

The association of the rattle and rope with childbirth and the figurines with 
procreation paints a dynamic picture of the roles these objects played in Moche 
daily life. They were simple representations with wide- reaching social implications. 
They reflect the lack of control Moche women must have felt over the reproduc-
tive process and the incorporation of tamable supernatural forces into the realm of 
feminine concerns and ideals. At the same time, they reflect the strength and power 
females had as the source of new life and the control female icons like the Feline 
Headdress Female had over a dangerous and mysterious realm.

CH A N G I N G FE M I NI NE I D E N T I T I E S I N T H E L AT E M O CH E P E R I O D

Moche figurines were one of the main avenues for the artistic expression of femi-
nine identity and reflect female prerogatives, ideologies, and concerns. The Late 

Figure 5.14. Incised genitalia on 
a figurine mold. Courtesy, uCLA 
moche Archive
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Moche Period marks an important transition in gender relations, with high- ranking 
female religious figures becoming more prominent in Moche art and visual culture. 
This can be seen in the disappearance of male figures in domestic contexts and the 
elevated importance of female icons such as the Priestess and the Labretted Lady. 
This period also marks the elevation of female status on the north coast of Peru as 
a whole, which can be seen in the increasing frequency of female depictions on 
ceramics (McClelland et al. 2007), the shift to female sacrificial victims in ritual 
contexts (Swenson 2012; Swenson and Warner 2012), and the emergence of promi-
nent female dynasties such as the Priestess of San José de Moro (Castillo Butters 
2005; Castillo Butters and Rengifo 2008) and the Labretted Lady of Pampa Grande 
(Cordy- Collins 2001; Johnson 2010).

Figurines were distributed locally in Moche cities and addressed the needs and 
desires of the popular class. Figurines allowed women to engage in activities and 
rituals pertinent to their unique concerns that were not addressed in the more 
prominent ceremonies carried out at the temples ( Johnson 2010). Monumental 
media reflects the cultural ideals of the ruling minority and serves to legitimize the 
political and social ideologies essential to the maintenance of power. In contrast, 
household objects reflect gender and domestic ideologies of the lower-  and middle- 
class majority, highlighting choices and concerns experienced as part of everyday 
life. The ubiquity of figurine fragments in Moche households suggests that these 
items were used frequently and may have even been deliberately broken as part of 
the rituals in which they were used ( Johnson 2010; Limoges 1999; Ringberg 2008). 
They were likely used as talismans for protection from supernatural forces believed 
to be harmful to women who were trying to become pregnant, were currently with 
child, or had recently given birth. In addition, the identifiable female icons may 
have represented an institution of female shamans with special knowledge and abil-
ities beyond those of traditional midwives. The iconic figurines likely had greater 
ritual significance and may have been used in limited, perhaps more specialized 
rituals. These ancient practices may have been similar to the ones carried out by 
modern- day female shamans who specialize in the treatment of culture- bound ill-
nesses resulting from fears of supernatural forces.

CO N CLUS I O N

Females are virtually absent from public art, but their absence does not necessarily 
indicate a lack of importance in Moche society. Moche women appropriated ele-
ments of the state religion into their own ritual realm, ones that were relevant to 
their personal daily experiences. In addition, the production of Labretted Lady fig-
urines in the middle- class households of Pampa Grande suggests that the residents 
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engaged in the production of artifacts with important ritual significance outside 
the purview of state- sponsored workshops. Women developed, produced, and dis-
seminated cult religious objects for use in private, personalized rituals related to 
daily feminine experiences and needs.

Although Moche society valued masculinity and ferocity, females would have 
been honored as the givers of life and the source of new warriors. It is no surprise, 
then, that figurines served as important symbols of fertility, conception, and 
midwifery linked to the very notion of femininity in Moche society. The Feline 
Headdress Female and the Labretted Lady were powerful women who were revered 
for their knowledge and shamanic abilities in a realm typically fraught with mystery 
and fear. The social messages embedded in these household objects emphasize the 
female power to give and protect life, reinforcing the strength and significance of 
female religious specialists. In a world where women were mostly excluded from 
prominent rituals and events, figurines express important messages with a wide dis-
tribution and daily social penetrance. These subtle messages would have affected 
the beliefs and practices of all community members, reaffirming social roles and 
gender ideologies while also serving as a vehicle for long- term changes in both 
female identities and social roles.
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The sacred might dwell at home. Given the pivotal place dwellings have in the human 
experience and the capacity of our houses to shelter both mundane tasks and com-
plicated meanings, it is not surprising that people make their dwellings into sacred 
homes. What is surprising are the elaborate and diverse ways in which we do this.

Jerry D. Moore (2012, 179)

This volume seeks to explore the variation of ancient domestic life on the north 
coast of Peru by focusing on the understudied aspects of quotidian routines through 
what has been described as “household archaeology” (Douglass and Gonlin 2012; 
Gillespie 2007; Nash 2009). In this chapter, an analysis of the ritual practices at 
the ceremonial center of Huaca Colorada in the Jequetepeque Valley permits a 
critical reassessment of conventional definitions of the house and “domestic” life. 
I consider at what scale the concept of “household” can be applied to the study of 
ancient lifeways, of which we have little more than temporally distant ethnographic 
comparisons to serve as conceptual foundations. Although the monumental archi-
tecture of the north coast of Peru is disproportionately over investigated, I argue in 
this chapter that there is value in approaching what we define as ceremonial struc-
tures from a household perspective, to reinterpret those spaces contained within 
monumental or “ritualized” architecture as symbolic houses and in direct relation-
ship to more prosaic domestic contexts (Gillespie 2007). Questioning the assumed 
opposition of “house” and “temple” in the Moche context also serves to culturally 
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contextualize the application of “commoner” and “elite” as heuristics to ancient 
Moche individuals and their spaces in a way that avoids the imposition of contem-
porary constructions of status, class, and privilege. Thus the use of these seemingly 
fundamental categories should not be applied without a critical examination of our 
definitions of the assumed relationships between elites and commoners within the 
ancient community under investigation.

In critiquing ahistorical models of elite- commoner interactions, it is still likely 
that there was some degree of resistance to centralized power among the Moche 
as based on contemporary analogies. However, it is equally possible that people’s 
relationship to differing institutions of authority defined positions in life and attach-
ment to place that were accepted as such without coercion and aided by participa-
tion in ritualized activities. In other words, the self- identifications, dependencies, 
and obligations of different status groups— often glossed simplistically as elite or 
commoner— varied from culture to culture and must be contextualized within his-
torically specific conceptual schemes and structures of practice. In her recent study 
of the conceptual dialogue between vernacular and monumental architecture in 
the Maya Lowlands during the Terminal Classic Period (800– 950 CE), Christina 
Halperin (2017, 114) describes the mutual influence between each architectural cat-
egory and the social statuses they reference, suggesting that commoner and elite 
architectural styles likely informed each other reciprocally. In light of this argument, 
an analysis of elite residential occupation and the possible “domestic” qualities of 
their monumental structures must be taken into consideration, paying attention to 
both the convergences and differences between high- status and commoner residen-
tial spaces. Although beyond the scope of the current discussion, such a comparison 
should include an examination of the types of foods that were served, materials 
produced, and the assumed roles that were performed by both elite and common 
participants within the greater community.

For instance, performing and assuming the responsibilities of an elite identity 
among the Moche may have amounted to accepting a death sentence. This is sug-
gested by the discovery of portrait vessels of individually identifiable authority fig-
ures at Huacas de Moche depicted in other ceramics as captives ready for sacrifice 
later in life, likely after a generation of rule (Donnan 2004; Uceda Castillo 2001b). 
Assuming that “elite” leaders likely served as conduits of communication with the 
cosmos through the medium of sacrifice, they thus constituted a vital component 
of the larger social collective. Unlike, then, Feudal barons in Medieval Europe or 
members of parliament (but perhaps closer to idealized representations of Roman 
and Chinese emperors), Moche elites were viscerally committed to the continu-
ity of the community as living stewards rather than simply as expropriating “lords.” 
If members of an elite household were perceived as deified ritual practitioners, 
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then it stands to reason that the lordly residence in question would be freighted 
with heightened symbolic meaning. This symbolism no doubt influenced concep-
tions of home, place, identity, and cosmos as part of an ongoing dialogue between 
vernacular and monumental expressions of these ideals. In other words, concep-
tions and experience of the quotidian— for different status groups— can only be 
properly understood in terms of their convergence or contradictions with differ-
ent ideologies of life and emplacedness, including culturally specific notions of 
the home. As interlocutors between their community and cosmic, ontological 
others, the ceremonial arenas of Moche elites were likely perceived as the ultimate 
place of origins, becoming, and life itself. For many Moche, then, a sense of home, 
community, and well- being— qualities often ascribed to the private house in the 
modern context— may have been attributed more to the residences and ceremo-
nial arenas of lordly ritual specialists than to the often transient and makeshift ver-
nacular dwellings documented in certain regions of the Moche world, including 
the Jequetepeque Valley (see Duke, this volume). If Moche elites appear to have 
been invested with ensuring the well- being and continuity of the society of which 
they were a part, then such roles no doubt shaped conceptions and experiences of 
identity and “rootedness.”

In the following analysis I examine rituals of architectural renovation and sac-
rifice at Huaca Colorada in the Jequetepeque Valley of Peru not as exotic or aber-
rant rites but as fundamental to local constructions of (imagined) communities and 
identity (Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983). Seasonal and cyclical rites of architectural 
construction appear to have reaffirmed bonds of community in relation to a specific 
sacred locale— in a way that seems to have created a large collective “home” defined 
here as a place of cooperation and belonging.

SY M B O LI C AU T H O R I T Y A ND T H E P OW E R O F T H E H O US E

During the 1987 rescue excavations of the remains of a heavily looted Moche tomb 
at Huaca Rajada near Sipán in the Reque Valley, a remarkable copper scepter was 
discovered, unique in its form and manufacture. Decorated with an elaborately 
detailed architectural model of an open gable- roof structure, the building depicted 
was fringed on four sides by a portico embellished with sculpted war clubs, or por-
ras (Alva and Donnan 1993, 48– 49). There is little doubt that this singular artifact 
served as a rather unambiguous emblem of office. The associated grave goods fur-
ther indicated that the original occupant held a privileged status in life, perhaps on 
par with that of the Señores de Sipán (Alva 1999, 26; 2012).

An unusual aspect of this particular architectural depiction is that its roof line 
was embellished with miniature metal heads bearing horn- like projections, a 
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stylistic representation not known to have a correlate in full- scale architecture 
elsewhere (Wiersema 2010). Months after the scepter was salvaged, fragmented 
ceramic war club decorations bearing the same horned human heads were found in 
closely associated architectural fill (Alva 1999, 30– 34). The proximity of the scep-
ter to these full- scale decorative elements suggests a strong correlation between the 
represented and actual ceremonial architecture once found atop the huaca. As such, 
this suggests that these adornments had been destroyed at or before the time of 
the deceased’s internment, possibly as a means of entombing symbolic architectural 
elements with the person most closely associated with the structure; perhaps the 
unusual porras themselves even served as portraits of the interred (Alva 2012).

The gable- roof architectural spaces depicted in the Sipán scepter and on numer-
ous ceramic vessels are widely accepted as representations of architectural com-
plexes that have been uncovered archaeologically on the summits of many huacas 
across the north coast of Peru (Shimada 1994; Wiersema 2010). With mounting 
evidence that these structures served both ceremonial and residential functions 
for elite members of Moche society, I argue that the visual shorthand of a simple 
open gable- roof structure was a highly charged symbol of the archetypical house-
hold and closely associated divine authority often shown seated beneath these 
iconic structures (Bourget 2003; Chapdelaine 2006; Chapdelaine et al. 2003; 
Franco et al. 1994, 2003; Wiersema 2010, 2015) (figure. 6.1). In concert with the 
great wealth of iconographic depictions of what are assumed to represent religious 
activities found in Moche ceramics, excavation of the ceremonial complexes found 
atop adobe huacas across the North Coast supports the notion that these monu-
ments served as the loci of elaborate ceremonial activities that may have mirrored 
domestic ideals or ideologies of home and territory (for an exploration of elite 
residences as archetypical households in the Andes, see Kolata’s [1996] Weberian 
analysis of the Andean city) (Benson 2012; Bourget 2001, 2006, Donnan 1982; 
Hocquenghem 1987).

Recent research directed by Edward R. Swenson, Jorge Y. Chiguala, Francisco 
Seoane, and John P. Warner has investigated precisely such a structure at the sum-
mit of Huaca Colorada in the Jequetepeque Valley, excavations that have provided 
clear evidence of socially regenerative ritual performances centered on communal 
efforts of reconstruction (Swenson 2012, 2015, 2018a, 2018b). An analysis of the 
complex architectural biography of Huaca Colorada suggests that the structures at 
the peaks of huacas symbolized corporate affinity that embodied the connection 
between the wider community and a deified elite. This symbolic bond was rein-
forced physically through incorporative acts of construction as well as human and 
animal sacrifice linked to dedicatory and termination rites of architectonic renewal 
(Herva 2010; Spence Morrow 2018; Spence Morrow and Swenson 2018; Swenson 
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2015, 2018a, 2018b; Swenson et al. 2011, 2012, 2013, 2015, 2017). As a form of sym-
bolic household reproduction, I argue that acts of construction and renovation 
would have extended kin- based ideologies of home and identity across generations 
through an embodied process of “cultural construction and contestation” (Pauketat 
and Alt 2005). These renovation histories clearly suggest that architectural renewal 
was fundamental to the ideological construction of society and likely tied to inter-
twined agricultural and cosmological cycles that connected social, religious, politi-
cal, and environmental aspects of daily life (Prieto Burmester 2008). By housing 
the ruling elite at the peak of huaca structures, even if on a temporary, rotational, or 

Figure 6.1. Various depictions of gable- roof structures from moche ceramic 
vessels from the Berlin Ethnological museum: (a) VA18282, (b) VA 17637, and museo 
Larco— Lima, Perú (c) mL002875, (d) mL031752, (e) mL002892
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purely symbolic basis, I suggest that the entire monument symbolized an idealized 
central house. Identification with a deified authority figure thus served to legitimize 
and incorporate individuals into their community through regular participation in 
feasting and ritualized public activities.

Claude Lévi- Strauss’s (1982) concept of the société à maison, or “house society,” 
refers to communities documented ethnographically that ascribe central impor-
tance to material and conceptual aspects of the house in expressing group identity 
and organizing social relations. A number of archaeologists have recently applied 
this perspective to their interpretations of past social organization (Beck 2007; 
Driessen 2010; Gillespie 2000a, 2000b; González- Ruibal 2006; Joyce and Gillespie 
2000; Weismantel 2014). In a similar manner, I propose that the Moche conception 
of the domestic sphere may have incorporated and extended beyond our notion of 
the quotidian to align more closely to Lévi- Strauss’s (1982) conceptualization of the 
maison. Within his problematically reductive categorization, Lévi- Strauss defines 
the maison as “a corporate body holding an estate made up of both material and 
immaterial wealth, which perpetuates itself through the transmission of its name, 
its goods, and its titles down a real or imaginary line, considered legitimate as long 
as this continuity can express itself in the language of kinship or of affinity and, 
most often, of both” (Lévi- Strauss 1982, 174).

Following Susan D. Gillespie’s (2000a, 3) consideration of the material mark-
ers of house societies as inextricably linked to their temporal and spatial dimen-
sions, a key function of the house is to “anchor people in space and to link them in 
time.” House societies as defined by Lévi-Strauss  are self-defined and reproduced 
through particular narratives of history that often rely on architectural biogra-
phies.  The built environment  materializes social memory and generational con-
tinuity that transcends changes in familial alliances, household membership, or 
leadership structures It is this sense of temporality that serves to “embody a col-
lective memory about the past, a reference to origins that often forms a salient 
bond uniting house members” that seems to be expressed through the sequence 
of renovations that took place at Huaca Colorada, as outlined later in this chap-
ter (Gillespie 2000a, 3). This social arrangement resembles both the exclusive 
household compounds documented at Huacas de Moche but also the numerous 
regional huacas that appear to have marked the territorial boundaries of urban 
and rural Moche communities (Lévi- Strauss 1982, 174; van Gijseghem 2001). By 
interpreting Moche social organization as comparable but certainly not identical 
to classic société à maisons, I argue that monumental huacas materialized member-
ship within a larger community, extending a common identity across the sphere of 
Moche influence that negotiated situated notions of place within the landscape 
vital to each distinct community (Gillespie 2000a, 2000b).
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M O CH E P O LI T I CA L A ND R E LI GI O US O RGA NI Z AT I O N

The Moche of the north coast of Peru most accurately refers to a political and 
religious ideological framework that persisted though much of the Andean Early 
Intermediate and Middle Horizon Periods (ad 100– 800) (Bawden 1996; Quilter 
and Castillo Butters 2010; Shimada 1994; Uceda Castillo and Mujica 1994, 2003). 
Often considered to represent one of the earliest state polities in the Americas, 
Moche societies were defined by a highly stratified social structure (Bawden 1996; 
Billman 2002; Shimada 1994). The Moche iconographic corpus suggests that 
ideology and power were theocratic and linked to highly formalized ceremonies, 
usually focused on interactions between individuals of clearly elevated status who 
are often shown seated beneath a simple roofed structure (Hocquenghem 1987; 
Jackson 2008; Wiersema 2010). Elaborate narrative scenes depict distinct activities 
with a repeated cast of characters who are often participating in elaborate ritual 
events. With deceivingly self- explanatory titles such as the “Sacrifice Ceremony” 
(“Presentation Theme”) and the “Burial Theme,” there are clear indications that 
the known suite of Moche iconographic scenes was likely re- enacted by elite ritual 
practitioners who were subsequently buried in their regalia and accompanied by 
the same material symbols of their status depicted in the iconography (Alva and 
Donnan 1993; Golte 2009; Quilter 1997) (figure 6.2).

The interconnected and interdependent complex of art, architecture, and action 
that combined to form Moche religious ideology was “didactic, meant to impress 
upon their audience who was victorious and who was vanquished, who was the sac-
rificer and who was the victim, who was the ruler and who was the ruled” (Quilter 
2001, 41). Defined by cycles of warfare, prisoner capture, and human sacrifice, the 
activities depicted likely served to legitimate religious authority; however, the rela-
tionship between Moche political theology and their cosmogonic myths is poorly 
understood and the subject of considerable debate (Alva and Donnan 1993; Bourget 
2006; Donnan 1978; Golte 2009; Hill 1998; Swenson 2003). The iconographic and 
archaeological corpus strongly indicates, however, that the ritual control of human 
life, death, and regeneration was reciprocally balanced based on the notion that 
destruction enabled creation, a belief that applied as viscerally to the built environ-
ment as it did to human subjects (Bourget 2006; Swenson 2003, 2012).

With death as a liminal and necessary phase in the process of creation and becom-
ing, the transformation of the human body or architectural space through sacrifice 
constituted a vital generative force of life, cosmos, time, authority, and ultimately 
the creation of “place” itself. This sacrificial ontology appears to have persisted across 
the Moche sphere, with repeated dedication and termination rites at Moche centers 
indicating that Moche conceptions of place clearly considered architectural spaces 
as vital, living entities in their own right (Swenson 2013, 2018b). Indeed, notions of 
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home, territory, and place specific to the Moche must take into account these cen-
tral ideologies of life, creation, and death as interdependent modes of being deeply 
embedded in the landscape (Swenson 2011, 2012, 2018b).

Following this line of thought, the huaca form itself has often been interpreted as 
a mimetic simulation or miniaturization of the mountains that form the foothills of 
the Andes along the Pacific Coast, closely in keeping with the pan- Andean venera-
tion of mountain peaks as both deified ancestors and the locus of supernatural and 
generative power (Bastien 1978; Bawden 1996; Kolata 1993; Swenson and Warner 
2016; Uceda Castillo 2001a, 2001b). Exemplifying this multi scalar symbolic tradi-
tion, Huaca de la Luna, located at the base of the coastal massif known as Cerro 
Blanco, served as the primary ceremonial center for the urban settlement in the top-
onymic Moche Valley (Bawden 1996). The ongoing excavations at the monumental 
complex of plazas, ramps, and platforms at this site have provided critical infor-
mation for our interpretations of Moche religious and political ideology (Uceda 
Castillo 2001a, 2001b).

The walls that frame the large public plaza at the base of Huaca de la Luna are 
emblazoned with tiers of brightly painted high- relief adobe friezes depicting fanged 
deities, predatory animals, spiders, warriors, captured prisoners, and cosmic land-
scapes. The spatial arrangement of these friezes has been argued to present a distinct 
hierarchical relationship between the actors ( Jackson 2008; Uceda Castillo 2001a). 
The enduring importance of these highly visible murals is clearly evident in the fact 
that multiple layers of similar decoration have been found below the latest surface, 
suggesting that the entire monument was renovated and renewed during construc-
tion cycles that carefully encased and reiterated the ideological messages presented 
by earlier phases. As such, Huaca de la Luna and perhaps all Moche huacas existed 

Figure 6.2. rollout drawing of Burial Theme. Adapted from drawing by Donna 
mcClelland in the moche Archive, Dumbarton Oaks, washington, DC
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as living timepieces, chronotopic spaces that underlined the enduring yet dynamic 
ideals expressed through the monument (Bakhtin 1981; Spence Morrow 2018; 
Swenson 2012, 2018a, 2018b). Atop this sequence of friezes at Huaca de la Luna sits 
a series of elevated interior chambers and platforms that served as central stages for 
the sacrificial rituals performed within view of the substantial open plaza, public 
acts that no doubt underwrote the theocratic ideologies of Moche polities (Bourget 
2001; Swenson 2012). As spaces specifically designed to present ritual acts and pow-
erful symbols to gatherings of people from across a given territory, such ceremonial 
loci allowed members of a specific situated community to receive, consume, and 
incorporate the ideas those rituals and symbols represented in order to reify their 
connection as a group.

The ceremonial complex of Huaca de la Luna is thought to represent the founda-
tional template that was replicated at the numerous satellite centers found in valleys 
north and south of the Moche Valley, most spectacularly at the Huaca Cao Viejo 
in the Chicama Valley where a nearly identical scalar version of the monument 
was constructed (Franco et al. 1994, 2003) (figure 6.3). In essence, the territorial 
expansion of Moche religious and political ideology can be interpreted as a mimetic 
process of reiterative reproduction at multiple scales centered on the symbolic rep-
lication of territory that no doubt implicated understandings and experiences of 
domestic space. As such, the connection between the natural and built environment 
was materialized through a repeated canon of symbolically charged combinations 
of visual art, architecture, and action. Although the similarities of this ideological 
complex suggest a degree of continuity across the region, recent investigations have 
questioned the existence of a territorial Moche State; it seems increasingly apparent 
that Moche political organization varied considerably from area to area, with each 
river drainage along the coast exhibiting unique variation on the central religious 
and political themes (Castillo Butters and Donnan 1994a, 1994b; Quilter 2002; 
Quilter and Castillo Butters 2010).

Inaugurated by social and environmental upheavals, the Late Moche (Moche V) 
Period (ca. ad 600– 850) has left us with considerable evidence of major trans-
formations in Moche society. During the transition from the Middle to Late 
Moche Periods (ca. ad 600– 650), evidence from ice cores extracted from the 
Quelccaya glacier in south- central Peru indicates that a severe drought associ-
ated with El Niño– Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events occurred between ad 
593 and 594 (Shimada et al. 1991). In his work at Huaca de la Luna, Steve Bourget 
(2001, 91; 2016) has made a convincing argument that relates an apparent surge 
in sacrificial ceremonies at that site to increased social stress and instability 
related to drastic environmental changes. Under these pressures, the subsequent 
Late Moche Period was an era marked by massive demographic and ideological 
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restructuration that saw a diversification and popularization of Moche religious 
culture in new territories across the region, including the Jequetepeque and 
Lambayeque Valleys to the north (Dillehay and Kolata 2004a, 2004b; Swenson 
2004). Current radiocarbon dates collected from the foundational phases of con-
struction of Huaca Colorada firmly situate the initial occupation of the site to 
precisely this same transformative period (Swenson et al. 2011, 2012, 2013, 2015, 
2017). Accordingly, the intensity and regularity of the phases of architectonic 
renovation and renewal at Huaca Colorada over a relatively short period of time 
(~100– 150 years according to the current set of radiocarbon dates) may suggest a 
population facing considerable stress that sought constant renegotiation and reaf-
firmation of the bonds of community through material acts of ritualized recon-
struction of a symbolic home.

H UACA S A S FO CI O F T E R R I TO RY A ND I D E N T I T Y

As the Moche culture lacked a written language, it was through an inextricably linked 
combination of iconography and architecture that the desired messages— including 
those of home, territory, and emplacedness— were disseminated to the public. 
The huaca form, or any highly visible monumental structure for that matter, was 
intended to be emotionally evocative and physically arresting, and the original 
builders’ desired impact is often felt to this day.

Although his primary research concern focuses on public architecture in the 
ancient Andes, Jerry Moore (1996b) has discussed the clearly residential functions 
of many Moche monumental structures, comparing known domestic assemblages 
from Huaca de la Luna in the Moche Valley to Huaca Fortaleza at Pampa Grande. 
In marked distinction to the enclosed and restricted elite residences at Pampa 

Figure 6.3. Comparison of views from the plazas of Huaca de la Luna (left) and Huaca 
Cao Viejo (right)
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Grande, he points to evidence that those areas interpreted as residential atop the 
earlier site of Huaca de la Luna were relatively accessible, a difference that is inter-
preted as an expression of the increased social stresses between commoners and 
elites on the north coast of Peru during the Late Moche Period. As noted by Donna 
J. Nash (2009) in her consideration of Izumi Shimada’s work at Pampa Grande, if 
workshops were located in the residences of overseeing elites, the political economy 
of production would have differed from the family-  and kin- managed production 
documented at Huacas de Moche. As this latter situation does not appear to be the 
case, Nash (2009) argues that Shimada successfully demonstrated that the adminis-
tration of a central authority controlled production while not physically imbedded 
in household space. As will be suggested below, the position of the elite residential 
structure high atop Moche huacas may have served in a symbolic surveillance capac-
ity, with the production districts as dedicated activity nodes that mimic functional 
spaces in an idealized household. In this way, the sites surrounding huacas such as 
those at Pampa Grande and Huaca Colorada would have operated as an extended 
corporate group, with the central huaca representing a macrocosmic house, a sym-
bol of residence of which every member of the community was part and through 
which their social identity was forged.

The above discussion of the spatial interrelationship among residential, produc-
tion, and ceremonial space demonstrates that the interpretation of public events 
and the architectural creation of public spaces must not be confined strictly to 
monuments and large plazas but need to take the entire settlement into consider-
ation (see Chicoine et al., this volume; Ossa et al. 2017). In terms of Huaca Fortaleza, 
the overall orientation of the site as well as the organization of the residential and 
industrial compounds clearly puts the monumental structure as the focus of atten-
tion, visible from every area of the city. Although Huaca Colorada represents the 
central node of a much more compact settlement in comparison to Pampa Grande, 
the experience of staged performances of the huaca is worth reiterating. As will 
be discussed below, a series of public ceremonial platforms along the eastern facade 
of Huaca Colorada was intended to be seen from the enclosed plaza at the base of 
the structure.

Accepting that Moche huacas served as the ceremonial loci of ritual activity 
throughout their sphere of influence and across time, they join the continuum of 
Precolumbian cultures that focused arguably theocratic social order through the 
monumental lens of centrally placed ceremonial structures in both rural and urban 
contexts (Guengerich 2014; Halperin 2017; Millaire 2016; Swenson 2004, 2007, 
2008). As the foci for communal actions of identity formation that cite elements 
of the quotidian, when domestic ideals are referenced in ceremonial structures, 
symbolic representations that cite these spaces serve as microcosmic depictions of a 
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particular worldview while macrocosmically reifying the household as encompass-
ing the larger community (Herva 2010). Numerous examples of miniature architec-
tural models have been documented in ancient funerary contexts cross- culturally, 
with many of these remarkable miniatures condensing ideals of the physical dwell-
ing as a sacred domestic space. Indeed, these material depictions of vernacular and 
monumental households served as the conceptual stages on which life was lived 
and identity continually performed, even in death (Bradley 2003, 2005; Castillo 
Butters et al. 2011; Kirch 2000; Wiersema 2010, 2012).

Similar to the miniature houses in funerary contexts in other cultures (and com-
parable to two- dimensional depictions of such structure on Moche fineline ceram-
ics), three- dimensional models of the gable- roof elite residences were also of central 
significance to the political theologies of Late Moche communities. Until recently, 
the relationship between these very real architectural spaces and their depiction in 
the Moche artistic corpus was assumed to have been quite straightforward, with 
architectural components of these structures reduced to a simple descriptive short-
hand to clearly communicate the specific setting of ritual activity within painted 
and modeled scenes. This line of thinking also extended to describe a particular 
subset of looted Moche maquetas, relatively crudely fashioned and unfired ceramic 
models of architectural compounds that were excavated in situ from the elaborate 
burials found at the elite Moche funerary site of San José de Moro in the early 1990s 
(Castillo Butters 2000a, 2000b, 2001, 2003; Castillo Butters et al. 1997; McClleland 
2010). Following twenty- one years of excavation at this site, a collection of forty- 
four such maquetas have been documented and conserved, with many of the tombs 
containing numerous architectural models in a single context (Castillo Butters 
2007; Castillo Butters et al. 2011). Made of friable unfired clay, the maquetas found 
so far are all less than 50 cm square and are constructed and finished in much the 
same way buildings of the period would have been: rectangular in plan and slipped 
and painted with red, black, and white pigments (Castillo Butters et al. 1997, 127). 
Three of the so- called Priestess burials for which San José de Moro is famous con-
tained maquetas that were seemingly locally made, perhaps even constructed within 
the tomb itself during mortuary rituals of interment (Castillo Butters et al. 1997, 
2011; Wiersema 2010).

Due to the overwhelming spatial similarity of one particular excavated maqueta 
to a detailed map of a small huaca platform structure at the site of Portachuelo 
de Charcape in the hinterland of the Jequetepeque Valley, Edward R. Swenson con-
vincingly suggested that the maquetas from the tombs at San José de Moro were 
representations of real rather than imagined spaces (Castillo Butters et al. 1997; 
Johnson 2011; McClelland 2010; Swenson 2004, 2008, 415– 421) (figure 6.4). 
Charcape is an example of one of many relatively small ramped huaca- like structures 
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called tablados found throughout the Jequetepeque Valley, thought to represent 
scaled- down versions of the massive platform mounds found at Late Moche sites 
of more central importance, such as Huaca Colorada (Swenson 2004; Wiersema 
2010). Given this correspondence, it seems that maquetas may have served as sym-
bolic tomb substitutes for the full- scale tablados found in the hinterlands of the 
same valley, possibly as markers of community identity.

Suggesting that these models served as a substitute for the ritual architecture 
associated with the deceased would speak to the personal value and connection 
individuals likely held vis- à- vis ritually charged spaces. If this were the case, hav-
ing a representation of the specific layout of the gable- roof complex of their home 
huaca may have served as an emblem of their affiliation. Considering that funer-
ary traditions serve as a sort of theater for and about the living, the inclusion of 
architectural depictions in Moche burials highlights the importance of these spaces 
in the reification of community and territory identity. In comparing these mod-
els to the gable- roof structures at the summits of huacas, the visual shorthand of 
a simple roof becomes a charged symbol of a particular elite ritualized household 
that incorporated members of a specific community through ritual participation. 
Reinforced by ritual performances of social destruction and regeneration, the huaca 
stood as a marker of corporate affinity with an elite household, a symbol of identity 
uniting diverse communities into a single cooperative or ceremonial body. As such, 
the ritual performances assumed to have occurred within these structures likely 
underlined the continued legitimacy of both the leadership and the community 
as a whole. If social identity was in fact forged within these ceremonial spaces, acts 

Figure 6.4. Comparison of maqueta from tomb m-u729 at San José de moro to the 
plan of the tablado found in the Portachuelo de Charcape. Adapted from Swenson 2006
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of renovation in these profoundly powerful places must have marked particularly 
charged liminal periods. These ceremonial construction efforts necessitated com-
bined acts of destruction and renewal, involving communal labor efforts in the 
process of architectural renovation that must have been fundamental to the con-
struction of Moche huacas.

A RCH I T EC T U R A L R E N OVAT I O N A S S O CI A L R E P RO D UC T I O N

In Andean and Mesoamerican archaeological contexts, rituals of architectural 
renovation— either additive or reductive— materialized acts of both social and cos-
mic termination and dedication (Swenson 2015). Largely based on comparisons to 
the well- documented cosmological- temporal principles of destruction and regener-
ation linked to calendrical and agricultural cycles and dynastic succession that have 
been well established in ancient Mesoamerica, architectural renewal in Andean 
contexts is also considered to have involved highly ritualized acts (Friedel 1998; 
Hocquenghem 2008; Mock 1998; Prieto Burmester 2008). The sequence of con-
struction phases at Moche huacas is fruitfully compared to Mesoamerican rites of 
architectural renovation and served in part to impart meaning to daily life for those 
who were involved in the construction and use of these spaces. Moche huacas were 
special places where quotidian acts of construction and communal consumption 
were elevated to community- making rituals that also metaphorically represented 
production and reproduction more generally (e.g., sexual, agricultural, artisanal). 
The intense efforts involved in reconstruction made and remade the archetypical 
house just as other rituals referenced the making and remaking of the cosmos and 
the agricultural resources so closely tied to the annual cycles on which the rhythms 
of such ceremonies were based.

The above- mentioned stepped ceremonial platforms, widely depicted in both 
two and three dimensions in Moche ceramic art, can now be understood in terms 
of these rituals of architectural termination and rededication (Castillo Butters 
2011; Wiersema 2010, 2012, 2015). As discussed, the ubiquity of these representa-
tions strongly suggests the central importance of these structures in Moche reli-
gious ideology, a hypothesis corroborated by the archaeological investigation of the 
numerous monumental adobe brick huacas found across the the riverine landscapes 
of the north coast of Peru. Direct evidence of this architectural tradition is unques-
tionably present, as the remains of a highly remodeled and carefully curated room 
complex containing a stepped platform were recently excavated at Huaca Colorada 
in the southern Jequetepeque Valley. This structure has proved to be one of the clos-
est physical analogs to the ritual platforms depicted in Moche iconographic repre-
sentations (Swenson et al. 2011, 2012, 2013, 2015, 2017).
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H UACA CO LO R A DA A S A N CE S T R A L H O US E

The largest Late Moche settlement on the southern bank of the Jequetepeque Valley, 
Huaca Colorada is located approximately 100 km north of the Huacas de Moche at 
the base of Cerro Cañoncillo in an arid region known as the Pampa de Mojucape 
(figure 6.5). Surrounded by a settlement covering approximately 24 hectares, Huaca 
Colorada is an elongated adobe brick platform structure built atop a modified sand 
dune; it measures approximately 390 m by 140 m and rises nearly 20 m at its highest 
point. Differentiated into three distinct sectors, the principal ceremonial precinct 
(Sector B) discussed in this chapter is located at the peak of the structure above 
and between two manufacturing and residential areas on the lower tiers situated to 
the north and south (figure 6.6). Serving as the ceremonial and political headquar-
ters of a powerful polity, the principal religious constructions of the monumental 
core of Huaca Colorada consisted of nine daises or altars where both visible and 
secluded ritual performances would have taken place, all of which were ritually 
interred under floors or construction fill of each sequential renovation (Swenson et 
al. 2011, 2012, 2013, 2015, 2017). Of the greatest antiquity among this architectural 
palimpsest of religious practice is a clearly curated and well- preserved sunken cham-
ber containing a central stepped platform or dais that appears to have served as a 
stage for acts of ritual performance almost identical in form to those depicted in the 
iconography of Late Moche fineline ceramics (Swenson et al. 2010, 2011; Wiersema 
2010) (figure 6.7).

This last phase of use was extraordinarily well preserved due to a clearly inten-
tional termination episode that saw the entire chamber buried in upward of 120 
m3 of clean sand fill. This singular termination event encased and preserved two 
plaster- coated wooden pillars found rising from the platform that no doubt once 
supported a simple gable roof. Recent excavations that took place in 2014 and 2016 
have further complicated the construction sequence of the platform chamber with 
the discovery of a considerably larger (~4.4 m × 2.2 m) two- step platform directly 
west of this secluded chamber but oriented in exactly the same north- facing direc-
tion as the private platform (figure 6.8). Unlike the platform chamber found in 2010, 
this newly discovered dais was located at the very eastern edge of the Huaca and 
was likely visible from the open plaza below that stretches eastward toward the later 
ruins of the site of Tecapa (figure 6.9). Excavation of this partially eroded secondary 
platform revealed that it was enlarged laterally at least once before being intention-
ally destroyed in an intense conflagration that collapsed the gable roof that covered 
it and sealed the surface of the entire eastern facade of the huaca. Ample evidence 
of the original roofing material was found among the burned rubble covering this 
platform, with the impressions of cane bound with twine preserved in remarkably 
thick (~15 cm) layers of painted clay that clearly covered the entire roof (figure 6.10). 



Figure 6.5. Location of Huaca Colorada within the Jequetepeque Valley

Figure 6.6. Contour map 
of Huaca Colorada showing 

locations of 2009– 2016 
excavations
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Considering the size of the platform, the clay- covered roof alone would have been 
of considerable weight, requiring the support of large wooden posts, the burned 
bases of which remained imbedded in the platform floor. Excavations immediately 
north of this burned platform uncovered two additional phases of construction in 
the form of two overlaid later platforms, both of which were associated with the 
interment of sacrificial victims (Spence Morrow and Swenson 2019; Swenson et al. 
2015, 2017) (figure 6.8).

As this public eastern platform appears to have been built contemporaneous to 
the earliest phases of the more exclusive platform chamber in the west, it appears 
that both public and private performances would have been held on these two 
ritual stages (figure 6.9). The eastern public platform would have been visible to 
the entire extended community that could have gathered at the base of the huaca 
in what resembles a large open plaza and is bounded to the west by a high adobe 
wall, assumed to be associated with the later constructions in Tecapa (figure 6.11). 
Covering an area measuring approximately 80 m by 100 m, the 8,000 m2 space 
bounded by this plaza could have easily hosted upward of 17,000 ritual participants 

Figure 6.7. western Chamber platform with plaster- coated wooden pillars found 
during excavation, and depiction of gable- roof platform (top left). Adapted from the 
Christopher B. Donnan and Donna mcClelland moche Archive, Dumbarton Oaks



Figure 6.8. Eastern Terrace platform of Huaca Colorada showing evidence of burning

Figure 6.9. Three- dimensional model of the relation of Eastern Terrace 
and western Chamber platforms at Huaca Colorada
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if the upper limit of Jerry D. Moore’s plaza occupation density constants are applied 
(Moore 1996b, 117; Ossa et al. 2017; see Inomata 2006 for similar occupation calcu-
lations for the plazas of Tikal, Copán, and Aguateca in Mesoamerica). This walled 
plaza likely had an earlier and enduring association with Huaca Colorada due to the 
presence of a considerable retaining wall that runs up across the huaca toward the 
east and contains and essentially defines the southern limit of Sector B. Although 
recent excavation and investigation of this wall did not conclusively determine its 
contemporaneity to the Late Moche construction phases, it appears to have con-
trolled access to the Eastern Plaza, which would have served as the optimal place to 
observe particular acts that would have taken place on the public platform and later 
ritual constructions (Swenson et al. 2015) (see figure 6.11).

Later phases of use following the closure of the interior chamber and the sequence 
of overlaid interments of more visible platforms were clearly designed to maintain 
visual access to the eastern facade of the huaca. The latest platforms shifted orienta-
tion to face Cerro Cañoncillo and the plaza below, construction phases associated 
with the latest occupations during the post- Moche Transitional Period. There is a 
clear maintenance of the position of numerous wooden posts as a link to previous 

Figure 6.10. Cane 
and twine impressions 
in burned roofing clay 
from Eastern Terrace 
platform
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phases, dynamically preserving fundamental elements of the original structure 
while allowing for new constructions that conserved certain architectural layouts 
as the structure was reproduced and renewed. With the construction of a sequence 
of floors that encapsulated the original north- facing public platform, it appears that 
there was a concerted effort to maintain the presence of this visible open space to 
the plaza below while subtly changing the architectural configuration. This con-
stant renewal of the visible public platform is mirrored in the numerous reductions 
of the private platform in the west as will be discussed below, suggesting that the 
renovations of both public and private ceremonial spaces were not only reminiscent 

Figure 6.11. View from the along the central wall of Tecapa to the Eastern Terrace of 
Huaca Colorada, with scaled reconstruction of visible platform and gable roof
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of each other but also clearly synchronized. As mentioned, in the last phases of 
construction, a 90- degree shift in the orientation of the later public ceremonial 
platforms from north facing to east facing speaks to a fundamental change in the 
nature of associated activities, possibly related to a new focus on the occupation of 
Tecapa to the east (figure 6.12).

Following the initial discovery of the latest phase of the private western platform 
chamber in 2010, two further excavations in 2011 and 2012 defined at least seven 
distinct phases of renovation of the chamber. Each of these construction phases 
incrementally reduced the dimensions of the room laterally and vertically, compress-
ing the layout of the original chamber while carefully maintaining and reiterating 
fundamental components of its spatial organization. These architectural renovations 
stand as clear evidence of a concerted effort to maintain some vestige of the original 
spatial orientation of this particular ritual setting while marking the passage of time 
and the renewal of social order for those involved in its construction and dedication. 
These reductions clearly define the use of this space as focused on the open gable- 
roof structure found atop the platform in the southern end of the chamber, with 
every stage of reduction entombing both the previous space within each of the new 
floors and walls that marked each phase. Each of these sequential spatial reductions 
of the private platform chamber at Huaca Colorada was also directly associated with 
clearly dedicatory acts of human and animal sacrifice (Spence Morrow 2018; Spence 
Morrow and Swenson 2019; Swenson et al. 2011, 2012, 2013, 2015, 2017) (figure 6.13).

Figure 6.12. Latest ceremonial platform at Huaca Colorada facing eastward toward 
Tecapa
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Excavation of construction fill that composed the penultimate reduction of the 
chamber uncovered one of these sacrificial burials, an individual who was rather 
unceremoniously sprawled across the area, seemingly tossed into the rubble while 
the space was being reduced (Swenson et al. 2012). Found directly beneath the body 
were the fragile remains of a large wooden post approximately 30 cm in diameter 
and nearly 2 m long, laid in the adobe rubble in an almost identical orientation and 
position as the individual itself. Considering their proximity, relative size, and ori-
entation, this post and the sacrificial victim were clearly interred together in a single 
event that is suggestive of a symbolic linkage between acts of human and architec-
tural sacrifice (figure 6.14). Atop this construction fill was a circular alignment of 
adobe bricks surrounding the remnants of a post under which a Spondylus shell 
had been placed— a common dedicatory offering in the construction of Moche 
architecture (Shimada 1994). This particular architectural element was reminiscent 
of a series of other adobe post emplacements found at Huaca Colorada in previ-
ous seasons. Constructed of levels of mortared adobe bricks arranged in roughly 
conical forms, these circular shafts tapered downward from approximately 1 m in 
diameter to 50 cm at their bases, cutting through numerous earlier floors. Often 
over 2 m deep, these well- like adobe structures were clearly associated with floors 
on the higher levels of the huaca east of the ceremonial chamber (Rucabado- Yong 
2006) (figure 6.15).

The circular adobe bins were aligned and often associated with the remnants of 
large wooden posts, continually built up over time as new floors were added to the 

Figure 6.13. Profile composite of sequential reductions of western Chamber platform 
(bottom) and construction phases during excavation (top left) and as modeled in three 
dimensions (top right)
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huaca with each cycle of ceremonial reconstruction (Swenson et al. 2012). Once the 
western ceremonial chamber had been filled and abandoned in the latest periods of 
occupation, this higher, more visible eastern area became the focus for ceremonial 
activity. As mentioned earlier, the uppermost eastern facade of the huaca would 
have been covered by a veranda made from the alignment of posts, each with its own 
socket— allowing the huaca to change and grow while maintaining their original 
positions relative to the huaca, thus renewing space with vertical shifts rather than 
horizontal reductions (see figure 6.8). This clear desire to maintain the location of 
posts over time explicitly acknowledged and commemorated previous construc-
tion sequences. This ritualized building program created physical conduits through 
which an association with the past is maintained and where the recycling of the 
posts provided a continual connection to the earliest iteration of the structure and 

Figure 6.14. Sacrificial victim (a) and associated ritualized 
post burial (b) and Spondylus shell offering (d) in context of post 
emplacement (c)
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its ancestral inhabitants. As such, these posts may have held great importance as a 
kind of vital inherited architectural element that perdured between phases of con-
struction, thereby linking and connecting present, past, and future communities for 
which this structure served as a powerful instrument of social reproduction. In line 
with this argument, the choice to bury one of these long- curated posts along with 
an attendant human sacrifice in the penultimate reduction of the private platform 
chamber materialized a particularly notable and no doubt powerful act of termina-
tion, perhaps even commemorating the fall of a preceding line of rulership and a 
shift to a new social order.

Parallels of sacrificial rituals that linked acts of architectural change and conti-
nuity through the symbolism of post emplacements are also evident in the excava-
tions undertaken by Izumi Shimada at Huaca Loro and Huaca Lercanlech in the 
Lambayeque Valley during the later Sicán Period (ca. ad 900– 1100) (Klaus and 
Shimada 2016). Investigations at these huacas have uncovered numerous similar 
columnar adobe post emplacement boxes or sockets that appear to have served the 
same function as those at Huaca Colorada, suggesting both a symbolic and a func-
tional extension of this particular architectural tradition, although significantly 
intensified in terms of the relation to sacrificial rites (Klaus and Shimada 2016; 
Shimada 1990). Within each of these later post sockets, along with small founda-
tion offerings of copper and Spondylus shell, nearly half of all the post emplacements 

Figure 6.15. Adobe post emplacement bins (above) and suggested construction 
sequence (below)
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excavated at theses huacas contained sacrificial victims— some found blindfolded 
and physically bound to the remnant posts with rope, embracing the base of the 
column just below the floor level (Klaus and Shimada 2016).

Interestingly, the only comparable post emplacement structures contempora-
neous to those at Huaca Colorada were found in the later occupation phases at 
Huaca Fortaleza in the Lambayeque Valley, where they were originally suggested 
to have served as storage containers before being independently interpreted as 
over- constructed post emplacements (Anders 1981; Day 1971, 1975; Haas 1985; 
Shimada 1994). With only two building phases, Huaca Fortaleza is not only one 
of the largest monumental structures attributed to the Moche culture but also by 
far the most quickly built, demanding an enormous and highly organized work-
force (Shimada 1994, 179). Erected in an economic manner, the platforms were 
constructed using a “chamber- and- fill” method involving a honeycomb of rectan-
gular walls filled with rubble, thereby reducing labor requirements and the overall 
amount of adobe needed for construction (Shimada 1994, 160). The platforms 
at this site were uniform in style and did not reveal the numerous construction 
phases that characterize most earlier Moche huacas of this monumental scale or 
even more modest sites such as Huaca Colorada, discussed above (Bawden 1996, 
294). Huaca Fortaleza’s rapid construction speaks to urgency in its creation and 
possibly other social pressures. It might also point to distinct ideologies of space 
and time. Indeed, Huaca Fortaleza was rapidly founded as a new node of social 
reproduction from which a territorialized community of a clearly different con-
stitution developed. Archaeologically, we rely on these specific construction epi-
sodes of monumental centers to help us punctuate and interrelate the complexity 
of the shifting social conditions of ancient societies across the north coast of Peru. 
The initiating factors that brought about the establishment of such new communi-
ties are an inextricable product of both social and environmental conditions these 
ancient populations faced. However, it is in the way these specific, situated com-
munities created and shared ideals and identities as members of a collective and 
intergenerational “house” that we can appreciate the power of place as fundamen-
tal to the establishment of cooperation and belonging.

CO N CLUS I O N

To move beyond the continued categorization of Moche huacas as purely ceremo-
nial locales designed to express and continually reiterate centralized political ide-
ologies, the form of nuanced and long- term investigation that has been undertaken 
at Huaca Colorada is of vital importance. The close analysis of the specific object 
biography of this curated religious space allowed us to document the materialized 
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rhythms of social reproduction— as a moral ideal— of a particular ancient commu-
nity. By appreciating that this form of collaborative intergenerational construction 
project created and re- created the communities responsible for building them, we 
gain a valuable glimpse into Moche constructions of both the cosmological and the 
quotidian. Materially communicating ideals of domesticity centered on the house, 
these specific architectural spaces appear to have symbolically bonded both partici-
pant and religious practitioner and “commoner” and “elite” in a ritual setting that 
mimicked and celebrated domestic traditions. These structures were the central 
focus of their communities, spaces where individuals became incorporated into the 
social fabric of their society through a common understanding of place.
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Household archaeology never gets old because it was never new. Since at least 
the work of Johann Winckelmann at Pompeii in the eighteenth century (Ceram 
1979, 13) and Louis Henry Morgan in the United States in the nineteenth century 
(Thomas 2000), anthropologists and social archaeologists have expressed a keen 
interest in houses and households. Change comes with respect to the nature of 
those interests: the kinds of questions anthropologists and archaeologists ask and 
the kinds of analyses they conduct on houses, domestic assemblages, and household 
residents. Changing approaches to houses and households reflect the ways anthro-
pologists believe household archaeology can inform us about the broader anthro-
pological topics the field is currently examining.

This chapter reports on research conducted in a fourteenth- century residential 
district, called Sector B South, of the city of El Purgatorio, capital of the Casma 
Polity, on the north- central coast of Peru. Research conducted in Sector B South 
examined how houses and households contributed to the nature of social diver-
sity at El Purgatorio, especially with respect to hierarchy and inequality, among 
nonelites. A neighborhood archaeology approach here is based on household 
archaeology but provided considerably more comparative data than would have 
been collected in a more focused household archaeology strategy. Consequently, 
the commoner district at El Purgatorio contributes to our understanding of how 
houses, households, and the quotidian practices of commoners affect the social 
construction of cities and urban settlements (sensu Smith 2003). Specific to 
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Andean archaeology, the character of commoner social diversity at El Purgatorio 
is a critical element in understanding the Casma State itself and, therefore, the his-
tory, politics, and culture of the north- central coast of Peru in the later Middle 
Horizon and Late Intermediate Periods. El Purgatorio is a key site for understand-
ing the sociopolitical history of the North Coast and its relationship to the South 
Coast, Central Highlands, and areas further north because it was a complex settle-
ment at the center of a polity with wide regional reach, it had a long urban history, 
and it resides within a spatial context of a deeper history of complex settlements in 
the Casma Valley stretching back to 1500 bc (Pozorski and Pozorski 2008).1 An 
understanding of commoners at El Purgatorio also provides a unique opportunity 
to examine the interrelationship of urbanism, households, and everyday life in a 
longer- term perspective. Indeed, as the world is increasingly urban (Davis 2004) 
and industrialized countries like the United States are increasingly unequal in terms 
of material wealth (US Census Bureau 2014), the archaeology of urban households 
provides a much- needed long- term perspective on social changes experienced in 
our contemporary world.

From Sector B South we learn that fourteenth- century commoner households 
were diverse in terms of social status and household configuration. This finding 
complicates traditional approaches to household archaeology (e.g., Aldenderfer 
1993; Stanish 1989; Wilk and Rathje 1982), which tend to view the household as the 
smallest repeating social unit as indicated by the smallest repeating domestic archi-
tectural unit. This traditional approach is important for identifying households 
but deemphasizes the diverse forms households may take within a single society or 
settlement. The discovery of diverse house and household forms among common-
ers at El Purgatorio supports more recent approaches to household archaeology in 
the Andes (e.g., Janusek 2004, 2009; Van Gijseghem 2001) and Mesoamerica (e.g., 
Robin 2004; Yaeger 2000), which assert the diversity of households and the com-
plexity of everyday life in preindustrial societies.

Findings from El Purgatorio support the idea that there is a core set of repeat-
ing architectural units representative of houses and the households that occupied 
them; but these findings also demand that we recognize the multiple constella-
tions in which these elements may form, constituting various household forms 
typical of a single society. In Sector B, storage, production, and living spaces were 
configured into several morphological constellations comprising the houses of 
low- , middle- , and high- status commoners. We should not be surprised, how-
ever, by these finds, given that ethnographic research (e.g., Horne 1982; Lobo 
1992) has frequently demonstrated the diversity and dynamic nature of house-
holds that may exist within a single society. In El Purgatorio’s commoner residen-
tial district, Sector B South, it appears that there were three different household 
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configurations, each associated with a different commoner status. Low- status and 
high- status urban commoners lived in smaller residences (though built with differ-
ent materials) occupied by small households. In contrast, middle- status common-
ers lived in sprawling patio compound households occupied by numerous small 
(perhaps nuclear) families. Together, these residents comprised a broad middle 
class in the Casma State social landscape. Elites lived in the monumental and semi- 
monumental districts of El Purgatorio, as evidenced by the size and material elabo-
ration of their residences. The lowest- status Casma State residents likely resided in 
the seemingly countless smaller and less elaborate settlements stretching up-  and 
downriver from El Purgatorio. Privileged proximity to the urban core— tempered 
by segregation to the monumental district’s precipitous hillsides— suggests that 
the residents of Sector B South composed a differentiated middleclass of non elites, 
or commoners.

The results of research in Sector B South are significant in a couple of broad 
ways. First, they suggest that preindustrial and prehistoric urbanism share funda-
mental and significant characteristics with modern urbanism and therefore can 
serve as legitimate case studies in broader considerations of contemporary issues. 
Specifically, the relationship between urbanism and material inequalities as experi-
enced by households and families is a common theme in both ancient and contem-
porary cities. This theme deserves robust examination and comparison for positive 
application in the present. For example, preindustrial case studies may be compared 
to contemporary cases of urban “death” (e.g., Detroit), hyper migration (Lima and 
Trujillo, Peru), revitalization (Barcelona), and rapid urban establishment (e.g., 
Brasilia, Shenzen) in order to identify the results of these urban processes on house-
hold form, material wealth, access to space and other resources, and the experiences 
and quality of quotidian life. Research at El Purgatorio serves as a starting point 
by analyzing differential access to basic resources, including building materials, 
living space, staples, secondary necessities, luxury foodstuffs, and other portable 
material goods. The dynamics of household and family change, redistribution of 
wealth, and the tradeoffs of urbanism are highlighted by research in Sector B South. 
Future research in the valley will help bring those dynamics into clearer articula-
tion with modern case studies. What is clear now, however, is that social hierarchy, 
material inequalities, economic productivity, and household diversity are inter-
related at El Purgatorio. In a longer- term perspective, then, we might anticipate 
changes to household form and inequality during processes of urbanism, includ-
ing urban growth, development, and decline (for example, Susser 1999; Venkatesh 
2014). Consequently, city planners, architects, and policymakers may have access to 
longer- term perspectives on urbanism and its effects. These perspectives may then 
help develop more informed urban plans and policies.
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At El Purgatorio, it appears that household form and material inequality were 
interrelated. They may also have been reconfigured during the rapid settlement of 
Sector B South. In- migration was likely motivated by the promise of secure access 
to foodstuffs and to sacred spaces— especially in the context of Chimú expansion 
to the north. Preliminary examination of periurban sites suggests that many are 
less densely populated than El Purgatorio. This preliminary comparison between 
El Purgatorio and hinterland sites raises the question of whether some households 
lost access to physical space when joining the dense urban landscape. Proximity to 
resources at El Purgatorio almost certainly meant proximity to the watchful eye of 
administrators and submission to labor taxes. Broader access to certain resources, 
gained by urban migration, may then also have led to the creation or exacerbation 
of other kinds of material and consequent social inequalities.

Inequality is one of the most pressing issues faced by both academics and the 
public. Anthropologists know that inequality has different configurations and con-
sequences in different contexts. Consequently, archaeologists can engage in broadly 
meaningful discussions with the public by providing long- term and cross- cultural 
perspectives on inequality (e.g., Smith 2010a). Here I examine the configuration 
and consequences of material and social inequality among commoner households 
in an ancient urban neighborhood in Peru.

The research I report here was a component of the El Purgatorio Archaeological 
Project (PAEP) directed by Dr. Melissa Vogel (Clemson) between 2004 and 2011. 
I conducted excavations using a “neighborhood archaeology” (Pacifico 2014) strat-
egy to examine the social organization of commoners and the significance of their 
everyday lives and domestic activities in the social production of El Purgatorio, cap-
ital of the Casma Polity or State. Neighborhood archaeology is a methodological 
and theoretical approach that builds upon the foundations of household archaeol-
ogy and the archaeology of communities (e.g., Canuto and Yaeger 2000; Inomata 
and Coben 2006). Neighborhood archaeology examines multiple houses and 
households as well as their spatial setting as an interrelated complex of context and 
content (see Hutson 2016; Pacifico and Truex 2019; Smith and Novic 2012; Stone 
1987 as extensive examples). Neighborhood areas, houses, and rooms are simul-
taneously the containers for and content of archaeological data. Neighborhood 
archaeology synthesizes spatial and artifact data to provide a more detailed under-
standing of ancient social life than is possible through household archaeology, 
though it tends to trade depth of detail at the household level for broader detail at 
the settlement level.

Here I argue that commoners at El Purgatorio were a complex, stratified popu-
lation. In the context of fourteenth- century El Purgatorio, household configura-
tion and social status were interrelated because different household configurations 
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meant different levels of participation in citywide and neighborhood- focused 
redistributive and labor economies that focused on feasting (especially chicha 
[maize beer]). Larger households could provide more labor, were more productive, 
and therefore became “wealthier” in terms of domestic architecture and space. The 
wealthiest households were affiliated with El Purgatorio’s elites, who lived in the 
city’s monumental district. Smaller households provided less labor, were less pro-
ductive, and therefore were “poorer” and of lower status with respect to these met-
rics. However, access to protein and agricultural goods was in some ways uniform 
among commoner Casmeños. Residential space, as well as the comfort and perma-
nence it provided, were variables related to wealth, status, and household configura-
tion. However, nutritional staples were widely available and equitably distributed 
among commoners at El Purgatorio (Pacifico 2014).

These conclusions raise additional hypotheses that will be addressed by future 
research in the Casma Valley and into the Casma State. First, because El Purgatorio’s 
commoner residential districts were rapidly occupied in the fourteenth century, 
new residents may have already been related to one another by idioms of kinship 
and status that resonate with historical and ethnohistoric models of the ayllu (e.g., 
Allen 2002; Mayer 2002; Wernke 2013). If this is the case, then villages and hamlets 
in the Casma Valley hinterland were characterized by significant social and material 
hierarchies. If this were the case, then those hierarchies may have been reconfig-
ured and concretized in the socio spatial construction of El Purgatorio’s commoner 
neighborhoods. Potential material differences in terms of access to foodstuffs were 
equalized by the redistributive economy organized by El Purgatorio’s elites and evi-
denced by artifacts found in Sector B South. Certainty about long- term change 
of Casma State society requires additional exploration of the hinterland (currently 
being conducted by the author). However, at present, research into El Purgatorio’s 
commoners suggests that the nature of the Casma State was likely an economic 
apparatus for organizing the production and redistribution of foodstuffs bolstered 
by periodic rituals involving the massive consumption of chicha (and other things, 
like marine mollusks) in both residential and monumental districts.

CI T I E S, S O CI A L D I VE R S I T Y, A ND H O US E H O LD S

Cities and social diversity have been conceptually linked at least since V. Gordon 
Childe’s (1950) Marxian evolutionist approach, and so “diversity” often reads as 

“rigid social hierarchy.” In a Childean schema, cities emerged when productive sur-
plus allowed certain members of society to cease working and begin administering 
the works and products of others (see also Rousseau 1997[1755]). This separation 
of labor forms is associated with the development of cities in agrarian landscapes 
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and the formation of permanent states with legible symbolic systems for represent-
ing and administering production (Childe 1950, 9). Alternative configurations 
for conceptualizing urban social diversity include structural- functional differen-
tiation (Wheatley 1971); diversity in religion, social values, and ethnicity (Butzer 
2008); positions in multilevel networks (Smith 2006); and role in long- distance 
trade (Hansen 2008), among other schema. These diverse schemas suggest that to 
understand urbanism and social diversity, an approach is needed that is flexible 
enough to be context- specific but sufficiently concrete to provide for cross- cultural 
comparison. Household identity and neighborhood role are one such approach in 
that together they show how social diversity was configured in the very domain in 
which most people spent much of their time (Keith 2003, 58).

Andean urbanism has largely been understood from the perspective of eco-
nomic specialization, intensive settlement nucleation, and the concomitant social 
structures that emerge out of economic specialization in intensive settlements 
(Bawden 1982; Brennan 1982; Burger 1991, 293). This approach posits that Andean 
urban settlements emerged sometime between the late first millennium bc and 
early first millennium ad. Others (e.g., Pozorski and Pozorski 2008) argue that 
urban societies existed as early as the second millennium bc and indeed right in 
the Casma Valley, in the shadow of what would become El Purgatorio and Sector 
B South. The argument over the emergence of cities— and therefore urbanism’s 
link to complexity— is founded on the belief that cities and social hierarchy are 
cogenetic: that they arise simultaneously. In this argument, cities are large, complex 
settlements with diverse functions within a wider social landscape.

Rather than disputing the genesis of social complexity and cities, an alternative 
approach to understanding inequality in a long- term perspective is to consider 
inequality to be a fundamental aspect of human society at all scales. In the context 
of cities, which I argue can be thought of as intensified human settlements (Pacifico 
2014), we might rather ask if and how inequality was configured and how it changed 
during urban growth, development, and evaporation (not to mention collapse). At 
El Purgatorio, a capital city by many accounts, my research began this process by 
exploring if and how social diversity was configured among the commoner residents.

This question was particularly important because leading models of Prehispanic 
Andean cities (e.g., Kolata 1997, though see Kolata 2013 for an updated approach; 
Makowski 2008; Von Hagen and Morris 1998) suggest that they were political proj-
ects with few inhabitants compared to modern cities, limited social diversity, and 
no social factions. While the core of this political model holds up at El Purgatorio, 
its details require revision; El Purgatorio appears to have been a political project 
directed by strong central powers, but it was also internally diverse. Internal eco-
nomic and social diversity led to multiple loci of peripheral power in commoner 
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households. To examine social diversity in its various forms (e.g., social hierarchy, 
material inequality, occupational specialization, ethnic diversity), architectural 
mapping, surface artifact collection, and systematic excavation were used to com-
pare the material evidence for social diversity among numerous households inhabit-
ing El Purgatorio’s commoner residential district, Sector B South.

Results from Sector B South suggest a model of the household defined by people 
sharing a residence, productive pursuits, and a sense of commonality organized 
around a kinship idiom (see also Kenoyer 2008; Stone 2008 for allied approaches). 
This model was selected because it appears to correspond to significant social units 
as actually practiced in El Purgatorio’s commoner residential district. Analysis of 
the standing architecture, described in more detail below, revealed a number of 
distinct structures with evidence of residential activity that linked the co- residing 
inhabitants in subsistence and social activities. As co- residents sharing subsistence 
and social activities, households in Sector B South support the composite defini-
tion of the household— one that encompasses demographic, spatial, practical, and 
conceptual elements for locating households, their residents, their significance, and 
their experiences in the processes of urbanism.

T H E L AT E I N T E R M E D I AT E P E R I O D, E L 
P U RGATO R I O, A ND S EC TO R B S O U T H

El Purgatorio is a very large archaeological site in the lower Casma Valley (figure 
7.1), about 80 km due west of the highland center Huaraz and the nearby site of 
Chavín de Huantar. Located at the furthest reach of the foothills of the Cordillera 
Negra, the Casma Valley was an advantageous route from sea to sierra to selva. 
El Purgatorio is situated in the Casma Valley at the base and up the flanks of the 
mountain Cerro Mucho Malo, which rises over 700 masl (meters above sea level), 
so it is within sight and walking distance of the Early Intermediate Period ritual 
fortress Chankillo and the preceramic center of Pampa de las Llamas– Moxeke. 
El Purgatorio was identified in the 1930s by Julio Tello (1956), visited by Donald 
Collier (1962) and Donald E. Thompson (1964, 1974) in the 1950s, observed by 
Rosa Fung Pineda and Carlos Williams León (1977) in the 1970s, and surveyed by 
David Wilson (1995) in the 1990s. The PAEP began the first systematic investiga-
tions of the site in 2004 (Vogel and Vilcherrez 2004). Mapping, surface artifact 
collection, excavations, and a number of laboratory analyses have revealed that El 
Purgatorio was settled as early as the eighth century ad (Vogel and Pacifico 2011). 
Yet the massive commoner residential district was only occupied in the very late 
thirteenth through very early fifteenth centuries (Pacifico 2014; Vogel et al. 2012). 
These dating schemes mean that while the monumental and semimonumental 
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sectors had long lives spanning the eighth through the fourteenth centuries ad, 
the commoner residential district— which likely housed the majority of the city’s 
inhabitants— was built, occupied, and abandoned all within about 120 years rang-
ing from ad 1295 to 1405 (Pacifico 2014, 211). This rapid immigration, construction, 
and abandonment of Sector B South highlights the need to focus on urbanism as 
a process of social reconfiguration, a process that can be best understood at the 
household level and at the level of articulated households: the neighborhood.

El Purgatorio consists of four sectors defined by topographical separation and 
characterized by different forms of architecture and sector layouts (figure 7.2). 
Sectors A, B, and C were contemporaneously inhabited during the final century or 
so of El Purgatorio’s occupation, as is demonstrated by numerous radiocarbon assays, 
consistent ceramic decorative motifs (Vogel 2011), and mimetic techniques utilized 
among the three sectors that were systematically investigated (Pacifico 2014).

Sector A is a monumental district characterized by large, rectangular, multi-
function compounds constructed of adobe and stone (Vogel et al. 2010). The size, 
construction materials, and artifacts found within these compounds indicate that 
Sector A housed elites and hosted rituals with citywide importance (Vogel et al. 
2010, 35). Sector A was also the site of administrative and productive activities 

Figure 7.1. Location 
of El Purgatorio on Peru’s 

North Coast
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(Vogel et al. 2010, 35). Sector C is a less well- built portion of the city that also had 
multifunctional adobe and stone compounds. Sector C is characterized by rectan-
gular compounds containing adobe and built largely of stone. However, it is not as 
well constructed as Sector A. Sector D contains rough building foundations and 
patches cleared of stone that may have been residences and animal pens, though its 
history and functions require further analysis.

Sector B was the commoner residential district of El Purgatorio. While Sectors 
A and C are located in the pampa at the western toe of Cerro Mucho Malo, Sector 
B climbs the two west- facing arms of Mucho Malo— a geography that divides the 
commoner residential district into northern and southern counterparts: Sector B 
North and Sector B South (figure 7.3). Sector B was identified as the commoner res-
idential district because, unlike Sectors A and C, Sector B is characterized primar-
ily by numerous repetitive structures made of piled, unworked field stones. Many 
of those structures are domestic terraces that climb Mucho Malo, much as pueblos 
jóvenes or favelas surround rapidly expanding cities in Latin America today. Sector 

Figure 7.2. El 
Purgatorio overview 
showing Sectors A, B, C, 
and D
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B South is the focus of this chapter, and it is covered by the foundations of stone- 
based structures comparable to the SIAR at Chan Chan (Topic 1982) and is itself 
divided into upper and lower sections by a horizontal wall at about 268 masl.

R E S E A RCH M E T H O D S A ND R E S U LTS

Investigations in Sector B South used a methodology I call neighborhood archae-
ology. Neighborhood archaeology builds upon household archaeology and the 
more recent community archaeologies2 of Marcello Canuto and Jason Yaeger 
(2000), Allison R. Davis (2011), Naoise Mac Sweeney (2011), and Steven A. Wernke 
(2006, 2007, 2013). Community archaeology improved upon household archaeol-
ogy by recognizing that households are typically diverse, socially embedded, and 
politically salient units of societies (e.g., Keith 2003; Sampson 2012; Stone 1987). 
Neighborhood archaeology improves upon community archaeology by investi-
gating the interrelation of demographic, spatial, and ideational components of 
communities to understand how large- scale social formations (e.g., cities, polities, 
states) were produced vis- à- vis their commoner residents’ everyday activities.

Drawing on practice theory (e.g., Bourdieu 1972; de  Certeau 1984; Giddens 
1984), identity theory (e.g., Anderson 1983; Brubaker and Cooper 2000; Cohen 
1985), and spatialized urban anthropology (e.g., Davis 1998, 2004; Holston 1999, 

Figure 7.3. Detail of El Purgatorio’s Sector B South, a non elite residential area
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2008; Low 1996, 1999a, 1999b, 2011), neighborhood archaeology examines house-
holds in context with respect to their identities, everyday activities, spatial prac-
tices, and experiences to understand— in this case— how commoners contributed 
to social institutions at El Purgatorio and in the Casma Polity. Michael Smith and 
Juliana Novic (2012) defined neighborhoods as bottom- up social groups where 
individuals have face- to- face social relationships. Scott Hutson (2016) suggested 
that neighborhoods likely had fuzzy boundaries but could house no more than 
about 2,000 people. These guidelines are helpful in identifying and analyzing 
archaeological neighborhoods. However, it is most likely that neighborhoods 
were formed through the tensions of bottom- up and top- down forces (Pacifico 
2019; Pacifico and Truex 2019). Moreover, it is unlikely that all neighborhood resi-
dents knew (or now know) one another face to face. Rather, neighborhoods are 
places where neighbors know one another as if they had face- to- face relationships 
(Pacifico 2019; Pacifico and Truex 2019). This experiential component of neigh-
borhoods helps make potentially alienating and new urban environments toler-
able, especially in periods of rapid urbanization— points elaborated by Hutson 
(2016), Monica L. Smith (2019), and David Pacifico and Lise Truex (2019; also 
Pacifico 2019). In this light, despite the internal wall, Sector B South should be 
considered a neighborhood in that it is spatially distinct from other parts of the 
city, its residents likely encountered one another virtually on a daily basis, and 
it includes areas where these neighbors came together periodically. These are the 
archaeological hallmarks of neighborhoods (Hutson 2016; Pacifico 2019; Smith 
and Novic 2012).

Two forms of analysis were used to analyze the structures in Sector B South: 
qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis.3 Qualitative analysis focused on an 
examination of the morphology, materials, and construction techniques utilized 
in building the different residences in Sector B South as well as their location within 
the residential district. Melissa Vogel (2003, 58, 232) identifies a number of indi-
cators of status in Casmeño settlements, including adobe, plaster, roofing, serving 
vessels in general, and stirrup- spout vessels in particular. Hendrik Van Gijseghem 
(2001, 264) identifies additional “indexical features” of prestige, including ramps 
and daises, which can be used to mark space as special and also formalize movement 
within spaces in accordance with spatialized strategies of authority (sensu Lefebvre 
1991; Swenson 2006). Quantitative analysis focused on examining the consumption 
patterns of domestic space, ceramic assemblages, and organic remains found within 
the residences and other structures in Sector B South. Material richness can be mea-
sured in terms of the amount of material present (e.g., total volume of space con-
sumed), the diversity of materials users accessed (e.g., diversity of species utilized), 
and the type and amount of skill and labor available for architectural projects.
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To facilitate these analyses, a qualitative schema for sample selection was devel-
oped based on building morphology. I identified three different kinds of archi-
tecture in Sector B South: orthogonal, semiorthogonal, and irregular structures. 
Within these morphological categories, I identified three functional room types: 
processing rooms, storage rooms, and communal spaces. These room types were 
defined by their morphology and relationship to adjacent rooms. Processing rooms 
contained batanes; storage rooms were small, regular, and often clustered; commu-
nal spaces were defined by the largest room or rooms in a given structure, especially 
if they had multiple entrances. These categories provided a representative sample 
of architecture and artifact assemblages for interpreting the social dimensions of 
Sector B South. Indeed, excavations confirmed the residential functions of these 
structures but also revealed differences in supplemental functions, household con-
figuration, and status hierarchy among commoners.

Unfortunately, there was no perfect calculus of household status differences. 
Rather, different lines of evidence provided insight on different aspects of social 
hierarchy and inequality in Sector B South. Architectural features provided the 
clearest and most unequivocal image of social diversity in Sector B South from 
both a qualitative and quantitative standpoint. Ceramic assemblages measured by 
volume, diversity, and density paint a mixed picture of inequality in the residen-
tial neighborhood.4 Organic remains suggest a certain equality of access to staples. 
However, further examination is required to fully understand the organic remains 
from Sector B South at El Purgatorio.

Qualitative analyses showed that only orthogonal buildings (figure 7.4, figure 
7.5) included labor- intensive construction materials such as adobe and mortar; 
extensive fill efforts to bring surfaces to level; “indexical features” of prestige, for 
example, ramps, daises, and platforms (Van Gijseghem 2001, 264); and orthogonal 
footprints indicative of a single, coordinated planning and building episode.

In contrast, semi orthogonal buildings (figure 7.6) consisted only of unmortared, 
unworked stone foundations topped with quincha walls, noted as commoner mate-
rials by Vogel (2003, 58). They conformed to the landscape with little or no leveling 
fill, and their footprints meandered. Their morphology suggests initial construc-
tion around a central orthogonal patio, with later, agglutinative expansions that 
drifted further and further away from the original orthogonal room.

Finally, irregular buildings (figure 7.7) also consisted exclusively of unmortared, 
unworked field stone with quincha- topped walls. Irregular footprints indicate that 
these buildings were built by their residents and crammed into whatever space was 
available after neighboring buildings had been constructed.

Quantitative analysis showed differential access to space and ceramic vessels but 
relatively uniform access to foodstuffs. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) (table 7.1, 



Figure 7.4. Layout and circulation pattern of orthogonal structure in 
Sector B South

Figure 7.5. Adobes and rock fill in Sector B South orthogonal structure
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table 7.2) reveals a statistically significant difference in space per room among these 
three different residence forms.5 Orthogonal residences had the most room space, 
semi- orthogonal residences had a middling amount of room space, and irregular 
residences had the least room space per capita. Ceramic artifact assemblages com-
plement these findings. Ceramic fragment density, overall abundance (within 2 
m × 2m or 2 m × 3m sample units to sterile), and relative abundance (defined as 
the ratio between different functional vessel forms in the same unit)6 indicate that 
orthogonal residences had access to more and higher- quality ceramic vessels.7 In 
contrast, organic remains from foodstuffs, including marine mollusks, maize, and 
domesticated fruits, were relatively equivalent among these three residence forms.8

M AT E R I A LI ZI N G H O US E H O LD FO R M, FA M I LY, A ND S O CI A L I NEQ UA LI T Y

Fourteen separate structures were mapped in Sector B South, and eight of them were 
excavated. The archaeological remains in Sector B South suggest that taphonomic 

Figure 7.6. Layout and circulation pattern of semiorthogonal patio- group structure in 
Sector B South
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processes left a relatively clear record of room functions. There were typically three 
strata to a depth of about 50 cm in rooms bounded by gabbro stone foundations 
rising above the current surface. The top layer was a mix of overburden and silt with 
artifacts that had washed into or been dropped onto their current location, which 
was probably not far from their last place of use. The next stratum was typically an 
informal— or sometimes prepared— use- floor supporting objects used or stored in 
the room and then left behind. Below this was a sandy, silty matrix with stone and 
rubble fill with some cultural material. Of seventeen radiocarbon assays, sixteen 
produced dates ranging from the late thirteenth to early fifteenth centuries, suggest-
ing a very short lifespan for Sector B South.

Data were collected through mapping, surface artifact collection, and excava-
tion, then processed through laboratory and spatial analyses— all of which were 
supervised by the author. Analyses indicate the presence of three different social 
statuses that composed the commoners at El Purgatorio. These three social sta-
tuses were part of a fairly broad middle class, as defined by their relationship to the 
means of production. In brief, it seems that whatever their status, as commoners 

Figure 7.7. Layout and circulation pattern of irregular structure in Sector B South
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they did not own, grow, or broker the majority of the raw materials in the Casma 
economy. Rather, they provided the labor for manufacturing the raw materials 
into the staple goods on which El Purgatorio’s economy was based. These diverse 
social statuses among the middle class correlate to different household configura-
tions that typified Casma commoners. Household configuration, in turn, defined 
potential for participation in the redistributive economy that was central to the 
life of both the Sector B South neighborhood and the city at large. This economy 
likely centered on chicha, given the abundant evidence for its consumption and 
production: maize cobs, grinding stones, brewing, fermenting, and consump-
tion vessels.

Several structures contained evidence of serving as focal nodes of production 
and consumption (sensu Hutson 2016). Those structures are BCL8 and BCL1, 
high- status urban commoner residences with additional public functions; BCL5, 
a middle- status urban commoner residence; and BCL2, a low- status urban com-
moner residence. Within the context of El Purgatorio and the wider hinterland 
in the Casma Valley, these divisions among the urban commoners suggest that El 
Purgatorio’s commoners composed a broad and stratified middle class. The highest- 
status commoners may have been low- level administrators in charge of ensuring the 
neighborhood’s overall productivity in the city’s and state’s economies. Middle- and 
low- status urban commoners would have been middle- class laborers and manufac-
turers (perhaps part- time specialists in food production and building construction). 
It is likely that a lower class of laborers lived outside the city. However, it is expected 
that these classes were not hermetically sealed. There were likely divisions within 
them, the potential for some mobility, and certainly porosity and fuzzy boundaries 
between them. Indeed, a classic Western class structure may not perfectly map onto 
ancient Casma society.

High- Status Urban Commoners: Nuclear Families and Nice Houses

Here I focus on four buildings that illustrate the archaeological and social dif-
ferences among three distinct status groups and household forms among El 
Purgatorio’s commoners in Sector B South: BCL8, BCL1, BCL5, and BCL2. 
The highest- status urban commoner households are represented by BCL8 and 
BCL1. Middle- status urban commoner households are represented by BCL5, and 
low- status urban commoners are represented by BCL2. BCL8 and BCL1 are 
two orthogonal buildings at different central points within the overall layout of 
Sector B South. They also represent two complementary functions within the 
neighborhood, both of which were carried out by the highest- status members of 
the urban commoners.
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BCL8: High- Status Residence and Occasional 
Production and Consumption Center

BCL8 is at the overall center of Sector B South (figure 7.3). The building is fairly large 
(tables 7.3 and 7.4), with an overall orthogonal footprint (figure 7.4) and orthogonal 
individual rooms that meet neatly at shared corners. BCL8 is located on a ridge 
line on the southern arm of Mucho Malo’s western face. It is located up against the 
Heavy Stone Wall that traverses the 268 masl contour of Mucho Malo and also 
divides Sector B South into uphill and downhill sections (figure 7.3). Because of its 
location, BCL8 took on a number of important characteristics. First, it was built at 
a location that was both the nexus of, and the point of symbolic distinction between, 
residents of uphill and downhill Sector B South. The Heavy Stone Wall was neither 
defensive nor very effective for preventative functions. Rather, it likely provided a 
symbolic break between residents of different parts of a moiety- organized neigh-
borhood. It also created a large terrace that may have served as a promenade. In that 
light, the imagined component of the neighborhood community in Sector B South 
likely drew on idioms of kinship, suggesting that households were likely reflexively 
conceived of as families of various configurations and sizes.

Residing at this key point in the neighborhood landscape, BCL8 had a com-
manding view of the lower Casma Valley and its extensive irrigated floor. Given 
that BCL8 also had the most extensive food- processing center in the neighborhood 
(Pacifico 2012, 2014), it is likely that BCL8 played an administrative role in the 
political ecology of the valley, at least insofar as that political ecology involved com-
moner households. Because of this centrality and its location on the spur, BCL8 
was also meant to be seen. Beyond its material functions, BCL8 also played a sym-
bolic function within the neighborhood community of Sector B South.

The symbolic function of BCL8 was tied to the status of the residents and chief 
users and was materialized in the construction materials used to build it. Those 
construction materials were unique in Sector B South and matched in the entirety 
of Sector B only by a single structure in Sector B North called BAS5, which is at the 
center of its arm of Mucho Malo. The construction materials that set BCL8 apart 
are the adobes used in its construction and the technique with which they were laid. 
BCL8 is the only structure in Sector B South to include adobes, and they were laid 
in a chamber- and- fill method using the soga y cabeza bricklaying pattern (figure 7.5). 
Adobes require choice sand, labor, and water— all of which are scarcer in the desert 
and require transportation to the construction site, in contrast to the unworked field 
stone that was used in virtually every other structure in Sector B South and Sector 
B North. Both adobes and water are heavy. They must have been hauled several 
dozens of meters uphill and over a kilometer away from the river bottom. The abil-
ity to marshal rare resources and skill is evidence that the residents of BCL8 were 
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among the highest- status residents in Sector B South. Their status was likely a func-
tion of their linkage to central authorities in other parts of El Purgatorio, especially 
Sector A. The use of adobes and the soga y cabeza (figure 7.5) bricklaying pattern 
are mimetic of the elite compounds of Sector A, many of which are soga y cabeza 
adobes atop stone foundations.

Architectural features of BCL8 also link its residents— and functions— to those 
of Sector A. “Indexical features” of prestige (Van Gijseghem 2001, 264) are archi-
tectural features that set apart buildings and their residents as distinct from oth-
ers in Sector B South. BCL8’s Room 1 is its largest room, and Room 1’s back wall 
abuts the Heavy Stone Wall (figure 7.3). Indeed, to be in BCL8 Room 1 is to be 
at the conceptual and physical center of Sector B South. The main feature of that 
room is a dais (figure 7.4), an architectural marker of a special space, often used for 
audiences and other important events including feasts. Room 1 is approached by a 
zigzagging ramp that formalizes movement while traversing the rooms that front 
Room 1, rooms that likely supported the residential function of BCL8, as evidenced 
by ceramic and organic remains.

In addition to these indexical markers, which both formalized movement and 
the use of space in BCL8 while also symbolically marking it as special to those 
who saw it, BCL8 has one of the few overt instances of architectural decoration 
in Sector B South. BCL8 had significant roofed portions— noted by Vogel (2003) 
as indices of high- status spaces in Casma Polity settlements— as evidenced by the 
stumps of wooden posts once used to support the roof sections. Like adobe, wood 
is a resource- intensive material. One post found in BCL8 was particularly thick in 
diameter and, more important, was carved in a decorative “stacked saucer” form, 
much like an oversize wooden version of the bendable section of a plastic straw.

Complementing the architectural evidence from BCL8, the portable remains 
recovered there indicate high- status commoner residential features combined with 
public administrative and ritual functions (Nash [2009] noted that combined resi-
dential elite and public ritual functions are common in Prehispanic Andean settle-
ments). Architectural elements emulated the elite architecture especially from the 
city’s monumental and administrative core in Sector A.

BCL8’s portable remains show that complementary and perhaps competing 
activities occurred in Sector B South. BCL8’s Room 1 produced the most bowls 
(end- user serving vessels) recovered from any single data- collection unit (68 bowl 
fragments from surface collection [48.22% of all bowl fragments from surface col-
lection]; the next closest unit produced 16 fragments in one excavation unit). In 
complement, a high number of jar fragments were also found in BCL8 Room 1 
during surface collection (n=27, 29.67% of all jar fragments collected during sur-
face collections). A high quantity of bowl fragments indicates that the room was 
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a primary food and drink consumption area, while the jars— useful both in chicha 
brewing and decanting— suggest that the pouring and consumption of chicha hap-
pened with greatest intensity in BCL8’s Room 1. It was also the location of the 
only stirrup- spout fragment found in all of Sector B South and produced the only 
sculptural vessel found in Sector B South, a duck- bellied vessel. Stirrup spouts were 
identified by Vogel (2003) as high- status vessels and are recognized as used for serv-
ing liquids. The organic remains from BCL8 Room 1 indicate that large quantities 
of marine mollusks, which provided the majority of the protein in Sector B South, 
were consumed in BCL8 Room 1.

In total, the architectural and portable remains from BCL8, especially Room 1, 
indicate that it served as a central structure in Sector B South that was the venue for 
intensive food- consumption episodes: feasts. The abundance of mollusk remains 
and the abundance of evidence for chicha production both in BCL8’s Room 7 and 
elsewhere in Sector B South (Pacifico 2012) lead to the conclusion that BCL8 was 
a feasting venue in which mollusks and chicha were consumed in great quantity. 
Evidence for chicha production includes the ubiquitous maize cobs found through-
out the neighborhood, brewing vessels (tinajas, jars), and grinding implements for 
rendering malted maize kernels into brewable mash.

Despite its ritual and production functions, BCL8 was also residential, and the 
household it sheltered was likely relatively small (likely conceived as a kin group, 
e.g., a family) compared to the middle- status urban commoners discussed below. 
The series of terraces and rooms that surround BCL8 show evidence of residential 
functions. Chief among these clues are a full suite of domestic vessels, including not 
only the bowls and jars used for serving and producing chicha and other foodstuffs, 
respectively, but also more mundane ollas used in cooking. There are also smaller 
food- production stations that indicate smaller- scale food- production episodes 
more suitable for a nuclear or small extended family than for feasting purposes. 
Specifically, grinding stones (batanes) found in small clusters in BCL8 Room 1 and 
a lone batán in BCL8 Room 3 indicate that small groups of people were produc-
ing relatively small amounts of food for relatively small groups of consumers. Small 
groups of batanes are the ideal setup for working, talking, and perhaps watching 
other people (e.g., children playing) while family foodstuffs are being processed. 
Taken altogether, the evidence from BCL8 suggests multiple scales of use within 
the residence of a high- status nuclear or small extended family.

These small groupings of batanes contrast with the line of eleven batanes in 
Room 7, which suggests that massive food- production episodes were conducted 
under the conditions of surveillance and with relatively little socializing. A single 
overseer would have been able to watch over all eleven processing stations in a 
single gaze. Because Room 7’s line of eleven batanes faces a retention wall, only 
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adjacent workers would have been able to converse. Moreover, the relatively small 
room and proximity of the retention wall mitigate the probability of multitasking 
while grinding food in Room 7. This arrangement of batanes suggests a contrast-
ing context to smaller groups found elsewhere. Whereas smaller groups could have 
been used in daily, social production episodes, these eleven batanes are arranged for 
maximal production and minimal socialization.

Analysis of variance in spatial consumption (measured by average room size) indi-
cates with statistical significance that this family had the privilege of lots of space 
per room, more than any other resident in Sector B South. They may also have had 
access to a second residence or been directly tied to a family living in BCL1, which 
also served as a public functional counterpart to BCL8.

BCL1: High- Status Residence and Central Storage
BCL1 is an orthogonal structure that occupies the center position in the lower plain 
of Sector B South (figure 7.3), surrounded by sprawling middle- status residences. It 
complements BCL8, and its storage complex is linked to BCL8’s receiving room. 
BCL1 is smaller than BCL8 but is nevertheless orthogonal. Its overall footprint 
ends in clean orthogonal angles, and its internal rooms meet at neat corners. Unlike 
BCL8, BCL1 does not incorporate mortar; nor was there evidence of architectural 
decorations, like the post in BCL8. However, the morphology, location, and spa-
tial consumption of BCL1 suggest that it complemented BCL8 demographically 
and functionally. It may have been an extension of the BCL8 household or fam-
ily and appears to have had a centralized storage function in the neighborhood in 
complement to the consumption and processing functions of BCL8 in Room 1 and 
Room 7, respectively.

BCL1 is dominated by two features that suggest its dual high- status residential 
and public administrative function. The core of BCL1 is an open room or patio, 
perhaps with a large bench, that articulates in an open floor plan into a series of 
other rooms with multiple functions. Matching the small- family household con-
figuration seen in BCL8, BCL1 has a single and a pair of grinding stones, suggestive 
of small processing episodes for small to moderate groups of consumers: nuclear or 
small extended families.

In parallel with this nuclear residential function, BCL1 also houses a formal com-
plex of storage rooms unlike any others found in Sector B South. The northeast 
quadrant of BCL1 is a series of four, perhaps later expanded to seven, large and 
rectangular storage rooms. One such room was excavated and was larger than an 
analogous room excavated in the middle- status urban commoner residence BCL5. 
In addition to this orthogonal complex of storage rooms in BCL1 is a string of addi-
tional orthogonal storage rooms off its west edge. Fronting the main complex of 
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BCL1 storage rooms is a receiving room that is somewhat thin but fronts the length 
of the storage compartments. The receiving room has a rare, still- visible doorway 
that opens onto one of Sector B South’s paths that extends up between a complex 
of low- status urban commoner residences located on the steep side of the spur atop 
which BCL8 resides. The path ends at BCL8 Room 8, a heavy- walled receiving 
room off the northwest corner of BCL8, a room that also contained a number of 
jar fragments.

Taken together, the central structures of BCL8 and BCL1 suggest that high- 
status urban commoner families occupied central spaces and central roles in the 
redistributive economy of Sector B South. They also linked the neighborhood and 
its ritual- economic institutions to the elites in Sector A, both symbolically and prac-
tically. BCL8 was visually symbolic— through architectural mimesis— of Sector A 
and the elite central authority that originated there. BCL1 supported the produc-
tion and consumption activities that underwrote the extension of central authority 
into Sector B South by storing the goods to be consumed in BCL8 Room 1. Indeed, 
if this is the case, then high- status urban commoners in Sector B South, occupying 
BCL8 and BCL1, were likely a single nuclear family or a small core of an extended 
family in which the administration of elite- originating authority was vested.

Middle- Status Urban Commoner Residences: Extended Families
In contrast to these smaller but high- status commoner households in Sector B 
South, many of its residents lived in patio- group clusters of semi orthogonal form. 
These patio groups were inhabited by multiple nodes of extended families that occu-
pied separate lobes around an orthogonal patio that served as their cluster’s core. 
In terms of architectural materials, these patio groups had access only to limited 
construction materials and were probably built by their inhabitants and those with 
whom their inhabitants might be able to engage in labor exchanges (e.g., Mayer 
2002; Smith 2007, 2011).

BCL5 is an excellent example of the patio group as a household and exemplifies 
the evidence that suggests that its residents were of middling status among the com-
moners in Sector B South. BCL5 (figure 7.6) is built entirely of stone foundations 
composed of unworked stones found right on the side of the mountain. Atop these 
stone foundations were quincha walls that are no longer present. In fact, no quincha 
itself was found, although the raw materials of quincha including Gynerium saggita-
tum and Phragmites comunis were recovered throughout Sector B South, including 
in BCL5.9

The morphology of BCL5 indicates the strategy of its construction. It was built 
around an orthogonal core of a rectangular patio. As families built and expanded 
their lobes off of the patio, their architecture strayed further and further from 
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orthogonality. This semiorthogonal morphology suggests an expedient construc-
tion plan (Smith 2007). Expediently built structures begin with an ideal orthogonal 
core— in this case likely a central patio— but then extend outward, with less atten-
tion to the aesthetics of orthogonality and more attention to rapid construction of 
additional rooms built most likely by the residents of the structure. This vernacular 
architectural strategy requires less specialized labor and implies diminished visual 
impact from high- status urban commoner structures in Sector B South. However, 
it does not suggest a lack of a plan or skill. Rather, it is a separate planning scheme, 
skill set, and response to priorities from those employed in BCL8 and BCL1. 
Orthogonal structures were built with the same plan and perhaps the same planners 
and laborers as the monumental core in Sector A. Similarly, their functions were 
lightly residential and largely symbolic and public. In contrast, the semiorthogonal 
structures in Sector B South were largely residential in function and satisfied atten-
dant priorities. Patios at the center of residential lobes provided places for commu-
nal work— evidenced by batanes— and for communal consumption— evidenced by 
the high number of bowl fragments excavated in BCL5 Patio 1 (n=14, 17.5% of the 
excavated bowl fragments).

In addition to these social priorities, residential comfort was also attended to in 
the design of middle- status commoner patio- group residences. Raised door jambs 
held in the cool air near the floor as the desert afternoon heated up, and patios 
interconnected by small apertures and passageways would have promoted airflow 
through these shared spaces.

In contrast, many of the rooms in the residential lobes are relatively small com-
pared to their counterparts in high- status urban commoner dwellings (see table 7.1). 
They also contain individual batanes or act as smaller clusters of storage rooms than 
those of BCL1. These numerous but diminutive sets of resources fortify the con-
clusion that these patio groups were the residences of middle- status commoners at 
El Purgatorio. Indeed, ANOVA shows that the spatial consumption of these struc-
tures was of a middling magnitude: the average room size for these structures was 
categorically distinct from the sizes of the rooms of both high- status and low- status 
urban commoners. The rooms of these structures, on average, are medium in com-
parison to their neighbors of different statuses. They are not as roomy as high- status 
commoner dwellings but roomier than low- status commoner dwellings.

However, these structures have an overall large size. Why would middle- status 
households have such access to large spaces, though with limited per capita access 
to space as calculated by individual inhabitant or room? Clusters of multiple 
batanes suggest that these extended households were able to “earn” the right to such 
large overall spaces (though still less per capita than high- status urban common-
ers) by producing surpluses of food, likely for communal consumption outside the 
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household. While most batanes were found as single processing tools in room cor-
ners, a number of clusters indicate that special intensive processing sessions were 
needed to supplement the production of single individuals (table 7.5). Why did they 
need neat rows of multiple batanes when single batanes would do in most cases?

Small clusters of batanes in these middle- status commoner residences mirror— in 
miniature— the intensive production center in BCL8 Room 7. Thus middle- status 
urban commoner households were able to marshal large amounts of labor and there-
for claim large amounts of space overall for their families based on the argument that 
(1) the families were rather large and (2) large families could richly participate in 
the production of food for neighborhood feasts. Indeed, it appears that they had to 
make good on this promise, as there are numerous instances of multiple- batán install-
ments in middle- status patio- group residences. Some of these are aligned, suggesting 
in- house surveillance of the production episodes and the administration of these in- 
house surplus production episodes. This production arrangement compares favorably 
with Payson Sheets’s (2000) findings at Cerén, El Salvador. There, households pro-
duced surpluses for a vertical economy in which they exchanged household surplus 
goods for specialty goods acquired at regional marketplaces. At El Purgatorio, this 
household surplus was funneled into the vertical neighborhood economy for redis-
tribution at neighborhood feasts or into the citywide economy as labor and goods 
tribute collected by elites in Sector A. Nevertheless, the limited resources for con-
structing these residences, the peripheral location in the neighborhood, and the per 
capita access to space indicate that these residents were of a middle status compared to 
the nuclear families living in adobe- lain structures of orthogonal morphology at cen-
tral locations in Sector B South that made reference to the architecture of Sector A.

Low- Status Urban Commoners: Cramped Quarters
Low- status urban commoner households lived in irregular residences that appear to 
have been crammed into the space remaining after central, orthogonal, high- status 

Table 7.5. Batán configurations and distribution

Status High Middle Low Total

Batán config.

Singles 3 189 29 222

Doubles 3 14 1 18

Triples 2 6 1 9

Quads 0 0 1 1

> 10 1 0 0 1
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urban commoner households and peripheral, semiorthogonal patio residences had 
been built by middle- status urban commoners. BCL2 is an excellent example of a 
low- status urban commoner house. It is built only of unworked field stones and has 
a kidney  bean– like overall footprint. Many of its rooms are irregular multilaterals, 
including its principle Rooms 1 and 2. Although they are the largest rooms in BCL2, 
neither is as large as the patios in middle- status urban commoner houses, and they 
do not form a central space in the residence of a large household. Rather, BCL2 
was likely occupied by a nuclear family. The presence of just a single usable grinding 
stone, with a second recycled in a wall, suggests that the food preparation here was 
meant only for a small audience. Similarly, the overall small size of the structure sug-
gests a small number of residents. Those residents also occupied the smallest rooms 
per capita in Sector B South.

However, the residents of BCL2 had access to an unusually large number of 
ceramics, measured by fragment density, and access to a large variety of vessel forms 
as well (n=7) (Pacifico 2014, 456). Among those fragments were a large number10 
of tinaja and jar fragments excavated, respectively, in Room 1, a large room with a 
batán, and Room 12, a storage room. These ceramic finds suggest that the residents 
of BCL2 may have been a small household specializing in brewing surplus chicha for 
communal consumption.11 If that is the case, it is likely that the residents of BCL2 
served as brewers in Sector B South. As brewers, they had access to lots of ceramic 
vessels but not to space, labor- intensive construction materials, or the architectural 
knowledge applied to orthogonal structures. They may also have been among the 

Figure 7.8. Chart visualizing ceramic jar 
fragments from excavations

Figure 7.9. Chart visualizing ceramic 
tinaja fragments from excavations
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last residents to move into Sector B South12 and therefore were limited to occupying 
whatever space was left in the neighborhood, as was the case with the residents of 
other structures of irregular architecture. If that was the case, then it would suggest 
potential for social mobility in the Casma Valley during the final century and a half 
at El Purgatorio. Perhaps brewers, likely related to people already living in Sector B 
South, were brought into the neighborhood to further facilitate the neighborhood 

Figure 7.10. Jar fragments from surface 
collections

Figure 7.11.Tinaja fragments from 
surface collections

Figure 7.12. Ceramic bowl fragments 
from surface collections

Figure 7.13. Ceramic bowl fragments 
from excavations
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and city feasting economy. This move would likely have conferred upon the resi-
dents a higher status than that of those living outside the city, but still among the 
lowest status within the commoner residential neighborhood at El Purgatorio.

CO N CLUS I O NS, CAVE ATS, A ND F U T U R E D I R EC T I O NS

A neighborhood archaeological approach at El Purgatorio’s Sector B South 
revealed the extent and configuration of social diversity among commoners in a 
way focused household archaeology would not have done. Social diversity among 
commoners was configured around a three- tier status hierarchy that was likely 
related to family size, subsequent labor power, and perhaps additional qualities like 
relationship to people already residing in the city and date of migration into the 
city. Qualitative and quantitative analyses indicate three different status identities 
among the commoner households at El Purgatorio and the fact that these status 
differences had consequences in terms of material wealth. First, high- status urban 
commoners lived in orthogonal residences whose form and construction materials 
made architectural reference to the monumental compounds in Sector A.13 High- 
status urban commoners were a social link to city elites, and they played a leading 
role in creating community in the commoner neighborhoods by hosting massive 
production and consumption episodes. Given the overall size of high- status urban 
commoner residences and the distribution of batanes within their residences, it is 
likely that high- status urban commoner households consisted of nuclear families 
or small extended families.

Second, middle- status urban commoners lived in sprawling compounds arranged 
around large central patios. These middle- status commoners lived in smaller rooms 
than high- status commoners, and they apportioned the greatest amount of their 
residential spaces for communal patios. These households were extended families 
composed of numerous nuclear groups, evidenced by the lobe- like sets of rooms 
and terraces that surround central patios containing redundant food- processing 
facilities. Due to the large number of people in these households and their numer-
ous grinding stones, it is likely that middle- status households “earned” their right to 
have extensive overall spaces by providing large amounts of labor in brewing chicha 
for communal events in the neighborhood. These commoners also probably pro-
vided a large amount of chicha that was skimmed off by elites in Sector A as a tribute 
tax used in citywide rituals in the monumental district.

Low- status urban commoners lived in small, irregularly shaped residences with 
small rooms. They were likely nuclear families or small extended families. They 
did not enjoy the communal spaces of patios or typically have large numbers of 
grinding stones. Therefore, low- status urban commoner households could not 
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participate robustly in the production of chicha for communal consumption, 
either in the neighborhood or in the citywide rituals held in the monumen-
tal district.

However, all the households had access to staple foodstuffs beyond their imme-
diate ability to produce them personally. Although there was no evidence that resi-
dents of Sector B South were agriculturalists (as was also the case at Huacas Moche 
[Chapdelaine 2009]), all households had access to edible marine and terrestrial 
mollusks (especially Perumytilus purpuratus and Semimytilus algosus), maize, and 
domesticated fruits. Thus despite clear evidence of unequal access to architectural, 
spatial, and labor resources and notwithstanding a complex and unequal distri-
bution of ceramic vessels, households in Sector B South all appeared to have had 
access to staple goods that they did not produce in raw form themselves: excava-
tions turned up no agricultural implements; Sector B South is far away from and 
high above the fields and water; in contrast, its residents are very close to the ritual, 
administrative, and production facilities at El Purgatorio.

B ROA D E R I M P LI CAT I O NS: P RO D UC T I VE A ND 
R E S T R I C T I VE E M B E D D E D I NEQ UA LI T I E S

It is likely that these households and their hierarchies were existent in some form 
before the rapid development of Sector B South in the late thirteenth century ad. 
These families were probably drawn to the city for the easy and equitable access 
to foodstuffs arranged by elites in Sector A; in exchange, they provided labor for 
the production of chicha sent to the monumental district for distribution by city 
elites. However, once in the city, the context and configuration of social hierarchies 
was likely reconfigured. Preliminary research in El Purgatorio’s hinterland (Pacifico 
2019) suggests that immigration into El Purgatorio was not a simple translation of 
the village into the city. Certainly, moving into the city implies accepting many 
of the negative effects of social density in exchange for other benefits, and the 
production of neighborhoods can help mitigate the cons by creating a sense of 
structure, security, and belonging in the new setting (Hutson 2016; Pacifico 2019; 
Pacifico and Truex 2019; Smith 2019).

However, enduring the negative aspects of population density for access to goods 
and rituals may not be the only bargain new urbanites encountered. Some com-
moner households probably retained or attained high statuses through affiliation 
with elites. But that affiliation and status came with both the responsibilities and 
the benefits of organizing, hosting, and provisioning feasts. While hosting feasts 
can establish and concretize status among one’s neighbors, hosting is a burdensome 
activity that requires secure access to and proper distribution of resources. It also 
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comes with the risk of deposition in the case of failure (Dietler 2001; Durkheim 
1995 [1912], 217– 227; Foucault 1975, 63– 69). Other households, those of mid-
dling statuses, worked for their access to ample space or were allotted ample space 
on the promise (viz. “credit” sensu Graeber 2012) of providing ample labor. They, 
too, gained access to secure marine and agricultural resources arranged by elites 
in Sector A, but middle- status households seem to have been required to produce 
relatively large amounts of chicha for intra-  and extra neighborhood consumption. 
Finally, some households gained access to the city and the redistributive economy 
of foodstuffs but not to ample space, labor, or materials for building their houses. 
The draw of the city must then have been greater than the seemingly ample space 
of the countryside.

As a case study in preindustrial urbanism in an agricultural and marine resource 
area, El Purgatorio’s Sector B South suggests that urbanism and urban hierarchies 
may have entailed a mixed bargain. Certain preexisting social hierarchies may have 
been reduced. For example, before moving to the city, many of El Purgatorio’s resi-
dent households may have had less secure access to staples or perhaps access only 
to the foods they could produce or collect themselves. However, in the city they 
would have more secure and equitable access to marine and agricultural goods. In 
exchange, it is likely that before moving to the city, those households had more 
ample living space. They were also closer to the water and sand necessary for mak-
ing the adobe that in the city was limited to the highest- status residences. Once in 
the city, space, labor, and building materials became premium goods with mate-
rial consequences in terms of the physical comfort that is provided by ample space, 
breezy patios, and high doorjambs that trap cool air in the hot desert afternoons 
(Rapoport 1969).

More generally, research at El Purgatorio directs us to consider the historicity of 
inequality to understand its configurations and significances under different cir-
cumstances. Consequently, urbanism appears to be a socio spatial gamble. It pro-
vides opportunities to alleviate the consequences of certain forms of inequality but 
may create, exacerbate, and concretize new forms of inequality. These inequalities 
may have interrelated and unintended social, spatial, and material consequences 
that may lead to future social processes of settlement and neighborhood reconfigu-
ration. Indeed, many of El Purgatorio’s residents seem to have rapidly relocated to 
the new Chimú- Casma center at Manchán just after ad 1400.

N OT E S

 1. Including a mysterious hiatus of complex settlements as well (Collier 1962; Thomp-
son 1964, 1974).
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 2. Not to be confused with the community archaeology of Marshall (2002), which aims 
to connect local, descendant communities to the excavation and interpretation of archaeo-
logical materials near their homes.

 3. All of the data are available in tabular form in Pacifico (2014, appendix C), which 
is available for open access at the durable link https:// pqdtopen .proquest .com/ pubnum 
/ 3627869 .html.

 4. Ceramic assemblages came from both surface collection and excavation. I designed 
and conducted both phases of research and analyses, ensuring consistency in the integration 
of data.

 5. 95% confidence interval for mean room area: orthogonal structures = 54– 101m2; 
semi orthogonal structures = 36– 46m2; irregular structures = 21– 27 m2; p = 0.000; n=947 
(Pacifico 2014).

 6. For example, the highest- status residence/ritual structure— BCL8— produced the 
most ceramic fragments during excavations, the second- widest variety of rim fragments, 
and the second- highest density of excavated fragments. It also had the highest density of 
fragments collected during systematic surface survey of vessel fragments (Pacifico 2014, 

456).
 7 Though select areas in some semi orthogonal structures had notably high numbers 

of fine bowls and one notable irregular structure also had a high number and wide range of 
ceramic vessel fragments.

 8. All residents had access to between 21 and 29 species of the 46 identified in Sector 
B South, though mammalian remains (in the form of cuy/guinea pig, Cavia porcellus) were 
limited to high- status residences (Pacifico 2014).

 9. Nash (2009) points out that commoner domestic structures are often built of ephem-
eral materials that do not survive at all.

 10. Seventy- one percent (n=61) of excavated tinaja fragments came from Room 1; 50% 
of the excavated jar fragments came from nearby Room 12. Combined, 72% of excavated 
jar fragments came from these two proximal rooms in this small structure. Surface collec-
tions yielded the most jars (30%, n=27), bowls (48%, n=68), and tinajas (60%, n=180) in 
BCL8R1: the largest room in another building associated with food processing as well as 
feasting (figures 7.8– 7.13).

 11. But not grinding the maize in large quantities, it would seem.
 12. Though with the narrow range of dates for Sector B South, it is hard to parse detailed 

structure histories using radiocarbon assays. BCL2’s two carbon samples return ages of 
660±33 and 629±34 years before present among a range of 714 to 629 years before present 
±29 to 34 years before present (Pacifico 2014, 211).

 13. Much like the “practices of affiliation” practiced by commoners at Xunantunich (Yae-
ger 2003).
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After the Moche collapse, household life went on in the coastal valleys of north-
ern Peru, in many ways unchanged from previous centuries. In the subsequent 
Middle Horizon and Late Intermediate Periods (LIP), the household continued 
to be a focus for agricultural and craft production, social reproduction, and ritual. 
Household life was intensely local, based on the rhythms of irrigation agriculture, 
and households were linked in wider networks of kin and community.

However, households on the North Coast were confronted with new sociopo-
litical configurations at the valley and regional levels during the Late Intermediate 
Period. Coastal political strategies in the middle valley, and an end to the politi-
cal fragmentation of the Late Moche Period, created new economic and politi-
cal opportunities for households. The coalescence and expansion of the Chimú 
Empire reshaped the political landscape and imposed new economic demands on 
rural and urban households. Household strategies in conquered territories changed 
to meet these new demands while at the same time conserving key elements of 
household organization and daily life. In this chapter I examine the strategies of 
Late Intermediate Period households based on two examples from my own research 
in the Jequetepeque Valley. I argue that these households exhibited considerable 
resilience but that this resilience could manifest itself as adaptation and change or 
as continuity in household organization and practice.
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CO N T I N U I T Y A ND CH A N GE I N N O RT H COA S T H O US E H O LD S

Theorizing Household Resilience
Households, especially lower- class rural households, have often been cast as 
essentially conservative and resistant to change. Marshall Sahlins (1972), for 
example, argues that peasant households resist intensifying production beyond 
subsistence levels. In this view, traditional households were oriented toward 
internal consumption and were essentially self- sufficient, inward- looking units. 
Pierre Bourdieu (1977) identifies the household as a site of enculturation through 
embodied practice, and Ian Hodder and Craig Cessford (2004) have employed 
practice theory to suggest that repetition of daily tasks in household spaces at 
Çatalhoyük helped to reinforce cultural norms and maintain long- term continu-
ity. Patricia Crown (2000) has argued that cuisine, a central component of daily 
household life, is deeply conservative, as it draws on deeply held notions of iden-
tity, family, and memory.

However, households do change, and it is too simplistic to think of them as 
merely a tradition- bound, timeless substrate upon which more complex social 
configurations are constructed. Households adapt to larger political, cultural, and 
environmental contexts (Hirth 1993; Wilk 1991). This adaptation may maintain 
continuity, minimize risk, diversify patterns of production, or reshape family orga-
nization, participation in community institutions, cuisine, or other dimensions of 
household practice. As households respond to changing regional conditions, some 
aspects of domestic life may be more dynamic or more subject to change while oth-
ers resist change (Bermann 1994, 1997; Falconer 1995; Wilk 1991). For instance, 
Marc P. Bermann (1994, 238) argues that as the community of Lukurmata expe-
rienced the expansion of the regional Tiwanaku polity, household architecture 
changed the most through time, signaling changes in the allocation of space to dif-
ferent activities. In contrast, artifact assemblages and, by extension, the set of tasks 
performed in households were relatively stable through time. Households pursue 
different strategies based on factors such as available resources, size and member-
ship, status and class, and location, so all households should not be expected to 
respond to change in the same way.

In thinking about continuity and change in Late Intermediate Period house-
holds, I take what Richard R. Wilk (1991, 9) has referred to as a “historically sen-
sitive cultural- ecological approach.” In other words, I investigate how households 
adapted to local economic, political, and ecological conditions, constraints, and 
possibilities. In this chapter I consider two case studies of household continu-
ity and change in the Jequetepeque Valley to explore some dimensions of house-
hold response to the sweeping regional changes of the Late Intermediate Period 
North Coast.
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Post- Moche Continuities
During the Early Intermediate Period and into the Middle Horizon, the north 
coast of Peru was united by a broadly shared Moche culture. Reconstructions of 
Moche political organization vary: researchers have seen the Moche as a pristine 
state (e.g., Billman 2002; Moseley 1992), as three distinct politically opportunistic 
spheres (Castillo Butters 2010), or as a loose confederation bound by a shared reli-
gion or political ideology (Bawden 1995; Quilter and Koons 2012), among other 
models. Jeffrey Quilter’s (Quilter and Castillo Butters 2010; Quilter and Koons 
2012) syntheses of recent data in the context of models for Moche political organi-
zation emphasize political fragmentation and spatial and temporal diversity in the 
expression of Moche politics and religion and likely in what it meant to be Moche.

After the Moche collapse, the North Coast saw the rise and fall of several com-
plex societies. To the north, the Middle Sicán polity coalesced at Batán Grande, 
then collapsed dramatically several centuries later; valley wide power was trans-
ferred to Túcume and other centers during the Late Sicán Period (Shimada 1981; 
Tschauner 2001). The Casma Polity emerged around the same time to the south, 
maintaining political control as far as the Chao Valley to the north (Vogel 2012). 
During this time, the Zaña, Jequetepeque, and perhaps Chicama Valleys were 
locally autonomous but participated in a shared Lambayeque tradition (Mackey 
2011). To the south, the Chimú State emerged in the Moche Valley around ad 900 
and then expanded beginning around ad 1300 to conquer the Lambayeque in the 
Jequetepeque, the Casma Polity to the south, and eventually the Late Sicán in the 
Lambayeque- La Leche Valleys to the far north.

Despite clear evidence of political and ideological changes at the regional level, 
many aspects of daily life remained stable throughout this period. Ilana Johnson 
(2010) argues that the basic worldview and organization of the Moche household 
did not change much through time. Domestic architecture consisted of multi room 
complexes constructed of locally abundant materials that housed several families. 
Quotidian domestic activities such as eating, sleeping, child rearing, household 
rituals, and basic production tasks such as processing food and spinning and weav-
ing cloth took place in kitchens and living rooms. Johnson (2010) also identifies a 
fundamental distinction between rural households and households in urban neigh-
borhoods, which she argues gave up autonomy upon integration into socially and 
economically heterogeneous urban environments.

Post- Moche North Coast households could easily be described in these same 
broad terms, even while recognizing diversity at valley and community levels. At 
rural villages such as Pedregal in the Jequetepeque Valley and urban centers like 
Pacatnamú and Chan Chan, Late Intermediate Period households were charac-
terized by rectangular, agglutinated domestic architecture and carried out a set of 
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basic reproductive and productive activities similar to those described for Moche 
households (Cutright 2009, 2015; Gumerman 1991; Topic 1982). Urban domestic 
compounds, such as those documented by John R. Topic (1982) in the lower- class 
neighborhoods of Chan Chan, were generally larger; households there engaged in 
a wider variety of craft production activities but were less self- sufficient in terms of 
food than rural farming households.

Moche, Lambayeque, and Chimú societies coped with similar environmental 
risks within the framework of broadly analogous agricultural regimes and available 
resources. Rivers on the western slopes of the Andes run out of the foothills and 
across a narrow coastal plain before emptying into the Pacific. Lower valley residents 
relied on irrigation from the river to water the coastal desert and grew corn, beans, 
cotton, squash, and tree fruits. This system faced periodic risks of flooding during 
El Niño– Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events, which could be strong enough to 
wash out canals and seriously disrupt agricultural production. Farmers also faced 
risk from less predictable events such as multidecadal droughts, which occurred 
several times during the period in question (Shimada et al. 1991; Thompson et al. 
1994). In addition to farming, coastal communities also relied on marine resources 
like fish and shellfish throughout these periods.

At other key moments of social transition in the Andes, such as the emergence of 
irrigation agriculture or the Spanish conquest, newly available products and tech-
nologies shifted the subsistence system, and local household economies saw clear 
changes (e.g., Kennedy and VanValkenburgh 2016). In contrast, the transition from 
Moche to Chimú may seem unlikely to have been accompanied by much change at 
the local level, and in fact the broad outlines do demonstrate a good deal of conti-
nuity. However, regional political processes such as the Moche collapse and Chimú 
imperial expansion did spur changes at the household level.

Post- Moche Changes

Between ad 650 and 900, the Jequetepeque Valley rural landscape was politi-
cally and religiously fragmented and agriculturally decentralized (Dillehay 2001; 
Dillehay and Kolata 2004; Duke, this volume; Swenson 2007a). The Late Moche 
Period settlement pattern consisted of a few large urban communities and scattered 
clusters of villages in the rural hinterlands. Sites like Huaca Colorada (Swenson and 
Warner 2016) were cyclically abandoned and then resettled and renewed. A profu-
sion of Late Moche fortified hilltop settlements suggests a concern with defense, 
perhaps linked to increased factionalism or competition. Tom D. Dillehay (2001) 
and his team registered evidence of localized ENSO- related flooding across the 
Jequetepeque during the Late Moche Period; flood deposits were often followed 
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by at least temporary site abandonment. Overall, this pattern indicates a preference 
for localized administration, political factionalism, and strategies for dealing with 
environmental risk that emphasized mobility and population dispersal (Dillehay 
2001; Duke, this volume).

Elite burials at San José de  Moro show that foreign influence intensified as 
the Moche collapsed (Castillo Butters 2010). Fineware ceramics from Cajamarca, 
Chachapoyas, and the Central Coast appear at Late Moche sites such as San José 
de Moro (Castillo Butters 2010) and Huaca Colorada (Swenson and Warner 2016). 
A highland enclave was constructed atop Cerro Chepén (Rosas Rintel 2007), and 
extralocal genes made a significant contribution to local populations (Zobler and 
Sutter 2016). All these lines of evidence suggest that the end of the Moche Period in 
the Jequetepeque was marked by social, political, and environmental turmoil that 
resulted in new political configurations and strategies. While in some communities, 
such as Talambo (Zobler, this volume; Zobler and Sutter 2016), post- Moche life 
may have continued relatively unaffected by collapse, the new political situation in 
the valley likely affected daily life in many local communities.

In contrast to Moche strategies, Late Intermediate Period Lambayeque and 
Chimú polities adopted a strategy of centralized investment in irrigation infra-
structure (Dillehay and Kolata 2004), which created new potential for intensive 
agricultural production and new interest in monitoring and controlling key points 
of the irrigation network (Keatinge and Conrad 1983). This kind of strategy might 
be expected to decrease the autonomy of households and communities, which 
would now be more tightly integrated into broader networks. The population 
moved away from hilltop settlements and from locations most likely to be damaged 
by floods or dune encroachment. At the same time, rural hinterland political and 
ritual practice remained heterogeneous despite evidence for more political central-
ization (Swenson 2007b). This could indicate that local autonomy counterbalanced 
increasing political centralization or that Chimú elites were not concerned with 
controlling religious expression in the countryside as long as they could monitor 
agricultural production.

From a household perspective, some aspects of Late Intermediate Period domes-
tic practice represented a clear break from Moche antecedents. Utilitarian ceramics 
changed notably from the Moche to Late Intermediate Periods in functional as well 
as stylistic terms. Several forms such as the high face- neck jars of the Moche disap-
peared, and other forms such as ceramic bowls and plates appeared and became 
common in household assemblages (Cutright 2009; Swenson 2004). Interestingly, 
a similarly clear break in household ceramics did not occur after Chimú conquest. 
In fact, new techniques like paddle- stamping that appeared during the Lambayeque 
Period continued through the Chimú, Inka, and Colonial Periods and even into 
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contemporary ceramic production. If domestic ceramic assemblages reflect the 
culinary needs of households, then cuisine changed after the Moche collapse but 
remained fairly unchanged in Lambayeque, Chimú, and Inka households. This 
observation is consistent with a scenario in which Moche collapse was accompa-
nied by a dramatic cultural upheaval, while Late Intermediate Period and even Late 
Horizon conquests were experienced as political and economic shifts but not neces-
sarily cultural disruptions at the household level.

Another axis of household practice that shows a clear break between the Moche 
and Late Intermediate Periods is ritual, visible in the form of figurines generally 
representing female forms. These objects are often found in Moche households 
( Johnson, this volume; Ringberg 2008), suggesting that ritual linked to the home 
and to women’s roles in the home was a common component of Moche life. While 
domestic rituals also pervaded Late Intermediate Period households (Cutright 
2013a), they no longer regularly featured figurines. This change in the gendered 
content of domestic rituals along with the culinary change discussed above hint 
that the lived experience of household members changed in profound ways after 
Moche collapse, despite broad continuities in the basic worldview and organization 
of North Coast households.

To further elucidate how households, especially rural households and those 
located far from political centers, responded to the shifting political landscape of 
the Late Intermediate Period, I will examine two communities in the Jequetepeque 
Valley: Pedregal and Ventanillas. At Ventanillas, middle valley elites took advantage 
of broader Lambayeque coastal affiliation as well as local political opportunities, 
while at Pedregal rural farmers endured increased demands of Chimú adminis-
trators for agricultural production while maintaining considerable continuity in 
household practice.

CA S E 1: LO CA L E LI T E S T R AT EGI E S I N T H E 
M I D D LE J EQ U E T E P EQ U E VA LLEY

The Jequetepeque River flows from the western edge of the Cajamarca Basin down to 
the Pacific, carving through the western slopes of the Andes until it passes the valley 
neck at Talambo, flows onto the wide coastal plain, and reaches the Pacific Ocean 
(figure 8.1). The lower valley had been intensively occupied since the inception of irri-
gation agriculture, by successive Formative, Moche, Lambayeque, and Chimú societ-
ies, and was eventually incorporated into the expanding Inka Empire around ad 1470 
(Castillo Butters 2010; Dillehay et al. 2009; Hecker and Hecker 1990; Swenson 
2004; Warner 2010). During the early part of the Late Intermediate Period (~ad 
1000– 1300), the Lambayeque polity occupied the lower Jequetepeque. Pacatnamú 
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was the primary Lambayeque ceremonial and administrative center (Donnan and 
Cock 1997). It sat at the apex of a complex settlement system that included smaller 
centers such as Farfán (Mackey 2006, 2009) and Ventanillas (Cutright and Cervantes 
Quequezana 2012, 2014), elite residences at Cabur (Sapp 2011) and San José de Moro 
(Prieto Burmester 2010), and smaller rural villages (Cutright 2009, 2015).

Despite some broad similarities to Lambayeque/Sicán architecture to the 
north, such as large adobe platforms (huacas), ramps, and rectangular compounds, 
Lambayeque architectural and stylistic patterns at Jequetepeque sites such as 
Pacatnamú, Farfán, and Cabur followed a locally distinct template (Sapp 2011). 
Huaca quadrangles at Pacatnamú contained a large platform mound with a cen-
tral ramp, accessed from a walled plaza with flanking platforms and corridors. A 
large rectangular enclosure that was divided into U-shaped rooms with niches, 
storerooms, patios, and winding, baffled corridors was located behind the huaca 
(Donnan 1986). Other characteristic Lambayeque architectural features include 
altars with ramps and low U-shaped benches known as concilios (Mackey 2011). 
Lambayeque burials at Farfán (Cutright 2011) were similar to contemporaneous 
burials at El Brujo, in the Chicama Valley to the south (Franco Jordán et al. 2007). 
This evidence suggests that the Jequetepeque was locally autonomous but partici-
pated in a broadly shared coastal cultural tradition during this period.

The extent to which coastal polities’ influence extended past the valley neck into 
the middle valley is not yet well understood. Ongoing research (Cutright 2013b; 
Tsai 2012) indicates a Lambayeque presence in the middle Jequetepeque Valley 
beginning around ad 1000. Lambayeque occupation in the middle valley contrasts 
with a relative lack of prior Moche settlement in the region and suggests that the 
Lambayeque had a different set of strategic priorities or established new alliances 

Figure 8.1. The Jequetepeque Valley
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with middle valley populations. One of the most visible manifestations of this inter-
est is the site of Ventanillas, which overlooks the intakes of canals running into the 
lower valley and marks the confluence of two important routes from the coast to 
the highlands (figure 8.1). Ventanillas was a large community. It included an exten-
sive public sector, composed of a large rectangular compound containing three 
adobe platform mounds, and two distinct residential sectors (figure 8.2). Stylistic 
comparisons with regional architectural and ceramic chronologies and radiocarbon 
dates from the Proyecto de Investigación Arqueológica Ventanillas (Cutright and 
Cervantes Quequezana 2012, 2014; Cutright and Osores Mendives 2016; figure 8.3) 
suggest it was occupied between about ad 1100 to 1400, the period leading up to 
and spanning Chimú conquest of the Jequetepeque. While the dates (figure 8.3) 
cluster in two groups, the first between cal ad 1200 and 1300 and the second 
between cal ad 1300 and 1400, the stratigraphy shows no clear break in occupa-
tion, and the comparisons made here are synchronic across the site.

The monumental architecture at Ventanillas clearly references Lambayeque can-
ons, featuring large adobe huacas with ramps, rectangular compounds, and narrow 
corridors. The two better- preserved platform mounds, Huaca 1 and Huaca 2, were 
constructed from adobes that fit general Lambayeque size and shape parameters 
(McClelland 1986). Huaca 3 has been impacted by a modern cemetery, looting, and 

Figure 8.2. The site of Ventanillas
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trash disposal and is harder to reconstruct but seems to face east upvalley rather 
than west toward to coast like the other platforms. Despite intensive looting, a hon-
eycomb pattern suggestive of chamber- and- fill construction can still be observed 
at the summits of all three platform mounds. The top of Huaca 1 was accessed by 
a ramp that wrapped around the west and north sides. Huaca 2 had a more com-
plex configuration— a short T-shaped ramp provided access from the middle of the 
western face onto a lower tier that was partially enclosed on the north and south 
sides. A higher tier ran across the eastern half of the platform and was faced with 
stone cobbles toward the slope of Cerro Ventanillas. Though a large open area now 
extends west from Huaca 1, this feature was created in the 1960s or 1970s when the 
area was bulldozed to create a soccer field. Both huacas are more similar to Late 

Figure 8.3. radiocarbon dates from Sector D of Ventanillas
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Sicán platforms at Chotuna, in Lambayeque, than to contemporaneous architec-
ture such as the huaca- quadrangle pattern in the Jequetepeque (figure 8.4).

Parallels with northern architecture raise the possibility that Ventanillas was an 
administrative outpost imposed by an expanding Lambayeque or Late Sicán State. 
Evidence from three seasons of fieldwork, however, is beginning to suggest a more 
complex picture in which local political dynamics were central to Ventanillas’s 
development. Neighborhoods do not seem to have been organized by ethnic group, 
as might be expected if Ventanillas was an intrusive coastal administrative center, 
and higher status does not seem to be spatially associated with either coastal or 
highland styles as in a scenario of colonization and control. Instead, vessels associ-
ated with the middle valley, such as Coastal Cajamarca bowls, made up almost iden-
tical proportions of surface collections from domestic areas at the foot of the huacas 
(Sector D) and from the residential terraces on the north side of Cerro Ventanillas 
(Sector C) (Cutright and Cervantes Quequezana 2012). Carinated ollas, a utilitar-
ian form associated with the coast, were likewise evenly distributed across both 
residential sectors. In other words, surface collections hint that Ventanillas resi-
dents across the site were drawing on coastal, middle valley, and possibly highland 

Figure 8.4. Some Late Intermediate Period platform mounds
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traditions as they prepared and served daily meals. Given the lack of chronologi-
cal control over surface collections, however, this evidence could also suggest that 
Ventanillas’s cultural or political affiliation changed through time, from coastal to 
middle valley or vice versa.

To begin to test these distinct scenarios, in 2013 we placed ten 2 m × 2 m excava-
tion units in Sector D, five in each of two compounds (CA- 2 and CA- 3, figure 8.5). 
Although they are located directly behind Huaca 1, these compounds lack charac-
teristic features of the huaca quadrangles of Pacatnamú. Access is not restricted to 
a single entryway, no U-shaped rooms with niches or storage complexes seem to 
be present, and excavations revealed artifacts and features associated with domes-
tic activities. The compounds were well constructed from plastered stone and 
adobe walls, and excavations encountered a higher concentration of metal frag-
ments and objects such as tweezers, needles, and spindle whorls than in contem-
poraneous rural villages (Cutright 2009; Cutright and Osores Mendives 2018), 
lending an impression that wealthy or high- status families engaged in textile or 
copper production resided here. Each compound contained a maze of aggluti-
nated rooms and open areas, and each featured a similar architectural configu-
ration: an open patio next to a low adobe mound and a narrow flanking room 
(figure 8.5). This configuration recalls in a basic sense the platform- plaza pattern 
at Pacatnamú, described above, but lacks other characteristic features like niches 
and altars with ramps.

Figure 8.5. 2013 excavations in Sector D
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Over 1,300 diagnostic sherds were recovered from these excavations, reflecting a 
domestic assemblage concerned with wet cooking in ollas, serving and consuming 
food in bowls, and preparing, storing, and consuming liquids. High concentrations 
of grater bowls, jars, and large storage/chicha- preparation vessels recovered from 
two excavation units placed next to the patio in Compound 2 suggest that this area 
was a focus for food preparation and consumption during the Chimú Period and 
probably the earlier Lambayeque occupation as well. It may be the case that feasts 
or other celebrations were hosted in these patio- mound areas and that this activity 
took place in each of the compounds. Since these spaces were replicated in multiple 
household compounds, feasting and hosting could have been an arena for competi-
tion among extended family household groups.

Excavations revealed that coastal and middle valley/highland ceramic styles and 
food resources were not spatially or temporally separated either within household 
compounds or between the two compounds tested in 2013 and the Sector C terrace 
contexts excavated in 2016. Families across the site had access to coastal seafood 
as well as abundant middle valley resources such as land snails, tree fruits such as 
avocado and guanábana, and, of course, maize. Slight but significant differences 
existed between the two Sector D compounds in their use of coastal as opposed 
to middle valley resources, indicating perhaps that each family mobilized extended 
kinship ties differently to obtain exchange items. Table 8.1 compares the botanical 
and shellfish assemblages from the two compounds; CA- 2 relied more heavily on 
local snails (Scutalus proteus) and the tree fruits that remain abundant in the middle 
valley today, while CA- 3 apparently had greater access to marine species and maize.

Currently, I interpret the compounds in Sector D as local middle valley elite 
households drawing on coastal and highland ceramic, culinary, and architectural 
traditions to create a borderlands hybrid while taking advantage of a visible affili-
ation with powerful coastal polities. Ventanillas’s huacas are visually arresting to a 
traveler approaching from the coast or the highlands and command a clear view 
toward the lower valley. The fact that Huacas 1 and 2 more closely replicate archi-
tecture from Chotuna rather than nearby Pacatnamú is intriguing if it represents 
a local effort to draw on wider traditions and hints at considerable diversity in 
stylistic influence or social affiliation during this period. Excavations in the public 
architecture at the foot of Huaca 2 in 2016 did not uncover any classic examples of 
Chimú administrative architecture or of southern Lambayeque features like altars 
with ramps or concilios. However, they revealed multiple episodes of remodeling 
and renewal of walls, small mounds, and internal spaces, suggesting a continual con-
cern with reshaping public space throughout the Late Intermediate Period.

Members of the higher- status households at Ventanillas would have participated 
in larger political and religious events carried out in the public sector, perhaps 



Table 8.1. Botanical and shellfish remains at Ventanillas

Botanical (percentage of total plant parts)

Category Species CA- 2 % CA- 3 % Overall %

Maize Zea mays

maize 9.73 25.00 13.93

Tree/shrub fruits Annona sp.

guanábana 76.55 56.74 71.10

Persea americana

avocado 3.24 2.85 3.14

Lucuma obovata

lucuma 0.79 0.39 0.68

Inga feuillei

huaba 2.80 0.00 2.03

Psidium guajava

guava 0.10 0.00 0.07

Bunchiosa armenaica

ciruela del fraile 0.20 0.00 0.14

Capparis ovalifolia

guayabito de gentil 0.05 0.39 0.14

Capparis angulata

zapote 0.49 3.89 1.43

Other cultigens Ipomoea batatas

sweet potato 0.00 0.26 0.07

Lagenaria siceraria

gourd 1.23 2.46 1.57

Cucurbita sp

squash 1.72 5.57 2.78

Arachis hypogaea

peanuts 0.44 1.30 0.68

Gossypium barbadense

cotton 0.20 0.13 0.18

continued on next page
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reaffirming their coastal affiliation or carrying out Lambayeque policy in the 
middle valley. At the same time, elites also facilitated local dynamics of celebra-
tion and competition by hosting feasts around family platforms. The emergence 
of a complex Lambayeque polity in lower Jequetepeque, its participation in wider 
exchanges of styles and ideas, and its interest in expanding beyond the valley neck 
may have offered new political possibilities for middle valley elites. Ventanillas resi-
dents responded by drawing on broad Lambayeque public architecture traditions, 
perhaps to emphasize a coastal political affiliation, but also by integrating coastal 
and highland products, styles, and technologies into a hybrid middle valley lifestyle 
that continued even after Chimú conquest of the lower valley.

CA S E 2: RU R A L S T R AT EGI E S I N A L A ND S CA P E O F CO N T RO L

Chimú conquest of the Jequetepeque around ad 1320 (Mackey 2011) imposed a 
new set of concerns on local households. Recent research summarized elsewhere 
(Cutright 2015) has called into question how much centralized control over local 

Table 8.1—continued
Botanical (percentage of total plant parts)

Category Species CA- 2 % CA- 3 % Overall %

Woody plants Prosopis pallida

mesquite 1.72 0.39 1.35

Acacia sp. 0.15 0.00 0.11

cane 0.54 0.00 0.39

wood 0.05 0.65 0.21

unknown 1.03 1.42 1.14

Total plant parts 2,034 772 2,806

Shellfish (percentage of total MNI)

Habitat Species CA- 2 % CA- 3 % Overall %

Middle valley Scutalus proteus 70.21 54.44 62.82

Pacific Coast Donax obesulus 23.04 33.75 28.06

Platyxanthus sp. 2.28 2.47 2.37

Prisogaster niger 1.39 2.81 2.06

Polinices uber 1.29 2.59 1.90

Other/unknown species 1.79 3.94 2.80

Total MNI 1,007 889 1,896
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populations the Chimú State really exerted. The Chimú made highly visible political 
statements in the valleys they conquered by altering settlement patterns and estab-
lishing provincial administrative centers. Aside from intensifying agricultural pro-
duction, however, they exerted little economic control over lower- class populations.

Evidence from the rural agricultural village of Pedregal (see figure 8.1), where 
I conducted excavations in 2006, has revealed that focus on agricultural staples 
such as maize and cotton increased through time during the Chimú occupation 
(Cutright 2009, 2015). One of the inferred motivations for Chimú expansion to 
the north was the potential for agricultural production in these wide, well- irrigated 
valleys (Kolata 1990), so increased agricultural output at Pedregal could have been 
directed to state coffers or to fund state activities at the nearby provincial center 
of Farfán. As I have argued elsewhere (Cutright 2009, 2015; table 8.2), Pedregal 
households were incorporated into the extractive economy of the expansive Chimú 
Empire and responded by intensifying production of bulk staples.

At the same time that maize and cotton production and processing within house-
holds increased, emphasis on wild foods (nonagricultural plants, shellfish, and fish) 
decreased compared to domesticated resources (Cutright 2009, 2010). This could 
indicate a tradeoff in household labor or a shift in culinary preferences during the 
Chimú occupation. The overall range of foods consumed and activities carried 
out in Pedregal households did not constrict over time (Cutright 2009). While 
floor plans were changed and domestic spaces remodeled through time, there is 
no evidence that household size or makeup changed (Cutright 2009). Household 
and community ritual operated in similar ways throughout Pedregal’s occupation 
(Cutright 2013a). Thus in this case, households did not lose self- sufficiency or auton-
omy even as they were incorporated into wider imperial systems. Intensification of 
production occurred without a radical reorganization at the household level.

This situation contrasts to what happened at Pedregal after Inka conquest 
around ad 1470. The Inka pursued conciliatory political strategies with local 

Table 8.2. Change through time in key subsistence categories at Pedregal

LIP Occupation Total Plant Parts Proportion Chi- Square on Proportion

Maize
early 5,780 14.76

Χ ² = 142, p <0.0005
late 2,093 26.42

Cotton
early 5,780 18.25

Χ ² = 85.17, p <0.0005
late 2,093 27.81

Tree fruit
early 5,780 33.75

Χ ²= 147.88, p <0.0005
late 2,093 19.54
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Lambayeque lords at nearby Farfán (Mackey 2011) but placed an intervalley road 
through Pedregal (figure 8.6). The road cut through one of Pedregal’s low platform 
mounds and bisected a residential compound. If the compound was still occupied, 
its use would have been dramatically reshaped by the construction of the road. 
Unfortunately, because of general continuities in household ceramics, it was not 
possible to identify the locus of Inka Period occupation, but Inka Period ceram-
ics, including a fragment of a classic Chimú- Inka aryballoid vessel, were present 
in small quantities from later occupational strata across the site (Cutright 2009). 
Assuming that the site was still occupied, the impact of the road on this commu-
nity must have been dramatic. Even as local lords enjoyed a resurgence of power 
under Inka rule at Farfán, as Carol J. Mackey (2011) has argued, at least some local 
communities were altered by Inka conquest, and previous strategies for preserving 
household traditions or community autonomy may have proved ineffective. The 
example of Pedregal, in context of the broader Chimú Period Jequetepeque, shows 
that local experiences of and responses to conquest were highly variable even dur-
ing the same time period in the same valley and depended on location, resources, 
and status.

Figure 8.6. Inka 
road cross- cutting 

public and domestic 
architecture at 

Pedregal
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T I M E LE SS H O US E H O LD S, S H I F T I N G T E R R A I N?

In this chapter, I have presented two examples of Late Intermediate Period households 
dealing with the broader regional process of state expansion into new territories. One 
commonly held view when considering the relationship between households and the 
state is that households, especially those in rural hinterlands or political peripheries, 
were simply isolated from bigger political shifts. According to this view, conservative, 
inward- looking households would not necessarily alter economic or political strate-
gies in a changing regional context unless such changes were forced on them.

However, my research at Ventanillas and Pedregal does not bear this view out. At 
Ventanillas, elite middle valley households strategically allied themselves and their 
community with a powerful coastal state and emphasized their new coastal affilia-
tion with large- scale monumental architecture that is strikingly unique in the middle 
valley. They also invested in local dynamics such as textile production and kin- based 
competition, including feasting in household patio- mound areas. This kind of active 
alignment with new systems may have been more accessible to elites than to common-
ers, who may have been better situated to diversify economic or political strategies or 
who might have found themselves in the role of local intermediaries through which 
state control was articulated (Elson and Covey 2006; Hirth 1993). Additional work to 
identify the strategies of lower- class residents of Ventanillas may help confirm whether 
new opportunities were available only to relatively high- status or wealthy households.

Pedregal was so close to Farfán and the field systems stretching between Pacatnamú 
and Farfán that it would have been the first to be impacted by state policies to 
extract surplus and reorganize local communities. Yet at Pedregal, farming house-
holds adapted to new tribute demands while changing few other aspects of their 
organization. The example of Pedregal raises the possibility that the continuity we 
can observe from Moche to Late Intermediate Period households was in some cases 
the result of active or conscious strategies on the part of households and communi-
ties rather than representing a sort of “default setting” for North Coast households.

These two cases call into question a conservative, homogeneous view of Late 
Intermediate Period households. I argue that ancient households were not simply a 
passive substrate on which regional polities were constructed, a timeless “lo doméstico” 
that can be identified across the Andes throughout the past. Instead, households 
adapted in diverse, locally significant ways to the shifting political, economic, ideo-
logical, and ecological landscapes of particular historical moments. Their strategies 
varied along lines of socioeconomic status, location in the valley vis- à- vis state cen-
ters, and available political and economic opportunities in a given regional political 
context. These strategies, in turn, shape broader archaeological signatures of settle-
ment, subsistence, and political economy. In other words, as Cynthia Robin (2013) 
points out, everyday life matters in our reconstruction of the past.
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You pile up associations the way you pile up bricks . . . Memory itself is a  
form of architecture.

Louise Bourgeois (2000, 26)

Archaeologists have made significant advances in modeling societal change, par-
ticularly as it relates to political collapse and regeneration (Holling 1973; Holling 
and Gunderson 2002; Kolata 2006; Tainter 1988; Yoffee and Cowgill 1988). Cross- 
cultural analyses have revealed a range of interrelated internal tensions (e.g., cor-
ruption, economic overextension, and diminishing returns) and external challenges 
(e.g., environmental degradation, natural disaster, warfare, and disease) that catalyze 
societal destabilization (Railey and Reycraft 2008; Schwartz and Nichols 2006). A 
key component of many of these models is that sociopolitical change occurs across 
multiple intersecting scales— from regional to local and public to private.

Domestic contexts offer an analytically accessible scale at which regional soci-
etal variation may be examined (Deetz 1982). Moreover, the diachronic nature 
of the “house” as social unit, as well as its material ubiquity, makes it ideal for 
temporal and cross- cultural comparison. Yet despite the frequent application 
of household data to regional models of sociopolitical collapse, there has been 
comparatively little focus on long- term community endurance or how the chal-
lenges households face rarely disappear with the dismantling of elite power. From 
a household perspective, “collapse” is characterized less by epochal rupture than 
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by prolonged precarity. Moreover, societal regeneration is not a product of unidi-
rectional elite action but rather the endurance (or exhaustion) of locally created 
alternate social worlds.

On the North Coast of Peru, ancient households were constitutive social and 
economic units in community endurance and regional political change. Although 
the key role exchange networks played in Late Moche cultural continuity is 
well established in Moche archaeology (particularly for San José de Moro in the 
Jequetepeque Valley), community endurance strategies exhibited at economically 
insulated sites and the role water management played in Cajamarca territorial arro-
gation and local autonomy have not been fully explored.

This chapter presents evidence of household endurance in the Jequetepeque 
Valley of Peru in the Late Moche (ad 600– 800) and Transitional/early Late 
Intermediate Periods (ad 800– 1100) at the site of Talambo (figure 9.1). Talambo’s 
location (near the intake for the Talambo Canal), water access, and socioeconomic 
independence enabled households to adopt alternative endurance strategies dur-
ing a period of political and environmental destabilization surrounding the Moche 
collapse. Whereas elite centers (and those communities imbricated in their systems 
of exchange) perpetuated their own ceremonial ideology and the prestige of for-
eign connection, recent excavations of two contemporary domestic contexts dem-
onstrate how Talambo maintained an alternate social world that operated at the 
margins of (or entirely outside) these prominent centers.

G I VE M E S H E LT E R : H O US E H O LD S, “CO LL A PS E,” 
A ND A LT E R NAT E S O CI A L WO R LD S

The scale of the home defies easy classification— it is at once intimate and univer-
sal. For anthropologists, initial bounded conceptions of what constitutes a house 
have given way to a panoply of domesticities. The “house,” as first conceptualized 
by Claude Lévi- Strauss (1982, 1987), is a social unit wherein co- residence underlies 
a network of social, political, religious, and economic ties (Wilk and Rathje 1982). 
As a constitutive social unit, the house embodies broader societal ideals and their 
selective application. It is the space where culturally defined social relationships are 
naturalized— at the intersection of community and individual.

In “Essay: The Love of Old Houses,” poet Mark Doty highlights the intersection 
between household endurance and accumulated action. “A building,” he reminds us, 
is “both noun and verb, / where we live and what we do” (Doty 2001, 54) Or, as artist 
Louise Bourgeois (2000, 26) would have it, “memory itself is a form of architecture.” 
Although I am sensible that poetic engagements with the home quickly outpace the 
limitations of household archaeology, they nevertheless provide a useful avenue to 
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critically assess the capacity of quotidian routine to insulate and sustain alternate 
social worlds. Doty’s description of a two- centuries- old house, for example, shifts 
between past and present, as the structure’s material continuity— a polished floor, 
a well- worn stair— elicits memories of previous habitation and an affective attach-
ment to the house’s former residents. It is central to Doty’s narrative that a house 
encompasses much more than its architectural shell. Rather, the carapace of brick 
and mortar, wood and stone, is imbued with the past efforts of previous occupants, 
whose energies transcend even the most profound rupture.

By contrast, archaeological models of rupture, such as those that characterize 
sociopolitical change, are predominantly rooted in event- based perspectives of 
the past (Badiou 2005; Deleuze 2007). Borrowing from ecological models, these 

Figure 9.1. 
map of the lower 
Jequetepeque Valley, 
including important 
Late moche and 
Transitional Period 
sites, as well as the 
northern irrigation 
canals
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analyses have primarily focused on identifying the material correlates of emerging 
complexity, collapse, and (sometimes) regeneration (Faulseit 2016; Holling 1973; 
Holling and Gunderson 2002; Redman 2005; Schwartz and Nichols 2006). Such 
studies often rely on variations in elite material culture, which magnifies the visibil-
ity and importance of epochal change.

Domestic contexts provide an important counterpoint to elite- derived models 
of sociopolitical transformation. Households tend to function on a different tem-
poral scale than prestige arenas. Unlike the moments of transformative rupture 
that often accompany macro political change, the opportunities and challenges 
faced by households in their daily maintenance are generally below the level of the 
catastrophic. Rather, societal collapse is more often a political disruption than a 
demographic loss (Dillehay 2001; Railey and Reycraft 2008). Moreover, the mate-
rial culture of domesticity is more stylistically conservative than the prestige goods 
on which relative chronologies are usually based. Consequently, households often 
resist the cause- and- effect characterizations that are the hallmark of archaeological 
narratives of collapse and regeneration.

Given the extended temporality of domestic life, how do we reconcile the inher-
ent stability of the household as a constitutive social unit with a macropolitical view 
of epochal change? Although most archaeological models of collapse and regen-
eration utilize the cyclical terminology of systemic resilience (Redman 2005), a 
growing body of anthropological research (within the context of Late Liberalism) 
problematizes the inevitability of these cycles by examining the processes by which 
state abandonment is repackaged as community failure (Berlant 2011; Nixon 2011; 
Povinelli 2011). Anthropologist Elizabeth A. Povinelli (2011, 2012) framed com-
munity potentiality in human terms— endurance or exhaustion, with exhaustion 
having mortal consequences. Moreover, Povinelli’s (2011) “exhaustion” and Rob 
Nixon’s (2011) “slow violence” underscore the oblique wounds that are endemic to 
prolonged precarity in communities.

By applying Povinelli’s dichotomy between community endurance and its ant-
onym to the household, I ascribe intentionality to even the most recursive domestic 
social production. “If we must persist in potentiality,” Povinelli (2011, 128) wrote, 

“we must endure it as a space, a materiality, and a temporality. As we all know, 
materiality- as- potentiality is never itself outside given organizations of power.” 
Seen thus, household continuity under strain is an act of endurance that carries 
material, mental, and emotional costs. If organizations of power endure, then com-
munity costs are amplified at a rate commensurate with their sociopolitical distance 
from the ideological center.

At the same time, by enduring the prolonged precarity of collapse, communities 
may develop alternate social worlds that diverge from the normative strategies of 
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elite centers or, indeed, their own rural neighbors. These “otherwises,” to borrow 
Povinelli’s (2011, 2012, 2014) term, have the potential to be actualized and reso-
nate more broadly, although this is never a certainty. It is at this regional scale that 
alternate social worlds most often gain archaeological recognition. Their origins, 
however, are always intensely local— living or dying by the energies of individuals 
and the resources to which they have access. Seen thus, moments of “transition” 
between collapse and regeneration are characterized less by unidirectional devel-
opment than by uneven impasse. Transformative societal change occurs not in 
moments of elite conflagration but in the quiet potentiality of the domestic, where 
what was and what could be together hang fire.

L AT E M O CH E A ND T R A NS I T I O NA L P E R I O D S 
I N T H E J EQ U E T E P EQ U E VA LLEY

In the Late Moche Period, intermittent political and environmental instability 
on the north coast of Peru resulted in political decentralization along canal net-
works and a proliferation of inland settlement (Castillo Butters 2000a, 2003, 2007, 
2009, 2010; Dillehay et al. 2004, 2009; Hecker and Hecker 1995; Swenson 2004, 
2007). Elite centers that were strategically located at valley necks and canal nodes 
thrived as many of the prominent Middle Moche complexes in the lower valleys 
declined. In the southern Moche heartland, for example, elite settlement shifted 
from the Huacas de  Moche1 to the site of Galindo near the lower valley neck 
(Bawden 1977, 2001; Lockard 2005, 2008; Moseley 1978; Moseley and Deeds 1982). 
A similar move occurred in the northern Moche sphere, at Pampa Grande in the 
Lambayeque Valley ( Johnson 2010; Shimada 1994). Meanwhile, hinterland com-
munities proliferated— oscillating between autonomous and cooperative strategies 
that alternately paralleled or diverged from those of elite centers.

In the Jequetepeque Valley, Late Moche communities negotiated an amalgam of 
centralizing and divergent forces. First, expanded canal irrigation networks physi-
cally connected dispersed settlements while communities continued to manage 
their own subsistence economies. Second, prominent centers in the Jequetepeque 
Valley did not develop the same urbanism that characterized elite settlement in 
neighboring valleys. Rather, elite centers hosted ceremonies and cultivated ritual 
exchange networks that propagated elite symbols of power while hinterland “huaca 
communities” intermittently utilized or eschewed these icons. Finally, as the power 
of local elites waned and highland influence grew toward the end of the Late Moche 
Period, rural communities either mirrored the strategies of prominent centers or 
developed their own means of endurance.
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Canal Irrigation in the Jequetepeque Valley
The lower Jequetepeque Valley was irrigated in three phases, the last of which watered 
the northern sector between the Jequetepeque and Chamán Rivers. Although earlier 
efforts were more structurally unified, this final phase of canal construction was 
accomplished through building four separate canals (Chafán, Guada lupe, Chepén, 
and Talambo), each with an independent intake (figure 9.2). Thus each subsector 
of the northern valley could have been irrigated independently. The redundancy 
of this system has been linked to successive chronological episodes of construc-
tion, strategies of risk management, and increasing political factionalism (Castillo 
Butters 2010; Eling 1987).

The northern canal expansion dates to either the Middle Moche (ad 400– 600) 
or Late Moche Period (ad 600– 800). Luis Jaime Castillo Butters (2010) assigned 
construction to the Middle Moche Period, based on relative dating of the ceramic 
assemblage at San José de Moro and nearby settlements. Although the site of San 
José de Moro was not directly associated with a canal in the Moche era (the Moro 
subsidiary canal is a Late Intermediate Period expansion), Castillo argued against 
the likelihood of any significant settlement in the arid northern sector of the valley 
without canal irrigation.

Tom D. Dillehay (2001) and Edward R. Swenson (2004) have each argued for 
a Late Moche date of canal construction, based on radiocarbon dates and relative 
ceramic chronologies at hinterland sites. The association of sectional canal man-
agement with particular social groups is well established in the Andes (Netherly 
1984) and is a common feature of many irrigation systems cross- culturally (Adams 
1960; Fernea 1970). Given that the Late Moche Period was also characterized by 
increased fortification, they argue that these individual canals and their separate 
intakes were originally conceived as (or eventually became) the resources of politi-
cally autonomous communities.

Beyond chronological exactitude, the underlying question in this debate is 
whether irrigation of the northern Jequetepeque Valley emerged from political 
unity or fragmentation. In this chapter, I address this chronological question. My 
primary interest in Jequetepeque canal networks, however, has less to do with the 
original impetus for canal construction than with what role canal networks played 
in community endurance during and immediately after the Moche collapse.

Late Moche Ritual and Exchange

During the Late Moche Period, individuals intermittently gravitated toward the rit-
ual mass of elite centers while remaining tethered to their increasingly autonomous 
source communities (Castillo Butters 2010; Dillehay 2001; Johnson 2011; Swenson 
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2004, 2006, 2007; Swenson and Warner 2012). A priestess cult flourished at the 
site of San José de Moro, which elevated this once marginal iconographic figure to 
the focus of funerary ritual and communal feasting (Castillo Butters 2001, 2006). 
Meanwhile, small “huaca communities” proliferated throughout the Jequetepeque 
Valley (Dillehay 2001; Duke, this volume), indicating that Late Moche ceremonial 
life was locally as well as regionally situated (Swenson 2006, 2008). Recurrent dedi-
catory and termination offerings at these complexes reinforced a materially vital 
and mutually sacrificial mode of being while elites simultaneously perpetuated 
the contradiction of an increasingly class- divided society (Morrow, this volume; 
Swenson 2015).

Newly established ritual exchange networks, emanating from San José de Moro, 
fostered greater cultural continuity among participating hinterland settlements 
(Castillo Butters 2010). Intricately painted fineline vessels associated with venera-
tion of the Moro priestess have been found at sites throughout the valley ( Johnson 
2008, 2011; Swenson 2008, 2015; Swenson and Warner 2012). These wares are recov-
ered most often in ceremonial or mortuary contexts, including within some huaca 
communities, along with mold- impressed face- neck jars that depict more general-
ized Moche religious imagery (Swenson 2006, 2008). Thus hinterland settlements 
engaged with regional symbols of power while simultaneously developing and reaf-
firming their own ancestral community narratives.

Figure 9.2. map of the lower Jequetepeque Valley neck, including the site of Talambo 
and canal intakes for the northern valley
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Castillo Butters (2010) has argued that the regional impact of San José de Moro’s 
ceremonial ideology extended beyond cultural continuity to facilitate sociopoliti-
cal integration among settlement groups. These “opportunistic states,” as he termed 
them, would have utilized the same ritual exchange networks that disseminated San 
José de Moro (SJM) fineline wares to manage regional defense and canal irrigation 
(Castillo Butters 2010, 106). Seen thus, ritual exchange at San José de Moro and the 
northern canal expansion were not only concurrent processes but also represented 
contingent parts of a semi unified political effort on the part of Moche elites.

If San José de Moro elites used existing ceremonial networks to organize irriga-
tion management (during either the Middle Moche or the Late Moche Period), we 
might expect that all settlements located along these canal networks would have 
access to SJM fineline wares. Moreover, if elites occasionally mobilized communi-
ties under their influence to address shared opportunities and challenges (such as 
an influx of highland settlers or climatological instability), we might expect corre-
sponding similarities between elite and hinterland material culture during periods 
of intensified interaction.

Before addressing these issues at the site of Talambo, it is helpful to briefly out-
line the shared opportunities and challenges faced by all Late Moche communities 
in the Jequetepeque Valley, as well as elite strategies of endurance.

Shared Challenges and New Neighbors: 
Ritual Networks Transformed

The El Niño– Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon, an ever- present variable 
on the North Coast, presented one such shared challenge to Late Moche (and con-
temporary highland) societies (Shimada et al. 1991; Swenson 2004; Thompson et al. 
1985). El Niño disrupts the agricultural and maritime cycle and, in severe years, the 
warmer waters and shifting atmospheric currents can produce rains that flood canals 
and wash out agricultural fields. Given significant regional variation in the severity of 
El Niño effects (Billman and Huckleberry 2008; Dillehay 2001, 269; Sandweiss and 
Quilter 2012), some communities likely fared better than others. Thus in addition to 
their political significance, dispersed settlement patterns in the Jequetepeque Valley 
during the Late Moche Period may have reduced general subsistence risk.

Variable rains in the highlands (associated with ENSO) and the expansion of the 
highland Wari State brought new people, ideologies, and economies into the coastal 
sphere (Bawden 2001; Castillo Butters 2001; Castillo Butters et al. 2012). Highland 
and coastal populations coexisted in Jequetepeque in a variety of hierarchical and 
heterarchical arrangements. Biodistance results indicate that ethnically highland set-
tlers from Cajamarca migrated into the middle and lower valleys (particularly Zaña 
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and Jequetepeque) during the Late Moche Period (Zobler and Sutter 2016). Their 
interactions ranged from intrusive at Cerro Chepén (Cusicanqui and Caramanica 
2011; Rosas 2007, 2010) to co- optive at San José de  Moro (Castillo Butters 2001, 
2010; Castillo Butters and Uceda Castillo 2008; Castillo Butters et al. 2012) to 
cohabitation at Las Varas (Tsai 2020).

In the lower Jequetepeque Valley, Cajamarquinos grafted on to the existing 
resources and ceremonial life of Late Moche communities. Cajamarca settlers 
established a new settlement at Cerro Chepén Alto, which surmounted the locally 
populated area of Cerro Chepén. Cerro Chepén Alto was an ideal location for a 
colony, as the Serrano Canal supplied ample water. Moreover, the ethnically Moche 
community of Cerro Chepén Bajo provided a ready source of agricultural labor 
(Rosas 2007, 2010).

In addition to Cerro Chepén Alto’s favorable resources, the site’s geographic 
proximity to San José de Moro facilitated highland participation in Late Moche 
ceremonial life. Cajamarca Floral Cursive wares2 joined local SJM finelines in the 
elite mortuary assemblage of San José de  Moro (Castillo Butters 2000b; 2001). 
Frequent co- occurrence of these wares evinces a level of (asymmetrical) coopera-
tion between highland and local elites that likely benefited both groups throughout 
an era of environmental instability. These interactions facilitated and locally legiti-
mized Cajamarca priorities related to subsistence and exchange while simultane-
ously transplanting the prestige of foreign authority to buttress local elite power in 
uncertain political times.

Some rural communities mirrored elite interactions by embracing highland 
wares. At the Late Moche site of Huaca Colorada, for example, Cajamarca vessels 
were found in elite ritual contexts alongside SJM fineline wares and face- neck jars 
(Swenson and Warner 2012). Meanwhile, at the more modest residential site of 
Portachuelo de Charcape, located approximately 50 km west of San José de Moro, 
SJM finelines were found together with Wari- related ceramic styles ( Johnson 2008, 
272). Despite evident differences in site size and location, both sites are located adja-
cent to irrigation canals (albeit different networks). Moreover, these settlements 
share a history of participation in San José de Moro ritual and exchange networks 
before highland influence entered the valley.

Although some hinterland settlements employed the same ceremonial assem-
blages as prominent centers, rural communities in the Jequetepeque Valley did not 
universally adopt the new highland wares. Recent surveys indicate that some hin-
terland settlements did not utilize Cajamarca wares (Cusicanqui and Barrazueta 
2010; Dillehay et al. 2009; Ruiz 2004; Swenson 2004). Other sites, such as the 
remote settlement of San Ildefonso, continued to use SJM fineline wares but in 
an entirely different use pattern than elite centers (Swenson 2008). Moreover, San 
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Ildefonso’s geographic remoteness (without easy access to irrigation) complicates 
the presumed relationship between SJM fineline wares and canal infrastructure.

Thus, despite facing shared challenges, some communities in the Jequetepeque 
Valley developed alternate strategies of endurance to negotiate the uncertainties of 
Moche collapse. While elite centers and some hinterland sites cultivated foreign 
connection, other settlements lacked access to (or chose to avoid) these relation-
ships. What role did rural households play in creating and maintaining such alter-
nate social worlds? Did these strategies ultimately contribute to the endurance or 
exhaustion of their respective communities?

TA L A M B O H O US E H O LD S D U R I N G T H E L AT E 
M O CH E A ND T R A NS I T I O NA L P E R I O D S

The site of Talambo, located on the north bank of the Jequetepeque River at 
the neck of the lower valley, is well situated to address the role of canal irriga-
tion, elite exchange networks, and foreign influence during the Late Moche and 
Transitional Periods. Although primarily known for its Late Intermediate Period 
(ad 1000– 1476) role in the Chimú imperial scheme (Keatinge and Conrad 1983), 
Talambo began as a Moche era settlement. The site’s initial function, by virtue of its 
location, appears to have been control and management of the nearby canal intakes 
and adjacent agricultural fields.

Results from my excavations revealed that Late Moche and Transitional households 
at Talambo engaged in small- scale subsistence and craft production activities, as well 
as local ceremonial practices, similar to other settlements in the valley. Unlike many 
of its contemporaries located along canal networks, however, Talambo was not imbri-
cated in San José de Moro (and eventually highland) networks of ritual and exchange.

General Description of Site Features

The main sector of Talambo (also referred to as Talambo Oeste) consists of a large 
adobe enclosure, three huaca mounds, and numerous outbuildings (figure 9.3). The 
main compound was constructed of adobe bricks with a stone- and- daub founda-
tion. It incorporated a huaca along the north perimeter wall, internal partitions 
and platforms, and an extensive adobe brick and field stone extension that abuts 
the entire eastern wall. The main compound is accessed through an entrance on 
the west side. Two additional huacas (including the site’s largest) are located south-
west of this complex. The ancient Talambo Canal flows a short distance south of 
these mounds. The modern canal, which was built as part of the Gallito Ciego Dam 
Project in the 1980s, bisects these huacas.
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A cemetery abuts the larger of these two mounds at its eastern base. Systematic 
surface collection (50% coverage) of ceramics in this mortuary sector indicates 
that it (and the adjacent huaca) was utilized during the Moche and Chimú Periods 
(Zobler n.d.). The ceremonial assemblage at the huaca summit and in the Moche 
sector of the cemetery (located closest to the huaca base) is typical of rural Moche 
settlements, consisting of face- neck jars3 and quartz beads, along with a variety of 
food preparation and serving wares for feasting.

The main compound and huacas are surrounded by numerous smaller rectangular 
structures, particularly to the north and west of the core. The best preserved of these 

Figure 9.3. Topographic map of Talambo’s core settlement (Talambo Oeste), showing 
the location of Proyecto Arqueológico de Talambo Oeste excavation units. map also 
includes present- day features such as roads and the modern Talambo Canal.
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buildings was excavated by Richard W. Keatinge and Geoffrey W. Conrad (1983) in 
the late 1970s. They identified it as a Chimú administrative structure with architec-
tural parallels (an audiencia and niched rooms) to contemporary sites such as Farfán 
and Chan Chan. Subsequent survey and modeling of the site have noted its place in 
the Chimú settlement hierarchy (Mackey 1987), to the near exclusion of other periods 
of occupation (with the exception of Eling 1987, 456; Shimada 1994, 121- 122; Swenson 
2004, 404). My excavation revealed that the majority of extant Late Intermediate 
Period and Late Horizon architecture in this core sector overlays an earlier history of 
continuous occupation beginning in the late Middle Moche Period, particularly in 
the southern portion of the settlement closest to the ancient Talambo Canal.

The Talambo Canal was the last major canal to be constructed in Jequetepeque 
and flows immediately south of the main sector of the site of Talambo. At its fullest 
extent, the 80 km- long canal irrigated over 30,000 hectares (Swenson 2004, 237) 
and linked the Jequetepeque River with the Chamán drainage. It included two 
main subsidiary canals (the Serrano Canal and Moro Canal) and eventually reached 
up to the Pampa de Colorado (Eling 1987). Given that there was no settlement on 
the Pampa de Colorado until the Late Intermediate Period, the Late Moche profile 
of the Talambo Canal would have been more modest in scope. Although the canal 
has not yet been directly dated, extensive survey and excavation of associated sites 
indicate that during the Late Moche Period, the Talambo Canal likely extended 
only as far as Cerro Chepén Bajo, where the Serrano Canal watered a Late Moche 
settlement (Rosas 2010). Talambo was thus in a privileged position of water access 
for itself and control for sites in the lower valley, including Cerro Chepén.4

The core of Talambo is flanked by numerous stone structures (including a small 
huaca complex) that are terraced into the nearby hillside of Cerro Sullivan (also 
referred to as Talambo Este). In this, Talambo is similar to other Moche sites such as 
Galindo (Bawden 1977; Lockard 2005, 2008) and Santa Rosa– Quirihuac (Billman 
et al. 1999; Gumerman and Briceño 2003), where settlement extended from the 
coastal pampa to the adjacent hillside. Systematic but not fully comprehensive sur-
vey of this hillside yielded a plethora of small and intermediate- sized field stone 
structures, including enclosures and platforms (Dillehay et al. 2009; Kremkau 
2010; Zobler n.d.).

Grab- sampling at these sites revealed that with the exception of a few fine black-
ware fragments, surface sherds were generally tinajas, jars, and ollas made of coarse, 
low- fired, grit- tempered wares (sometimes with loosely applied bands of cream slip) 
used for storage and cooking activities. The variable presence of such diagnostic 
features as “King of Assyria” face- neck jars (Castillo Butters et al. 2008; Hecker and 
Hecker 1995, 46, 89- 90; Swenson 2004, 407; Ubbelohde- Doering 1967, 24, 63), 
platform rims (Castillo Butters 2010; Donnan and Cock 1986), paleteada surface 
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decoration (Cleland and Shimada 1998), and appliqué animal heads indicates that 
these sites conform to a date range spanning the Late Moche to Chimú- Inka Periods.

Excavation and mapping conducted by the Proyecto Arqueológico de Talambo 
Oeste (PATO) in the 2012 and 2013 field seasons were confined to the core sec-
tor of Talambo, where six individual operations were opened, ranging in size from 
2 m2 to 5 m2 (figure 9.3). More than one vertical meter of continuous settlement 
was found, in which I recognize four occupational phases composed of perceived 
building levels or depositional events (Zobler n.d.). The four phases cover the Early 
Intermediate Period to the Late Horizon, with Phase I attributed to the late Middle 
Moche/Late Moche Period and Phase II to the Transitional/early Lambayeque era. 
Phase III represents the main period of occupation under the Chimú, and Phase 
IV marks an extensive Chimú- Inka occupation. Excavation in the southern sector 
of the site (Operations 2 and 4) revealed the earliest deposits (and Operation 2 
included all four occupational phases). These operations are in relatively close prox-
imity to the huaca complex and cemetery that were first associated with the Moche 
era. In addition, some domestic debris associated with Phase II was recovered to the 
northeast of Operation 2 (Operation 3), although no extant architecture and few 
artifacts remained. All other units were confined to the latter two phases. Phases I 
and II are discussed below.

Phase I

Phase I, which corresponds to the late Middle Moche/Late Moche Period (ad 
500– 800), was characterized by domestic settlement throughout the southern sec-
tor of the site (closest to the Talambo Canal). The earliest deposits consisted of two 
partially cleared buildings constructed on sterile soil: a daub- and- cane (quincha) 
wall oriented east to west in Operation 4 (hereafter referred to as Building A) and a 
fragmentary quincha structure in Operation 2 (hereafter referred to as Building B). 
Although the paucity of architectural remains obviates any spatial reconstruction in 
either of these early contexts, the artifact assemblage is consistent with lower- status 
Moche households.

In Building A, an east- west wall constructed of quincha formed the sole architec-
tural feature that was excavated (figure 9.4). Recovered ceramics were overwhelm-
ingly utilitarian, including jar (cántaro), olla, and tinaja forms, associated with food 
preparation and storage. Scattered shell, animal bone, and macrobotanical remains 
were consistent with small- scale food preparation and consumption (although 
remains were sparse). The majority of shellfish consumed were Donax obesulus 
(80%), with Scutalus proteus (20%) forming the rest of the sample. A few camelid 
bone fragments formed the entirety of the terrestrial remains.
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To the northwest of Building A, excavations uncovered an occupational area 
(Building B) beneath the southwest corner of the primary Late Intermediate Period 
rectilinear complex at a depth of 1 m. Although no quincha walls were preserved 
in situ, cane and grass rope as well as a small hearth were found, indicating that 
quincha walls or a woven roof suspended by posts were constructed in this area. A 
single AMS radiocarbon date (1550 ± 30 BP, calibrated [2 sigma] in ad 520– 635) 
recovered from a charred seed on the compacted, earthen floor of Building B places 
occupation within the late Middle Moche/early Late Moche Period.

At Building B, residents engaged in small- scale food preparation activities similar 
to Building A (figure 9.5). The vast majority of recovered ceramics were jar (52%) 
and olla (30%) fragments, as well as lesser quantities of graters (11%) and plates (3%). 
Remnants of a small hearth and cooking refuse evidence a diet that included shell-
fish, such as Donax obesulus (47%), Polinices uber (26%), and Scutalus proteus (19%), 
as well as smaller quantities of Tegula atra (5%), Cantharus rehderi (2%), and Thais 
chocolata (2%). Residents also subsisted on limited terrestrial (camelid, dog, and 
rat) and marine (fish and crab) species, as well as agricultural and foraged products 
(such as beans, maize, and guanábana). This modest diet is consistent with similar 

Figure 9.4. Photograph of Building A in Phase I showing the quincha wall (Operation 4)
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Moche settlements on the North Coast, such as Santa Rosa– Quirihuac, Santa Rita 
B, Ciudad de Dios, and Charcape ( Johnson 2010).

Finer wares were also part of the ceramic assemblage at Building B, includ-
ing a stirrup- spout bottle neck, face- neck jar, and figurine fragments (figure 9.6). 
These wares are of a similar style and quality as ceramics recovered in surface 
collection of the nearby huaca and cemetery complex and included red- on- white 
stirrup- spout bottles and jars with press- molded faces in the style of the “King 
of Assyria.”

In addition, Building B’s residents engaged in specialized craft production of 
stone beads (particularly quartz) that were identical to those found associated with 
the nearby huaca and cemetery. Both finished and unfinished beads were recovered, 
in addition to a copper needle and small bundles of cotton (the seeds of which were 
preserved), which were likely used for thread (figure 9.7). No spinning or weaving 
implements (such as spindle whorls or shuttles) were found in this phase, indicating 
that this cotton was likely part of the bead makers’ toolkit rather than evidence of 
additional weaving activities.

Despite their otherwise typical Late Moche material assemblage, residents of 
Talambo avoided importing elite ceremonial wares. No SJM fineline wares were 
found in Buildings A or B. Moreover, no SJM fineline ceramics were recovered by 

Figure 9.5. Common ceramic profiles from Phases I and II (Operations 2 and 4)
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Figure 9.6. Figurine and face- neck jar fragments from Building B in Phase I (Operation 2)

survey from the nearby huaca and cemetery. Rather, Talambo’s residents favored 
a ceremonial assemblage consisting of locally produced stone beads and face- 
neck jars that depicted more generalized Moche iconography. Thus geographic 
proximity to the Talambo Canal does not appear to have guaranteed community 
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Figure 9.7. Bead makers’ toolkit from Building B in Phase I (Operation 2). Includes cut 
quartz, quartz and shell beads, and a copper needle

access to (or interest in) the elite ritual and exchange networks emanating from 
San José de Moro.

Phase II

Phase II occupation at Talambo corresponds to the Transitional Period/early 
Lambayeque Period (ad 800– 1100). Settlement seems to have discontinued 
in Building A early in the Transitional Period. By contrast, the inhabitants of 
Building B thrived.

During Phase II, Building B was rebuilt along more permanent and extensive 
lines (figure 9.8). Four rooms of this complex were partially excavated. Its walls were 
built of adobe bricks that were set on a low stone footing. The tamped earthen 
floors associated with the Phase II rebuild were situated 15 cm above the loose ashy 
surface of Phase I. Excavation revealed no evidence related to the issue of access 
between rooms or entry/exit points in the area so far exposed. General parallels 
exist, however, between the Phase II occupation of Building B and other Moche 
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and Transitional era households. Although they exhibited variation in available 
resources, at their most essential, Moche households included a living space, a 
kitchen, and a storeroom ( Johnson 2010, 176). More elaborate households added 
general- purpose rooms, spaces for specialized craft production, patios, and plazas.

Within their more materially permanent edifice, Building B’s occupants contin-
ued to engage in small- scale food preparation and craft production activities, albeit 
with a broader range of goods. The majority of ceramic forms were jars (30%), ollas 
(29%), and tinajas (24%), as well as lesser quantities of plates (11%) and bottles (6%) 
(figure 9.5). Diagnostic wares included paddle- stamped decoration (paleteada) and 
two pendant figurines (figure 9.9). Phase II inhabitants consumed a diet similar 
to that of their Phase I predecessors, including shellfish (Donax obesulus, 65%), 
Scutalus proteus (12%), Polinices uber (7%), mollusk (7%), Littorina aspera (4%), 
Tegula atra (4%), Cantharus rehderi (2%); marine animals (fish and crab); and 
terrestrial mammals (camelid, dog, and guinea pig). Residents of this house also 
enjoyed the addition of consumables such as maté, which tend to be associated with 
more elite households.

Despite their evident increase in social status, residents of Building B remained 
unengaged with regional centers of power. Although they utilized ceremonial 

Figure 9.8. Photograph and plan of Building B in Phase II (Operation 2)
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wares (face- neck jars and 
stirrup- spout bottles), region-
ally meanin gful markers of elite 
connection— such as SJM fine-
line wares, Cajamarca ceramics, 
or Transitional Period hybrid-
ized wares— were once again 
wholly absent. Furthermore, 
only two Cajamarca sherds 
were found in the surface col-
lection of the entire site of 
Talambo (figure 9.10).

Specialized craft produc-
tion of stone beads continued 
in two of the rooms, indi-
cating the likely continuity 
of Building B’s inhabitants 
(possibly the same kin group) 
observed in Phase I. Finished 
stone beads were recovered, as 
well as bead blanks and raw 
quartz (figure 9.11). Needles 
of copper and bone were also 
found. In addition, many of 
the recovered shells were per-
forated, indicating that they 
may have been intended for 
personal adornment. Cotton 
and copper needles were 
found as part of the bead mak-
ers’ toolkit.

I N T E R P R E T I N G E ND U R A N CE AT TA L A M B O

In the Jequetepeque Valley, Late Moche and Transitional Period communities nav-
igated political and environmental instability through a variety of convergent and 
divergent strategies. At Talambo, households played a significant role in enduring the 
Moche collapse. The community nurtured its own alternate social world— through 
careful water management and investment in craft production— that diverged 

Figure 9.9. Pendant figurines found in Building B, 
Phase II (Operation 2)
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from the more socially focused 
strategies of elite centers.

The earliest occupation at 
Talambo dates to the late Mid-
dle Moche/early Late Moche 
Period. Given the site’s proxim-
ity to the Talambo Canal and its 
intake, this initial phase of occu-
pation is most likely concurrent 
with canal construction. Thus 
canal expansion in the northern 
Jequetepeque Valley dates to the 
end of the Middle Moche Period. 
This date is consistent with the 
earliest occupation at San José 
de Moro (Castillo Butters 2010). 
As one of the settlements asso-
ciated with canal construction, 
Talambo was likely occupied 
slightly earlier than many of the 
Late Moche rural hinterland set-
tlements (Dillehay 2001; Swen-
son 2004) located further along 
the canal network or outside 
its catchment.

In addition to canal construc-
tion and maintenance, Talambo 
households engaged in small- 
scale craft production. Building 
B’s residents fabricated quartz 
beads that were subsequently 
utilized in local ceremonial 
practices at the site’s huaca and 
cemetery complex. Bead production in Building B continued (despite an archi-
tectural rebuild) throughout the Late Moche and Transitional Periods, indicat-
ing that household domestic economies at Talambo prospered throughout the 
Moche collapse. Moreover, the introduction of more permanent building materi-
als, the addition of elite consumables, and a broader diet at Building B underscore 
increased wealth.

Figure 9.10. Cajamarca ceramic fragments 
found in surface collection of Talambo
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Despite increasing status differentiation, the community of Talambo did not 
adopt the elite ceremonial assemblage of prominent centers. The elite ideology of 
San José de Moro spread to hinterland ceremonial spaces through well- established 
local patterns of exchange. Outside of these networks, Talambo and hinterland 
sites like it maintained their own alternate social worlds organized at the household 
level. Talambo’s residents employed locally produced beads and the more general-
ized Moche iconography present on face- neck jars to illustrate their ritual narra-
tives. Moreover, the absence of SJM fineline wares at Talambo indicates that the 
social processes responsible for their dissemination were organized independently 
from irrigation management. Thus, if Late Moche communities did intermittently 
unify to form “opportunistic states,” it was likely more of a ceremonial union than 
an administrative one— evincing a path to elite legitimation and community inte-
gration not open to or desired by all.

As environmental instability on the North Coast contributed to community 
precarity, many households navigated the uncertainties of the Late Moche and 

Figure 9.11. Bead makers’ toolkit from Building B in Phase II (Operation 2). Includes 
raw and cut quartz, quartz and shell beads, and a bone needle
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Transitional Periods through arrangements of convenience with Cajamarca. These 
new social connections functioned through established ritual and exchange net-
works centered at San José de Moro. Cajamarca settlers (from Cerro Chepén Alto) 
participated in ritual and mortuary practices at San José de  Moro and co- opted 
local elite relationships with hinterland communities to disseminate highland 
wares. These highland efforts impacted communities that were already imbricated 
in San José de Moro networks of ritual and exchange and thus reproduced existing 
social relationships without expanding influence to new settlements.

Residents at Talambo chose an alternate strategy of endurance (enabled by their 
ample access to water and investment in local ceremony), which eschewed local 
elite and foreign connections. Despite the prevalence of Cajamarca wares at other 
sites, only two Cajamarca sherds were found at Talambo (none from an excavated 
context). Talambo’s relative isolation from San José de Moro ceremony during the 
early Late Moche Period may have reduced household susceptibility to subsequent 
Cajamarca influence in later eras.

It is intriguing that Talambo was directly connected by canal to the epicenter 
of Cajamarca power in Jequetepeque at Cerro Chepén yet was not imbricated in 
Cajamarca’s strategy of control.5 Although Cajamarca settlers are hypothesized to 
have chosen Cerro Chepén as an ideal locus for colonization because of easy access 
to water (from the Serrano Canal) and labor (from Cerro Chepén Bajo), they 
appear to have taken little interest in securing the site at its headwaters. Perhaps 
they favored direct access to certain resources and elite relationships rather than 
valley wide control. Otherwise, Talambo would have been a priority for incorpora-
tion, as it was for the Chimú (Zobler n.d.).

Cajamarca settlement at Cerro Chepén Alto and highland influence prolifer-
ated in the Jequetepeque Valley throughout the Moche collapse and subsequent 
Transitional Period. During the Late Intermediate Period, San José de Moro con-
tinued to be a center of regional importance as the site of a Lambayeque palace 
long after highland influence had receded (Prieto 2010, 2014). Significantly, how-
ever, many of the hinterland sites (such as Huaca Colorada and Charcape) that 
utilized these same networks were abandoned before the LIP ( Johnson 2008; 
Swenson and Warner 2012). Perhaps the increased interaction between coastal 
and highland communities that characterized the Late Moche and Transitional 
Periods afforded different social protections to elite centers than did hinter-
land settlements.

By contrast, the community of Talambo continued to thrive until the Late 
Horizon.6 Talambo’s detachment from San José de  Moro elite networks and 
Cajamarca connections does not seem to have hindered community growth or 
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hastened exhaustion. Rather, sustained local investment in an alternate social world, 
along with the resources to sustain it, fostered a rapid transformation toward more 
permanent settlement and the making of place.

CO N CLUS I O N

In his topoanalysis of intimate domestic space, Gaston Bachelard (1958, 5) remarked 
that “an entire past comes to dwell at a new house.” The Late Moche and Transitional 
Periods at Talambo illustrate that homes are more than microcosmic indicators 
of regional change, where the dictates of elite centers were writ small. They are a 
palimpsest of births and deaths, good harvests and El Niño rains, cook- fire gath-
erings and fortified retreats that together constitute a history of their own. Such 

“minor histories,” to borrow anthropologist Ann Laura Stoler’s (2009) term, inter-
sect with the regional but constitute their own critical space. In periods of stress, 
these interconnections are magnified, strained, broken, and re- forged— revealing an 
intricate social tapestry that is all the more resilient for its patches. Distant politics, 
economies, and ideologies converge on and are transformed by the local. Seemingly 
small local events catalyze profound regional transformations. The “house” endures 
even as states rise and fall.

N OT E S

 1. Some reduced settlement continued at the site of Huacas de Moche through the Late 
Moche Period (Uceda Castillo et al. 2005).

 2. Along with other ceramics accessed through the highlands, such as those from the 
central coast (such as Nievería) and southern highland Wari traditions (and to a lesser extent 
wares from Atarco, Pativilca, and Chachapoyas).

 3. The style of face- neck jars in this area included Middle Moche motifs (such as owl 
faces) and Late Moche (“King of Assyria”) designs.

 4. Eling (1987, 253) notes the presence of two water reservoirs immediately west of 
Talambo. Depending on their date of construction, they may have played a part in the site’s 
water management strategy and resultant autonomy during the Late Moche Period.

 5. If there was a Cajamarca presence at Talambo, it is possible that it may have been 
located on the adjacent hillside (Talambo Este), similar to their occupational strategy at 
Cerro Chepén. If this was the case, however, one might expect a greater number of Caja-
marca wares at Talambo Oeste. Future excavation will address this issue.

 6. Although Talambo was no longer autonomous under Chimú and Inka rule (Zobler 
n.d.).
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The investigation of the material traces of past practices and routines sets archaeol-
ogy apart from “history” as a discipline, though various schools of historiography 
are often brought to bear in interpreting these traces (e.g., whether, historical mate-
rialism, Annales). Household archaeology in particular excites the imagination in 
its potential to more holistically reconstruct past historical realities by focusing on 
how quotidian practices structured diverse social formations. Indeed, household 
archaeology is often championed as providing one of the few means of interpreting 
the lifeways of majority, lower- status communities and even the resistive practices 
of oppressed groups who were excluded from the production of “written” history 
(see Cutright, Johnson, Zobler, this volume). As Billman intimates in his review in 
this volume, household archaeology privileges bottom- up perspectives in explana-
tions of social processes and historical change— a method opposed to event- based, 
teleological, or “big- man” interpretations of history (see also Zobler, this volume). 
In a sense, household archaeology encapsulates a quintessentially anthropological 
approach to the writing of history.

Although archaeologies of the everyday arrived late to the Andes and was even 
temporarily sidelined in the 1990s by the discovery of sensational tombs and temples 
(see Billman, this volume), the collective chapters in this volume showcase the sig-
nificant advances that have been made in this subfield of archaeology on the north 
coast of Peru during the last twenty years. The authors demonstrate how a focus 
on routine practices, residential architecture, domestic modes of production, and 
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materialized ideologies of place, family, and community is permitting historically 
sensitive understandings of the alternate political worlds created by Precolumbian 
Andean communities. In this concluding chapter, I focus on these political worlds 
by taking stock of an important revelation that emerged from the chapters— the 
remarkable diversity in the physical configuration and social organization of house-
hold units in the ancient north coast of Peru. In the first four sections of this review, 
I argue that this diversity forces us to critically assess models of historical change and 
to rethink coastal political, religious, and economic institutions. The rich empirical 
data presented by the authors reveal that we should also question taken- for- granted 
assumptions of house, home, identity, and social difference as well as their relation-
ship to macro political forces, whether understood in terms of cities, states, or larger 
exchange networks. The authors of the volume make an important contribution by 
scrutinizing the relationship and often blurred boundaries between the quotidian 
sphere and seemingly higher- level political arenas.

Of course, the notable diversity in constructions of place framing quotidian 
lifeways often correlated with remarkable variability in social and economic orga-
nization. In this chapter, I offer interpretations of this variation and also consider 
some commonalities in everyday routines in different North Coast polities. As a 
complement to Billman’s outline of good practices, my review concludes with a 
short discussion of method. The formulation of viable explanations for why North 
Coast households differed in spatial and social composition must rely on the cre-
ative playing off of different datasets. Ultimately, investigations of this kind will 
need to contextualize the material corpora of quotidian life as forming part of more 
encompassing political landscapes.

B EYO ND D UA LI S MS O F H O M E A ND S TAT E: A CR I T I Q U E O F M AT E R I A LI S T 
A ND S T RUC T U R A LI S T I N T E R P R E TAT I O NS O F H O US E H O LD S

Anthropologists have long recognized that the configuration of residential space is 
fundamental to understanding the ingrained cultural values and structures of prac-
tice that define a particular society. Pierre Bourdieu’s (1973) famous ethnographic 
study of the Kabyle house demonstrated that the spatiotemporal framing of daily 
activities played a critical role in socialization and the reproduction of misrecog-
nized power relations. In contrast, public ritual spectacle, political institutions, and 
specialized production have often been contrasted with the domestic setting by 
social scientists who espouse either materialist or structuralist viewpoints. Ritual 
celebrations in particular are equated with active ideological production, “discur-
sive consciousness” (sensu Giddens 1984), and subject formation while the com-
mon household is identified with the taken- for- granted, “practical consciousness” 
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(habitus), and the a-political (but see Hodder and Pels 2010; Marcus 2007; 
Swenson 2015; Swenson and Chiguala 2018). However, the contributors to this vol-
ume expose the simplicity of this dichotomy and challenge the assumption that the 

“household” refers to a universal spatial and social phenomenon (see also Hendon 
1996; Robin 2002; Robin and Rothschild 2002).

Anthropologists have often implicitly approached the house as having con-
veyed little conscious meaning (“hyposignificant”) or as having served instead as 
a totalizing symbol, that is, as “hypersignificant” (see Choay 1986). In the former, 
the house is interpreted first and foremost as the vehicle that fulfills basic subsis-
tence and social needs and epitomizes routines of the everyday to the extent that 
it rarely constitutes the subject of religious and philosophical exegesis. The house-
hold imbued with hypersignificance likewise emphasizes the physical house and its 
constituents as crucial for social and economic reproduction but stresses in turn 
the symbolism and cosmological meanings of the residential space— for instance, 
as a microcosm writ small (Nash 2009, 206; Rapaport 1969). Surely, the physical 

“house” often serves as a powerful metaphor of ideal bodies, social orders, and cos-
mic forces (Banning 2011; Blier 1987; Boivin 2000; see Spence Morrow, this vol-
ume). Although such viewpoints recognize the ideological representation of the 
household as a reified thing (“social fact”), homologous correspondences of this 
kind would fail to account for the highly varied permutations of the house in dif-
ferent North Coast polities or among distinct status groups documented in this 
volume. Obviously, the two polarized interpretations are simplistic, and the some-
what artificial contrast drawn here serves to remind archaeologists that the specific 
significance of the domestic setting must be understood not according to univer-
salist criteria, whether materialist or symbolic/structuralist, but within culturally 
particular frameworks of practice (see Swenson and Chiguala 2018).

Nevertheless, materialists tend to deemphasize the household nexus as criti-
cal to macroeconomic relations; production and exchange defining certain social 
formations are more commonly investigated in the context of the market, special-
ized workshops, or related public forums— the locus of the “political economy” 
as opposed to the “domestic economy” (which is commonly perceived as largely 
determined by the former) (Blanton 1994). However, as Chicoine and his coau-
thors note in their analysis of household organization in the Middle Horizon site 
of Caylán in the Nepeña Valley, specialized craft production and domestic living 
were inextricably intertwined in the elaborate compound structures of this center (see 
also D’Altroy and Hastorf 2001). They note: “It is indeed significant to nuance the 
traditional view that households typically engage in self- sufficient, low- intensity 
production while high- intensity production involved full- time specialists working 
from largely non- residential spaces.” Similar conclusions have been reached by the 
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investigators of Huacas de  Moche (Chapdelaine 2001, 75; 2009; Uceda Castillo 
and Armas 1998). Intensified forms of food production were also noted by Cutright 
at the site of Pedregal during the Chimú occupation and by Pacifico at the Late 
Intermediate Period (LIP) center of El Purgatorio.

Comparable to materialist perspectives, structuralists often relegate the domes-
tic setting to the conceptual realm of the private, female, and cyclical and down-
play the political or public aspects of household social organization (Bowser and 
Patton 2004; Carsten and Hugh- Jones 1995; Guengerich 2014; Lyons 2007; Nash 
2009). In fact, it is important for archaeologists to realize that a one- to- one corre-
spondence does not always hold between the physical form of the dwelling and the 
social relations it mediated and materially represented. Fundamental social affilia-
tions are not necessarily confined to the household space and may even have been 
deliberately misrepresented by the latter (see Chicoine et al., Duke, Pacifico, and 
Spence Morrow this volume). Spence Morrow, for instance, argues that the ideals of 
kinship, household, and territory found more explicit ideological expression in the 
rituals and ceremonial constructions of Moche elites than in the diverse dwelling 
architecture documented in urban and rural settings. Thus the aesthetics of residen-
tial constructions do not unambiguously reflect underlying social ideals, ideologies 
of private or public, or beliefs concerning home and identity. For instance, Bill Sillar 
(1996) has argued that cosmological principles of death, fertility, and regeneration 
symbolically linked the form and use of Inka open sepulchers (chullpas) with colcas, 
the famous storage constructions built of stone. The former served as repositories 
and drying houses for mummified ancestors, and the latter functioned as depósitos 
for potatoes, corn, and other materials. In this instance, an analogy between the 

“house of the living” and “house of the dead” (whether as homology or inversion) 
cannot be drawn— and the specific meanings of the chullpas would be lost if com-
pared exclusively with classic household forms (i.e., wherein the house is uncriti-
cally accepted as a totalizing symbol, as documented in some other societies; see 
Blier 1987; Bradley 2005; Hodder 1984).

H O US E H O L D S A S LY N CH P I NS O F P O LI T I CA L T R A NS FO R M AT I O N 
I N T H E A N CI E N T N O RT H COA S T O F P E RU

If places of residence and daily social interaction frame the cyclical routines of life, 
it would also stand to reason that the search for and interpretation of sociopolitical 
change must foreground household economies and social organization (see Billman, 
this volume; Costin and Earle 1989; D’Altroy and Hastorf 2001; Robin 2003, 2013). 
The real effects of imperial conquest, ecological perturbations, political revolution, 
social upheavals, religious revitalization movements, or technological innovations 
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are best gauged through detected shifts in household size, layout, and composi-
tion as well as through notable changes to utilitarian artifacts, diet, private ritual, 
materials of construction, and the placement of residential units within settlement 
systems (see Billman, Pacifico, Zobler, this volume). Although this approach has 
yielded fruitful results, it tends to imply that politics and the forces of change are 
to be found outside the household (see critique in Cutright 2010, 2015). In other 
words, the domestic realm is rarely viewed as a fulcrum of such transformations 
beyond serving as instruments to naturalize political and economic norms deriving 
from outside the residence. As Brenda Bowser and John Q. Patton note (2004, 158), 

“It is necessary to . . . avoid naturalizing the domestic context as a place of socialization 
while the real business of politics occurs outside of the home” (see also Billman, this 
volume; Guengerich 2014). It is often assumed that since the spaces of the every-
day (e.g., dwellings, fields, privies, shared common areas) structure the routines 
and daily rhythms that make existence bearable— where society is unconsciously 

“reproduced”— these places must have been inevitably more static, conservative, and 
even amenable to universalizing theories of behavior. To be sure, all humans must 
eat, sleep, raise children, cooperate, seek leisure, and so forth to survive— and such 
routines can become either a refuge or a prison.

As implied by the last statement, however, routinized practices and social 
arrangements can be actively political (and, of course, structuring), and the con-
tributions to this volume reveal that they were far from uniform or constant in 
different North Coast communities. Zobler’s analysis of household strategies of 
endurance at the center of Talambo in Jequetepeque shows that the reach of Moche 
authorities was limited and that the presumed upheavals following the collapse of 
Moche polities failed to disrupt the lifeways and domestic economies of Talambo 
residents who refused to participate in Moche and Cajamarca exchange systems. In 
this regard, the continued production of beads in both the Moche and Transitional 
households at Talambo is as equally illuminating as the disappearance of Moche 
religious iconography in understanding sociopolitical developments in Middle 
Horizon Jequetepeque. Complementing Zobler’s critique, Alfredo González- 
Ruibal (2014, 28– 33) contends that the anthropological understanding of history 
as “transformation” betrays neo liberal biases, and he argues that the deep tempo-
ralities of quotidian routines and things (e.g., millennial traditions of grinding corn 
with batanes) illustrate the resiliency of fundamental structures of practice. The 
maintenance of these activities could often have been explicitly political, resisting 
sublimation to the realm of the doxic and unquestioned as Bourdieu (1977, 1990) 
would have it (perhaps even materializing a kind of communally guarded “cul-
tural capital” as discussed by Billman in this volume) (see also Joyce 2009, 43– 44, 
50– 51; Swenson 2017; Swenson and Roddick 2018). Therefore, in interpreting the 
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household data from Talambo, Zobler compellingly argues that “households often 
resist the cause- and- effect characterizations that are the hallmark of archaeologi-
cal narratives of collapse and regeneration.” Cutright similarly notes that despite 
rather abrupt changes in elite architecture and fine ceramics, an array of cooking 
pots used to prepare feasting foods continued to be made in Jequetepeque well into 
the Chimú Period at sites such as Pedregal, pointing to important continuities in 
social and economic organization during the Late Intermediate Period.

D I VE R S I T Y I N T H E I N T E R R E L AT I O NS H I P O F LO CA L 
TA S K S CA P E S A ND N O RT H COA S T P O LI T I CA L R EGI M E S

The chapters of the volume thus prove that the domestic realm exhibited formi-
dable diversity on the North Coast in terms of its cultural construction, dependen-
cies on suprahousehold structures of authority, and relationship to the social sta-
tus and identity of its inhabitants. This diversity should not simply be interpreted 
as “microcosmic indicators of regional change where the dictates of elite centers 
were writ small” (Zobler, this volume) but as reflecting potentially contradictory 
political formations operating both within household units and beyond. Therefore, 
the chapters raise the important question of how macro religious and political 
forces variably altered or were shaped in turn by local taskscapes and domestic 
economies— which, as mentioned, varied considerably throughout the North Coast 
during the Moche era and in subsequent periods (on taskscapes, see Ingold 2000; 
Swenson 2017). The value placed on mobility and the maintenance of temporary, 
seasonally occupied dwellings in Late Moche Jequetepeque (ad 600– 850) (Duke, 
this volume) contrasts notably with the more sedentary settlement system docu-
mented by Christopher B. Donnan and his team at Dos Cabezas and Pacatnamú 
during the preceding Middle Moche Period (ad 400– 600) (Donnan 1997, 12; 
2007; McClelland 1997). I have argued that the establishment of the priestess cult 
at San José de Moro and transformations in gendered constructions of landscape 
and religious authority might explain the transition to more transhuman residential 
patterns and shifts in the political production of space (Swenson 2012). However, 
as argued by Duke, the settlement change may also reflect the newfound autonomy 
of local agriculturalists and fisherfolk to more flexibly renegotiate economic and 
political alliances during the Late Moche Period. Cutright (this volume) describes a 
similar scenario of political opportunism for the polity based at Ventanillas during 
the later Lambayeque Period. She argues that the elites of this mid- valley settlement 
promoted a hybrid identity of coast and highlands to maintain extensive interre-
gional economic and kin relations. This interpretation speaks to a certain emphasis 
on shifting territoriality and the fluidity of emplaced identity distinct to this region 
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of the North Coast. This particular scenario contrasted with conceptions of place 
and identity at Huacas de  Moche, an urban settlement characterized by a multi-
tude of permanent, multigenerational compounds that housed corporate groups 
of occupational specialists (Van Gijseghem 2001). Santiago Uceda Castillo (Uceda 
Castillo and Armas 1998), Claude Chapdelaine (2001, 2002, 2009), and others 
argue that Huacas de Moche was a synchoritic city1 of middle- class residents, and 
the hypothesized absence of primary producers sets this premier Moche city apart 
from some of the sites discussed in the volume.

A consideration of the diversity in Moche household organization presented in 
this volume (see Duke, Johnson, Zobler, this volume) should even prove critical 
in resolving ongoing debates on the meaning of the Moche label and the degree 
to which Moche polities were centralized and territorially integrated. The fixed 
and orthogonally planned residential complexes of the urban centers of Huacas 
de Moche differ significantly from the more evanescent and seasonally occupied 
domestic constructions of Middle Horizon Jequetepeque explored by Duke. 
Evidently, the comparison demonstrates the absence of a generalizable grammar of 
domestic space that could be identified as unequivocally Moche. Of course, the 
stark differences in the household configurations of Galindo and Huacas de Moche 
have long been recognized, and the chapters in this volume lend further support 
to models that question the centralized and overreaching power of monolithic 
Moche states (Bawden 1996, 2001; Lockard 2009; Quilter and Koons 2012). Zobler 
argues that the opportunistic states of Jequetepeque during the Late Moche Period 
relied primarily on religious ideology rather than on political economic control, as 
reflected by Talambo’s eschewal of Cajamarca tableware and Moro finelines despite 
its prominent location at the juncture of the valley’s massive irrigation system. The 
somewhat more permanent and continually occupied constructions of Talambo 
contrast with the ephemeral temporales that proliferated throughout Jequetepeque 
and speak to the coexistence of distinct lifeways or “alternate social worlds” in the 
same river valley (see Zobler, this volume). This juxtaposition of permanent and 
temporary architecture has also been recorded at the large Late Moche center of 
Cerro Chepén in the Jequetepeque region. Possibly intrusive highlanders lived in 
much more elaborate and permanent stone structures in the high monumental 
district of the site, while the more than 700 domestic terraces documented in the 
lower zone (sector Bajo) appear to have been occupied by pilgrims or lower- class 
dependents, who perhaps resided here seasonally as indicated by the shallow stra-
tigraphy encountered in excavations (see Cusicanqui 2010, 48, 54; Johnson 2012, 57; 
Rosas 2010, 547, 590).

Evidently, the adoption of Moche ideologies in different regions of the North 
Coast did not necessarily translate to the alteration of ingrained, embodied routines 
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or everyday perceptions of reality (as seems to have been the case at Talambo). 
Johnson’s examination of Moche female figurines also shows that the ritual prac-
tices and spiritual preoccupations of lower- status household dwellers often diverged 
from elite religious programs. Still, she recognizes that certain dimensions of 
Moche ideology must have been drawn from everyday concerns of fertility, health, 
and parturition (and perhaps “home” and “territory,” as argued by Spence Morrow 
in this volume) (for a similar argument in Maya archaeology, see Lucero 2003). The 
shared aesthetic conventions of Moche elite and commoner ritual paraphernalia 
would further suggest that the intimate rituals conducted by the inhabitants of the 
Southern Piedmont at Pampa Grande cannot be simply understood as a “hidden 
transcript” of resistance (sensu Scott 1992).

At the same time, it cannot be discounted that the propagation of certain Moche 
cults, perhaps even sectarian in nature, could have resulted in the transformation of 
long- standing dispositions, leading to new material realities and naturalizing novel 
experiences of time and place. The emergence of transient or “peripatetic” popula-
tions in Jequetepeque (see Duke, Spence Morrow, this volume; Swenson 2012) dur-
ing the Late Moche Period was likely related to the allure of elite organized feasts 
and Moche- inspired ceremonies sponsored by different centers such as San José 
de Moro and Huaca Colorada. The constant movement of peoples among fields, 
cemeteries, hamlets, and ceremonial centers— resulting in makeshift and temporary 
residential constructions— was dictated in part by the adoption of Moche religious 
liturgies, calendars, and gender ideologies (see also Swenson 2012; Swenson and 
Warner 2012).

Cutright further notes that radical shifts in everyday life coincided with the fall 
of the Moche religious complex in Jequetepeque and elsewhere. These changes 
appear to have been much more profound than the transformations wrought by 
the Chimú and Inka conquests of the North Coast, given significant alterations 
in food production and utilitarian ceramic assemblages toward the close of the 
Middle Horizon Period. In other words, this abrupt transformation in daily mate-
rial culture differs notably from the remarkable continuity in ceramic repertoires 
spanning the Late Intermediate and Late Horizon Periods. However, the demise of 
the Moche did not lead to the abandonment of corporate households at Talambo, 
as Zobler’s research would indicate. Therefore, both the penetrating reach of 
Moche value systems and the eventual disruptions caused by the Moche collapse 
were clearly uneven in different regions of the North Coast.

To be sure, many of the authors of the volume argue that the impact of supra- 
local institutions on the domestic sphere and rural life was often minimal. As 
discussed above, Zobler refers to the resilience of households at Talambo, empha-
sizing the considerable continuities in domestic activities between the Late Moche 
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and Transitional Periods. She even posits that this strategically important site 
rejected (or at least ignored) the ritualized exchange network centered on San José 
de Moro and Cerro Chepén. On the basis of her analysis, it appears that domestic 
constructions at Talambo became more fixed and permanent in the Transitional 
Period. However, it is also worth considering whether the earlier Moche occupants 
of the site may have maintained more temporary dwellings, burial grounds, and kin 
shrines at other sites in the valley, including San José de Moro, Pacatnamú, or Huaca 
Colorada. In other words, could Talambo have been the site of specialized admin-
istrative functions, perhaps explaining the absence of diacritical artifacts related to 
ritual feasts and celebrations? Were the Moche inhabitants of Talambo as mobile 
as the residents of JE- 64 discussed by Duke (but possibly living at Talambo— as a 
kind of home- base community— for longer periods of time)? Certainly, the conti-
nuities in bead production within the same dwelling structure point to the long- 
term maintenance of a shared corporate identity.

Cutright’s analysis of continuity and change in Late Intermediate Period house-
holds in Jequetepeque similarly affirms that the spaces and rhythms of quotid-
ian tasks, including farming, child rearing, food preparation, and so forth, were 
intensely local and resilient. Thus Chimú imperialism never led to the coloniza-
tion of everyday routines and dispositions at sites such as Pedregal. Still, Cutright 
rightly claims that households cannot be viewed as “a tradition- bound, timeless 
substrate upon which more complex social configurations were constructed.” Her 
research at Ventanillas and Pedregal reveals that residential contexts serve as sen-
sitive barometers of sociopolitical transformation. Household configurations may 
have changed little over the course of the Late Intermediate Period, but the extractive 
political economy of the Chimú resulted in significant shifts in diet, as indicated 
by the intensified consumption of domesticates (especially maize) at Pedregal after 
ad 1300. Zobler and Cutright similarly contend that continuities in household 
constructions between the Moche and later periods represent conscious strategies 
by local communities. Hence, continuities in domestic practices cannot simply be 
interpreted as reflecting cultural conservativism or the inertia of unconscious habit-
ual practices and technologies (see above and González- Ruibal 2014).

I N T E R P R E T I N G S O CI A L D I FFE R E N CE, I D E N T I T Y, A ND A LT E R NAT E 
P O LI T I CA L FO R M AT I O NS FRO M A N CI E N T N O RT H COA S T H O US E H O LD S

Questions of identity and inequality constituted another overarching theme of the 
volume. Analyses of domestic contexts can provide the interpretive means to move 
beyond simplistic analyses of power as predicated on a reductive, bimodal play-
ing field of elites versus non elites or urban versus rural communities (see Pacifico, 
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Spence Morrow, this volume). The diversity of household social organization also 
challenges common understanding of the home as well as conventional typologies 
of larger political formations, including cities and states.

In her study of gendered spaces and domestic practices among the Moche, 
Johnson notes that the material assemblages of residences did not simply reflect 
social relations and political dependencies but actively created them. In fact, con-
ceptions of “domesticity” among the Moche were likely far removed from idealized 
Western understandings of the house or home (Guengerich 2014; Spence Morrow, 
this volume). Therefore, the case studies point to alternative modes of being, dwell-
ing, and habitation that challenge storied theories on how attachments to place are 
predictably implicated in the creation of subject positions. As Duke notes, varia-
tions in Moche household constructions and residential mobility in Jequetepeque 
call into question some of our basic assumptions of complex, sedentary societies. 
Indeed, identity and status were far from fixed but changed in accordance to the 
different places experienced by mobile social groups (see also Spence Morrow, this 
volume; Swenson 2012, 186– 187).

Unsurprisingly then, the chapters demonstrate that different domestic spaces 
often configured historically particular fields of social distinction and political 
action. Pacifico’s research on residential architecture at the LIP site of El Purgatorio 
in Casma reveals a political world far more complex than simplistic models of elite 
domination and non elite resistance or compliance. Although status differences are 
expressed in the three distinct types of domestic structures at this center, inhabitants 
of Sector B South ate comparable diets, leading Pacifico to conclude that inequali-
ties actually decreased when rural communities rapidly relocated to the capital— a 
possible consequence of an instituted redistributional economy put in place by the 
settlement’s leaders. It would be interesting to consider whether the three different 
structural types might also reflect a developmental cycle of household social units. 
Perhaps members of affiliated houses moved from one structural form to another as 
people married, had children, aged, or died. Such household development cycles have 
been documented in the Andes and elsewhere and point to the mutable and contin-
gent nature of status differences rarely considered by archaeologists (Goodman 1999; 
see also Billman, this volume; Goody 1971; Prossor et al. 2012).

Pacifico’s study is worth comparing with Cutright’s argument that rural commu-
nities, defined by more informal domestic structures, exercised greater political and 
economic autonomy than households residing in nucleated urban centers— the 
implication being that people were freer in the countryside. This perspective is 
reminiscent of Peter J. Wilson’s (1991) controversial argument that the adoption of 
more formal and regimented residential architecture imposed severe constraints on 
people’s dispositions, activities, and perceptions of the world. However, Pacifico’s 
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and Chicoine and coauthors’ research reveals that urbanization does not predict-
ably result in increased inequality or powerlessness. Despite the planning and 
formal construction of the more than forty compounds documented at the Early 
Horizon center of Caylán, the repetition of semi public patios and the privacy the 
cercaduras afforded point to the considerable autonomy of multi family corpora-
tions comprising the larger settlement.

Turning to Spence Morrow’s chapter, even though house types differed consider-
ably across the Jequetepeque landscape, he raises the fascinating question of whether 
an “ideal house” may have underwritten Moche ideologies of place and political 
affiliation. Spence Morrow’s chapter was refreshing, for it considered Moche con-
ceptions of house and home. Following Henri Lefebvre (1991), archaeologists have 
much to gain in examining how everyday practices structuring residential spaces 
complemented or contradicted ideal representations of both public and intimate 
places. Comparisons of this kind would allow for more probing analyses of how 
political identities were fashioned through the production of real or imagined 
attachments to place. The summit of Huaca Colorada appears to have served in 
part as a residence for religious specialists and political leaders. Still, I remain uncer-
tain whether the société à maison sociological model can effectively explain the great 
variability in Moche settlement and residential constructions, and Johnson’s and 
Zobler’s chapters indicate the coexistence of a number of competing discourses on 
place among the Moche.

The house society heuristic may hold some potential for interpreting the multiple 
compounds at Huacas de Moche but perhaps less so for Sipán, San José de Moro, 
and other sites defined by lordly mausoleums. Nevertheless, Spence Morrow’s 
theory is certainly worthy of consideration, and his thought- provoking study dem-
onstrates that there is much to be gained by examining ideologies of home and ter-
ritory and testing models derived from ethnography to our archaeological datasets, 
including theories on house societies. The dispersed temporales could be interpreted 
as expressing the general lack of rootedness among the peripatetic populations of 
Late Moche Jequetepeque (see Duke, this volume). However, as Spence Morrow 
argues, mobile communities possibly forged a strong sense of place and commu-
nity belonging by affiliating with a lordly temple dwelling that was visited during 
religious festivals. These celebrations might have involved the exchange of marital 
partners, sacrifices for group renewal, consultations with oracles, joint worship of 
revered huaca ancestors, and the reestablishment of social and political alliances. 
Feasts sponsored by possibly semi divine lords would have economically and ideo-
logically united disparate communities, including the fisherfolk and agriculturalists 
discussed by Duke— perhaps as members of one extended and imagined “house-
hold.” As Spence Morrow argues, “The huaca  .  .  . served as a sign embodying the 
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connection between the wider community and a deified elite through incorpora-
tive acts of construction, sacrifice, and dedicatory termination rites.” In fact, social 
identity in the Andes has traditionally been negotiated in terms of pulsating cycles 
of dissolution and confederation among different peoples, places, wak’as, and things 
(as expressed, for instance, in the notion of tinkuy) (Allen 1988, 205– 206; Harris 
1994, 47; Sallnow 1987, 136; Skar 1994; Swenson and Jennings 2018). In the south- 
central Andes, Peter Gose (1991) similarly describes the practice of dual residence 
and the seasonal disbandment and reconstitution of domestic groups— an analogy 
that might have relevance to understanding the particulars of the Jequetepeque 
settlement data. As Spence Morrow intimates, the archetypical house may have 
constituted an all- important master symbol for Jequetepeque communities, for the 
ideal house was so rarely built, seen, or experienced.

Finally, the notable variations in household social organization and their varied 
articulations with institutions of authority expose the limitations of our standard 
political typologies. The case studies presented in this volume demonstrate that 
searching for the material correlates of cities, chiefdoms, or states would tell us very 
little about the multifaceted political, social, and economic practices of North Coast 
households, ranging from the multifamily compounds at Caylán and El Purgatorio 
to the smaller but prosperous residences at Ventanillas. To take just one example, 
the domestic practices of Late Moche Jequetepeque, as explored in the chapters 
by Duke, Spence Morrow, and Zobler, were equally as complex as the Moche and 
Lambayeque Valleys, dominated by their massive urban centers. Jequetepeque was 
characterized by high populations, sophisticated religious and agricultural infra-
structures, a cosmopolitan international style, and flexible corporate structures that 
negotiated local and global political networks comparable to urban households 
and neighborhoods documented at Huacas de Moche. The unique social geogra-
phy of the region was the product of specific religious and political ideologies that 
were materially fashioned at various (and often overlapping) scales of socio spatial 
interaction, including ephemeral households, more permanent residences, neigh-
borhoods, elite temples, and cemeteries. In sum, North Coast households were 
more than passive receptacles or reflections of higher- level political institutions but 
were integral to their realization.

CO N CLU D I N G N OT E: CO N T E XT M AT T E R S

The chapters in this volume prove that domestic practices cannot be divorced from 
the cultural constructions of broader landscapes in which they formed a part. In 
this sense, the archaeological interpretation of the alternate political (even onto-
logical) worlds materialized in quotidian life can only proceed through systematic 
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contextual analyses of interrelated datasets. Thus residential layouts and occupation 
histories must be systematically compared with changing artefactual distributions 
and other dimensions of the built and natural environments. As illustrated in the 
case studies presented in this book and briefly summarized above, whether tempo-
rary hamlets built in the vicinity of agricultural fields in the Jequetepeque Valley or 
the planned precincts of Caylán, patterned variation in the form, quality, and con-
figuration of dwelling architecture does not necessarily correlate with generic, verti-
cal differences in social status but points instead to the distinct political regimes 
that structured the social formation in question and the ideologies of religion and 
identity that underwrote these regimes.

I concur with Billman that the interpretation of households must rely on mul-
tidisciplinary research based on the systematic screening of fill and occupation lay-
ers and the comparative analysis of multiple databases. Perhaps self- evident, but 
good contextual archaeology is grounded in identifying the conjunctions, disjunc-
tions, and unexpected lack of fit between different suites of data. Examples of this 
approach are illustrated throughout the edited volume, methods that shed valuable 
light on the distinct socioeconomic and political foundations of quotidian life on 
the north coast of Peru. For instance, Chicoine and colleagues interpret the skewed 
ratio of surface batanes and chungos as evidence that food production was man-
aged at the suprafamily cercadura level of social cooperation. In addition, Pacifico’s 
comparison of the distribution of organic remains with differences in the quality 
of residential constructions at El Purgatorio shows that social inequalities were sur-
prisingly muted in the realm of food consumption. The data support his theory that 
a redistributive economy was in play at El Purgatorio and that the rapid migration 
to the center from rural zones was likely voluntary and motivated by the desire to 
secure access to dependable food supplies. Cutright also plays off culinary data with 
artefactual and spatial indices to show that the expansion of the Chimú Empire 
resulted in shifts to subsistence strategies and diet despite surprising continuities 
in house layouts and artefactual assemblages. She develops a strong case that the 
Chimú were concerned with overseeing the economy of the region and were little 
interested in the ritual observances and identities of local people.

In a similar manner, Spence Morrow compares iconographic depictions of 
architecture with excavated building plans to develop his thesis that Moche con-
ceptions of home, territory, and community departed significantly from Western 
conceptions. Johnson’s analysis of female figurines and their changing distribu-
tions through time further indicates that the Moche label designates more than 
an elite political theology; various Moche- inspired folk religions were clearly in 
play throughout the North Coast, and, as Johnson notes, these traditions were not 
always aligned with state- instituted religious doctrine. It is intriguing that identical 
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figurine and whistle types cross- cut very different kinds of domestic contexts; for 
instance, the Labretted Lady has been recovered in residential debris at both Pampa 
Grande and Huaca Colorada. Therefore, despite notable differences in household 
organization and the degree of sedentism between separate river valleys, the reli-
gious observances of different communities may have been largely equivalent 
(dealing with parturition, female procreation, and similar concerns). In this regard, 
different taskscapes (rhythms of daily practice) do not always correspond to distinc-
tive traditions of gender, constructions of personhood, or community organization. 
Once again, our reading of domestic remains must always be sensitive to the larger 
context in which they are embedded.

To provide one final example, a contextual approach of this kind can also help 
make sense of the role of ancient North Coast households in larger ritual econ-
omies. For instance, feasting played an important role in creating and emplacing 
both real and imagined communities in very different North Coast settlements 
(see chapters by Chicoine et al., Cutright, Duke, Pacifico). However, the scale of 
production/consumption and the degree to which feasting was centralized seem 
to have determined the size and physical contiguity of co- residential units as well 
as the value placed on privacy, enclosure, public gatherings, and so forth. Thus it 
is intriguing that mass public spectacles of feasting and sacrifice documented in 
Jequetepeque (Huaca Colorada, San José de Moro) coincided with a regional set-
tlement pattern characterized by ephemeral and makeshift domestic constructions 
at a number of different sites (Castillo Butters 2010; Swenson 2012; Swenson and 
Warner 2012). In contrast, feasting appears to have been the prerogative of com-
peting multifamily groupings in Caylán. This particular social arrangement could 
explain the multiplication of elaborate frieze- adorned compounds at this impor-
tant Early Horizon center. In fact, the remarkable standardization of the cercaduras 
at this site was unlikely the result of centralized planning by a paramount authority; 
instead, it appears to have expressed the autonomy and fiercely protected identities 
of parochial cercadura alliances— perhaps comparable to the parish churches of the 
contrade of Siena or the multiple towers of feuding families in medieval Tuscan 
hill towns. In contrast and as argued by Spence Morrow, the little effort and few 
resources expended in many of the residential structures of Jequetepeque seem to 
have been offset by great spectacles of communion and collective effervescence at 
sites such as Huaca Colorada.

In the end, the case studies of this volume serve as a reminder that analogical 
inference can do much more than simply identify continuities in quotidian prac-
tices through time. As Alison Wylie (1982, 392– 393) argued in her assessment of the 
Gould- Watson debate, analogy is not just about the search for equivalence between 
source and archaeological case study. Our mobilization of the analogue of “house,” 
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“home,” or “community” is meant to uncover and make sense of both commonalities 
and variation in past residential structures and everyday lifeways. The chapters in 
this volume do an excellent job of interpreting this variation, and the authors have 
significantly improved our understanding of the ancient civilizations of the north 
coast of Peru.

N OT E

 1. Synchoritic urban formation refers to a city lacking resident farmers (Rowe 1963).
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